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Foreword

This is the third in a series of reports
on research at the Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories. The report
covers a two-year interval, as will suc-
ceeding reports in this unclassified
series. On alternate years, the AFCRL
report will cover classified programs.
The first such report on classified pro-
gramb will be published in 1966. This
report was written primarily for Air
Force and DoD managers of research
and development-and more specifi-
cally for the managers in our Head-
quarters office, the Office of Aerospace
Research. But it is hoped that it will
be of interest and value to a much
broader audience. To encompass this
broader audience and to make the con-
tent more meaningful, we have
attempted to relate, by means of survey
discussion, our programs to the larger
scientific field of which they are a part.
For the Air Force research manager,
we have attempted, to indicate the
relevance of AFCRL research to Air
Force needs. With respect to the latter,
however, we have exercised caution. It
is quite easy to be superficial in this
matter because almost all research can
be shown to have such relevance.
Relevance is measured in degrees. The
potential of AFCRL for contributing to
Air Force operational capabilities is
dependent foremost upon AFCRL
strength as a research laboratory. The
research programs covered in this
report reflect both the fulfilled aspects
of this potential and the growing poten-
tial for future contributions to the
overall Air Force mission.
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I The Air Force Cambridge 1

Research Laboratories

QThe Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories are an element of the
United States Air Force. The programs
of AFCRL are concentrated in those
scientific areas where, in the judgment
of AFCRL scientists and research
managers, there is likely to be a payoff
in terms of enhanced Air Force opera-
tional capability. All the research dis-
cussed in the succeeding chapters of
this report is germane to problems in
reconnaissance, su'vefllance, detection,
communications, information processing
and use, and to aircraft and missile
operations.

This research is largely concerned
with basic physical meehanisms and
environmental phenomena. The corre-
spondence between these research
studies and Air Force operational
requirements is not necessarily a direct
one. Most often it is highly indirect.
One part of the AFCRL role is to con-
duct research that may lead to new
requirements. The relationship between
science and new technologies has
received abundant commentary else-
where. The relationship is now
accepted as self-evident fact, and is, of
course, the fundamental assumption
underlying Air Force support of
research.

As a contributing member of the
scientific community in its own right,
AFCRL has a clear and discerning
view of the accumulated product of
science and the capability of drawing
upon those parts of this accumulated
product that have a relevance to Air
Force requirements.

In the approximately 15 percent of
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the AFCRL program that is classified, geophysics and electronics. AFCRL is
AFCRL is most directly and intimately the Air Force center for research in
concerned with improved Air Force geophysics and is the center for much
operational capabilities. The classified Air Force research in electronics. By
research program at AFCRL will be geophysics is meant meteorology,
covered in a separate report to be geology, geodesy, gravity, the dynamics
issued in 1966. of the upper atmosphere, astrophysics,

astronomy and so on. Electronics
AFCRL MISSIONM The mission of research at AFCRL is focused on

AFCRL is to conduct - to carry out, to microwave physics, solid state physics
do - basic and applied research in the and the information sciences.
environmental sciences and in certain AFCRL is an in-house laboratory.
areas- of the physical sciences. A This might be taken to mean that all of
secondary aspect of the mission is to its programs are wholly carried out by
support, under contract, research in AFCRL personnel. This is not the case
these two broad categories. Research at AFCRL - or at any large research
in the environmental and physical laboratory. A design concept, for
sciences can be translated to mean example, may originate in-house, but a

More than 900 of AFCRL's 1108
employees are located in the mair lab-
oratory comple'x at L. G. Hanscom
Field in Bedford, Mass. In addition to
these buildings, AFCRL maintains a
number of field sites in eastern Massa-
chusetts, in New Mexico and in Cali-
fornia.



practical working instrument or device
based on this concept may be com-
pleted by others under contract. In-
house research, as viewed by AFCRL,
is research that is conceived by, formu-
laed by, directed by, and conducted at
least in part by an AFCRL scientist.
This scientist is ordinarily responsible
for final data analysis and interpreta-
tion- but even in this respect he may
be helped by others under contract.

There is another aspect of the
AFCRL mission that needs emphasis.
AFCRL has the responsibility for
working on certain specific, time-
oriented problems for the Air Force At regularly schedJed commanders
that are in urgent need of solution, conferences, OAR Commander Major
Where AFCRL has the talent and the General Don R. Ostrander (extreme

left) meets with the commanders of
capability to contribute to the solution the various OAR elements and mem-
of such problems, it also has the obli- bers of their staffs to review research
gation to respond to the need. This and management programs.

obligation is one to which AFCRL and
its scientists are keenly attuned. standing on this matter. Most Air

-Closely related to this aspect of the Force development and applied research
AFCRL mission is that of serving as activity is carried out by a separate
advisors in many areas of science and command, the Air Force Systems Coin-
technology. AFCRL scientists serve on mand.
more than 45 Air Force, DoD, other AFCRL is the largest of the several
Governmental, and international con- research laboratories and offices admin-
mittees, boards, study groups and istered by the Office of Aerospace
panels. These groups have a number of Research. In terms of people, OAR
functions: to evaluate systems concepts, Headquarters together with all the
to shape military programs, to coordi- laboratories under its command num-
nate activities and programs, or simply bers less than 2000 persons. Of this
to provide a forum for the exchange of number, about 1100 are at AFCRL.
information and views. Other laboratories comprising OAR

ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVEi The are the Office of Scientific Research, in
Air Force Cambridge Research Labora- Washington, D. C., which relies exclu-
tories report to the Office of Aerospace sively on contracts in carrying out
Research (OAR). OAR has its head- external research across a broad spec-
quarters in Washington, D. C., and in trum of scientific disciplines; the Aero-
turn reports directly to Hq USAF. space Research Laboratories, at
OAR is responsible for the Air Force Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, an in-
research mission, and is organization- house research laboratory working in
ally separated from the Air Force the fields of metallurgy, tlirmo-
development and much applied research mechanics, hypersonics and fluid
activity. There is frequent misunder- dynamics; the Frank J. Seiler Research
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quent to the reporting period, two sig-
nificant command events occurred:
Colonel Kiley was elevated to the rank
of Brigadier General on 20 August 1965

4 and was soon thereafter named Com-
mander of the Air Force Missile
Development Center, New Mexico.
Colonel Robert F. Long, then Com-
mander of the 6th Weather Wing, Air
Weather Service, was appointed new
AFCRL Commander on 18 October
1965.)

Colonel Kiley, prior to assuming
command of AFCRL on 27 October
1964, served as AFCRL Vice Com-
mander under Brigadier General B. G.

On 18 October 1965 (subsequent to the Holzman who retired on that date.
time period of this report) Colonel Named the new AFCRL Vice Com-
Robert F. Long (right) was appointed mander on 1 July 1965 was Colonel
new AFCRIL Commander, succeeding
Brigadier General Leo A. Kiley (left). James L. Dick. Before joining AFCRL,

Colonel Dick served as Chief of Plans
and Programs, Air Force Weapons

Laboratory located at the USAF Laboratory, New Mexico.
Academy, Colorado, engaged in the AFORL is made up of nine labora-
physical and engineering sciences, and tories organized roughly along dibcipli-
the Operations Research Office, located nary lines. But in the special sense
at Holloman AFB, New Mexico, which that the research in each laboratory is
is concerned with systems analysis. In related to present and anticipated Air
addition, OAR maintains small liaison Force needs-weather modification,
offices at Patrick AFB, Florida, and prediction of solar proton showers,
Vandenberg AFB, California, and at better communications- the labora-
the Space Systems Division, in Los tories are mission oriented. This duality
Angeles. Foreign operations are con- is common to almost all research lab-
ducted through offices in Brussels and oratories, even those associated with
Rio de Janeiro. universities. Such laboratories tend to

The Office of Aerospace Research, be organized along disciplinary lines,
during the period of this report, was while functionally much work is mis-
under the command of Major General sion oriented.
Don R. Ostrander. Serving as General The titles of AFCRL's nine labora-
Ostrander's Vice Commander was tories indicate something of the

SBrigadier General Ernest A. Pinson, breadth and diversity of Vhe AFCRL
who upon the retirement of General program. These titles are: Upper
Ostrander on 15 October 1965 will Atmosphere P h y s i c s, Microwave
become new Commander of the Office of Physics, Space Physics, Terrestrial
Aerospace Research. Sciences, Optical Physics, Data Sci-
AFCRL, at the termination of this ences, Meteorology, Solid State Sciences
reporting period, was under the com- and Aerospace Instrumentation.
mand of Colonel Leo A. Kiley. (Subse- Of the AFCRL personnel complement

S.
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of 1108, 194 are military, and 914 are
civilian. The 1108 figure is an increase
of 13 persons over the 1 July 1963
figure given in the previous AFCRL
report. But this figure does not fully
reflect AFCRL size. Much administra-
tive support -procurement, personnel,
maintenance, and so on - is furnished
by the AFSC Electronics System Divi-
sion at L. G. Hanscom Field. In terms -

of people, this support constitutes about
300 man years. Furthermore, much of
AFCRL's work could not be done with-
out the help of personnel from other
Air Force agencies - the Air Weather
Service, and the personnel at the var- Flight crews for AFCRL airborne
ous Air Force rocket and missile experiments are provided by AFSC's
ranges. The turnover rate of AFCRL Electronics Systems Division at
scientific personnel is about five percent Hanscom Field. Here a crew return-ing from a weather observation missiona year, a percentage somewhat lower is interviewed by the press.
than the natioral average for research
laboratory personnel.

Almost 600 AFCRL employees have conducted at a cost of $125 million.
degrees - 219 bachelors, 233 masters This is the combined total of AFCRL's
and 141 doctorates. The 141 doctorate FY-1964 and FY-1965 budgets. The
figure represents an increase of 25 over FY-1964 budget was $66.8 million, the
the figure of two years ago. While the FY-1965 budget $58.2 million. Thus,
proportion of advanced degree holders there was an $8.6 million decrease in
in any research laboratory is less than the FY-1965 budget from the previous
an infallible guide to the capacity of year. In comparing the FY-1965 bud-
that laboratory for creative research get with that of FY-1963 ($74.5 mil-
(itself an ill-defined commodity), the lion, the largest budget in AFCRL
statistic is nevertheless one guide in an history) there has been a decrease of
area where there are few others. A $16.7 million.
more valid complementary index, per- The primary reason for this large
haps, is the number of papers published decrease is the completion of certain
and presented. During the two-year large programs funded by the Defense
period from July 1963 to June 1965, Atomic Support Agency and the
AFCRL scientists published 404 papers Advanced Research Projects Agency.
in scientific journals, presented 503 DASA funding for AFCRL's participa-
papers at scientific meetings and issued tion in the 1962 series of atomic tests
208 in-house research reports. These in the Pacific and ARPA funding of the
papers are listed at the end of each Arecibo Radio Observatory in Puerto
laboratory chapter in this report. Rico accounted for a large portion of

FY-1 64 AND F1'-1OS BUDG-TU, the inordinately large FY-1963 budget.
The research progrxnis discussed in the Reduced funding from the Air Force
following chapters or this report were Systems Command accounted for much
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of the recent decrease between FY-1964 TABLE 1
and FY-1965. SOURCES OF FY-1964 FUNDS

The AFCRL budget is derived from
many agencies. Sources of FY-1964 OAR $43,853,000
and FY-1965 funds are shown in the AFSC 12,646,000
accompanying tables. The budget RADC $5,851,000
figures given in these tables are not Avionics
intended to represent a total cost Lab. 2,745,000
accounting for operating AFCRL. ESD 1,167,000
Many costs such as salaries of military BSD 1,071,000
personnel, services provided by the air SSD 1,059,000
base on which AFCRL is a tenant, and ASD 753,000
assistance in conducting field operations ARPA 4,923,000
given by other Air Force and Govern- DASA 3,506,000
ment agencies, are not reflected in the NASA 1,119,000
figures shown. The figures include the AFLC 200,000
money received by AFCRL for contract Navy 170,000
research, civilian salaries, equipment, AEC 102,000
travel, and general operational costs. Army 80,000
About $11.3 million of the FY-1965 NSF 80,000
budget was expended for civilian NSA 75,000
salaries. ADC 24,000

The funds received from AFCRL's TOTAL $66,778,000
headquarters, OAR, and to a lesser
extent those received from AFSC are TABLE 2
used to support research of a contin- TABLE 2
uing, long range nature. More discre- SOURCES OF FY-1965 FUNDS
tion is provided AFCRL administrators OAR $41,006,000
and scientists in the expenditure of AFSC 9,491,000
funds from these two sources than is R & T
allowed in the expenditure of funds Div. $4,419,000
from other sources. Funds from other Avionics
agencies are earmarked for specific Lab. 2,750,000
research projects. RADC 1,040,000

The reporting period witnessed one ESD 1,030,000
major change in the allocation and SSD 232,000
management of AFCRL's funds. This BSD 20,000
change affected only certain programs ARPA 3,483,000
of a more applied research nature in DASA 2,980,000
electronics. These programs fall under NASA 655,000
a category bearing the designation, AFLC 200,000
"Electromagnetics, Other." AFCRL NSA 200,000
was asked to identify all applied elec- NSF 80,000
tronics resear:ch programs so that Army 80,000
management responsibility for these ADC 41,000
programs could be transferred to
AFSC's Research and Technology Divi- TOTAL $58,216,000
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sion and the various laboratories of this are in general contracts for work that
Division. What this means is that while is in direct support of research carried
the programs remain at AFCRL, the out within the AFCRL laboratory.
R & T Division and its laboratories will Almost always the contracts are man-
have direct management responsibility aged by AFCRL scientists who are
for them, and will set the level of sup- themselves a c t i v e, participating
port for each. The purpose of this researchers. AFCRL does not use con-
administrative change is to improve tracts as the primary means for pur-
coupling between Air Force research chasing ;scientific talent and judgment.
and development agencies, and thus the
coupling between AFCRL and the
operational Air Force.

CONTRACT PROGRAM: The bulk of
the AFCRL budget -about 70 percent
- is expended on contract support.
The total number of outstanding con-
tracts changes from month to month
but averages about 975. Taking 1 April
1965 as a reference date, it is seen that
on that date AFCRL had 939 outstand-
ing contracts. Of these, 400 were with
U. S. industrial concerns, 299 were with
U. S. universities, 89 were with foreign
universities, and companies, and the
remainder were with research founda-
tions, with other Government agencies
(transfer of funds) and for special pro- Dr. John Evans, Director of AFCRL's
curement actions. Sacramento Peak Observatory, receives

the Distinguished , vilian ServiceThe wide use of contracts in conduct- Award from Air Force Secretary
ing an in-house program may seem an Eugene Zuckert, the highest award
inherent contradiction. As such, the made to DoD civilian employees. In

matter requires clarification because it both 1964 and 1965, AFCRL scientists
received this honor. The 1964 award

may lead to some confusion among was made to Dr. Norman W. Rosen-

those whose familiarity with Govern- berg.

inent research procurement procedures
extends only to those agencies that rely This matter is reemphasized in order
wholly or in large part on contracts for that the extremely broad program
accomplishing their missions, covered in this report can be understood

As was pointed out earlier in this in relation to the relatively small num-
chapter, AFCRL is defined as an ber of persons comprising AFORL. The
in-house laboratory because it is the contract program tends to free the
AFCRL scientist and engineer who AFCRL scientist from much that is
plan the research, initiate a line of routine in science and to increase bis
inquiry, organize the program, inter- productivity.
pret the results and share the workload There is another role that the con-
of actual research. AFCRL's contracts tracts play in the AFCRL program.

3'---
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This role relates to responses to Air are located at L. G. Hanscom Field.
Force operational problems when the Hanscom Field stretches across parts
competence exists in AFCRL for deal- of four Massachuietts communities at
ing with such problems. No research a point about 20 miles west of Boston.
laboratory, because of the need for These communities are Bedford, Con-
continuity and stability, can transfer cord, Lexington and Lincoln. AFCRL
people, money and facilities to handle is one of three major research and
each technical problem in urgent need development organizations located on
of solution. AFCRL, however, main- Hanscom Field. The other two are
tains a reservoir of scientific comps- MIT's Lincoln Laboratory, less than a
tence capable of outlining approaches quarter mile distance from AFCRL,
for the solution of problems and identi- and the Electronic Systems Division
fying sources of contract talent that (ESD) of the Air Force Systems Com-
can be drawn upon to develop the equip- mand, which is the largest of the three
ments or systems needed. When the organizations.
Air Force comes to AFCRL with Immediately outside the limits of
unexpected technical problems demand- Hanscom Field is the MITRE Corpora-
ing solution, AFCRL in such cases tion, a not-for-profit R & D organiza-
often relies heavily upon contractors. tiori set up to assist ESD in its
Contracts can serve as a cushion various system development programs.
against the impact of such Air Force Hanscom Field itself is located just off
requests for immediate assistance, per- Route 128 along which a substantial
mitting the main stream of laboratory part of the nation's total electronics
research to continue largely unin- and industrial research capability is
fluenced. located.

In this report, emphasis is placed on About 900 of AFCRL's 1100 employ-
the contributions of AFCRL scientists, ees are physically located at Hanscom
rather than the contributions of scien- Field. The remainder are located at
tists in other laboratories working AFCRL's many permanent field sites
under AFCRL contract. The achieve- which literally stretch from coast to
ments of scientists working under coast. Most of the permanent AFCRL
AFCRL contract should more properly sites are located within a radius of 60
be announced and discussed by those miles or so from Hanscom Field. The
scientists themsel-es or by the institu- largest of these sites is the Sagamore
tions with which they are affiliated. For Hill Radio Observatory in Hamilton,
these achievements, credit can be Mass., where are located two large
reflected on AFCRL only insofar as a radio telescopes, one with a dish 84 feet
judicious application of the contract in diameter, the other with a dish of
budget was made. If the programs dis- 150 feet. Another large off base site is
cussed in this report fail to reflect the AFCRL's weather radar research
many outstanding contributions made facility in Sudbury, Mass. Other sites
during the period by scientists under in the Massachusetts area are used to
the AFCRL contract program, it is for make antenna pattern measurements,
this reason. for detecting worldwide sferics (light-

ning strokes) activity, for monitoring
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT: The geomagnetic variations, and for propa-

main laboratory buildings of AFCRL gation research.
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Several hundred visitors to AFCRL
each year meet with AFCRL scientists
and tour AFCRL research facilities.
In the upper left photograph, AFCRL
Vice Commander Colonel James L.
Dick meets with a delegation of Argen- the solar radio observatory at Fort
tine Air Force officers. In upper right, Davis, Texas, operated by the Harvard
Indian journalists visit AFCRL's College Observatory. Since the late
radiation research facilities. In lower
left, young officers from Wright-Pat- 1950's AFCRL has operated a site at
terson AFB observe equipments used Thule, Greenland, for observing the
in ultrapurification of materials. In
lower right, two science teachers from aurora, magnetic activity and airglow.
a local school learn of methods for Permanent AFCRL balloon launch
growing single crystals. facilities are located at Holloman AFB,

New Mexico, and Chico, California.
A new field site was established

during the period at NASA's rocket
AFCRL's largest single off-base range at Wallops Island, Virginia. This

installation is the Sacramento Peak site, previously operated by the Lincoln
Observatory in Sunspot, New Mexico, Laboratory, will be used by AFCRL's
one of the finest solar observatories in Meteorology Laboratory to observe, by
the world. The Sacramento Peak means of radar, atmospheric conditions
Observatory, in turn, wholly supports associated with clear air turbulence.

- - ~ - ~~----.~~-~-- W
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new IBM 7044-1460 general purpose
: 7 FT digital computer. The need for such a

- computer has existed for many years,
during which time AFCRL was forced
to buy time on the Lincoln Laboratory
and Mitre computers, as well as to con-
tract for computer services. Other
equipments installed were a 6.6 meter
vacuum spectrograph, the most sensi-
tive instrument of its kind in the world,
a 21 mev linear accelerator for research
on radiation damage to electronic
materials, and a large data processor
for decommutating environmental data

An IBM 7044-1460 general purpose from various AFCRL satellite and
computer waz installed during the rocket sensors in connection with
reporting period. In the past, most
of AFCRL's general computational AFCRL's new space environment fore-
requirements were met under contract. casting program.

ROCKETS, SATELLITES AND AIR-

The research programs of AFCRL CRAFT: During the two-year report-
entail the continual acquisition and ing period, July 1963 -June 1965,
disposition of temporary field sites - AFCTL launched 104 large sounding
the negotiation with New Zealand for rockets and designed scientific instru-
an observing site in the Cook Island ment packages which were placed in
group for viewing the 30 May 1965 orbit aboard nine Air Force and NASA
eclipse, the lease of five square miles of satellites.
flat Kansas wheat land for a month- Of the 104 rockets, 84 were launched
long series of microscale meteorological by just one AFCRL laboratory-the
observations, and the transfer of a Upper Atmosphere Physics Laboratory.
dust-free trailer to northern Sweden In addition to the 84 rockets, the
used for the assembly of rocket nose Upper Atmosphere Physics Laboratory
cones to be used in noctilucent cloud designed packages for three satellites.
experiments. Other foreign sites The Space Physics Laboratory launched
(acquisition of which often requires 15 sounding rockets and had experi-
lengthy negotiation and involves State ments aboard five satellites during the
Department assistance) acquired for period.
special projects were in Malta, Thes- More than one-third of the rockets
salonika, Greece, Grand Bahama -39-were launched from the Air
Islands, Barbados and Okinawa. Dur- Proving Ground Command at Eglin
ing the two-year period, AFCRL pro- AFB, Florida. Twenty-two were
grams were carried out in more than launched from the White Sands Missile
100 field sites all over the world. Range, New Mexico, and ten from Fort

Installed within AFCRL's main Churchill, Canada. Six rockets were
laboratory facilities at Hanscom during launched from aboard an aircraft car-
the period were four major research rier off the coast of Peru near the

Aequipments. The largest of these was a equator.

y - ~ - -
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Rockets launched during this period group or laboratory in the country and,
examined almost every aspect of the by safe inference, in the world. The
earth's upper atmosphere and near- AFCRL program has given scientists
space environment. The largest pro- all over the world their most detailed
grams can be grouped under certain picture of the earth's dynamic environ-
bri)ad categori,'s - atmospheric winds, ment.
tmperatures and densities, the electri- The first U. S. satellite, 1958 Alpha,
cal structure of the ionosphere, solar launched in January 1958, carried an
ultraviolet radiation, atmospheric com- AFCRL experiment- a microphone-
position, the earth's radiation belts, type micrometeorite detector. Since
cosmic ray activity, airglow and the then, AFCRL scientists have had one
aurora, or more experiments aboard scores of

Since AFCRL launched its first Air Force and NASA satellites -some
rocket in August 1946--an early V-2 of these entirely devoted to AFORL
- the laboratories had launched a experiments.
total of 554 rockets as of 30 June 1965. Plans for expanded satellite programs

got underway during the period and
this planning will be reflected in future
AFCRL reports. Two of these pro-
grams are particularly noteworthy.
First, AFCRL designed a series of
experiments for the Gemini 5 and 7
programs involving the measurement
of optical and infrared radiation from
stars, the earth and missile launches.
Second, AFCRL has proposed a series
of 25 experiments - experiments grow-
ing out of research conducted by
AFCRL's Optical Physics, Upper
Atmosphere Physics and Space Physics
Laboratories - for the Air Force's
Manned Orbiting Laboratory program.

AFCRL has two KC-135's used for
i continuing programs in gravity

research and ionospheric and optical
physics. and three C-130 flying labora-
tories instrumented to make gravity

AFCRL has proposed some 25 experi- measurements, for cloud physics
ments, most of them involving optical research and for the measurement of
and infrared radiation, to be con- atmospheric visibility. A U-2 aircraft
ducted by astronauts in the Air is used for a host of meteorological
Force's Manned Orbiting Laboratory. measurements where it is necessary to

observe weather patterns from extreme
This figure, which does not include an altitudes.
even larger number of smaller meteor-
ological rockets, is the largest number LOGISTICS SUPPORT: The dynamics
of sounding rockets launched by any of a large research laboratory are best

_ 7 F
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highlighted by the indirect means of (average distribution, 500 copies) more
reviewing the logistics support and than 200 in-house reports and almost
housekeeping services needed to keep 1000 contractor reports during the
the laboratory functioning. For period. Procedures were also worked
example, during the two-year period cf out for the selected dissemination of
this report, AFCRL logistics personnel certain reports to those laboratories
processed more than 35,000 cash and and agencies having direct interest in
blanket order purchases, purchases their content.
usually in)volving small off-the-shelf Other in-house services include the
electronics items. The office handled electrical engineering involved in the

design and fabrication of printed cir-
cuit boards for laboratory scientists,
the fabrication of rocket and satellite
instrumentation, and the engineering
design of certain equipments. AnI, example of the last was a shipboard
balloon launcher, discussed in Chapter
X, which w .s designed and built by the
AFCRL engineering staff.

The service function in which AFCRL
1 takes most pride, however, is its

~ i~ ~ Rlibrary. This library has grown into
one of the finest research libraries in
the world. Its geophysics collection is
unexcelled. During the period, it
acquired more than 15,000 new mono-
graphs alone, in addition to large serial

Observational sciences, by their very and technical report acquisitions.
nature, give rise to a heavy logistics Visitors to the AFCRL library are
workload. Here a trailer, tightly most impressed by the library's histori-
sealed and with a large air filter sys- cal collection. For example, the library
tem, is leaving AFCRL for shipment
to Sweden where it will provide a dust- has complete collections of the Philo-
free evironment for the assembly of sophical Transactions of the Royal
rocket nose cones. Society of London dating back to 1665,

the Histoire of the Paris Academy
dating back to 1699, and the Commen-

about 8,000 purchase requests for tarii of the Rwusian Academy of Science
larger items and processed an equal dating back to 1726. In addition, the
number of orders for items procured library has acquired a large collection
through Government sources of supply. of original notebooks of the third and

AFCRL support personnel were fourth Lords Rayleigh as well as nearly
responsible for general data processing all of the manuscript material of both
by AFCRL scientists, and often for the Lords Rayleigh. These papers are being
decommutation of telemetry data from copied and made available to other
rockets and satellites. Research libraries and, following cataloging will
involves an inordinately large publica- be published by a commercial publish-
tion effort. The Laboratory distributed jng firm.

5 ~-
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The library also has an exceptionally laws into unifying elements - which is
large collection of translations. Many another way of saying that the goal is
of these translations were made for more economical descriptions of physi-
AFCRL scientists by library personnel cal phenomena.
or under library contract. Scientific
journals of Bulgaria, China, Czechoslo-
vakia, Holland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Poland,
Russia and Sweden are all represented -
in this translation series. During the -. /
period, the library built its collection of
Chinese science journals and meno-
graphs into one of the most comprehen-
sive in the U. S. The tables of contents
and abstracts of articles from these
Chinese journals are circulated to other
laboratories throughout the country,
and provide one of the best sources of
information on the status of Chinese
science.

SUMMARY, The above paragraphs
are intended to provide a few admin- AFCRL is making increasing use of
istrative points of reference to the satellites in its research program.
research program of AFCRL covered in Here a model of the OV2 series ofsatellites is displayed in the AFCRL
the following chapters of this report. lobby prior to shipment to the Paris
Another point of reference should be Air Show held in the spring of 1965.
noted.

The chapters of this report are
organized by laboratory, and these lab- For the research manager attempt-
oratories, in turn, as was noted, are ing to keep segments of research neatly
organized along disciplinary lines. But compartmentalized, the tendencies
classification of scientific work (the toward greater unity result in a spread-
first step in ita organization), as all ing out of the research beyond the
those engaged in this work know, is compartment boundaries (plasmas are
often artificial and arbitrary. Classifi- discussed in different contexts through-
cation is simply the essential means for out this report, for example), and is
coping with things, for integrating the thus a continuous source of concern.
infinite multiplicity of phenomena into Perhaps this concern is ill-founded,
units that can be grasped and under- because departures from neat compart-
stood. While the systematic investiga- mentalizations are really measures oftion of small isolated entities is an growth and vitality.
indispensable procedure of science, this
procedure nevertheless conflicts with
the fundamental goal of science which
is to synthesize its myriad concepts and

W4
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The Laboratory's ionospheric flying
laboratory leaves from Hanscom Field
for the Pacific to observe the 30 May
1965 eclipse,
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IIUpper Atmosphere
Physics Laboratory

S The Upper Atmosphere Physics
Laboratory is concerned with the one
percent of the earth's atmosphere that
extends from the lowest level of the
ionosphere -the D layer at about 50
km - out to the magnetopause, the
boundary of the earth's magnetic field,
70,000 km or more.

Within this one percent of the atmos-
phere there occurs the dramatic but
dimly understood physical and chemical
processes that moderate the environ-
ment at the surface of the earth. The
protective blanket of the upper atmos-
phere protects life from the harmful
effects of the solar ultraviolet and
cosmic radiation, and profoundly
influences the operation of the earth's
giant meteorological engine.

The free electrons and ions found
throughout this region specify the per-
formance capability of most radio com-
munications and govern the parameters
of surveillance radars. The visible
emissions over the sky at night result-
ing from the recombination of atoms
and molecules set the threshold of
sensitivity for optical reconnaissance
equipment. And the densities and
temperatures of this region are factors
in the design of aerospace vehicles.

Upper atmosphere research is com-
prised of a diversity of studies. The
Laboratory is concerned with upper
atmosphere densities, pressures and
temperatures, with airglow and the
aurora, with the physical and electrical
structure of the ionosphere, with the
chemical processes of the ionosphere,
and with ionospheric and geomagnetic
effects on radio propagation. Last, the
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Laboratory is concerned with ultra- tures then decrease sharply up to about1iolet radiation, the fundamental source 100 km. They rise steadily again to
of energy that maintains the dynamic around 1200 degrees K at around 700
processes of the upper atmosphere. km. The plot usually terminates with

The Laboratory is AFCRL's largest the dashed line of extrapolation.
user of sounding rockets and satellites.
During the two-year period, the Lab-
oratory launched 84 large sounding
rockets. Because the properties of the
upper atmosphere vary widely with
latitude, the Laboratory has established
a number of field sites and data gather-
ing sites all over the world - some
operated by AFCRL personnel, but -

most operated by contractors. The
Laboratory also flies what is perhaps
the most completely equipped aircraft
(a K0-135) in the country for record-
ing ionospheric characterist'Cs.

(Other AFCRL Laboratories con- /
ducting research related to thai nf the
Upper Atmosphere Physics Laboratory
are the Space Physics Laboratory,
Chapter IV, the Optical Physics Lab-
oratory, Chapter VI, and the Aerospace
Instrumentation Laboratory, Chapter
X.)

TEMlPERTURES

The Upper Atmosphere Physics Lab-
The most direct and effective way to oratory is the largest AFCRL user of
obtain a profile of winds, densities and sounding rockets, From July 1963 to

temperatures in the region between 50 June 1965, Laboratory scientists
instrumented 84 large sounding rockets

to 700 km is by sending rockets with for a variety of observations. The
various types of sensors through a Exos rocket is shown here.

vertical cross-section of this altitude
regime. Features of this profile are
under continuous revision as more data Temperature and density are some-
are accrued. One familiar description what correlated parameters. One can
of the profile is the plot of temperature often be derived from the other. Also,
as a function of altitude. In this plot, a from a knowledge of temperature and
characteristic bulge is seen at an alti- densities, it is possible to derive certain
tude of about 50 kin, at the strato- information about the chemistry of the
sphere-mesosphere interface, denoting upper atirosphere and energy transport
a temperature maximum. Tempera- processes. These temperature varia-

- 1-



tions are largely the result of chemical taking place at altitudes above 85 km
changes which create at various levels requires extremely large explosive
heat sinks and heat sources. But not charges. For example, more than 200
enough is known of the physics and pounds of explosives are needed for
chemistry of the upper atmosphere to ground-based acoustic detection of deto-
formulate an equation giving results nations at altitudes above 150 kn.
that agree with measurements. An alternative technique for record-

The chemistry of the upper atmos- ing acoustic pulses of high detonations
phere, as well as investigations of the has been demonstrated by the Labora-
solar ultraviolet radiation which set in tory. The technique involves optical
motion the chemical processes, are dealt - th.t is, photographic - means to
with in separate sections of this record acoustic wave propagation. The
chapter. experiment used to demonstrate the

Data from the many AFCRL experi- technique was carried out at an altitude
ments conducted during the period were of 108 km above Eglin AFB, Florida.
incorporated in the "Supplemental A glowing chemical trail is released by
Atmosphere to the Standard Atmos- the rocket and an explosive charge (of
phere," a compilation of commonly about 14 pounds) from the same rocket
ag-reed upon values of temperatures, is detonated in or near the trail. The
densities, and pressures. The Supple- detonation imposes a visible pressure
mental Atmosphere covers the altitude pulse on the chemical trail. The gas
region of 90 to 700 kin, and was con- used for the chemical trail was a
piled by a task group of representatives mixture of triethyl aluminum and tri-
from several outside laboratories under methyl aluminum. The gas glows for a
the chairmanship of an AFCRL scien- minute or so following release with
tist. The Supplement augments data an intensity sufficient to permit photog-
incorporated in the "US Standard raphy.
Atmosphere, 1962." Data for the Sup- Two types of photographic records
plemental Atmosphere came from many were obtained - a framed movie
sources, but a major contribution was sequence, and a streak photograph.
made by AFCRL through its large The streak photograph record proved to
rocket probe program for measuring be more valuable. Interpretation of the
upper atmosphere environment, lines of enhanced luminosity on the

chemical trail (representing the shock
SOUND AND TEMPERATURNE One of waves) is an involved mathematical

the first things learned in high school process. To be calculated are the rapid
physics is that the velocity of sound expansion of the g s cloud, ratio of
varies with atmospheric temperature. specific heats, molecular weights, and
The Laboratory has applied this prin- so on. At an altitude of 108 kin, an
ciple to atmospheric temperature meas- acoustic velocity of 0.35 kn per second
urement. Such measurements - con- corresponds to a temperature of 300
sisting of a detonation at altitude and degrees K, plus or minus 50 degrees.
an acoustic detector on the ground- This figure, which was derived on the
have, in fact, provided the most reliable basis of the photographic record of the
estimates of ambient temperatures at experiment, compares to the value of
altitudes up to 85 !an. But ground- 250 degrees K given in the US Standard
based acoustic detection of detonations Atmosphere.
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line of flight, and in other places to the
right. But casual observation shows
that these distortions are not random.
The trail, as seen two dimensionally
from the side, describes a sine wave.
Actually, the trail assumes the con-
figuration of a helix.

The forces creating this pattern are
fairly easy to decipher. Winds simply
change direction with altitude. Viewed
from above, this directional change is
clockwise. Thus, at 100 km winds may
be from the east, at 110 km they may
be from the south, at 120 km from the
west, and at 130 km from the north.
The result is that the luminescent trail
takes on a helix configuration.

This describes the situation for a
Release of chemicals in the upper single observation. But what happens
atmosphere is referred to throughout
this chapter. Here is clearly seen the to the upper atmosphere winds at a
helical configuration that results particular altitude at different times
because of change in wind direction during the night? The rocket firings
with altitude. Densities, atmospheric were spaced at intervals throughout the
chemical reactions, and ionospheric
disturbances can all be studied by night in order to observe possible
means of chemical releases. changes at a given altitude. It was

found that at a given altitude the wind
UPPER ATNOSPKR E WIND PAT- direction changes in a clockwise man-

TURNS, The chemical trail technique ner 360 degrees during a 12-hour night.
was also used during the period to At lower altitudes this rotation is some-
measure nighttime wind patterns in the what more; it is less at higher altitudes.
upper atn'%phere. In a series of rocket This means that the helix configura-
flights launched from Eglin AFB, tion assumed by the chemiluminescent
Florida, the chemical release trail trail is rotating. Observing this helix
(trimethyl aluminum which remains from the side in a two-dimensional
visible for five to eight minutes) was plane (where it is then seen as a kind
started at an altitude of about 90 km of sine wave), we see that the wave
and continued until the rocket reached moves downward about one wavelength
150 to 160 km. A vertical trail 60 km during a 12-hour period.
long was thus created in the nighttime The measurements giving rise to this
sky. picture of upper atmosphere winds

These experiments uncovered an were carried out during the night when
unsuspected and surprising regularity solar influences were at a minimum. To
in the wind velocity and direction of determine seasonal variations in wind
upper atmosphere winds. Winds with patterns, two series of measurements
velocities of 100 to 150 miles an hour were made - the first in the winter,
immediately distort this trail, forcing the second in the spring. The only sea-
it in some places to the left of the center sonal variation noted was that the

or
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north-south wind velocities were pheric density by first ionizing the
greater in the winter than in the atmospheric gas. A voltage is set up
spring. between two terminals. The rate of

TECHNIQUES FOR DERIVING DENSITY current flow in the ionized gas between
DATA: Four techniques were used by the terminals is a measure of the
the Laboratory for the direct measure. atmospheric density. During the period,
ment of upper atmosphere densities, the Laboratory designed, constructed
These techniques involve a free-falling and tested a warm-filament type ioniza-
metal sphere, the Brehmsstrahlung tion gauge for installation in the Air
effect, ionization gauges, and calcula- Force OV-2 satellite scheduled for
tions of satellite drag. launch in the summer of 1965. Three

The fallirg-3phere technique is used ionization gauges of the cold-cathode
for measurii .g densities at altitudes magnetron type were incorporated into
below about 120 km. The technique a Blue Scout satellite launched from
consists of ejecting a seven-inch diame- Wallops Island in the spring of 1965.
ter rigid sphere from a rocket. The Both the warm-filament and the cold-
sphere contains an omnidirectional cathode gauges were calibrated by
accelerometer that senses atmospheric AFCRL scientists down to a pressure
drag forces. During the reporting of 10-9 torr.
period, this technique was used in nine A final study of atmospheric densities
rocket flights (Nike Cajuns and Nike involved drag calculations of the
Apaches) - six from White Sands, Explorer XVII satellite. A Baker-Nunn
New Mexico, under funding by the
Army in connection with the Army's
reentry program, and three from Eglin
AFB, Florida. A new accelerometer
was introduced for some of the later
flights. With a sensitivity of 5 x 10-5 g,
this new accelerometer extends the
altitude at which this technique can be
used to about 120 km.

The Brehmkstrablung technique will
be first applied to measurements of
atmospheric densities in a rocket flight
scheduled for late 1965. The technique
consists of firing a beam of five kev
electrons from an electron gun into the
surrounding atmosphere. These elec-
trons interact with the atoms of the
atmosphere and the Brehmsstrahlung
radiation produced is measured by an Free-falling balloons containing highly

sensitive accelerometers are usedx-ray detector in the rocket. Calcula- to measure atmospheric densities. The
tions of expected x-radiation between three foot diameter balloons are car-
the altitudes of 90 to 200 km were made ried aloft by rockets. This techniqueLaboratory vacuum chamber. was greatly refined during the periodin a Lwith improved balloon and acceler-

Ionization gauges measure atmos- ometer design.

ell) _ __ _ _ _ ---.-- ; - ----
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phere-a continuous, kaleidoscopic
pattern of dissociation, attachment,
and recombination. This process is
maintained by collisions between atmos-
pheric species and by interaction with
the radiative energy of the sun-
primarily ultraviolet radiation. Prod-
ucts of these collisions and interactions
are the ionosphere, airglow and the
aurora.

The physical chemistry of the atmos-
phere has many parts. The exigencies

- of the research situation forces the
V iresearcher to look at each part sepa-

rately. Although the parts discussed in
this section are treated as somewhat
discrete areas of investigation, their

Laboratory vacuum chamber is used to interrelationships when viewed from a
calibrat instrument for measuring more distant perspective become
atmospheric density. Instrument being more isible
tested is based on Brehmsstrahlung starkly visible.
technique in which atmospheric gas is Nor does one see this unity only
bombarded with electrons producing among the projects discussed in this
x-radiation. section on physical chemistry. The

foregoing discussion of temperature

camera provided the basic observational and densities is highly related. One

data. For this study, the Laboratory cannot understand the rates of chemical

developed a new differential orbit cor- reactions unless one knows something

rection program. Variations of density of the mean free paths, which is another

with the solar flux, perigee height, way of describing atmospheric density.
Measurements of atmospheric tempera-angle bdtiurnl pgee and the genter ture, also discussed earlier, can tell the

of the diurnal bulge and the geomag-

netic index were all taken into account researcher much about chemical proces-

in these calculations. Agreement ses producing temperature variations,

between experimental data and theo- and temperature itself affects reaction

retical models was v. ithin 25 pezcent. rates. Also intrinsically related to
physical chemistry processes of the
upper atmosphere is the work on ultra-
violet radiation and ultraviolet spec-

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF THE troscopy covered later in this chapter.
ATMOSPHERE Scores of techniques are used to

measure upper atmosphere processes.
This section deals with the electrons, These techniques are the basis for
atoms, ions and molecules of the upper instrumentation sent aloft in rockets
atmosphere, and with their interactions and satellites. The three effects of
and transformations. Transformation physical chemistry processes of primary
is in fact the characteristic attribute of interest to the Air Force are absorp-
the gases comprising the upper atmos- tion, emission and attenuation of elec-

I-
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tromagnetic radiation. These effects -
set the limits to the efficiency of recon-
naissance and surveillance equipments.
The scientist, however, is interested in
understanding basic mechanisms that
permit him to predict effects. The
AFCRL program couples these two
interests.

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION: The
study of the physical chemistry of the
upper atmosphere must necessarily
begin with knowledge of the relative
concentrations of atoms, ions and mole-
cules at different altitude levels. The
mobt precise, direct and effective way
to measure the neutral and charged
particle composition of the upper
atmosphere is by placing a mass spec- Mass spectrometer to be flown on

trometer in a balloon, rocket or satel- Aerobee 150 is checked out in the lab-

lite. During the two years covered in oratory. This particular spectrometer
was flown on 21 July 1965 from White

this report, a variety of mass spec- Sands to measure ion composition

trometer systems were flown on bal- above 120 kin.
loons to measure the neutral composi-
tion from ground level to 30 kIn, on C02 were continuously monitored. The

Nike Cajun rockets to measure the data indicate these constituents remain
neutral and ionic constituents from 50 in constant ratios (within a small
to 115 kin, and on Aerobee Hi rockets instrument error) up to balloon peak
to measure the neutral composition altitude of 90,000 feet.
from 110 to 230 km. A unique quadrupole mass spectrom-

Determination of certain minor con- eter system using a liquid nitrogen
stituents in the lower atmosphere cooled zeolite pump was developed for
would aid greatly in understanding the measuring both the ion and neutral
thermodynamic and chemical processes composition of tna D-region (50 to 90
within the lower atmosphere. A mass kin). In the past, no comprehensive
spectrometer with a sensitivity of at measurements of this type were per-
least one part per million is needed to formed in the D-region because of a
detect some of these constituents. A number of extremely difficult sampling
time-of-flight mass spectrometer system problems associated with the relatively
with a sensitivity of one part per mil- high atmospheric pressures in the D-
lion for helium was developed by region and aerodynamic and plasma
AFCRL and the Bendix Corporation. interference by the rocket. On 31
Three balloon flights were made in October 1963, and 11 March 1964, these
September 1963 to check out the instru- quadrupole systems were flown on Nike
mentation. The mass spectrum was Cajun rockets. Measurements of posi-
scanned from one atomic mass unit to tive ion composition in the D- and
approximately 50 AMU while at the lower E-region were made for the first
same time the gases He, N2, O2, A, and time.

__________ __________________________________________________ 4
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The results were startling and unex- Mariner probe to sample the atmos-

pected. The total concentration of phere of Mars. This system, although
NO+, 0,+ and N2+ ions in the D-region in prototype stage weighs five pounds,
comprised only 16 percent of the total consumes seven watts and occupies
ions rather than 100 percent as theo- approximately 3200 cubic centimeters.
retically predicted. Tl-h largest amount It is capable of making accurate,
of the ionization in the D-region was analytical measurements of the corn-
found to be due to "cluster" ions of high position of the Martian atmosphere.
atomic mass. Further, within the lower The system was delivered in January
E-region two stratified distinct layers 1964 to JPL for extensive testing and
of metallic ions of probable meteoric evaluation. The earliest scheduled date
origin were detected. It is believed that for a Mariner probe with this type of
these metallic ions are responsible for instrument aboard is 1969.
the maintenance of the nighttime CHARGE EXCHANGE AND ION-MOLL-

E-region. CULE REACTIONS: The physical chem-
On September 1963 a time-of-flight istry of the upper atmosphere is essen-

mass spectrometer system was success- tially a story of charge exchange and
fully flown on an Aerobee Hi rocket to ion-molecule reactions. The two terms
measure neutral composition from 110 should be explained. Charge exchange
to 230 km. Good data were obtained simply means the transfer of one or
on N2, 02, and 0 number densities. more electrons - in its simplest form a

Concurrent with the in situ experi- recombination of a free electron with
mental measurements program, Lab- an ion (in which case a quantum of
oratory scientists developed inhouse for energy is released). Or it can consist
JPL-NASA a small quadrupole mass of the recombinatior of an electron
spectrometer system for use on a with an ion molecule and the resulting

dissociation of the ion molecule into two
neutral species. Ion-molecule reaction

1CM ~refers to a process in which a charged
or uncharged atomic or molecular

0181, ,, species is transferred between ionic and

neutral reactants. The transfer can be
,7" o~o~otion, of newchemical,,bonds."",IL, I A affected by a photon, an electron, or a

/ .larger species. The result is the forma-
--, - .," .,'!/ ',: : tion of new chemical bonds.

/--".... .j Scientists studying these processes
are concerned for the most part with a

, 7.. . single parameter - with the cross sec-
tion, or the rate of reaction. The
problem is that cross sections are
different for different constituents of

Variation in electron density with alti- the earth's atmosphere. Also a given
tude is quite evident below the F-layer.
Plot shows a slight increase in the atmospheric species may be affected
electron density when the satellite was only by a photon of a given energy -
at apogee due to latitude variations, or put another way, by certain solar
Differences in structure of the two
electron density peaks were caused by UV wavelengths. Only within the past
satellite tumbling, decade, with highly sensitive instru-

..- - -- .. . . . . - -. _..-- -- "" . .....
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mentation, has it been possible to study for which there are serious disparities
the various reactions. in the published ionization cross sec-

During the reporting period, AF0RL tions.
investigated a large number of upper ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE: When one
atmosphere reactions. Only one, by way speaks of the electrical structure of the
of example, will be covered here. This atmosphere, one is speaking of the iono-
was a study of low energy (0.2-20 ev) sphere. But when viewed as a property
collision processes occurring in carbon of the upper atmosphere, electrical
dioxide (C02). This study led to structure becomes a property inextri-
observations of the production of ionic cably tied to the physical chemistry of
species 02+, C202+, C03+, CA0+, and the atmosphere. The AFCRL study of
C0,+. electrical structures therefore falls

The 0+ fragment ions from C0 logically within the context of the above
appear to be the reactant species discussion of charge exchange. Work
responsible for the production of 0+. under this category deals with the
Either highly excited neutral levels of investigation of the temperature and
C0 or short-lived excited states of densities of electrons and positive and
C%0+ react with neutral CO , leading to negative ions - the measurement of
the production of C02+, C03+, and these charged species at altitudes from
C03+. The ion C20+ is produced in a 50 to 2000 km by latitude, season and
collision between CO+ in the ground time-of-day. These measurements are
state and two molecules of neutral valuable to those whose primary
002. The reaction rate coefficient for interest is the ionosphere. They are of
this three-body process is about 3 x 10 -28 equal value to the physical chemist for
cm6 sec' for reactant ions of average use in theoretical analysis of the radia-
energy 1 ev. tive and collision processes needed to

Preliminary studies using isotopically produce the measured fluxes.
labeled oxygen on the reaction For the experimental aspect of this
0++02 -2 02++0, a process of program, AFCRL during the two year
great interest in the dynamics of the reporting period instrumented some 20
ionosphere, have shown that, contrary rockets and satellites. The three instru-
to the usual assumptions, this process mented satellites were the OGO-A, the
occurs only in part by simple electron Injun IV, and the SNAP-10A. 0GO-A
transfer. The remaining contribution was launched in September 1964 with
at low energy is an ion-atom inter- two AFORL plasma probes for the
change reaction. Each mechanism con- measurement of the flux, energies,
tributes approximately 50 percent of temperatures and diisities of electrons
the observed product. and ions in the energy range 0 to 1 key.

Measurements of cross sections for Data from the flight was still being
ionization of atmospheric gases by received, processed and analyzed at the
electron bombardment have led to end of the reporting period (July
results which are in excellent agree- 1965). In November 1964, the Injun
ment with the most recently reported IV satellite was launched into a polar
data of other workers. The simple and orbit. Two AFORL plasma probes are
rapid measuring techniques used here also mounted on this spacecraft. The
appear to be sufficiently reliable for influx of low energy protons and elec-
precise measurements or other species trons into the exosphere as well as the
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km positive and negative ion layers are
normally observed. No electron maxi-

- mum is found at this altitude. Labora-
tory scientists have attributed this to
the fact that the attachment frequency
for collisions between electrons and 0
and 02 to form negative ions is a major
physical process in this region. The
measured ratios of negative ions to
electrons and positive ions to electrons
have been applied in the continuity
equation to deduce the cross section for
associative and collisional detachment
and radiative attachment to molecular
oxygen.

The results of nighttime charge

density measurement between 240 and
1875 km show that atomic oxygen is
the principal ionic constituent below
530 km and ionized hydrogen the major'
constituent abo've 550 ki. An upper

AFCRL had several experiments limit is placed on the helium ion dis-
aboard the Snap-10A, including the
electrostatic probe (bar with dark ball tribution which attains its maximum
on end) shown here in extended posi- value at 550 km. At this level it con-
tion. stitutes a maximum of about seven

percent of the total ion density.
spatial and temporal variation of A new value for the ion-atom inter-
ambient ion and electrons are being change coefficient for the production of
investigated. The SNAP-10A nuclear NO+ has been obtained from the time
power generator, placed in orbit 3 April variations of charge densities in the
1965, carried several experimental altitude region 280 to 300 km. The
packages designed by AFCRL scientists coefficient is found to vary between
to measure ion-electron densities, 2 and 4 x 10-"2cm 3sec-1. The analysis
energy distributions of these charged also shows that diffusion of charged
particles, latitude and diurnal varia- particles under the influence of the
tions of charged particles, earth's magnetic field acts as a source

Some results of rocket and satellite of these particles below 300 km at
experiments are discussed in the follow- night. The diffusion term changes sign
ing paragraphs. slightly above this level.

On both day and night flights, sharp The diurnal variations of electron
thin layers of ionization were observed temperatures and ion and electron
in the vicinity of 100 kin. These are densities have been determined from
presumably sporadic E. The relative satellite measurements in the F-region.
importance of wind magnitude and Large diurnal variations of electron
direction on the occurrence of these temperatures are observed between 200
phenomena is being investigated, and 330 km. The electron temperature

In the D-region in the vicinity of 65 is found to increase approximately

-a- z - --
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2000 degrees K within a few hours of
sunrise and reaches a maximum shortly
before sunrise. In the equatorial and
auroral regions significant changes in
temperature and charge density occur -

and are superimposed upon the diurnal
variation.

The goal of this work is not to
meas,:e the electrical structure of the
atmosphere in ever finer detail. The
ultimate goal is that of deriving a
quantitative theory on energy mechan-
isms of the upper atmosphere. No such -

theory is presently in sight. Instead of /
deriving values theoretically, the scien- .
tist must still refer to measurements.
Rocket experiments are costly, impre-
cise and time-consuming. But rocket
measurements will provide the founda- -

tion for the formulation of theory.
To measure the chemiluminescence

AIRLow, Chemical reactions and mechanisms of airglow, rockets must

collision processes following the absorp- carry instruments into the environ-
tion of solar ultraviolet energy result in ment in which the chemical reactions
the faint visible emissions of radiation take place. In lower photo, nose cone

instrumentation for airglow and

known as airglow. The emissions occur auroral observations is checked out

at altitudes between 90 and 200 km. before package is encased in rocket

What kind of collisions and reaction nose cone. Basic instrument is a

processes between what kind of atmos- scanning spectrometer.

pheric species are needed to account for
this chemiluminescence? The attempt
to answer this question underlies
AFCRL's airglow measurement pro-
gram - and in this sense the airglow
research program has much the same
basis as the program for measuring
the atmosphere's electrical structure. -

(Other airglow research at AFCRL is
being conducted by AFCRL's Optical
Physics Laboratory, Chapter VI, which
is investigating emissions in the
infrared region between one and ten
microns.)

Night airglow and day airglow result
from different energy transformation
processes. But both are energy sinks,
absorbing energy and ieleasing most of
it in the form of airglow radiation

A.
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rather than heat. The major emissions ditions was carried out. The emission
of both day and night airglow occur at was assumed to arise from a two step

5577 and 6300 angstroms (oxygen) and mechanism involving charge exchange
5893 angstroms (sodium). followed by dissociative recombination.

The Laboratory program during the Assumptions were also made with
period was largely concerned with the respect to the electron density profile.
collection of airglow measurements Using these assumptions the following
made since 1923 and reevaluating the parameters were calculated: the height
data in terms of present knowledge of of maximum luminosity relative to the
airglow mechanisms. From this study, electron density peak, the maximum
it was established for the first time that luminosity, the layer thickness, and the
solar flares trigger an enhancement of behavior in the neighborhood of the
the 5577 emissions. A separate aspect maximum luminosity. The study
of this study included a compilation of included changes in the luminosity pro-
all measurements of airglow made in file to be expected with changes in sea-
the equatorial regions, where only son and sunspot epoch.
limited observations have been made. Why should the sunspot epoch enter
Diurnal, seasonal and latitude varia- into these calculations? The mechanism
tions with respect to each of the three is only dimly defined. In a highly quali-
major spectral lines were analyzed. tative way, it is suggested that during

A theoretical study of the luminosity active sun period an increased flux of
profile of airglow emissions at 6300 free electrons and protons (originating
angstroms for magnetically quiet con- in the solar wind) enters the earth's

-upper atmosphere - but indirectly,
because the earth's magnetic field
shields the upper atmosphere from
direct entry. During active sun periods
there is also an increase in variations
in the geomagnetic index. Magnetic
field variations affect the charged
species (perhaps disrupting normal
charge transfer processes) of the upper
atmosphere and these influences add a
new dimension of complexity to
dynamic processes already exceedinglycomplex.

STUDIES OF THE AURORA, The
aurora is still another manifestation of
the chemical reaction, particle collision,
and radiative attachment processes that
form the common thread of this dis-
cussion of the physical chemistry of the

Chemical reactions producing the upper atmosphere. But of the various
aurora are sometimes undistinguish- upper atmosphere phenomena, the
able from those producing airglow, aurora is least understood. In some
although certain features of auroras respects- strong emissions in the oxy-
- energy sources, their sudden onset I- are not as well understood. gen lines (5577 and 6300 angstroms)

. . ...
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and the sodium line (5893 angstroms) ejection of the nose cone tip. A 14-inch
-it has much in common with air- baffle and sunshade were mounted in
glow. Still unexplained is the source of front of the input slit to minimize the
high energy particles needed to sud- sunlight scattered into the instrument.
denly initiate and sustain the aurora. This same instrumentation was used

AFCRL is conducting an ambitious in an experiment conducted by AFCRL
program for gaining a better under- six months earlier from the White
standing of the aurora. During the two Sands Missile Range in New Mexico
year peri.od of this report, the Labora- to measure day airglow. Data from this
tory lauanched nine large rockets from earlier experiment proved to be very
the Ft. Churchill Range in Canada, a important in helping to define the
launch site within the aurora zone, to upper border of the daytime aurora at
make direct and simultaneous measure- Fort Churchill. In the earlier White
ments of upper atmospheric conditions Sands flight only one line- 5577
associated with the aurora. Each of argstroms - was clearly identified as
these rockets carried a number of indi- the day airglow line.
vidual probes. One rocket carried four- In the Fort Churchill flight two lines
teen. Data were collected from such in- were unambiguously observed- 5577
struments as retarding potential probe, angstroms and 4278 angstroms (N2+).
standing wave impedance probe, plasma The highest altitude at which the 4278
frequency probe, plasma resonance angstrom line was recorded was taken
probe, Langmuir probe, mass spectrom- to be the upper limits of the daytime
eter,.soft electron spectrometer, electro- aurora. This limit was between 113
static analyzer, photometers, geiger and " 3 km, an altitude typical of the
counters, propagation experiment, scin- uppu limit of the nighttime aurora.
tillators, pulse and hot probes. In addi- The lower border of the daytime aurora
tion, simultaneous ground measure- was not determined.
ments were made with an ionosonde, The flight also gave additional data
all-sky camera, spectrometers, photom- on day airglow. Above 123 km, the
eters, auroral radar, riometers and relative intensities of the 5577 ang-
magnetometers. strom day airglow line at both Fort

The results of these flights have Churchill and White Sards were com-
been, or will be, reported in the litera- parable. The intensity of the line, how..
ture. Only one of the flights, one con- ever, fell off more rapidly with altitude
ducted from Ft. Churchill on 18 July at Churchill than at White Sands,
1964, will be discussed here - a indicating - possibly - a broader air-
unique flight to measure the daytime glow layer in more southerly latitudes.
aurora. UPPER ATMOSPHERE CHEMICAL RE-

The instrument flown was a one LASES: During the two year period
meter Ebert spectrophotometer with of this report, AFCRL launched 26
fixed slits set for a resolution of 11 sounding rockets carrying payloads of
angstroms and scanning the wavelength chemicals for release in the ionosphere.
range 4000 to 5900 angstroms in seven In addition, under Project Harp, a
seconds. The instrumental field of view 16-inch Navy gun was used to transport
was directed along the longitudinal 15 five-pound payloads of chemicals to
axis of the rocket and viewed the sky altitudes as high as 160 km. Thus, the
through an opening exposed by the Laboratory's chemical release program,

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
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region in the ionosphere, or a region of
high electron density. From the stand-
point of the physical chemistry of the
atmosphere, it is possible to learn a
great deal about chemical processes by
observing what happens when natural
atmospheric gases interact with chemi-
cals of various types.

In certain chemical releases, the
resulting glow is directly proportional
to the concentration of atomic oxygen.
Measurement of light flux enables,
then, the determination of atmospheric
oxygen, which plays such an important
role in photochemical and chemi-ioniza-
tion phenomena.

Upon release of aluminized com-
pounds into the upper atmosphere,
aluminum oxide (AlO) is obtained.
When AlO is irradiated by sunlight,

-the molecular resonance bands are
observed in the blue-green part of the

S. spectrum. The relative intensities of
_- _ various bands are proportional to

the temperature of the irradiated
A 16-inch Navy gun was used to molecule. If this molecule is in equilib-
transport a 15 pound payload to elti- rium with the surrounding atmosphere,
tudes as high as 160 km. the ambient temperature can be deter-

mined by measuring the relative
is one of some magnitude. The 26 intensities of the AIO bands.
rockets were the largest number used To interpret the radiative and
for any single AFCRL program. ionization phenomena following the

The chemical release program, introduction of foreign materials into
formerly carried the designation "Fire- the upper atmosphere, . Laboratory
fly," a project title changed during the studies are concerned with reactions in
period to "Redlamp." The scope of the gases at very low pressures. The
program is extremely broad, having mechanism of the reaction between
many aspects of potential operational oxygen atoms and various chemicals
application by the Air Force. But the used in the release program - acety-
program also offczs a unique approach lene, nitric oxide, aluminum vapor,
for observing atmospheric processes. trimethyl aluminum and carbon
One aspect of this program, discussed disulfide- have been investigated, and
earlier, is that of using chemical trails in some cases quantum and ionization
as a tracer for measuring winds, yields have been determined. Particular
temperatures, and densities. attention is being given to the reaction

Depending on the chemical used, it is of nitric oxide with ground state and
possible to form an electron depleted excited oxygen atoms.
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AIR FORCE APPLICATIONS: BY
releasing chemicals into the ionosphere
at an altitude of 90 to 120 kIn it is pos-
sible to create a dense electron cloud
that persists for several minutes. This
cloud can be used for over-the-horizon
communications - and in fact TV pic-
tures have been transmitted by reflect-
ing the signal from such an artificially
ionized cloud. During the reporting
period, this application was explored
further.

A second study made during the
period concerned the detection of
missile launches. Acetylene releases in
the 90-140 km region resulted in glows
with very similar spectral characteris-
tics to those of the hydrocarbon burn-
ing missile plumes. The release of
aluminized compounds is associated
with a continuum radiation as observed
in missile trails with aluminized pro-I
pellants. Solid particles released at
twilight scatter sunlight, the scattered
light being highly polarized as are Since 1952, the biaxial pointing control,

a servomechanism for locking the detec-
missile exhausts under twilight condi- tor in the rocket nose cone on the sun
tions. Carbon dioxide and sulfur hexa- during flight, has been part of all

fluoride, in view of their high attach- AFCRL rocketborne solar UV experi-
ments. In lower photo, the pointing

ment rates for free electrons, deplete control is being installed in the rocker

the electron content in a portion of the nose cone.
ionosphere, resulting in holes in the
ionosphere. Similar electron holes have
been observed upon the passage of a
missile through electron-rich regions
of the ionosphere.

ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

The energy required to initiate and -
sustain the dynamic process of the
upper atmosphere is supplied almost
entirely by ultraviolet and soft x-radia-
tion (or XUV) from the sun. "Almost
entirely" is inserted because a small,
somewhat variable, and unmeasured _

7- - YTW 777
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fraction of the energy may come from This servomechanism has been used
the influx of particles associated with regularly on such flights since 1952.
solar winds and solar flares. Ultraviolet The second standard workhorse was a
energy is great enough to break mole- grazing incidence monochromator. Still
cular bonds and to start a rich variety another standard instrument was a
of reactions (which infrared and retarding potential electron detector.
visible light cannot do). One product The story of these rocket experi-
of these reactions is the ionosphere. ments is largely one of gathering

AFCRL research on ultraviolet increasingly refined data, and this is
radiation has two parts. The first part made possible through improvements
involves rocket and satellite observa- both in the instrumentation (better
tions of solar ultraviolet absorption by diffraction gratings for better resolu-
atmospheric constituents at various tions), and methods of telemetry. Of
altitude regimes and the direct observa- importance equalling that of improved
tion of the sun's emissions of ultraviolet instrumentation, is the application of
energy. The second part involves ultra- knowledge gained from earlier flights
violet spectrographic studies within the to the design of subsequent flights. For
Laboratory. example, nine spectral lines have been

ROCKET OBSERVATIONS OF UVs Dur- chosen as representative of -relevant
ing the reporting period, AFCRL data. By restricting observation to
launched six Aerobee rockets for direct these lines alone, resolution has been
measurements of solar ultraviolet improved by a factor of 3.3.
radiation. Only by means of rockets Some of the general results:
and satellites can such observations be 1) For altitudes greater than 170
made since the atmosphere absorbs ki, concentrations of atoms and mole-
almost all ultraviolet radiation before cules decrease exponentially with
it reaches the earth. Because each height.
atom, ion and molecule (as well as the
different energy states of each) 2) Electron temperature values rise
absorbs ultraviolet radiation at differ- to values about twice that of neutral
ent wavelengths, these direct observa- gas temperatures around 230 km.
tions provide an extremely valuable 3) In comparing a flight made in
means of deriving information on December 1963 with flights made dur-
atmospheric composition as a function ing the more active sun period of 1960
of altitude. and 1961, no striking changes were

The six rockets, all launched from noted in solar ultraviolet fluxes.
the White Sands Missile Range, carried SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS: During
instruments to measure radiation in the the period, experiments were planned
wavelength range of from four ang- and UV observational instrumentation
stroms (soft x-rays) to 1300 angstroms designed for incorporation on two
(ultraviolet) - although individually NASA satellites scheduled for launch
each rocket measured only segments of in the latter half of 1965.
this span. The workhorse of these A photoelectric scanning spectro-
experiments was the biaxial pointing photometer has been developed as a
control, a servomechansm for pointing primary instrument for the NASA
the detector in the rocket nose cone at Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO-C),
the sun and keeping it there. scheduled for launch in August 1965.

I
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This instrument, a grazing incidence
grating monochromator, will be
mounted on a solar oriented paddle of
the spacecraft and will monitor solar
fluxes in the 250 to 1300 angstrom
range, integrating the radiation from I
the entire solar disc. Spectral resolution
of the monochromator is about one to
three angstroms. Upon ground com-
mand, scanning may be stopped at any
one of 2040 steps or the scanning speed
may be reduced. It is expected that
interest in the resulting data will center
on the long and short term variations
in intensity of tiwe ;tiong line emissions
from the abundant solar elements in
various stages of ionization.

A more sophisticated spectrophotom- Two of the Laboratory's large UV
eter has been developed for the first of vacuum spectrographs are shown. In

the upper photograph is shown theNASA's Polar Orbiting Geophysical recently installed 6.6 meter spectro-
Observatories (OGO-C). Using a graph. Below in foreground is network

stack of six diffraction gratings ruled of glass tubes for preparing gas ele-
ments for spectroscopic study, with

in various ranges up to 90,000 lines per another of the Laboratory's spectro-
inclf and two open-structure photomul- graphs shown in background.
tipliers with three photocathodes each,
the instrument will repeatedly scan the
wavelength range of 170 to 1700 ang-
stroms in six overlapping bands. This
package, weighing only eight pounds, is
the equivalent of six monochromators
and will be mounted on one of the solar
oriented paddles of the OGO spacecraft.
The experiment will monitor the solar
flux at wavelengths in the XUV range,
and can be commanded from the ground
to operate or, selected short scans
within this range.

MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPYs Ultra-
violet interaction with atmospheric s.
atoms, ions and molecules can be
studied under controlled "'nditions in
the Laboratory. Only in the Labo'atory
can a particular atom or molccule be lines. The essential purpose of these
isolated for study. Here, large high- Laboratory studies is to discern the
resolution spectrographic equipment nature of the energy mechanisms which
can be used to resolve faint spectral must exist to account for a given

- -S _V
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absorption or emission line of a given 3) Considerable effort was devoted
intensity, to the study of afterglows of nitrogen.

For a number of years, AFCRL has These studies were conducted in the
operated some of the finest spectro- 1080-1900 angstrom region for the pur-
graphic equipment in the world for pose of finding the active substances
conducting such studies. This equip- which were responsible for the produc-
ment consists of a one meter and a tion of the afterglows. Previous results
three meter normal incidence spectro- concerning the Lewis-Rayleigh after-
graph, a one and a two meter mono- glow were confirmed. That is, the
chromator, and a 6.8 meter grazing active substances responsible for the
incidence spectrograph. During the production of this afterglow are nitro-
summer of 1965, a new spectrograph, gen atoms in the ground state. For tile
one having incomparable spectral reso- Pink afterglow, it was found that
lution, was installed in the Laboratory. vibrationally excited nitrogen molecules
This is a 6.6 meter normal incidence in the ground state were present in
vacuum spectrograph, operating in the large concentrations in the afterglow.
region between 300 and 12,000 ang- 4) The absorption spectrum of
stroms. nitrogen while in an electrical dis-

During the two-year reporting period, charge was studied in the 1080-1300
AFCRL spectroscopists have examined, angstrom region. Strong absorption
explained or confirmed the energy bands were observed in this region
mechanisms giving rise to scores of where ordinary nitrogen shows only
previously unobserved and unidentified very weak absorption bands. Those
band systems and spectral lines. A few strong absorption bands were attri-
have been selected for discussion: buted to transitions from the vibra-

1) Absorption bands of nitrogen, tionally excited ground state to elec-
which occur in the 800-1000 angstrom tronically excited singlet states which
region, have been studied previously, lie at or above about 12 ev.
but vibrational quantum assignments 5) A study was made of the emis-
for those bands had not been estab- sion from an electrical discharge in a
lished. Work in this Laboratory with mixture of a small amount of nitrogen
heavy nitrogen and a three meter with an excess of krypton or argon.
normal incidence spectrograph has The emission spectrum was found to
resulted in the establishment of such consist of a few strong specific band
vibrational quantum assignments, prin- systems in both cases. This type of
cipally through a study of the vibra- selective excitation is due to transfer
tional isotope shifts of those bands. of specific amounts of energy from the

2) Five weak absorption band sys- rare gases to a few select upper states
tems of nitrogen which occur in the in the nitrogen.
1080-1500 angstrom region were CROSS SECTIONS: The concept of
studied with a three meter normal "cross section" was introduced earlier.
incidence spectrograph. All five sys- The cross section is simply the reactionS tems are forbidden systems according rate, or the probabilities of a reaction
to selection rules. In this work pre- occurring among colliding particles.
viously existing ambiguities in identi- Cross section also refers to the proba-
fication of specific systems were bility that an atom or molecule will
removed. absorb a photon which will lead to an
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the next several years by further
improving the techniques for obtaining
higher resolution. A research effort to
study the fluorescence of atmospheric
gases as induced by UV radiation is
also underway.

THE IONOSPHERE

1 1. Two previous sections, Physical Chem-

istry and Ultraviolet Radiation, dealt

with the mechanism whereby the
ionosphere is continuously created and
dissipated by ionization and recombina-
tion. Gross features of the ionosphere
are examineG in this section.

-The ionosphere begins at an altitude
as low as 30 km. It extends outward

Ionization and absorption cross sections several thousand km. It is a tenuouo,
of water vapor are being measured in fragile mantle easily disturbed- by a
the 600 to 1000 angstrom region using rocket passing through it, by a nuclear
a one-meter, normal incidence-mono- explosion, by electromagnetic signals,
chromator, by a solar flare, or by an acoustical

soundwave of a jet. The ions and elec-
increase in the internal energy of the trons that make up the ionosphere,
particle or the ionization of the particle, even where most heavily concentrated
Thus for atmospheric gas molecules (about 200 kin), are only a small frac-
there are absorption cross sections and tion of the neutral atmospheric con-
ionization cross sections. Knowledge of stituents. The electron density at the
cross sections is therefore fundamental highest point of concentration is only
to the understanding of upper atmos- about 100 per cu cm - one-thousandth
phere processes. the neutral particle number at the same

The Laboratory is measuring cross altituide.
sections for absorption and ionization For its studies of the ionosphere, "he
of constitucnts of the upper atmosphere Laboratory operates several field sites
using improved techniques primarily and a thoroughly equipped aircraft (a
developed in-house. Published during KC-135) for making airborne observa-
the period were measurements made by tions. During the reporting period, this
the Laboratory on absorption cross aircraft was flown all over the world
sectons for N2, 02, CO, Ar, Kr and Xe - from the Arctic to the Antarctic on
between 580 and 1050 angstroms. ionospheric research missions.
Ionization cross section measurements Radio techniques are the primary
are in progress. The Laboratory cross meains for measuring the gross aspects
section measurement program, still of the ionosphere. The simplest of these
relatively new, will be expanded during radio systeais are riometers - radio

-- ,
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Because radio techniques are so fre-
quently used, there is often a broad
overlapping between "ionospheric"
research and "propagation" research,
the latter being the subject of the final
section in this chapter.

The Air Force has a direct interest
in two aspects of ionospheric research.

1First, the ionosphere influences Air
40 Force communication and detection

20 systems. Second, the ionosphere may
provide clues to the detection of missile

-GWITlaunches, due to the fact that missiles
T.,lITTR RECEV ER passing through the ionosphere set in

motion ionospheric waves that may be
detected over great distances.

The ionosphere is of Air Force interest MISSILE-INDUCED IONOSPHERIC
because its changing character affects
radio propagation. Radio techniques in DISTURBANCESI A missile passing
turn can be used for evaluating char- through the delicate and easily dis-
acteristics of the ionosphere, turbed ionosphere can create iono-

spheric wave motions that radiate out
over great distances. This wave motion
is induced by the missile's exhaust. In
the extremely low pressures of the

SOA Fupper atmosphere, the exhaust balloons
outward several diameters larger than
the missile itself. The streamlined
missile penetrating the ionosphere does

not produce the ionospheric wave; it is
produced by the velocity of the out-
wardly expanding gas.

The disturbances are detected by
radio reflection techniques. As the
travelling ionospheric wave passes over

(an observer there is a change in elec-
tron density. The magnitude of the

change is proportional to the intensity
of the wave. The. wave motion is

receivers that monitor the opacity of detected by changes in phase of the
the ionosphere to radio energy from reflected signal caused by the disturb-
the sun, radio stars or from generalized ance. Because the ionospheric height
galactic sources. The varying attenua- from which a radio wave reflects vares
tion of these extraterrestrial sources is in a well-known way with the frequency
dir.ectly correlated with electron density transmitted, it is possible for the experi-
at a paricu!ar time or location. The menter to select the altitudes at which
Laboratory has set up riometer the ionospheric disturbance is to be
monitoring stations all over the world. measured.

7.*. ....
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To study missile-induced ionospheric rocket, carrying a chemiluminescent
disturbances, AFCRL established sev- chemical payload, will be launched at
eral sites along the Atlantic Missile night from Little Carter Cay, 20 miles
Range. By observing missiles launched north of the Grand Bahama Island, in
fr'm Cape Kennedy, the Laboratory conjunction with the launch of an Atlas
hoped to learn more of the altitude, vehicle from Cape Kennedy.
distance and time dependence of the The rocket will lay a chemical trail
ionospheric disturbances. Radio reflec- downrange from the Atlas' trajectory
tion and optical techniques were used at an altitude range of 90 to 150 km.
to study missile exhaust characteristics The Atlas missile will fly through the
as a function of the ionospheric shock chemical cloud. Although the rocket
waves they produced. The geographical will be fired within seconds after the
configuration of the sites permitted Atlas is launched, the Nike Apache's
measurement of the exhaust structure downrange launch location and more
size as a function of angle of illumina- rapid acceleration will allow it to dis-
tion. perse its chemical trail before the Atlas

From the observations of ionospheric missile reaches the area within which
disturbances, it is possible to charac- the chemiluminescent trail is laid down.
terize many features of the missile The resultant shcck wave made visible
which created the wave- thrust and in the chemical trail will be recorded by
size, for example. Based on observa- cameras situated in Florida at Jupiter,
tions of Cape Kennedy launches, and Vero Beach and Melbourne. Optical
the study of controlled ionospheric triangulation measurements will then
perturbations produced by AFCRL be made from the photographic record.
rockets, the Laboratory validated and ACOUSTIC WAVE COUPLING: A shock
refined a theory by which it is possible wave from a supersonic aircraft can
to derive missile parameters from the be coupled to the ionosphere, and the
characteristics of the induced shock resultant ionospheric disturbance can
wave. be detected by radio means. This was

Another technique to measure the demonstrated in a series of experiments
ionospheric wave motion consists of conducted by AFCRL using an F-104 as
creating a chemiluminous trail followed the primary source of energy. The tra-
by a high explosive release. The shock jectory of the aircraft was designed to
wave from the explosion can be visibly focus the energy generated over a long:
tracked as it travels along the trail and flight path into a small region of the
information about its velocity and ionosphere being probed by a vertic2,1
intensity deduced. When this same incidence sounder. The aircraft was.
type trail is generated in the vicinity flown at a height of ten km, and acous-
of a missile launch the shock wave tic focussing was intended for 110 kin,
from the missile can be tracked through approximately the E-layer maximum.
the trail. Analysis of the frequency spectrum

In a related experiment, an Atlas of radio waves reflected from the
missile and an AFCRL Nike-Apache ionosphere showed that in several tests
rocket will be used in an experiment, perturbations occurred which were
scheduled for the latter half of 1965, well correlated with the expected dis-
to investigate the growth and intensity turbance due to an acoustic wave
of missile-generated shock waves. The propagating up through the E-layer.

Roomt
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the F, -was only slightly affected
during the four minutes of tod.,! eclipse.
This is particularly significant because
it shows diffusion along the geomag-
netic field lines. At the latitude of the

J observations, these field lines in the F.
la-er are horizontal. The amplitude of
tl *,,iospheric echoes from the F-layer
recorded an increase of more than 40
db. This increase in amplitude, from
signals that normally would be highly
attenuated by the D-layer indicates a

- considerable decrease of D-layer ioniza-
tion during the four minutes of the
eclipse.

An equally striking result - one not
involving the ionosphere directly -

was obtained in another experiment
aboard the KC-135 to measure infrared
emissions at 1.27 microns. During the
eclipse IR emissions at 1.27 micronts by
02 decreased by a factor of four. This
sharp decrease during the eclipse period
will help in assessing some of the

Some of the interior instrumentation reactions between 50 and 80 km ini-
of the Laboratory's KC-135 is shown tiated by the photodissociation of ozone.
here. The aircraft is equipped to make
a variety of measurements associated The Laboratory conducted a second
with the ionosphere. 30 May eclipse experiment from Hervey

Island in the Cook Island group. Here
This opens the possibility that a new a radio receiver operating in the VLF
tool may be available for ionospheric range of six to 26 cycles was set up.
studies. The purpose of this test was to measure

MAY 90 ECLIPSIE EXPEDITION, The the amplitude of VLF solar emissions
Laboratory conducted several experi- from the sun. Because of the wave-
ments during the 30 May 1965 solar lengths involved, this is difficult to do
eclipse in the Pacific. One involved the except in the special circumstances of
Laboratory's KC-135 aircraft. Purpose an eclipse. Signal strength was recorded
of these flights was to observe the before, during and after the eclipse.
influences of the eclipse on the iono- From these data, direct solar VLF
sphere. Several calibration flights were emissions can be calculated. Analysis
made before and after the eclipse. One, of the results of this experiment had
at 40,000 feet, was made during the not been completed at the conclusion of

S eclipse itself, the reporting period.
The aircraft carried an ionospheric Two additional AFCRL experiments

electron density recorder to vertically involving the 30 May eclipse were
sweep a range of frequencies from two conducted by AFCRL's Space Physics
to 20 megacycles. The highest layer - Laboratory.

Ie.
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SUNSPOT CYCLE AND IONOSPHERIC Puerto Rico to Montevideo (Sept 1964)

VARIATIONS: Ionospheric effects on (thicps)
HF propagation (3 to 30 Mcps/10 to 4o0 MAX. FREQ. S
100 meters) are well-known- cer- 20

tainly by the ham radio operator. These
effects vary with the solar sunspot 0
cycle. During the reporting period, the HOUR (GMT)
Laboratory completed a study in which 40
records of HF propagation in 1960, a MIN. FREQ.

year of moderate sunspot number, were 2o -:
compared with recordings made in 0 L
1963, a year of low sunspot number. 0 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 Is 20 22 24
Both studies used signals from station

WWV in Maryland received at the Lab-
oratory's Concord, Mass., site, 590 km In these two recordings of reception
from the transmitter, made over an HF propagation path, it

is seen that the lowest usable fre-
High frequency propagation is quency (bottom) remains relatively

particularly sensitive to electron den- stable while the maximum usable fre-
sity variations. As electron density quency varies greatly from hour to

hour. Average monthly values areincreases, the HF band opens up with compared with variations during one
more useable frequencies toward the 24-hour period.
higher end. But at the same time there
is a slight contraction of the useable
frequencies at the low end of the band.
On balance, however, the spread of tion. Curiously, there was no parallel
useful frequencies is greatest with high pattern for the LUF (Lowest Useable
electron densities. This means that, Frequency). The onset, intensity and
contrary to common belief, propagation duration of the LU7 changes were the
characteristics are improved during same for both years studied.
active solar periods, except during Another finding is that during the
periods of magnetic disturbances which period of low sunspot number, the
are more frequent during active solar normal seasonal variations of the MUF
periods. The effect of these disturbances (hence, seasoz:al variations of electron
is to deplete electron concentrations. densities of the F layer) are not as

The study shows that during the great as the variations during the
moderately active sunspot year of 1960, period of moderate sunspot number.
average magnetic disturbances had a SATELLITE PROBES OF THE F2 LAYER:

quicker and longer lasting effect on the Probes in satellites permit the scientist
MUF (Maximum Useable Frequency) to sweep broadly through the earth's
than did disturbances during the F, region. AFCRL instruments (stand-
quieter year of 1963. In 1960, magnetic ing wave impedance probes) for meas-
disturbances brought about the greatest uring the densitics of the charged
reduction in the MUF on the day the particles making up the F2 layer were
magnetic disturbance occurred. In carried aboard several satellites during
1963, the greatest reduction of the the reporting period. While ground-
MUF occurred a day later. But in 1963, based HF investigations of the type
the MUF effect was of shorter dura- discussed above can provide general
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information on F2 electron densities at SPORADIIC E FORMATION1 Sporadic
a single point between transmitter and E is a concentration of ions in the E
receiver, satellites provide a means for region. Just how these ion clouds are
obtaining fine grain features over much formed has been something of a
of the earth, mystery. One hypothesis attributes

With satellites, the Laboratory the formation to wind shear action.
observed several ionospheric irregulari.- During the period, the Laboratory car-
ties. Many previous observations had ried out a number of experiments to
established the general contours of the verify this hypothesis.
F2 layer. It is not an evenly-featured The experiments, conducted at Eglin
mantle about the earth. The concentra- AFB, Florida, involved the release of
tions of electrons and ions vary widely luminous chemical trails by rockets
with altitude and latitude in a fairly which provided a tracer to observe
well-defined pattern. In the F2 region wind shears and an ionosonde to
and below, maximum and minimum detect the presence of sporadic E.
densities of the layer at any given Wind shear is defined as a sharp change
altitude occur at the same general in wind direction with iltitude.
latitudes. At the magnetic equator, Sporadic E is associated with east-west
minimum densities are found with maxi- wind shears. The explanation, in gen-
mum densities occurring at about 20 eral, is based on the action of a moving
degrees latitude. This pattern changes, charged particle in a magnetic field.
however, at altitudes well above the F2  Since any charged particle moving
layer. Here maximum densities occur through a magnetic field is acted on by
at the magnetic equator, and decrease a force which is perpendicular to both
toward the poles. Although there is an its direction of motion and the magnetic
increased electron density at high lines of force (except when the direc-
altitudes in the auroral regions, these tion of motion parallels the lines of
densities may result from electrons in force), the charged particles carried
the outer radiation belt rather than in along by ionospheric winds are pushed
the ionosphere. vertically (;ip or down) by the earth's

As a result of AFORL satellite magnetic field. The force it exerts on
instrumentation, it was discovered that them is at maximum if they are travel-
superimposed on this general pattern ling in an east-west direction. In the
are marked irregularities in the south case of positive ions, those travelling
polar region (above the F2 maximum), with a west wind will be pushed down-
and near the earth's magnetic equator ward while those travelling with an
(at the F. maximum). Within rela- east wind will be pushed upward. Thus
tively short distances in these regions, if there is a west wind directly above
the electron density fluctuates widely. an east wind -a maximum negative
These irregularities can be thought of east-west wind shear - positive ions
as mottled, somewhat random patches will tend to collect between the two
of electrons. Also it was found that winds, forming a localized layer of
around the maximum of the F2 layer, high ion density. Because sporadic E
at all latitudes, irregularities occur occurs near maximum negative east-
with density variations between five west wind shears, it is believed that the
and ten percent, over areas as small as above process may account for its
a few hundred km. occurrence.

- '
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MAGNETIC FIELDS AND THE IONO-

SPHERES A classic physical principle is r 2-
that charged particles -electrons and
ions-interact with magnetic fields.
This is the basis for the theory dis-
cussed above with respect to the
formation of sporadic E. Another
manifestation of magnetic field charged m *.
particle interactions is the electrojet.
An electrojet is a strong electrical
current in the ionosphere's E region.
Such currents are found near the
earth's magnetic equator and are
believed to be coupled somehow to the
earth's magnetic equator. In January
1965, the Upper Atmosphere Physics
Laboratory and the Space Physics
Laboratory (Chapter IV) launched six
Nike Cajun and Nike Apache rockets
from an aircraft carrier off the coast of
Peru into the equatorial electrojet. In Ionospheric influence on radio propa-

addition, the Laboratory's KC-135 gation is graphically presented in con-
ventional pen recordings which are

ionospheric aircraft was used on two analyzed to determine ionospheric
major expeditions during the period to charges.

measure properties of the electrojet.

Still another study relating to mag- ward. Because the atmosphere in this
netic fields and charged particles, a region rotates with the earth, the outer
highly theoretical one, concerns the atmosphere alternately contracts and
ionosphere only tangentially. The study expands as it moves toward and away
involves well-known concepts of hydro- from the solar plasma wind. Thus
magnetics in which changes in any one there exists a moving conducting
of three basic parameters -magnetic medium (the atmospheric plasma) in
field, electric field, and velocity of a the presence of a magnetic field, and
conducting medium - induce changes this results in an electric field. The
in each of the others. In this study the electric field oscillates with a period
motion of the charged particles in the of one cycle per day.
outer atmosphere (in the upper This electric field, originating in the
ionosphere and the radiation belts) outer atmosphere, reaches down to the
under the combined action of the earth's ground. Because the surface layer of
rotation and the solar plasma wind is the earth is conductive, a current is
considered. induced. The current system is, of

The earth's ionized atmosphere course, very weak. It varies with
extends out several earth radii. This latitude. But it is well capable of yield-
region is compressed by the solar ing measurable diurnal magnetic field
plasma wind on the side of the earth variations on the ground.
facing the sun. On the night side of the The earth surface current concept
earth, the magnetosphere expands out- illuminates several geophysical phe-

I!
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nomena. If the earth current system Sk,'LLITE TO SATELLITE PROPAGA-

gives rise to a magnetic field, then it TION, Radio transmissions from one
should be expected that this magnetic satellite to another will be attempted
field would vary with the conducting for the first time by AFCRL scientists
properties of the earth's surface layer. in August 1965. The key feature of
Because oceans have a higher con- this e:zperiment is not simple line-of-

ductivity than land masses, one would sight transmission, but the transmis-
expect some slight differences in the sion between satellites on opposite sides
variable magnetic field at different of the world. Primary purpose of the
locations on the earth. Certain experiments is to measure attenuation,
observed peculiarities of the magnetic signal degradation and reliability of
field may in fact indicate such geo- radio propagation between space
graphical influences, vehicles as a function of distance

Another implication of the study between transmitting and receiving

concerns effects in the ionosphere. The satellites.
electric field in the ionosphere depends The experiment entpil 'he launch of
also on the currents produced in the a single satellite. A radio transmitting
earth's surface layer. The (,eographical package will be ejected from the satel-
structure of the earth s!.juld conse- lite after launch and placed into the
quently have some influence on this same orbital plane as the mother
electric field, and on motions of the satellite. The mother satellite will
ionospheric plasma. This may con- receive signals from the smaller satel-
tribute to observed differences in lite and transmit data to ground
ionospheric characteristics in different receivers. The ejected package will be
parts of the world, given an initial separation velocity so

that in five days it will be separated
about 20,000 km from the mother
satellite-a distance that will place it

RADIO PROPAGATION on the opposite side of the world.
Traa-smissions will be made at 6.8

This section is concerned with trans- and 13.6 Mcps. A pulse modulated
missions of radio energy and with signal with pulse durations of 250 to
factors that attenuate or modify this 750 microseconds will be transmitted
energy during transit between source on each frequency. The satellite will be
and receiver. This research is focused placed in a roughly circular orbit at
on the transmission of radio energy, as about 200 km altitude. During the five
such - not with radio energy as an to ten day lifetime of the transmitting
analytical tool for ionospheric investi- satellite, the signal intensity and
gations. degradation in the shape of the

The primary attenuating and modi- received radio pulses will be measured.
fying influence on radio energy is the The degree of pulse shape degradation
ionosphere. The aurora. and the earth's indicates the rate and reliability that
magnetic field also affect radio propaga- can be achieved in information trans-
tion. The research covered in this missions
section is of potential iterest to the Transmissions between satellites
designer of communications, detection located on opposite sides of the world
and antenna systems. is possible because the radio energy is
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(KM)

trapped in the ionosphere. Trapped in 600 F
the ionospheric duct or channel, the I
signal may travel over great distances .,
with relatively low attenuation.

In a somewhat related satellite
experiment, one conducted in conjunc- 400. "
tion with the Space Physics Laboratory
with a one-watt cw output and opei at-

ing at five and ten Mcps were plf.ced 200-
aboard a satellite to investigate the
ionospheric ducting mechanism. Rather
vivid results were obtained. Signals
were trapped, ducted over great dis-
tances, and actually detected by ground
antennas on the opposite side of the
world when, due to some ionospheric A 10 Mops signal from a satellite at
inhomogeneity, the signal escaped the about 2(00 km takes many paths, as

duct. shown on this chart. Over the 1000
The behavior of radio signals of a km representated, it is seen that many

given frequency transmitted at a given .rays pass into space, but most are
reflected between earth and the iono-

altitude was entirely predictable sphere Those rays tr.oveling along a

largely as the result of an AFCRL horizotita" path are rays trapped in an
study under way for aeveral years on ionospheyic duct. The computer shown

below is used by AFCRL to calculate
ray tracing, discussed below, these ray paths.

RAY TRACING STUDY: What kind of
path will a radio signal of a given
frequency take during transit between
transmitter and receiver? This depends
on many things - latitude, direction of
propagation, season, altitude of trans-
mitter, and time of day. Varying elec-
tron density is the primary determinant
of the path taken by a radio signal.
There is, of course, never a single path
taken by a signal between transmitter
and receiver, but a near infinite num-
ber, most of which are slight departures
from a mean.

The ionospheric and magnetospheric
index of .-efraction varies with three
space coordinates and, due to the
presence of the geomagnetic field, also
with the direction of propagation. ing from a transmitter are complicated
Because the refractive inde: distribu- and often form unusual ray patterns.
tion is inhomogeneous, the ray paths These patterns can be obtained by
followed by radio signal energy emanat- solving a set of simultaneous differen-

* Mb.,~.-
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tial equations. AFCRL operates a large for several purposes, such as the
analog computer solely for its research estimation of the total electron content
in ray tracing. alcng the radio transmission path.

The need for differential equations MAGNKTOSPHERK PROPAGATION,
arises from the fact that the maximum Compared to the complexity of ray
electron density varies by a ratio of tracing (above), the propagation of a
seven to one in going from noon to signal along a geomagnetic field line is

midnight longitude along the direction a relatively simple concept. This mode
of propagation. The height of the of propagation was investigated early
F-layer peak varies within a 150 km in 1964 during a two-week flight to the
interval between noon and midnight. Southern Hemisphere by the AFCRL

Ray tracing research conducted by KC-135. HF transmissions were made
the Laboratory involves 1) observation, from Scituate, Mass., and Hanover,
2) calculations and machine computa- N. H. The KC-135 aircraft, operating
tions leading to ray path prediction, out of Buenos Aires, was flown to
and 3) observations again to verify Antarctica at the area magnetically
predictions. conjugate to the point of transmission

Observation entails the operation of from the Northern Hemisphere.
several propagation paths. During The propagation of HF radio waves
the reporting period oblique-incidence along field-aligned ionization gradients
propagation paths were operated (geomagnetic shells L=3.5 and L=1.6)
between Uruguay and Puerto Rico, and was investigated. Both pulse travel
Puerto Rico and Bedford, Mass. These time and Doppler shift techniques were
paths were used to test transmission employed to detect these magneto-
and reception of signals at 160 discrete spheric signals and to differentiate
frequencies within the band from four them from signals propagated via the
to 64 .Mcps. By plotting maximum and ionosphere. Using Doppler shift tech-
minimum detectable frequencies and niques, a signal component was detected
the bandwidth of total received fre- with the frequency shift predicted for
quencies, information on the path taken magnetospheric propagation. This sig-
by a signal of a given frequency nal had a path loss of 135 db which was
between transmitter and receiver can about 30 db greater than the loss for
be derived. the ionospheric path. A great deal

Another propagation path that more experimentation is required in
yielded valuable data was oie between order to build up significant statistical
WWV in Maryland and AFCRL's Con- evidence for or against magnetospheric
cord, Mass., site. This path was used propagation.
to measure amplitude and phase of two VLF STUDIES AND SFERICS3 Very
closely spaced frequencies. This is done low frequencies (3 to 30 kc) are used
by using two narrow filters at the for long-range communications and
receiver, spaced 600 cycles apart. radio direction finding-Loran being
Reception was at 5 and 5.0005 Mcps. an example of the latter. VLF radio
In spite of this narrow separation, energy can travel great distances in the
differences were found in recorded cavity between the earth and the iono-
signal strengths. In particula-', polari- sphere. Investigations of VLF propa-
zation fading (Faraday effect) differ- gation carry the researcher into the
ences were found that may be useful broader area of sferics -lightning dis-
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charges. Lightning discharges generate absorption characteristics of the D and
a sharp VLF pulse that can be detected E regions of the ionosphere between
thousands of miles away. Closely 40 and 200 kin. Instrumentation con-
resembling the waveform of the sferics sisted of a loop antenna carried in the
pulse is the waveform of a VLF pulse fiberglass nose cone of the rockets, and
generated by an atomic explosion, a four-frequency receiver. VLF trans-
Much research is underway on tech- missions were made from four widely
niques to clearly distinguish between spaced locations-Maine (17.8 kc),
a VLF pulse from sferics and a similar Maryland (21.4) kc), Washington
pulse from a nuclear detonation. (18.6 kc), and Hawaii (26.1 kc).

The Laboratory operates two sferics These signals were received at a ground
monitoring networks in New England station at the launch site, and by the
which can detect and locate the point receiver in the rocket. The signals
of origin of large sferics occurring over received at the launch site and in the
most of the world. The largest of these rocket were compared to determine
is centered at Mt. Wachusett in Massa- phase shifts, delays, and amplitude
chusetts. Three receiving stations differences. Ground-based receivers
(defining a triangle with 90 mile sides) were identical to those in the Exos
are linked by microwave data links to rockets.
Mt. Wachusett. A second network
consists of three stations arranged in a
triangle with 66 mile sides. One corner JOURNAL ARTICLS OOKS

of the triangle is L. G. Hanscom Field, JULY M - JUNE 1965
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Products of research are often unpre-
dictable and the pathway from feasi-
bility to application is seldom direct.
Three novel antennas of the atomic
carrier Enterprise had their origin inAl" the late 1940's and early 1950's at
AFCRL-a fact generally lost to
history. Two of the antennas dictated
the distinctive configuration of the
island of the carrier, the flat sides and
the unique dome structure. A smaller
antenna, not visible in the photograph,
is one used to establish the glide paths
for landing aircraft.



Microwave Physics
Laboratory

(j~ The program 1X the Microwave Physics
Laboratory is centered on antenna the-
ory and design. From this center, how-
ever, the program extends into the
broader field of slectromagnetics to in-
clude propagation, communications,
coherence and scattering theory, inter-
action of electromagnetic energy with
plasmas, and the generation of micro-
wave phonons.

From research in antenna zheory
has come a multiplicity of new insights
into the Lehavior of electromagnetic
energy in space and the relationship
of spatial influences to optimum con-
figurations of antenna elements. These
studies have provided the systems de-
signer and engineer with new tools for
the analysis and evaluation of antenna
performance. These new theoretical
insights are related to certain concepts
of communications theory and optical
physics. Although this approach is in
itself not new, it has been only within
the past year or so .hat its potential
has been realized in connection with
problems of antenna design.

A number of antenna design concepts
were developed or reached fruition in
the form of experimental models during
the period. One of these is the short
backfire antenna, which promises
unique advantages in size, economy and
performance over conventional anten-
nas of the Yagi type.

The Laboratory's program in plasma
physics represents a fine balancing of
theoretical and experimental research.
Although the core of the program is
devoted to techniques for transmitting
radio energy through the ionized enve-
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lope surrounding a nose cone or space In propagation and communication,
vehicle during reentry, the overall Laboratory efforts are rather narrowly
plama physics effort is much broader focused on two extreme regions of the

in scope. The research illuminates all spectrum. In the very low frequency
interaction mechanisms of radio energy region, the Laboratory is investigating
with plasmas of varying densities and methods for propagating a 9ignal
compositions. through the earth's crust, the goal being

The generation of microwave pho- hardened communications over rela-
nons-essentially acoustical crystal lat- tively short distances. In the millimeter
tice vibrations-at higher and higher wave region, the L,..oratory, by means
frequencies has two potential applica- of a new high precision 29-foot para-
tions. First, by appropriate transducing bola placed in operation in 1964, is
mechanisms, it is possible to derive studying atmospheric effects on signals
electromagnetic oscillations in the ex- in the 35 gc region. The millimeter
treme millimeter wave region. Practical wave communications program is the
anad efficieut 'elay lines have already re- newest of the Laboratory programs.
sulted from the research making pos-. The research reported in this chapter
sible delay ftt e of many milliseconds is related to the basic Air Force op-
with, a device several centimeters long erational needs of improved communi-
compared to the hundreds of feet of cations, detection and reconnaissance
waveguide needed for storing micro- capabilities. Since the last reporting
waves or microwave pulses. Next, the period the center of gravity of this
study of acoustic vibrations in crystals Laboratory has shifted slightly toward
gives the crystallographer another ana- the basic research end of the R&D spec-
lytical technique for evaluating the trum-with more emphasis on theory
properties of the crystal. and a corresponding decreased empha-

sis on the design of experimental
antennas.

ANTENNA THEORY

The products of antenna theory are cri-
teria to be used by the antenna designer
for optimizing antenna systems. Anten-
nas are data gatherers for many Air
Force systems and to a great extent
deline the limits of systems capability.
While antenna technology has been
evolving toward more precise control of

t taperture distributions, antenna per-
At the Laboratory's antenna range at formance is still being specified largely
Ipswich, Mass., are many antenna test

facilities, among them being these by gain, beamwidth, and sidelobe levels.
three transmitting antennas operating These criteria are insufficient for the
at K, S, and X bands used to evaluate antenna designer. He cannot predict
patterns of receiving antennas located
at varying distances away. quantitatively the performance of new

r-



antenna designs .. thout precise theo- most significant aspect of this work was
ries relating the antenna parameters the demonstration that the correct co-
and the EM information being gnth- variant form for the field equations is
ered. unique, and not to a certain extent arbi-

Antenna theory encompasses electro- trary, as had been thought. In this
magnetic theory, the theory of partially covariant formulation, electromagnetie
coherent waves, communications theory, fields in moving (especially rotating)
and aspects of diffraction and scatter- media can now be treated correctly, and
ing. In much of the theoretical work the electromagnetic equivalent of in-
of the Laboratory there is a strong com- ertial mass has acqui,'ed new theoreti-
mon thread. There is the special empha- cal potentialities. When it was dis-
sis placed on coherence properties of covered several decades ago that me-
the propagated wave. Several years chanical inertia is associated with
ago, AFCRL published several papers electromagnetic energy this led to the
on coherence which have since become tempting notion that, perhaps, all mass
standard references in coherence anaxy- could be of electromagnetic origin.
sis. It was shown that in any mathe- Others later showed that mass cannot
matical analysis of a propagating wave- be of a purely electromagnetic origin,
front, the wave can never be considered
as either fully coherent or fully inco-
herent. Such propagation must always AP y
be thought of as partially coherent. The
earlier formulations on partial coher-
ence were re-examined and strength-
ened during the period.

ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY: Several /
important papers dealing with electro- / /
magnetic theory were published during /
the period. Together, these papers . -___

serve to remove some of the principal \/
paradoxes found in Maxwell's classical
theory.\

Work in basic electromagnetic field
theory has centered on the concept of
covariance. While it is true that the -
mathematical theory dealing with the
transformation properties of differen- P Py P
tial forms-"covariance" theory-is a
rather complicated mathematical dis-
cipline, its application to physics can
lead to important physical conse- Partially polarized electromitonetic

radiation can be obtained by sanplequences, if appropriate methods are geometric considerations. Here are
used. The problem is that of correlating seen some of the geometrical relation-
in a physically unambiguous manner ships between linearly polarized and
physical observations with respect to elliptically polarized waves with

respect to points on a plane. Suchdifferent frames of reference. From the studies are some of many aspects ofpoint of view of physical theory, the EM theory.

I.
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but their reasoning was based on a co-
variance deficiency and was not wholly 16
satisfactory. 15 .U....... ANTENNA OUTPUT....- RESTORED OUTPUT

In a paper published in the 3 Febru- 14 ENHANCED OUTPUT

ary 1964, Physical Review titled "Ra-
diation Forces in Inhomogeneous Me- t
dia," an AFCRL scientist extends the 12

operational potential of the commonly I I
used expressions for energy and mo- 10
mentum conservation. By modifying 9

certain assumptions and by accounting
for interactions, he evolved a more
coordinated description of energy- 7

momentum relationships. 6 -

Other work in electromagnetic theory 5",
is centered on electromagnetic poten-
tials, on vortex formation in plasmas,

3
and on variants of the Sagnac experi-
ment (rotating electromagnetic fields). 2 , ,

Re-examined during the period were I .,r, ,it 1 '.."11 l
the formaliams dealing with "partially o " , ' , , "
coherent" fields. This re-examination -,has brought a significant res,3t. It wa., I I j " '

shown thal, the basic equations for - " '

S I I 1isecond- and fourth-order coherence ef- -al ,,uso
fects cannot be based on an adaption -4
of Maxwell's equations to random func- I , I I , . I I
tions, as had previously been thought, -1 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1

but must be based directly on the wave
equation for the field probability am-
p!itude, previously, known (but not used Resolution of surveillance and recon-
in this connection) as the second quan- naissance antennas used to scan ground

tization of electromagnetic fields. The targets (incoherent sources) can be
greatly enhanced by processing the

practical implication of this result for frequency components of the source
all problems dealing with ordinary co- spectrum. The process involves smooth
herence effects (including light luctua- ing radar data and restoring it to

obtain the improved resolution depicted

tions, as in intensity interferometry) is here.
that these can be solved within a much
simpler formalism than that currently
used in coherence theory. spaces. From the four-dimensional

In a completely novel approach to the space, a three-dimensional space is de-
analysis of partially polarized electro- rived. Several models were constructed.
magnetic waves, the Laboratory, in an- From the study of these models, in-
other st.udy, loo',,d at electromagnetic variant properties and certain relation-
waves from the standpoint of geometric ships of partially polarized waves are
models. The partially polarized plane shown with a lucidity never before
wave is treated in two four-dimensional obtained.

It
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ANALYSIS OF SCATTERING. Scatter -
ing (or more loosely, reflection) of
radio energy from an object is, obvi-9"
ously, fundamental to radar. Mathe- " -I
matical formulations on scattering from
realistic objects (as against idealized
shapes) is inordinately complex. Scat-
tering considerations are directly gel.
mane to radar detection, reconnaissance
and mapping, radar camouflage, and to
techniqiius for reducing the rada: cross
&,ctiuv of Air Force missiles or satel-
lites.

A special scattbring problem-one of
great interest to the Air Force-is that
of reducing or suppressing the radar
return from an object-and occasionally
enhancing the scattered signal. What
is involved here, essentially, is finding
techniques for controlling the scattering
properties of a body. As a first step, a
better understanding of the interaction
of-electromagnetic radiation with a ma-
terial object is required.

One approach is through reactive
loadng. By reactive loading is meant
the placement of a reactive impedance
of some sort on the surface of the object
from which energy is to be reflected.
The loading must be related to the wave-
length being transmitted.

Results have been obtained for an
idealized surface loading structure. The
structure consists of a cavity just be-
neath a plane conducting surface. There
is an aperture or slot coupled to a
cavity, through which the energy may
enter and exit. If the size of the cavity
and opening are properly designed, it is
possible to achieve a marked reduction
in reflected energy. An enhanced return
is possible if the cavity parameters are Radar signals reflected from targets

can be greatly enhanced or reduced byaltered so that the energy from the cav- reactive loading techniques, or by the
ity is emitted in phase with the signal configuration of the target reflector.
reflected from the surface of the ob3ect. Shown here are some of the shapes

conatructed and evaluatea for theirExperimental studies were made to reflecting properties during the report-determine optimum direction of inci- ing period.
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dence and polarizations for exciting the possesses optimum beamwidth or side-
cavity. Further studies were made to lobe properties. Numerous attempts
determine how cavity dimensions may have been made to simplify the process
be adjusted to control the amplitude and of calculating the required element ex-
phase of the reradiated eiergy. While citation coefficients for this array. In
the Laboratory's highly rewarding re- all cases the formulas generated have
sults were specialized to thick dipole or proved unduly complicated, and particu-
rod-like objects, the results are qualita- larly so for element spacings that are
tively valid for a variety of practical' less than half-wavelength.
structures. Recently an AFCRL con- Laboratory research has led to the
tractor has shown that the same prin- development of two alternative means
ciple can be applied to significantly for the exact evaluation of these coeffi-
reduce the scattering from a spherical cients that hold for arbitrary element
body with a reactive load slot on the spacings greater than or less than half-
surface. wavelengths. These techniques remain

In a joint contractor/in-house effort quite useful for arrays that are not of
the analysis of a new exact solution to excessive size, say, less than 20 ele-
the problem of determining the electro- ments. Further research has, however,
magnetic scattering from a highly con- led to the development of a very accu-
ducting finite cone was completed. The rate approximate solution for these co-
results of the analysis have yielded the- efficients. This is valid for arrays with

oretical values of the radar back scat- numbers of elements in excess of 20.
tering cross section for an excitation Moreover, it provides an extremely
along the cone axis. The theoretical useful means for discovering the effect
results exhibit anomalous resonances of variations in element spacing on the
which, it is hypothesized, ax? due to general nature of the EJray aperture
resonances in the cone edge 'urrents. distribution. Extremely imple expres-
The validity of the new results are pres- sions for both directivity and beam-
ently being checked experimentally at width have been obtainea for Dolph-
the AFCRL Ipswich test site. Chebyshev radiation pattef ns subject to

ANTENNA ARRAYS' A basic antenna electronic scan. By mea as of these
configuration is the array which con- simpler expressions for beamwidth and
sists of a number of identical radiating directivity, information has been ob-
elements. Such arrays provide the the- tained relative to the spe ific sidelobe
orist with a number of variables to play level required to produce maximum
with-signal phase and amplitude at the gain or directivity. This new means for
radiating elements, element spacing, studying directivity is not dependent on
and number of elements. There is pre- length or size of the array, as is un-
sumably an optimum array configura- fortunately true for earlier techniques
tion of each particular application, with which become more difficult with in-
optimum expressed in terms of relation- creasing size. From these results, ex-
ships between desired beamwidth, low tremely precise information about the
sidelobes, directivity and so on. directivity-beamwidth product for this

In the field of antenna arrays of uni- design have been obtained.
formnly spaced elements the Dolph- Another type of array under study at
Chebyshev design is classic. It repre- AFCRL for several years is a nonlinear,
sents an array whose radiation pattern data-processing antenna, designated the

~ 'I . .. -7
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correlation antenna. High resolution is the measurement of the coherence
obtained through the use of data pro- properties of a source, with the further
cessing foz correlating the phase rela- possibility that its identification may be
tionships of the signal received at the determined thereby. There also appears
various antenna elements. This antenna to be a use for these antennas in iono-
permits a significant reduction in the spheric scatter systems, as well as in
number of array elements needed, corn- the study of multipath propagation.
pared to the number needed in a con- RADIATION PROPERTIKS OF ANTEN-

ventional linear antenna of comparable HAS: Several significant theoretical
performance, research results of the Laboratory dur-

This special type of antenna requires ing the period relate to antenna pover
a somewhat more sophisticated under- patterns. The antenna power pattern
standing of the nature of the propaga- is simply the distribution of power
tion medium and antenna target to be (gain) within the antenna beam as a
studied than has been necessary for function, of angle from the center of the
more conventional, linear antennas. b am and distance from the antenna.
During the reportitrg period, it was Of the several studies on antenna
shown that the correlation antenna is radiation properties, one of unusual in-
of great value in the study of partially terest is a method for processing an-
coherent distributed signal sources. tenna data to provide increased resolu-
Such sources are characterized by a de- tion. The only requirement for using
gree of phase correlation between dis- this method is that the antenna power
tant points in the source that ranges pattern be known and that the sources
between complete coherence and com- are not coherent. The latter require-
plete incoherence. The correlation ment is always satisfied in radio as-
antenna, inasmuch as a correlation tronomy and is often met in radar.
operation between signals received at Resolution is a function of many things
various parts of its aperture is intrinsic -wavelength, antenna size and antenna
to its design, has-great possibilities for configuration being basic factors. But,

Experimental model of a multiple-cor-
relation antenna array is shown. The
associated nonlinear receiver circuitry
permits a significant reduction in the
number of elements ordinarily required
in a linear array.
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quite apart from these, there is another tenna power pattern with the transform
which has nothing to do with the pa- of the coherence function, thereby en-
rameters of a particular antenna. This abling results to be deterznined graph-
has to do with what the anLemra "sees." ically when the power pattern is not
What the antear-q, ee is a distribution easily formulated analytically. The re-
of targets of varying amplitudes-or sults have been used to compute the
more technically, a set of spatial fre- diffraction patterns of several planar
quencies. The spatially distributed fre- apertures. The second study shows the
quencies can be considered by Fourier applicability of mutual coherence to the
analysis to be a set of -inusoidal varia- most basic of all antenna theorems-
tions in space, of specific amplitude pattern multiplication. Some unidue
and frequency. The technique uses the results were obtained. For example, in
properties of incoherent source distil- a coherent field, linear in amplitude, the
butions to extend the spatial frequency array theorem describes the amplitude.
content of the collected radiation beyond In an incoherent field, linear in power,
the an enna cutoff. Unlike methods of the array theorem gives the power dis-
extrapolation or analytic continuation, tribution in the field. In th case of
this technique actually enhances infor- partially coherent illumination, no con-
mation content in the presence of error venient expression in terms of the array
or noise. The unique method involves theorem was obtained either for the
the computer solution of an iterative mutual cohereace or for the mutual
equation. intensity.

A long-standing antenna research PARTIALLY COHERENT FIELDS AT

goal is that of synthesizing a desired MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES: An ex-
power pattern without constraints on periment was devised for generating
the far field phase., Another study pro- partially-coherent electromagnetic fields
vides an optimum solution to this prob- at microwave frequencies and for meas-
lem. In this study, the antenna respohse uring the properties of these fields. In
is characterized by a transfer function. optics, partial coherence can bL demon-
The transfer function concept, widely strated by the Young's interference
used in optics, specifies which spatial experiment in which radiation from an
frequency components in the object extended incoherent source causes inter-
spectrum will be passed by the antenna ference fringes after passing through
and how much distortion each com- two spaced pinholes. The "quality" of
ponent will incur as it passes through these fringes is a measure of the visi-
the system. A defining equation is used bility or degree of coherence of the fields
which minimizes the error between the at the plane of observation, Although
desired transfer function and a rea- these optical experiments are funda-

lizable transfer function to be synthe- mental in coherence theory, the effect

sized. The results are obtained -without has never before been demonstrated at

r regard f,-r the far field phase. radio frequencies.

Several other studies, relating to The AFCRL experiment consisted of
coherence properties, were of note. One forming an extended incoherent source
concerns a simple mathematical tech- of radiation, using the microwave
nique for determining radiation proper- plasma noise generated by a bank of
ties of a partially coherent aperture. commercial fluorescent tubes. This
It involves the convolution of the an- radiation is detected by a two-horn

4
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interferometer and phase-locked radi- . -

ometer which can measure the visibility
of the field directly. Excellent agree-
ment has been obtained between the
measured degree of coherence and the
van Cittert-Zernicke theorem, which --
predicts these effects, for circular, rec- -

tangular, and grating types of inco-
here,. bou.L; ii eddition, the diffrac-
tion patterns of apertures which are
placed in these partially coherent fields
have been measured with satisfactory
results.

RESOLUTION OF MICROWAVE ANTE- "

NAs, Conventional microwave radar
antennas are capable of better perform-
ance - better imaging and resolution
than the performance predicted by
classical resolution criteria. Antenna
designers have known this for some
time, but few studies have been under- The bank )f fluorescent tubes (top) is

taken to explain why. used as an extended incoherent micro-
wave source. Fluorescent tubes emit

When viewed as a communications these longer waves in addition .to
theory problem, antenna and optical shorter waves in the optical region.

systems are similar in the sense that the Radiometric measurements (bottom) of
microwave antenna and tthe radiated fields are used to study the

.the optical lens properties of partially coherent micro-
system are both imaging systems in wave signals.
which image quality and resolution are
basic considerations. Both can be
treated as low pass spatial frequency
filters characterized by a transfer func-
tion.

"Spatial" frequency and the transfer
function, key aspects of the AFCRL
analysis, are briefly explained above
under, "Radiation Properties of Anten-
nas." Transfer function techniques are
used to ana!yze the mapping of ground
targets by in airborne radar. The tra-
ditional app -oach to evaluating antenna
resolving power has been based on the
Rayleigh two-point criterion, defined in
terms of a specific separation between
two isolated point targets. This dis-
tance uiso bears a direct relationship to
the beamwidth of an antenna. Accord-
ing to this classical criterion, detail
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sizes in an extended object smaller than spatial noise. As a part of the AFCRL
this Rayleigh distance will not be repro- study, an attempt was made to measure
duced - that is, resolved - by the vn- image degradation as a function of the
tenna. In actual mapping operation, amount, type, frequency content, and
however, detail sizes much smaller have spatial extent of various types of spatial
been resolved. noise. An understanding of these rela-

tionships may provide a means for
prescribing effective radar camouflage
measures.

ANTENNA DESIGN

-7 Theory and design are often so closely
interrelated that attempts at treating
the two separately are not altogether
satisfactory. In this section, however,
the focus is on specific hardware and

i : its evaluation. Several of the antennas
6, and antenna elements covered in the

following paragraphs have long develop-
mental histories. Work was completed
on other antennas.

Essentially completed during the

period was work on two large high-gain
Model of AFCRL's proposed multiplate antennas - one now in operation, the
antenna shows relation of the 2200 other designed and thoroughly tested
plates, each 900 square feet in area, to by means of an experimental model.
central feed tower. Used as a radio These two antennas are the 1000-foot
telescope, the antenna would give man
his most distant view into space. Arecibo radio telescope in Puerto Rico,

and the half-mile aperture multiplate
antenna. The Arecibo radio telescope,

The AFCRL investigation indicates built under AFCRL management, and
that for certain kinds of extended, man- incorporating techniques originating at
made ground targets - airfields, rail- AFCRL, was placed in operation early
road yards, and military complexes - in 1964 by Cornell University.
image quality and resolution can be The multiplate antenna concept was
very much independent of the radiation thoroughly tested over a two year period,
pattern used to map them. This result using a model measuring 70 by 120
is seen quite readily when antenna reso- feet. All essential performance para-
lution capabilities are re-examined in meters were investigated with results
terms of the transfer function, that met or exceeded expectations. In

From the standpoint of aerial recon- addition, under contracts totalling more
naissance, all objects in the antenna's than a quarter million dollars, all rele-
field of view other than targets of inter- vant engineering for the design of an
est represent so much clutter - or operational antenna was carried out.
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The operational antenna would consist
of some 2200 individual hexagonal
plates, each 900 square feet in area. It
is designed for deep space communica-
tions and detection. During the year,
a large number of briefings were made
to many DOD and NASA groups on
the potential performance of this facil-
ity. Pending future funding, AFCRL's
work on the antenna is completed. The
experimental model was dismantled in
December, 1964.

'SHORT BACKFIRE" ANTENNA- In an
achievement of first-order magnitude,
an antenna based on an entirely new
principle and promising major advan--
tages in cost and size was developed and
tested. This antenna has been named
the "short backfire" antenna. It has
marked advantages in simplicity over
large antenna arrays and parabolas At top is a four wavelength backfire

antenna having a 23.5 db gain at S
used-in satellite tracking networks. Its band. Below is an array of short back-
future role in such networks is expected fire antennas with monopulse capabil-
to be a major one. ity. Gain is 20 db with an antenna

This antenna is an outgrowth of work depth of 2h wavelengah.

on the "backfire" antenna described in
the previous AFCRL Report on Re- ---

search. The backfire antenna has a reso-
lution twice that obtained by an ordi-
nary Yagi array of equal length. The
signal is propagated along an array of
dipoles, is reflected from a flat screen
and is redirected across the dipole
array. Thus, the dipoles serve double
duty.

The "short backfire" antenna is seen
in the accompanying figure. What it kL
consists of is a flat plate of two-
wavelengths diameter, with a circular
quarter-wave rim, a dipole feed spaced |
a quarter-wave in front of the flat plate,
and a smaller flat plate spaced another
quarter-wave in front of the dipole. The ffi
system acts like a partially opened
cavity, and produces the remarkable
gain of 14.5 db above isotropic, with
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sidelobes below 20 db, and a bandwidth lowing a long period during which little

comparable to that of the dipole feed work was done on it, the Laboratory
itself. during the reporting period made fur-

Formed into an array, the short ther experimental progress with the
backfire antenna produces the same 3-D antenna and radar.
gain as a dipole or slot array for the Design simplicity is achieved by using
same overall aperture area, but with a single feed and a single reflector. The
a small fraction of the number of ele- antenna consists of a parabolic torus
ments required. Thus, a 36-element reflector fed by a line-source feed
dipole array, producing about 21 db. located in the focal region of the re-
can be replaced by a 12-element short flector. The feed consists of a circularly
backfire array (or, alternatively, by a curved 15-element slot array. When
single, backfire antenna four wave- these slots (radiators) are vertically
lengths long). The element feeds stacked close to each other, their beams
can be circularly (or cross) polarized, will overlap giving a combined ampli-
and the system as a whole lends itself tude pattern. The antenna searches in
to monopulse as well as pencil beam elevation by controlling the phase of
operation. the radiations from the slots, Receivers

Experimental progress has also been are placed at both ends of the 15-slot
made with the ordinary backfire an- array. Energy from a certain angle
tenna: sidelobe levels have been reduced striking an associated portion of the
to below 20 db, backlobe level to below feed will enter the slots and propagate
30 db, and the gain has been increased to the receivers. The signal will arrive
by 3 db above the best previously ob- with known phase difference that is a
tained. One such antenna has a gain of function of the angle. Range and azi-
23.5 db above isotropic. This is higher muth information is obtained in the
than the gain of a commercial 16- conventional manner while the antenna
element Yagi array and of a 36-element is rotating.
cavity-backed slot array, both of which A disadvantage of the present radar
are in use as satellite tracking and tele- system is the absence of a moving target
metry antennas. indicator (M.T.I.). Therefore, moving

Although no formal theory of the targets are difficult to track in the midst
backfire and the short backfire antenna of ground clutter. However, the height-
has as yet been developed, a qualitative finding principle is compatible with con-
explanation does exist. These antennas vent;onal M.T.I. and a contractual effort
act like laser cavities, except that the is directed toward incorporation of clut-
"cavity" (the region between the end ter eliminating circuits for nearby tar-
mirrors) is filled wi h air rather than gets in the clutter zone. Overwater
an active medium. operation solves the clutter problem but

TRICOORDINATE RADAR SYSTEM: introduces the problem known as the
Many radar systems for obtaining 3-D Lloyd mirror effect, in which the target
information - range, azimuth, and is doubled because the radar energy is
height in a single radar - have been reflected at grazing incidence from the
developed over the past decade. These ocean. Present work is concerned with
are often unduly complicated - and methods for mitigating the Lloyd phe-
thus costly. The AFCRL 3-D radar had nomenon by use of vertical polarization
its beginning about six years ago. Fol- and improved siting.
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MONOPOLE AND DIPOLE ARRAYSi corner of the groundplane in the far
Through the application of a new theory zone of the array under test. The array
and a careful series of measurements, under test can be rotated to measure
some interesting new properties of its radiation patterns.
monopole and dipole arrays were dis-
covered during the period.

Some of the properties being exam-
ined with new theoretical and experi-
mental methods are: self and mutual
admittances and conditions under which
the mutual couplings may be simplified
or reduced; accurate array synthesis
procedures for dipole arrays which will
give the driving-point admittances; the
limitations of conventional theory in
describing properties of physically real
elements; the possible advantages of
using elements greater than a half wave
in length; the so-called supergain con-
ditions and when these can be prac-
tically achieved; the practical uses of
circular arrays with only one driven -

element; the possible existence of propa-
gating surface wave modes on the cir-
cular arrays and the relation of suchsurfface waves to the conventional de- Tricoordinate radar system under test

by the Laboratory, using a curved
scription of dipole arrays in terms of slotted feed, gives range, azimuth and
currents along the radiating elements. altitude data from a single antenna

The experimental method being used structure.

in these investigations is basically quite
conventional but, for any given set of
driving conditions, permits a very Results obtained to date from the in-
accurate measurement of the -far zone vestigation of supergaining indicate
radiated fields, the currents along each that when a pair of dipoles are driven
radiating element, and the driving-point to produce either a bidirectional or a
admittance. In an experimental model, unidirectional endfire pattern, the direc-
the array elements are monopoles over tivity and power gain increases as
a 24 x 48-ft. rectangular aluminum spacing between the elements is de-
groundplane. They are formed by ex- creased. The maximum increase in
tending the center conductor of a rigid gain from quarter-wave spacing is
coaxial line through the groundplane. about 1-1.5 db, and is independent of
The inner conductor is slotted and fitted dipole length for lengths not greater
with a small balanced loop probe to than one wavelength. A somewhat dif-
measure the current standing wave so ferent approach indicates that for cir-
that below the groundplane the coaxial cular arrays with one driven element,
line serves as a regular slotted line. An a pattern can be obtained which is
auxiliary antenna is located near one dependent only on the total array cir-
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cumference, independent of the num- elements, the mutual conductances all
ber of array eleiaents, and largely inde- have essentially the same value at the
pendent of their length. The power first resonant spacings. Generally, the
gain, however, increases as the number resonant spacings are to be avoided
of elements is increased. Further results in designing an array because all of the
indicate that when the elements of a parameters are changing rapidly with
circular array are closely spaced, the frequency near these spacings.
high reactive fields are due to the self-
susceptance and only one or two of the NEW FEED FOR SPHERICAL ANTEN-

adjacent mutuals. HAS: A new type line source phased
array was developed by the Laboratory.
Although the development is most di-
rectly applicable to tne recently com-
pleted Arecibo radio telescope in Puerto
Rico, the technique can be applied to
any large-aperture, spherical antenna.
The feed system is not intended as a
replacement for the present Arecibo line
source feed, but as a supplemental feed
for operation at the 1420-Mcps hydro-
gen line frequency.

Since a spherical reflector does not
have a single focal point (in contrast
to a conventional paraboloidal antenna),
it cannot be efficiently illuminated with
a point source feed. Work at AFCRL
on the focusing properties of spherical
reflectors dates back to 1950. It has
been shown that rays reflected from a
spherical reflector focus along a line

The interaction of EM energy with and that the effects of this spherical
monopoles set on a ground plane is aberration can be minimized by prop-
complex atid very difficult to predict erly controlling the phase along a line
An infinite variety of monopole con- source feed. Large, fixed spherical an-
figurations and resultant couplings are
possible, Here a simple, circular three- tennas have one great advantage over
monopole configuration is shown. a comparable paraboloidal antenna-

they can be scanned over a much larger
angle.

Circular arrays of dipoles exhibit The new feed is 27.72 feet in length
some interesting properties which are and is designed to operate at 2840 Mcps.
characteristic of the array as a unit. By simply doubling its length, it can
For example, there are "resonant spac- be scaled for the hydrogen line fre-
ings" at which the self and mutual con- quency. It consists of an array of 247
ductances are all at or near maximum pairs of monopoles soupled to a rec-
values, and at which the self and mutual tangular waveguide. The phase velocity
susceptances are all zero or have very along most of the line source is con-
small values. For arrays of 10 or 20 trolled by tapering the waveguide width.

7
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At the beginning of the line source
feed, a phase velocity approaching that
of free space is required and this is
obtained by using a slow periodic struc-
ture of cylindrical posts. The amplitude
distribution across the spherical reflec-
tor is controlled by the monopole pene-
tration into the waveguide. The advan-
tage of this design is that amplitude
and phase can be adjusted precisely, -

and efficient illumination of the spheri- ---

cal reflector can be achieved.
Other schemes for aberrations cor-

rections are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

This monopole-dri-ien phased arrayABERRATION CORRECTION: Aberra- was developed for use with large
tions- whether in an optical lens or spherical reflectors of the type
an antenna reflector - occur whenever employed in the Arecibo Radio Tele-

scope. The monopole array has advan-the system fails to bring rays into corn- tages in cost and simplicity over slotted
plete focus. As seen in the foregoing line-source feeds used for correcting
paragraphs, aberrations are basic to spherical aberrations.
spherical antennas and must be cor-
rected.

During the reporting period, AFCRL should be located to obtain minimum
investigated a system for correcting aberrations. These feeds must not only
aberrations using five feed horns. Place- have proper phase and amplitude rela-
ment of the feed is critical. The point tionships, but proper polarization rela-
above the reflector where the rays con- tionships as well.
verge can be thought of as representing The multiple feed array has applica-
a series of diffraction rings, of the type tion to rapid antenna scanning. Rapid
seen when light is projected through scanning of large dishes is difficult be-
a small opening against a screen. These cause of antenna mass. The technique
rings are known as Airy disks. In the of feed arrays makes possible rapid
AFCRL study, one central horn was electronic scanning or compound scan-
placed so as to cover the central Airy ning of both the dish and feed for
disk, the other four horns were placed overall rapid scanning. As a beam is
symetrically around the second Airy scanned, each one of these feeds must
disk. These horns were then connected be properly adjusted for the new scan
with the proper phase and amplitudes, angle. This scanning can be done by
With this technique the first sidelobes physically moving the feed package,
were drastic.lly reduced. adjusting the individual feed parame-

As a part of this work, a detailed ters, or a combination of both.
study was made under contract of the The technique also provides a solu-
distribution of the energy in a focal tion to problems of antenna distortions.
plane or surface. This distribution, of Reflector distortions are usually of two
course, tells where the small feeds types: one is the gross distortion caused
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by such things as dish twisting under The radiometer was used in a test
its own weight; the other is the random program associated with AFCRL's ex-
imperfection of the dish. Preliminary perimental multiplate antenna. The
work indicates that gross errors may be reliability of the radiometer data has
partially compensated by controlling the speeded up this testing program signi-
phases and amllitudes of this array of ficantly. Few patterns were lost due to
feeds. This result could make possible radiometer failures and it was not nec-
large cost sa; ngs in the building of essary to make large numbers of pat-
some antennas. This cost savings can terns to insure data reliability.
be achieved through the reduction of
required rigidity of the dish.

ULTRASTALE RADIOMIETERI Masers MICROWAVE FHON01JS

or parametric amplifiers are now stand-
ard components in radiometers - that Microwave phonons are essentially
is, in the receiving systems of large an- a c rsa l ortmechan ira-
tennas. But the big jump in sensitivity tions of a crystal lattice, having fre-
provided by these new amplifiers has quencies in the microwave region. In-
not been achieved without cost. The vestigation in the microwave phonon
cost is a continuous, unpredictable drift area now constitutes a rapidly expand-

in gain. Unless the equipment is closely ing segment of electronics research.

monitored, there is no way of knowing AFCRL has made significant contribu-

whether the variation in the strength tions to this new field of research.

of the recorded signal is real or is due One reason for the AFCRL emphasis
to the equipment. is the high potential for payoff in Air

The gain drift problem in radiom- Force equipments and devices. Equip-
eters has been eliminated in a new type ments include radar, radio transmitters
of radiometer designed by the Labora- and receivers, and computers. Devices
tory. This radiometer has proved to be include delay lines, isolators, switches,
extremely stable. This stability *s attenuators, phase shifters, circulators,
achieved by a very simple principle. amplifiers and oscillators. Some of these
A motor-driven variable attenuator is may eventually employ entirely phonon
used to continuously vary a reference modes in place of EM modes now used.
noise source in order to balance the in- Research is an essential precursor to
coming noise signal. In this way, gain this hardware. At the research level
drift effects in the active components of the concern is mainly with the genera-
the radiometer are eliminated. tion, detection and interaction of micro-

The absolute stability permits the ra- wave phonons. These considerations in
diometer to be operated automatically. turn involve studies of piezoelectric or
It can be turned on and off with a time magnetostrictive coupling, anharmonic
clock. In the particular model built and lattice forces, spin wave interactions,
evaluated by the Laboratory, it has not and external coupling circuits. One of
beer, necessary to calibrate the radi- the hopes of this research is that ulti-
ometer except when components are mately the existing low conversion effi-
changed. These advantages can result ciency from microwaves to phonons
in a great saving in manhours used may be raised essentially to unity.
to monitor the radiometer and process Phonons can be generated in a va-
the data. riety of ways by the use of both piezo-

lV
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electric and magnetostrictive materials
and, as recently demonstrated at
AFCRL, even by the use of nonmag-
netic, nonpiezoelectric materials. For
the generation to occur, it is obvious
that a coupling mechanism between the
EM waves incident on the sample crys-
tal and the normal modes of vibration
of the crystal lattice must exist. The
coupling may be direct, as in the case
of phonon generation by the microwave
elect'ic field at the surfaces of piezoelec-
tric quartz. Or, it may be indirect as
when spin waves, fundamental magnetic
modes of a ferromagnetic solid, are first
excited by the microwave magnetic field Phonons are generated in a variety of
and then deliver some of their energy to ways, one of these being indirect by
the phonon modes. means of the Laboratory equipments

shown here in which spin waves are
Finally, it should be mentioned that the excited in a magnetic field and deliver

external coupling circuits themselves some of their energy to phonon modes.

are of vital importance in the generation
and detection of phonons. A vast im-
provement in conversion efficien(y has magnetoelastic constants in a variety
recently been achieved at Stanford, un- of ferromagnetic substances. The mag-
der AFCRL contract, by the use of high netoelastic constants characterize the
dielectric constant microwave cavities as coupling between the spin wave and
coupling circuits. A technique for tem- phonon modes of the system.
perature stabilizing such cavities has PHONON GENERATION IN MAGNETIC

been worked out at AFCRL. FILMS: Thin magnetic metal films
Salient among AFCRL's contribu- have been under intensive study for

tions to microwave phonon research many years - but only recently have
have been the generation of microwave they been used for phonon generation
phonons by magnetic films, the har- purposes. The first detailed study of
monic generation of phonons in quartz, magnetic thin film transducers was
optical contact bonding of transmission published in 1963 by AFCRL. The
media, and the above-mentioned gen- basic principle involved in this kind of
eration in nonpiezoelectric media and transduction is the conversion of mag-
the temperature stabilization of dielec- netic spin wave energy into degenerate
tric cavities. Also, research has gone frequency elastic wave energy through
on in the use of parallel pumping tech- the mechapism of magnetostriction.
niques for non-linear excitation of spin At Stanford University, under
waves. These techniques have been AFCRL contract, the magnetic film
shown by AFCRL to offer promise for technique was combined with the dielec-
controlling spin wave (and any associ- tric cavity technique to produce the
ated phonon) propagation directions in highest known conversion efficiency
yttrium iron garnet (YIG) rods as well from microwaves to phonons--18 db at
as offering a technique for measuring 9 gc at room temperature. The dielec-

| ~I
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tric cavity enabled the exciting micro- It has been established at AFCRL
wave magnetic field to be amplified over that the longitudinal modes are gener-
twenty times its usual value for an air ated by the domain walls while the
filled cavity. Thus, upon biasing to fer- transverse modes are generated by the
romagnetic resonance, a still greater usual ferromagnetic resonance. The
percentage of the incident EM energy domain walls are called "stripe" do-
could be directed into the magnetic film mains and were very recently discov-
sample than in the absence of the die- ered in permalloy films by Japanese
lectric cavity, workers. AFCRL was quick to utilize

this discovery and showed that the new
phonon generation must originate in
such "stripes." The precessional spin

y Jhy 'motion responsible for the generation
is illustrated schematically in an ac-
companying diagram. Such a preces-
sional mode is rather unique among
ferromagnetic resonance phenomena
and the phonon coupling to this mode is
undergoing further study at AFCRL.

At the Franklin Institute, under
AFCRL contract, extremely narrow
stripe domains (about 300 A' width)
have been observed in AFCRL-sup-

Illustration shows probable resonance plied samples by the use of a refined
mode in a "Stripe" domain of width D surface replica technique. Further stud-
in a magnetic film of thickness L. ies of stripe domains at the Franklin
Phonons are launched in the Z-direc-
tion and can be generated even when Institute are being carried out in con-
the biasing magnetic field, Hy, is nearly junction with AFCRL in order to gain
zero. more understanding of the phonon gen-

eration mechanism in the stripes,

HARMONIC PHONON GENERATION:

Recent work at AFCRL has resulted One way to generate increasingly
in the discovery of phonon generation higher frequencies is to extract the har-
by a new kind of domain wall resonance monics of a lower frequency. Frequency
in the thin films. This proces greatly is doubled by extracting the second har-
extends the usefulnesm of film as pho- monic, tripled by extracting the third.
non generators since now both longi- AFCRL has demonstrated that it is
tudinally and transversely polarized possible to extract both the second and
phonons can be generated without third harmonics of microwave phonons
changing the external magnetic fieh! in quartz.
configuration. More important, pho- The AFCRL experiments are con-
nons can be generated in a zero mag- ducted at liquid helium temperature.
netic field-a fact which should enable This is done in order to avoid the heavy
the magnetic film phonon generation attenuation of microwave phonons
technique to be conveniently extended which exists at room temperature. The
in.,& the upper microwave frequency attenuation itself, however, constitutes
realm. the very mechanism by which the pho-
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non harmonics are generated; it is the gether. The term "optical contact bond"
phonon-phonon interaction or scitter- is given the technique because the thick-
ing caused by the anharmonic lattice ness of the bond is measured in terms
forces which produces the harmonics of the wavelength of light. The thick-
by means of enegy and moment:m ness of the AFCRL bond is at most one-
cor. ,rvation of the phonons. If the at- twentieth of the wavelength of light.
tenuation is too great, however, no sig- Using optical contact bonding, AFCRL
nal at all gets through trte quartz rod. has demonstrated experimentally that

The experimental apparatus is in the microwave phonons can be transmitted
accompanying figure. A quartz r(d is between two materials with bond losses
connected between two microwave cavi- of less than one percent.
ties, one at the fundamental frequency
(3 gc or 4.5 gc) and the other at the
harmonic frequency (9 gc). The fund.a-
mental frequency acoustic wave gener-
ated by the external EM power deliv-
ered to the cavity, produces the second
or third harmonic phonons at the
quartz rod surface or in its volume. The
harmonic wave impinges on the oppo-
site end of the quartz rod, is converted
to EM power and detected.

The harmonic power output is at
present quite low - of the order of
microwatts. However, the important
thing is that the principle ha.- been
demonstrated. Conversion efficiency
can be improv I by already existing
techniques as well as by future re-
search. Also, the effect allows the meas-
urement of certain anharmonic cr-,;tal
lattice constants and such measure-
ments are now being performed in
quartz at AFCRL for the first time. When two optic.slly polished surfaces

are cleaned and pressed together under

BONDING TECHNIQUES To make use high vucuum, Ithey will adhere. Photo
shows a heavy glass disk suspended

of pho)non generation techniques in from a thin quartz rod, demonstrating
devices or in research on new materials, the strength of these bonds. This tech-

low-loss acoustic bonds between various nique makes possible for the first time

media are needed. Bonds made by con- a low-loss microwave acoustic bond.

ventional techniques are extremely lossy
at microwave frequencies. Only abouf, Another bonding approach is to evap-

one percent of the acoustic power is orate a thin film of magnetic or piezo-

transmitted across the bovd. AFCRL electric material directly onto the sub-

has developed a new bonding technique stance to be studied. A new thin film

which is based on the fact that two ge-aeration technique, the use of piezo-

highly polished materials will cling to- electric cadmium sulphide thin layers, k

7 - - - -- - . - - -- ... -
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has been pioneered by Westinghouse tributed greatly to our understanding
under AFCRL contract. These films of relaxation processes in ferromag-
are comparable to magnetic films in netic insulators. In the past AFCRL
conversion efficiency. Techniques for has made careful measurements of the

* multiple-layering of such films, cur- magnetoelastic (spin wave to phonon)
rently under study at Stanford Univer- interaction in YIG. This work has been
sity under AFCRL contract, offer great extended to a study of the dependence
promise for improvement in conversion of spin wave propagation direction on
efficiency. magnetic field in YIG. This dependence

Another solution of the problem is directly attributable to magnetic
would be to find a physical process. or anisotrophy in the YIG and a careful
mechanism by which microwave pho- comparison of theory and experiment
nons may be directly generated in an has been made at AFCRL. The infor-
arbitrary material. It has been demon- mation is being used ;n an attempt to
strated at AFCRL that the radiation gain actual control over the propaga-
pressure or force exerted by the elec- tion direction of spin waves in YIG
tromagnetic field on any material can rods.
be used to generate microwave phonons. Under contract, another applica-
The process at present is not very effi- tion of the non-linear pumping tech-
cient, but again the principle has been nique has been made offering obvious
demonstrated and a new class of experi- device possibilities. A mixture of spin
ments has been shown feasible, waves and phonon waves, called mag-

netoelastic waves, has been set up in a
TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION OF YIG rod by an inhomogeneous field

DIELECTRIC CAVITIES: It has beenmentioned previously that high dielec- gradient and then amplified by the
tric constant cavities greatly improve pump field. The process, which actually

has an efficiency of gp'eater than one
the conversion from microwave to pho- since it is microwaves that are ampli-
nns. A necessary concomitant of this fied, makes possible electronically tun-
high energy storage capacity is the gen- able microwave delay lines and also
eration of large aiuounts of heat in the avoids the use of acoustic bonds since
dielectric crystal. Thus the temperature only one YIG rod is needed.
can change rapidly under operating onyneYGrdinee.The non-linear growth of spin waves
conditions and the resonance frequency in parallel pumping experiments is an
will tend to shift. At AFCRL the die- extremely complicated phenomenon
lectric cavity was placed in close con- since the spin wave interactions are not
tact with boron nitride and this enabled quanti.tatively well-understood at the
the heat to flow out of the crystal rap- higher power levels. Under another
idly enough to stabilize the tempera- contr a s Udy othe

ture. This is significant since one of contract, systematic study of the

the drawbacks to the use of dielectric growth of the spin wave population is

cavities has been their limitations to being undertaken in an attempt to gain
o new understanding of spin waves atroom temperature use. high power levels.

PARALLEL PUMPING STUDIES: The The detailed analysis of spin wave
parallel pumping technique, by which anisotropy and magnetoelastic inter-
a selected spin wave can be driven un- actions at AFCRL has been made pos-
stable and directly observed, has con- sible because of the development of a

_ _ - ~ I -
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system for automatidally plotting spin Seen in this light, the plasma sheath
wave instability thre.3holds. Done man- problem becomes merely a special case
ually, the plotting of these thresholds of a more broadly defined problem.
is tedious and time consuming, requir- Simple communications between the
ing about eight man-hours for each of earth and satellites in which the signal
the many plots required. Further, the must pass through the plasma layer of
manual method is often inaccurate and the ionosphere, radar studies of auroral
subject to error. With the automatic echoes, radar probing of the solar co-
plotting system, the time required to rona and photosphere are some of the
plot each curve has been reduced by a practical situations where it is neces-
factor of more than ten, and the possi- sary to study the effects of plasmas on
bility of skipping over or misinterpret- radio propagation.
ing irregularities has been eliminated.
Recently, further improvements in the -, - -
automatic plotting scheme which make
it even more versatile have been n
achieved at AFCRL. The automatic
plotting technique is now being used to Z i
study magnetoelastic effects and meas-
ure magnetoelastic constants in a va-
riety of rare-earth substituted ferri-
magnetic garnet materials.

PROPAGATION THROUGH PLASMA

The plasma environment is simulated
When the plasma research program was by means of this oil-filled tank. The
initiated several years ago, emphasis radiating source (antenna) is first

placed in a volame of air before
was placed almost exclusively on the immersion in the oil bath, thus separat-

problem of propagating a signal ing the antenna by an air gap to

through the plasma sheath that sur- simulate negative dielectric constant.

rounds a vehicle nose cone during re-
entry into the atmosphere. This work EM ALTERATION OF PLASMA MEDIA:

led, of necessity, into the analysis of the A plasma medium may be altered when
fundamental physical processes which electromagnetic waves propagate
occur when radio waves interact with through it. Just how much it is altered
highly ionized gases. "Highly" ionized and in what way depends on the power
gases is a qualitative term. What, for level of the signal, the frequency, the
example, distinguishes "highly" ionized plasma density, and the collision fre-
gases from "reiatively highly" ionized quency. But this was previously under-
gases? The problem then, if it is to be stood only in a qualitative, empirical
fully illuminated, is not one limited to way. Rigorous analytical studies of
propagation through the ionized gas of physical processes had not been made
the plasma sheath. It encompasses all until recently. Of extraordinary signif-
aspects of wave propagation throu&h icance, therefore, were theoretical
plasma media. investigations completed during the
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period on the effects of EM energy on lisions) and by the temperature and

plasmas. density gradients present in the plasma.
The AFCRL theoretical research The velocity moments of the Boltzmann

program is concerned with the response equation determine the behavior of the
of plasma media to radio frequency microscopic variables, such as tempera-
waves of moderate and high field in- ture, density, current flow, heat flow
tensities under a wide range of plasma and particle flow. The transport co-
parameters. Unlike ordinary dielectrics, efficients-such as electrical and ther-
the effective dielectric constant of a mal conductivity, and particle diffusion
plasma can be altered by field strengths coefficient-may be calculated once the
of relatively moderate intensity, velocity distribution funcfion of the
AFCRL studies show that many things plasma is determined. When a plasma
affect the reflection and transmission is subjected to electric fields of moder-
coefficients of an inhomogeneous plas- ate and high intensities, the electron
ma: (1) scale of electron density gradi- distribution function and the transport
ents; 2) scale of electron temperature coefficients become functions of the im-
gradients; 3) thickness of the medium; pressed fi(Id intensities, and the prob-
4) initial degree of ionization and 5) lem becor mes more complex.
relative magnitudes of the electron- One interesting result of the analysis
neutral, electron-ion and electron-elec- is that at moderate field intensities,
tron collision frequencies. Theoretical the boundaries defining plasma media
results show that for a plasma corre- can be altered in such a way that an
sponding to high temperature air initial electron density profile will ap-
(50000 K) subjected to X-band radia- pear to move toward the perturbing
tion, 10 to 20 percent changes in reflec- source of electromagnetic radiation.
tion and transmission coefficient will For the case of a monochromatic,
occur as the incident field intensity is transverse plane wave incident upon an
increased up to a certain critical field inhomogeneous plasma which varies
intensity. Above this critical field in- slowly in space and time, the coupled
tensity (which is a function of the fre- system of Maxwell's equations and the
quency of the incident wave), the elec- moments of the Boltzmann equation
tron temperature, under steady state may be solved numerically. The results
conditions, will become very large with of these studies show that: 1) even
a consequent large increase in electron though the electron energy relaxation
density. This will result in a sharp drop time is much longer than the period of
in transmitted field intensity and a the electromagnetic field, the plasma
sharp increase in reflected energy. temperature may not reach a steady

These theoretical investigations in- state because the boundaries defining
volve the simultaneous solution of the the plasma medium may mn've under
Boltzmann equation and Maxwell's field the perturbing influence of the electro-
equations. The Boltzmann equation gov- magnetic wave; 2) the wave field in the
erns the behavior of the electron ve- plasma will not remain monochromatic
locity distribution function, which is even though the incident wave is mono-
determined by the electromagnetic field chromatic because the electrical con-
intensity, elastic and inelastic elec- ductivity is time varying; 3) the time
tron-neutral and electron-ion collisions, scales for electron density and electron
electron-electron collisions (self-col- temperature changes may be vastly dif-

'!
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ferent, and can be drastically changed In the following sections, a number
as the incident flux level is changed. of experiments directly related to the

Theoretical studies are also being foregoing theoretical studies are coy-
conducted on nonlinear wave propaga- ered.
tion in inhomogeneous, anisotropic
plasmas. Results of these studies show EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES: To verify
that, when an elliptically polarized the foregoing theoretical work, several
plane wave is normally incident upon a experiments are now planned. One in-
plasma slab, only two distinct modes volves measuring the electron energy
will exist in the inhomogeneous, aniso- relaxation time in high-temperature
tropic plasma slab when the electron (50000 K) gases through the use of a
density gradients are parallel to the di- dc arc jet. Gases selected include oxy-
rection of a dc magnetic field and both gen, nitrogen, argon and air at 1-50
are perpendicular to the interfaces of torr. Microwave radiation at S-band
the slab. In the weakly ionized case, frequencies will be used to selectively
the electron distribution function will heat the electrons. A different S-band
be non-Maxwellian, and the form of the frequency at a lower power level will be
distribution function will depend upon used to measure the effective cross sec-
how the energy is split up into the right tion of the plasma jet and will detect
and left circularly polarized compon- changes in the cross section due to the
ents of an elliptically polarized wave. changing collision frequency as the elec-

Hence, the medium is polarization tron temperature is perturbed by the
sensitive. At high power levels, the second S-band signal. This experiment
propagation characteristics of the right is essentially a Luxembourg type ex-
circularly polarized- mode will depend per'ument performed on high tempera-
upon the presence of the left mode, and ture gases. It will providc information
vice-versa, so that the two distinct on inelastic electron-neutral collision
modes are coupled. Using numerical processes in gases at temperatures
methods, it is possible to compute the which are normally encountered behind
net reflection and 'transmission coeffi- a strong shock wave.
cients for the right and left modes cor- At the conclusion of the reporting
responding to an elliptically polarized period a second experiment -was being
wave incident upon an inhomogeneous, performed under contract at the G. E.
anisotropic, nonlinear plasma slab for Space Sciences Laboratory. This ex-
a wide range of dimensionalized plasma periment concerns the time-dependent
parameters. response of plasmas subjected to mod-

Other theoretical studies are con- erate and high power microwave radia-
cerned with electron diffusion and heat tion. Plasmas will be created by ultra-
flow as a function of temperature gra- violet radiation and by high-tempera-
dients and density within the plasma, ture shock waves. The behavior of an
and the dispersion of pulsed radio electron density profile perturbed by an
waves by plasma. With respect to the intense electromagnetic field will be
latter, the radio signal will become dis- studied, as a function of time. The the-
torted. In transmitting information oretical study discussed in the previous
through a plasma, such distortions are section predicts that the electron den-
undesirable, but may be quite useful as sity profile will move toward the radio
a diagnostic tool if fully understood, frequency source. This experiment will -

-A !wc
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provide a check on AFCRL theoretical The applied electromagnetic energy
calculations, is resonantly absorbed and affects the

INTERACTIONS IN OXYGEN PLASMASs plasma energy content and hence alters
Another investigation was concerned the electron production and loss pro-

with altering the electron production cesses. These changes may be moni-

and loss rates by absorption of electro- tored by a second low power probing

magnetic energy. The technique of microwave signal of different fre-

gyromodulation of two microwave sig- quency. Experiments were conducted

nals in a decaying plasma is used. in oxygen plasmas at pressures less

Plasma was placed within a magnetic than 0.2 torr, and with input powers up

field so that conditions of electron cy- to one watt. Some results were: 1) cy-
clotron resonance absorption of mod-

clotron resonance at a particular ap- clotro w ance absron omd
plied frequency are fulfilled, in this case erately low amplitude microwave power
a 5.30 gc signal with a magnetic field (about 100 mw) enhances the electron

of 1.88 kilogauss. energy sufficiently to increase the at-
tachment rate of electrons to neutral
oxygen molecules; 2) absorption of
higher amplitude signals (less than
1000.mw) rapidly enhances the electron
energy and provides a mechanism for
detachment of electrons from negative
ions, and 3) visible light intensity
emitted by the "heated" plasma showed
that the maximum interaction between
resonant microwave signal and the
plasma occurs in only a small region
adjacent to the point of signal applica-
tion.

The experiment may be useful in de-
termining the various rate coefficients
in ionospheric layers.

Microwave interaction with decaying
magnetoplasmas has been used to in-
vestigate the attachment coefficient of
electrons to oxygen molecules. The dis-
charge tube is made long to minimize

4 diffusion effects in the axial direction.
Radial diffusion is minimized by the
application of a 2 kilogauss magnetic
field parallel to the discharge tube axis.
Calculations show that a two-body at-
tachment should be the dominating loss
mechanism with this magnetic field for
oxygen plasmas of from 0.05 to 10 torr

Plasma is formed around an antenna pressure and an electron concentration
inside the glass globe to enable scien-
tists to measure radio attenuation at of about 7.5 x 10 ' electrons/cm 3. Anf various plasma concentrations. S-band microwave cavity is used to de-

- -= :-- ....
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termine electron number density as a complicated antenna types and simulate
function of time in pulsed dc oxygen more complex environmental condi-
magnetoplasmas over a pressure range tions.
of 0.05 to 3 torr. Another approach to plasma simula-

tion is through the design of appropri-
ate band pass filters. A plasma exhibits

PLAWAA SIMULATION: The plasma the properties of a high pass filter for
physicist is confronted with somewhat which the plasma frequency corre-
the same problem that confronts the sponds to the cutoff frequency. Al-
meteorologist in that it is difficult to though most simulation techniques can-
reconstruct the environment for meas- not duplicate the inhomogeneity of real
urement within the Laboratory. In plasmas, tee section filters with electri-
measuring actual plasmas, interference cal tapers are especially suited for this
with container walls limits the validity purpose. The resistive elements of the
of the results, and characteristic plasma filters can be varied to simulate the
inhomogeneities are difficult to recon- varying absorption properties of a
struct. Nevertheless, AFCRL has stead- plasma.
ily refined plasma simulation techniques A filter network of forty sections,
over the past several years. Plasma which is electrically one wavelength
simulation can be achieved by con- long, has been completed and will be
structing a medium of grids of fine wire used to study transient phenomena,
placed between a radio source and a such as the frequency dispersion of
detector. More recently, the Laboratory pulses. Two hundred sections, or five
has investigated dielectric simulators wavelengths c: line, will eventually be
since the radiation pattern and imped- constructed.
ance characteristics of a dielectric-clad PLASMA SH16ATH TESTs=Beginning in
antenna depend on the ratio of the die- 1965, effects of the plasma sheath on
lectric constants of the dielectic sheath communication systems will be meas-
and the surrounding media and not on ured during reentry to find techniques
their absolute values. The environ- for improving the transmission and re-
mental and electrical conditions are ception of radio signals from aerospace
correct for the simulation of a plasma vehicles in the critical terminal portion
layer if the sheath layer is composed of flight. Plasma characteristics, an-
of a real dielectric with a dielectric teuna pattern distortion, impedance
constant less than that of the surround- mismatch, attenuation, voltage break-
ing media. down, nonlinear effects and several

Radiation patterns of a thin axial other parameters relevant to transmis-
slit on a cylinder have been taken and sion through the plasma sheath will be
the impedance of the slit measured to studied in a series of six rocket flights.
test this simulation technique. These At present two payloads have been
experimental patterns have been com- instrumented and will be launched in
pared with excellent agreement to the 1965-6 to measure antenna pattern dis-
theoretical characteristics of a similar tortion, antenna impedance mismatch,
slit on a cylinder covered by a plasma and high-power radio signal attenua-
layer. More sophisticated methods of tion at X-band and S-band frequencies.
plasma simulation are being investi- Two more experimental payloads for
gated in order to aceommodate more radiometric noise measurements have
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causes a decrease in radiated power,
signal distortion, radiation pattern dis-A. tortion, and a change in the input im-
pedance of the antenna. At low pres-

7 sures (high altitudes) the power re-
quired to produce breakdown at very
high frequencies is low, often only 2 to
3 watts.

Three Nike-Cajun rockets will be
£ flown to altitudes above 300,000 feet to

test antenna breakdown phenomena.
Transmitters in each rocket will pro-
duce breakdown of a 259.7 Mcps quad-
raloop antenna and a 9380 Mcps narrow
slot antenna. The first vehicle was

" -launched in April 1965 with excellent
flight data being obtained. These results
will be correlated with both wind tunnel

Nose cone and antennas to be used for
a reentry communications test onboard and bell jar measurements to determine
a Trailblazer II vehicle are shown, the accuracy with which the breakdown
Flight test will be conducted from characteristics of rocket antennas can
Wallops Island in the latter part of be predicted from static and dynamic
1965.

laboratory measurements. The last two
launches are scheduled for October

been partially assembled. Each vehicle 1965.
will carry a special X-band PPM tele-
metry system operating above the
plasms, frequency, where signals are COMMUNICATIONS

only slightly attenuated, to insure com-
plete transmission of all the data during All of the research discussed in this
the terminal portion of the flight. chapter - antennas, microwave pho-

All experiments will be carried cnpas - a e gerae to-
abord raiblaerII ehiles for- nons, plasmas -are germane to com-aboard Trailblazer II vehicles, four- munications and communications equip-

stage solid-fuel rockets in which the m nt.aTis gneral i ation e -
lasttwo tags ar fird vrticlly ment. This generalization might be ex-

last two stages are fired vertically panded to include not only the research
downwards with reentry velocities of of the Microwave Physics Laboratory,
18,000 feet per sec. The lest period of but almost all of the work at AFCRL.
about 15 seconds will be between Studies covered in this section are di-
350,000- and 150,000-foot altitude. rectly concerned with communications

ANTUNNA BREAKDOWN: Antennas on in the ELF, VLF and millimeter wave
high-altitude vehicles are subject to an- regions of the electromagnetic spec-
tenna breakdown which is an undesir- trum.
able phenomenon caused by the accel- PROPAGATION THROUGH THE

eration of electrons by electric fields EARTH'S CRUST- The prospect of
about an antennn to velocities which propagating VLF radio signals through
produce ionization and conduction of rock strata within the earth's crust has
the atmospheric gases. This discharge great appeal to those concerned with
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military communications. The advan- vantages of extremely hardened corn-
tages of such a propagation path are munications even over short paths are
fairly clear: low vulnerabilty to bomb of military importance in several appli-
damage, high security, ar.d low ambient cations. This fact has led AFCRL to
noise level. make a detailed study into the potential

of the communication technique.
The AFCRL study has concentrated

on the geological, geophysical, and elec-
trical properties of the rock structures.

21 -Low attenuation of the propagated sig-
nal requires high resistivity-and this
means that the rocks must be free of

k'  moisture. The search for rock strata
useful for radio propagation has cen-
tered on the pre-Cambrian rocks of the
basement complex. These are the very
dense, highly resistive (low conductiv-
ity) rocks found at surface depths in
parts of New England but which reach
a depth of more than 25,000 feet in
parts of the Southwest.

Most of AFCRL's recent experi-
I mental work has been performed in an

area of upper New York State under-
lain by anorthosite rock, a material
thought to be as resistive as any to be
found in the United States. Radio
propagation at frequencies below 5 kc
was successful over a 2.8 mile path

-,using drill holes approximately 2,000
feet deep. Severe limitations are placed
on longer paths due to the inhomogen-
eity and relatively low resistivity of the

- i rock augmented by the presence of at-
mospheric noise at these frequencies.
AFCRL has supported propagation re-

AFCRL's 29-foot millimeter wave search conducted in deep mines located
antenna located atop Prospect Hill,
Waltham, Mass., is one of the most in the mountains of Innsbruck, Austria.
accurate and sensitive antennas ever Special portable underground receiving
built for communications research at equipment using ferrite magnetic loops
extremely high frequencies, has been developed for these measure-

ments. AFCRL is also conducting a
study program at NORAD headquar-

Several yetars ago hopes were high ters in Colorado to determine the feasi-
that long distance (100 miles or more) bility of establishing a hardened VLF
underground paths were feasible. Such communications link using through-the-
hopes have now dimmed. But the ad- rock propagation.

- - 4,
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Measurements to determine a resis- MILLIMETER COMMUNICATIONS: Mil-
tivity profile of the earth as a function limeter wave propagation studies have
of depth have been conducted at se- the principle objective of earth-space
lected areas throughout the United communications. In this application,

millimeter wave communications offer
300 - several advantages: 1) the availability
250 - of large bandwidths; 2) high gain, nar-
200 - row beamwidth antennas of moderate

size and, 3) possibility of secure com-
munications using narrow beamwidths.

0 M/RATE RAIN Frequencies above X-band have not100 -4 MM/ HOUR

so -been used for point-to-point communi-
70 RAIN-SEARING CLOUDS cations at sea level because of relatively
60 - high atmospheric attenuation and noise,-0 - plus a random, time-variant, path-loss

-40 VERY LIGHT RAIN
I.MMHOURoften referred to as "fading." TheW30' CLEA RSK

T.30SY principal atmospheric effects which
W .oproduce fading are absorption, i-efrac-

tion and scattering. The 7egree of
,5 -attenuation is related in a complex way-- . CLEAR SKY

T a-9.c to atmospheric conditions along the path
. Gof propagation. For an earth-to-space

7 FREQUENCY 35 Ge communications link, the amount of the
6 lower atmosphere traversed decreases
5 as the vehicle approaches zenith so
4 atmospheric effects become less severe.

To obtain information on earth-space
ANTENNA ANGLE # IN DEGREES propagation, either a source, receiver,

or reflector must be positioned above
The apparent sky temperature along the earth's atmosphere. In this study,
with the noise contribution of the radio stars serve as sources and the
receiver determines the total noise
level of a communications system. moon as a reflector.
Typical apparent sky temperatures are The program itself is centered
plotted above as a function of zenith around a recently installed 29-foot pre-
angle and meteorological conditions. cision paraboloidal antenna designed to

operate at 35 gc. The antenna has an
advanced radiometric system including
a traveling-wave maser preamplifer.
The extremely low noise characteristics

States believed to have representative of the receiver combined with the high
basement rock resistivities. The highest gain and precise pointing accuracy ofresistivities that have been found to teatnapoieacpblt o
date are of the order of 10 3 to 1.01 ohm- teatnapoieacpblt o
meters. Resistivities of the order of 10 very weak signal detection. The
oh-meters restiesof the t ord of antenna will also be operated in a radar
ohm-meters represent the threshold of md ota teuto n akct

feasbilty n cnsidrin th us of mode so that attenuation and backscat-feasibility in considering the use of trmaueet a emd snter measurements can be made using
subterranean communications beyond a the moon as a reflector. The antenna
few miles.
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IV Space Physics 89

Laboratory

The Space Physics Laboratory con-
ducts research to provide the Air Force
with environmental data that may
affect manned and unmanned space
missions. The research program is also
designed to learn more about events
originating in space that influence Air
Force ground and airborne systems. A
basic goal of these investigations is to
develop tcchniques for predicting
changes in the near-space environment.
A prerequisite to the development of
prediction techniques is a better under-
standing of the space environment and
processes taking place in it.

The research program is centered on
solar, radio and planetary astronomy,
but includes astrophysics, magnetic
phenomena, the earth's radiation belts
and cosmic ray research. In addition to
these space-oriented, observational and
theoretical studies, the Laboratory con-
ducts energetics research directed
toward finding better ways to generate
electric power for space operations and
to convert energy from one form to
another.

This research, particularly astrono-
my, requires large facilities. The
Laboratory operates two major U. S.
observatories: Sacramento Peak Solar
Observatory at Sunspot, New Mexico,
and Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory
at Hamilton, Massachusetts. Two addi-
tional facilities, one still in the planning
stage, are also part of an expanding
program in astronomy. One of these, ....
a 60-inch telescope, has already been
completed. It is located in Chile at one
of the best "seeing" spots in the world.
Its construction was jointly sponsored

b
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by AFCRL and the National Science SACRAMENTO PEAK OBSERVATORY

Foundation, and it will be used prima:-
rily for stellar astronomy. It is sched-
uled to become operational in late 1965. Since 1952, when it began operations,
The second is a vacuum tower solar the Sacramento Peak Observatory has
telescope, to be located at the Sacra- become one of the most productive solar
mento Observatory. Construction as of observatories in the world. The 9000-
July 1965 was awaiting congressional foot peak in Sunspot, New Mexico, on
approval. The vacuum tower telescope which the Observatory is located,
should improve resolution by a factor provides the best "seeing" conditions
of two. in the country. With its powerful

In addition to astronomical instru- observational equipment, Sacramento
ments, the Laboratory operates two Peak conducts a variety of research
large shock-tubes for plasma physics programs ranging from routine, con-
research, and three vacuum chambers tinuous monitoring of the sun to
for simulating the lunar environment, theoretical studies of the various
The Laboratory is a large user of phenomena that occur on the sun's
rockets and satellites. Scores of instru- visible surface and in its atmosphere.
ment packages for observing the near- In September 1963, the Observatory
space environment were designed by undertook a continuous, long-range
Laboratory scientists and sent aloft patrol of sunspot activities, a patrol
during the period. which will continue through at least

one 11-year solar cycle. The purpose of
this patrol is to obtain as complete a
record as possible of sunspot evolution.
To obtain this continuing record of
sunspot activity, a small image of the
sun in white light is photographed
every five minutes through a 16 cm
aperture telescope. The extremely fine-
grained film used provides high reso-
lution, showing solar granulation and
excellent sunspot detail.

The sunspot patrol is part of a larger
solar patrol program whose purpose is
to record all visible activity on the sun.
This program employs a number of
telescopes all mounted on a common
spar in the smaller and newer of the
Observatory's two domes. These
instruments are: 1) a 6 cm flare patrol
telescope, used to observe flares and

The Director of the Sacramento Peak other types of activity on the solar disk,
Observatory, Dr. John Evans, is shown 2) a 10 cm spectrocoronagraph for
here beside the flare patrol telescope taking spectra of the corona at all posi-
and associated equipment in the
smaller of the Observatory's two tions around the sun's limb, and 3) a
domes. 15 cm coronagraph that artificially
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eclipses the sun so that activity such as
prominences and spicules on the limb
can be observed. Each of these tele-
scopes is equipped with time-lapse
photographic equipment, so that the
recorded observations can be played
back to show the solar activity greatly
accelerated.

Data from the solar patrol program
are reported daily to the World Data
Center and the National Bureau of
Standards at Boulder, Colorado, for use
in prediction of radio propagation con-
ditions. Large flares or other solar
activity that may have a pronounced
effect on these conditions are reported
immediately.

In the larger of the two domes,
equipment consists of a 16-inch corona-
graph, a 15-inch chromosphere cine tel-
escope, a 16-inch telescope for observ- The dome atop Sacramento Peak in
ing the sun's magnetic fields, and a Sunspot, New Mexico, houses the
9-inch photoelectric coronagraph. Dur- Observatory's flare patrol equipment.
ing the past two years, several improve- This equipment includes a 6 cm tele-

scope shown below with coronagraph
ments in this instrumentation were and photographic equipment attached.

made. The speed of the automatic Instrumentation automatically moni-
data reduction system was increased tors ani records all solar activity.

from five data points per second to 20
per second. (In this system the output
from several instruments is recorded in f -

digital form on cards which can be
processed immediately by the Observa-
tory's computer.

During the reporting period, the
16-inch coronagraph was modified by
replacing its secondary optical system
with elements that are much more
transparent to the near ultraviolet. The
image quality of the new system is
greatly superior to that of the original
optics, and some test photographs of
solar granulation compare in sharpness
of detail to the photographs made from
a balloon well above all but a fraction
of the earth's atmosphere. A special
camera designed and built by observa-
tory scientists takes simultaneous

7-77 7-
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photographs of the sun in the Ha PROTON SH1OWNR PREDICTION4

(hydrogen alpha) line and the K (Cal-
ciuam I ion) line, or in white light. Ionizing proton showers erupt inter-
This capability has been invaluable for mittently from the sun. The observa-
the study of relationships between tory is attempting to predict - up to
sooten days or more in advance - the safe
sp.cules and other features on the solar periods when no proton showers will
disk. occur. When a sound basis has been

Theestablished for predicting the absence
-study by Sacramento Peak astronomers, etbihdfrpeitn h bec

hsudy bSaamentof 1.4k millonomr of proton showers, a significant hazardhas a diameter of 1.4 million ln. At t andsaeoeain ilhv

the sun's core a temperature of 14 to m edce os
million degrees K is maintained by a
continuous thermonuclear reaction. At For these warnings, protons must be

the bottom of the photosphere - a detected as they leave the sun. The two

layer 300 km thick - where the sun's known indications of this are large,

visible surface begins, the temperature visible flares, and type IV radio bursts

has decreased to '000 degrees K and whose relation to proton showers was

further decreases until it reaches a discovered by radio astronomers at

minimum of 4500 degrees K at the top Fort Davis, Texas, working under con-

of the photosphere. There, at the begin- tract to AFCRL. Short term warnings

ning of the chromosphere, the tempera- require a 24-hour-a-day watch on the

ture again increases until it reaches one sun, and plans are being made to secure

to tw.o million degrees at 15,000 km observations from various solar obser-

where the corona, the sun's outermost vatories all over the world.

layer, begins. The proposed vacuum tower telescope

Prominences and flares originate in with its high resolution will be of

the photosphere. Prominences take immense value to the proton shower

many forms, but generally they are prediction program. This large tele-

clouds of low density material which scope will allow observation of the

shoot up to heights of 50,000 to 200,000 small-scale solar phenomena that play

kin. Tremendous energies are needed to an important role in flare formation.

produce prominences. The most Funding for the Sacramento Peak

spectacular of these are giant loops vacuum tower telescope has been

which sometimes occur above active approved by the Air Force, the Depart-

centers. Flares, sudden outbursts of ment of Defense, and the Budget

radiation as large as 100,000 km in Bureau, and was awaiting congres-

diameter, are also sometimes produced sional approval as of 30 June 1965. If

by active centers. Flares last 20-60 this approval is forthcoming, construc-

minutes, and sometimes give off the tion could begin in late 1965. The tele-

proton showers which constitute a scope will be 325 feet long, 200 feet of

hazard to men and equipment in space. its vertical length being underground.

Determining which active centers -are Another instrument which should
likely to produce flares and which flares considerably advance the art of proton
arc likely to produce proton showers shower prediction is the Doppler
is the largest single problem that Sac- Zeemnan Analyzer (1)ZA) which was

* ramento Peak astronomers are trying developed at Sacramento Peak and put
to solve, into operation it the fall of 1064. This

4
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instrument allows Observatory astrono-
mers to study the details of magnetic
fields in the active centers which give
rise to proton showers. Like the con-
ventional Babcock magnetographs used
by other observatories to measure solar
magnetic fields, the Doppler Zeeman
Analyzer makes use of the fact that the
Fraunhoffer (or dark absorption) lines
of the solar spectrum are split as they
pass through magnetic fields of the sun.
The degree of this splitting is used to
determine the strength and direction
of the field. Unlike Babcock magneto-
graphs, however, the Doppler Zeeman
Analyzer is not saturated by the mag-
netic fields of several thousand gauss
which spring up in active centers. Its
operation does not depend on bright- Various types of solar phenomena,
ness. This is an extremely useful char- including prominences, spicules, and
acteristic, since brightness varies enor- sunspots, are displayed in this engrav-

mous~y in the sunspot regions of active ing made by the astronomer Trouvelot
centers. The Doppler Zeeman Ana- in 1876. His engraving, which incorpo-

rates a number of separate observa-lyzer's accuracy is comparable to that tions, shows clearly the variety of
of Babcock magnetographs and it has different types of prominences.
a sensitivity of ___ 6 gauss for a one
second observation of a magnetic field
1500 km square on the sun.

LAR, RESEARCH- Solar flares pro-
vide clues to basic solar processes. In
spite of the general scarcity of flares
during the 1964-1965 sunspot mini-
mum, much was learned from the study
of records of past flares. Sac Peak
astronomers have found that all loop
prominences are intimately connected
with flares, and that a flare with loops
is far more likely to emit protons than
one without loops. The loops appear,
however, several minutes after the flare
brightness peak, and their usefulness
as predictors of proton showers is This large solar flare (upper left) was
limited to the 30 minutes to three hours photographed in hydrogen alpha light
it normally takes for protons to reach (6563 angstroms) at the Sacramento

Peak Observatory. Such flares fre-
the neighborhood of the earth and quently rise to maximum brightness
moon. It was also found that large in less than five minutes.

L. - -
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surges have a similar relation to pro- possibility that material in the form of
ton flares. Both loops and surges are high energy protons and electrons

now regarded as a part of the flare might be injected into the loops through
phenomenon. When seen at the east their "feet" in the chromosphere. Given
limb, they serve warning that flaring an adequate acceleration mechanism,
regions are ab3ut to rotate onto the the observed behavior of the loops is

visible hemisphere of the sun. consistent with this hypothesis. What-

During the period July 1963 - June ever the acceleration mechanism, it

1965, the formation and evolution of must explain the expulsion of proton

loop prominences were studied exten- showers which the hypothesis predicts

sively. It is evident that the magnetic would occur if the ejected protons were

fields which confine and guide the loop not trapped in a large magnetic fieid to

material must be of the order of tens of form a loop prominence. Thus, accord-
gauss. All of the material in a loop ing to the hypothesis, a proton shower

strand moves downward from a nucleus may be a loop prominence which man-

at the top into the chromosphere, along ages to break away from the sun. It is

two symmetrical arches. This requires hoped that a study of the fine structures

a continually replenished source of of magnetic fields in active centers with

material at the nucleus. The accepted the Doppler Zeeman Analyzer will

theory is that the material is condensed clarify the picture.
from the surrounding corona and
cooled by radiation. It is evident from SPICULES: The study of spicules on
observatory studies that a loop promi- the solar limb began at Sacramento
nence system is embedded in a large Peak in 1956. Spicules are hair-like
region of fairly uniform magnetic field, spikes protruding from the top of the

whose shape is outlined by the down- chromosphere. They are generally
ward-flowing streams of loop material, regarded as ducts conducting mechani-
However, the field strength required to cal energy from the photosphere
constrain the moving loop material if it through the chromosphere to heat the
condensed from the corona would be corona. Observations at the limb pro-
more than sufficient to prevent the vided the basic description of charac-
migration .of condensing coronal teristics of individual spicules, but
material into the loops in the first place. could not show much about their rela-
The improbability of the condensation tions to other observable features on
theory is further shown by an estimate the sun.
of the quantity of material involved. These relations are now emerging
During its life a large loop system because of a method developed for
pours a mass into the chromosphere detecting spicules on the solar disk.
several times the total mass of the Spicules can be seen only on spectro-
corona, but the corona does not appear heliograms and filtergrams of excep-
to be appreciably depleted. tionally high resolving power in the Ha

Because of this fact, and through (Hydrogen) and K (Ca II) lines. They
observations of high velocity jet are tiny elongated dark objects in Ha
motions at the tops of loops, the with bright lower tips in the K line.
Observatory (working with the Joint An ingenious statistical stereo method
Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics was used to show that these objects
in Boulder, Colorado) investigated the stand up from the solar surface like the

44--.-
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spicules at the limb, and occur in the
expected numbers. The disk photo- ., ' *

graphs then permit a study of their
distribution, which is decidedly non
random.

Sacramento Peak astronomers are
also studying the relation between
vertical velocities in the solar atmos- "
phere, the bright 'Zoarse network"
shown in Ia and K spectroheliograms, %
and local magnetic fields. From these
studies, the following picture of spicule
formation is emerging. The whole sur-
face of the sun is covered with cells of
"super granulation" discovered by Mt.
Wilson astronomers. These are roughly
circular areas about 30,000 km in
diameter within which material at theI
photosphere is observed to move out- ,

ward from the center toward the
boundary. It was recently found that
the moving material wells up at the .

centers of the cells and sinks downward
at their boundaries, as expected. The
horizontal motions sweep the small
vertical magnetic fields along with the The flow of dark matter into a sunspot
material and deposit them as a mag- is suggested by the two lower photo-

graphs of this set of three taken atnetic wall along the boundaries. The different wavelengths near the hydro-
presence of these fields brightens the K gen alpha line. One striking feature of
line in the chromosphere, producing this phenomenon is that the flow,
the lacy bright calcium network, which which probably takes place along the

outlined channels, stops abruptly atcoincides with the outlines of the super the outer region, or penumbra, of the
granulation cells. The network is sunspot.
actually composed of rosettes of
spicules, which appear to form a sort of spectrum. So far, the argument on
hedge around the super granulation both sides has been based on either
cells, and which occur in regions of photographic or photoelectric measure-
concentrated vertical magnetic fields, ments of line profiles made with con-

THE&MODYP.AMIC EQUILIBRIUM IN ventional spectrographs. These are
THE PHOTOSPHEREz In solar physics, plagued by serious scattered light
a matter of vigorous controversy is the effects for which corrections are uncer-
question of whether or not the photo- tain. The Observatory's new 13-meter
spheric layer can be considered in local spectrograph eliminates scattered light
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). by means of a double pass system, and
The correct answer makes a great the corrections are negligible. At the
difference in the interpretation of the request of several interested parties of
profiles of absorption lines in the solar the LTE argument, photoelectric scans
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were made of the profiles of about 130 with refinements both in data and
lines, selected on the basis of their theory. A more recently observed ,iolar
sensitivity to any departures from LTE phenomena is one to which the tel-r,
at all levels in the photosphere. "spectrum threads" has been applied.

Calculations are now being per- ,Spectrum threads are longitudinal
formed which will show v. hether or not stripes, parallel to the direction of
these lines fit the LTE assumption. dispersion, that appear in highly
Although it is unlikely that a single resolved spectra of the bright granules
investigation of this sort will be on the sun. In "he broad wings on each
regarded as the final answer, it will side of a very strong absorption line,
certainly provide the weightiest evi- many of the threads are conspicuously
dence presented so far and point the curved, with symmetrical displacements
way to still more critical observations, perpendicular to dispersion, identical in
An eariy guess is that LTE is a good sign and magnitude on the two sides of
approximation at low levels and a very the line. In other words, the position
poor one near the top of the photo- on the sun of a bright element as seen
sphere, but this is simply Sac Peak's in an absorption line is shifted from its
position in the argument. position seen in the adjacent con-

tinuum. In a given thread, the meas-
THE DYNAMIC SOLAR ENVIRONMENT: ured shifts in many lines of diverse

The turbulent, boiling plasma of the strengths show a strict correlation
sun presents to the astronomer a between the line strengh and the mag-
continuously evolving kaleidoscopic nitude of the shift from the continuum
pattern of change. Convections, trans- position. A typical displacement in a
fer of energy, plasma interactions with strong line is 500 km. It is known that
magnetic fields, the random motions the height of origin of a line increases
and periodic oscillations of the solar with line strength. The observed effect
atmosphere, are all parts of this would therefore indicate that the bright
pattern. Interpretation of observed element responsible for a thread is a
phenomena often requires sophisticated highly inclined column in the solar
inferences, correlations and assump- atmosphere, seen at different heights in
tions. the continuum and in lines of various

Astronomers at Sacramento Peak strengths.
Observatory have a special advantage This interpretation, though hard to
in their many studies of dynamic solar avoid, is difficult to reconcile with the
processes. The high spatial resolution long-established theory of line forma-
achieved in spectra recorded at Sacra- tion, which requires that the observed
mento Peak has not been attained else- 500 km displacements occur in a very
where. Nearly all the observational thin layer not more than 50 km thick.
material for studies of small-scale The established theory also predicts
motions on the sun are based on Sacra- that the top and bottom of this layer
mento Peak observations, which are should be observationally indistinguish-
made available to astronomers all over able, and an inclined element would
the world. merely produce a smeared thread

Most of the studies outlined in the rather than a cleanly curved one.
previous AFCRL report continued Either this theory of line absorption is
during this two-year reporting period, due for serious modification, or some
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AFCRL's research in radio astronomy
is conducted at this site on Sagamore
Hill, Hamilton, Mass. At this site is of these sources and the atmosphere's
located the 150-foot alt-azimuth tele- effect on them have a b 3aring on such
scope in the foreground, and the
84-foof- parabolic dish in the back- Air Force missions as communications,
ground. detection, navigation, an(" guidance.

Most of the research - ;onducted at
other interpretation of the curved the Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory
threads must be found. However, if in Hamilton, Mass., at 54 degrees
the suggested interpretation is true, the geomagnetic north. Here, AFORL
threads will provide a purely geometri- operates an 84-foot equatorially-
cal means for ordering the lines of the mounted radio telescope, a 150-foot
solar spectrum according to height of alt-azimuth radio telescope, an eight-
origin, without reference to any theo- foot solar telescope, three log-periodic
ries of the solar atmosphere. antennas and a variety of Yagi and

vertical whip antennas.
A new facility for daily radio track-

RADIO ASTRONOMY ing of the sun will be placed in opera-
tion at Sagamore Hill in the first half

The radio astronomy program at of 1966. With this facility, high-
AFCRL is primarily concerned with accuracy flux measurements at 611
radio energy from natural and artifi- Mcps and 1420 Mcps will be made.
cial sources beyond the earth's atmos- Further provisions will be made to
phere, and the effects of the atmosphere monitor burst activity. Solar radio
on this energy. The sources of radio activity will be correlated with optical
energy beyond the earth's atmosphere observations of flares. This work is
are the sun, radio stars, satellites, tied in with the proton shower predic-
interstellar gases, cosmic background tion program discussed earlier.
noise, the moon, and planets. Studies Additional programs consist of sur-

,ot
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,.MINUTE MARKERS
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Reception at 228 Mcps from two radio
stars, Cygnus X and Cygnus A is
shown. Right side of graph shows phase interferometer techniques and in
scintillation (fluctuations in signal some cases have caused complete loss of
amplitude and phase) of Cygnus A. signal. This is a serious problem when
The curve of Cygnus X (left side of
graph) is smooth because Cygnus X realtime data must be obtained from
does not scintillate due to its large satellites.
diameter. Observations of two radio stars,

Cygnus A and Cassiopeia A, and of two
veys of hydrogen and OH in the region satellites, Cosmos I and Transit IVA,
beyond the solar system, and the study have yielded data orn lower and upper
of radio noise bursts from the planet atmospheric irregularities. The fre-
Jupiter. Since 1963, AFCRL has taken quencies studied have included 20, 40
data on these noise bursts with a view and 54 Mcps for satellite transmissions,
toward learning somet.ing of the and 30 to 3000 Mcps for radio star
Jovian ionosphere, signals. The irregularities in refractive

index in the lower atmosphere produce
SCINTILLATION STUDIES: The largest amplitude fluctuations up to several

single area of study by Sagamore Hill times average, with a fading rate of
astronomers falls under the category, 3 to .5 per minutc. Upper atmosphere
"scintillation." Scintillations are noth- fluctuation rates range ffom 1 to 60
ing more than amplitude and phase per minute. Lower atmosphere scintil-
fluctuations in a radio signal that has lation rates increase as the elevation
passed through the atmosphere, angle increases. During intense mag-

The importance of scintillations to netic storms, the ionospheric scintilla-
propagation is evident. The fluctutitions tion rate increases with wavelength in
in amplitude from the lower atmos- the VLF frequency range.
phere or from the ionosphere can Ioiospheric irregularities are rela-
increase signal strengths to several tively small - 0.1 to 4 km in diameter.
times normal at peak or reduce it to They may be found at altitudes ranging
background noise at null. Fast fluctua- from 100 to 600 km. In the Arctic, they
tions of the type observed during are particularly severe. They constitute
auroral displays can produce intermit- the prime factor affecting the level,
tent loss of satellite telemetry or force phase and angle of arrival of signals
an increase in redundancy to transmit propagated through the auroral
the same information. Similarly, scin- regions.
tillation of phase can so change the Space does not permit the treatment
angle of arrival that directional of the scores of special and routine
information is lost. During aurora, the observations of scintillation made by
phase deviations have produced inac- AFCRL during the two-year period.
curacies in satellite tracking using There were just too many. Of particu-
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lar importance is the discovery of the 84-foot telescopes are used together as
primary role of latitude effects rather an interferometer.
than that of angle of elevation, as had Daily measurements of the scintilla-
previously been thought by English and tion rate of Cassiopeia were made
Australian observers. The published during the report period with the 150
data provide an essential foundation foot antenna. Four frequencies ranging
for the optimum design and operation from 30 Mcps to 220 Mcps were used
of Air Force communications and radar and a drift was made at the lower
detection systems. transit of Cassiopeia A at 11 degrees of

THE 150-FOOT RADIO TELESCOPE: elevation with the 150-foot antenna
During the reporting period, the 150- locked at that elevation. The analysis
foot radio telescope was made fully of the data reveals multiple scattering
rotatable and placed in full operation by aurora almost all of the time at 30
at the Sagamore Hill Radio Observa- Mcps. The frequency dependence of
tory. This telescope is primarily used both the index and the rate is being
for studying radio star scintillation and studied. Analysis indicates that index
refraction. These studies will lead to a decreases inversely with the first power
better understanding of irregularities of the frequency in the spectral range
in the structure of the ionosphere's F 30 to 60 Mcps, but that at higher fre-
region. Lunar reflection work at 50 quencies an inverse square law holds.
and 220 Mcps was begun in 1965. For
better resolution, the 150-foot and the ANALYSIS OF SOLAR ECLIPS1z The

solar eclipse of 20 July 1963 provided
radio astronomers an excellent oppor-
tunity to observe radio emissions of the
sun's corona without interference from
the solar disk itself and to study the
effects of the eclipse on the ionosphere.
(A similar study was conductv.- by the
Upper Atmosphere Physics Laboratory,
Chapter II, with respect to the 30 May
1965 eclipse in the Pacific.)

The 20 July 1963 eclipse was
observed at three frequencies - 10,000,
3000 and 1200 Mcps - at field sites both
in Maine, which was in the path of the
total eclipse, and at Sagamore Hill,
Mass., where the eclipse reached about
95 percent totality. Astronomers
detected, on the eastern half of the
visible disc, a center of radio activity
which corresponded to an optical plage,
one of the bright regions which sur-
round the darker sunspots. Radio

Use of Sagamore Hill's 84-foot and measurements of this center showed
150-foot radio telescopes together as
an interferometer greatly increases the that its diameter increases with height
resolving power of both instruments. in the solar atmosphere above the
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visible disc of the sun. At 10,000 Maximum decrease occurred 48 min-
Mcps, the portion of the center which utes after the eclipse had reached
was high in the chromosphere had an totality. The AFCRL observations
angular diameter of 1.2 minutes of arc. were compared with vertical ionosonde
At 3000 Mcps, this diameter was about and incoherent radar scattering meas-
1.5 minutes, and at 1200 Mcps in the urements made by scientists of MIT's
corona, the region had an angular Lincoln Laboratory. These measure-
diameter of 2.5 minutes of arc. The ments indicated a maximum decrease of
apparent temperature of the region at only 2.5 x 1016 electrons in an 800 km
low heights in the solar atmosphere vertical column. AFORL scientists feel
ranged from 77,000 degrees at 10,000 that this discrepancy between electron
Mcps to 1,600,000 degrees at 3000 content measured by Faraday rotation
Mcps, and 1,780,000 degrees at 1200 and that determined by incoherent
Mcps. radar scattering may provide an impor-

On the basis of thsise observations, tant clue to the behavior of the iono-
and observations made by other sphere under disturbing influences.
research groups, the spectrum of this Since the 20 July eclipse occurred in
region was determined. It seemed to the afternoon, the AFCRL radio tele-
peak between 3330 and 3750 Mcps. scope, which was receiving signals
The spectrum was compared with reflected from the moon, was not
spectra of other regions analyzed by pointed in a vertical direction, while
the Radio Astronomy Branch and other Lincoln Laboratory's radar was. Thus,
observatories during earlier eclipses. the discrepancy may indicate that the
The spectral index of the region on the eclipse had a different effect on differ-
high frequency side of the peak was ent regions of the ionosphere.
likewise deterrined and compared with EARLY BIRD SATELLITE SIGNALSt In
earlier work, addition to its voice and TV channels,

ELECTRON CONTENT OF THE rOne- the Early Bird satellite transmitted
SPHERE: During the solar eclipse of general "housekeeping" data, such as
20 July 1963, AFCRL scientists internal temperatures, on VHF. These
received a radio signal reflected from VHF telemetry signals from the COM-
the moon to determine changes in the SAT Early Bird satellite have been
ionosphere's total electron content. monitored continuously since 4 May
Because the moon, during an eclipse, 1965 using the 150-foot antenna. One
blocks out the solar ultraviolet radia- purpose of this project is to evaluate
tion that maintains ionization, a the propagation problems surrounding
decrease in electron content was the use of synchronous satellites for
expected. This decrease was observed VHF communications, and in particular
as a change in the Faraday rotation of for direct communications with Air
the lunar-reflected signals received by Force and commercial aircraft on
the 84-foot telescope at Sagamore Hill. North Atlantic and South Atlantic
The maximum decrease in electron flights.
content, expressed in terms of the Results on the characteristics of the
electron content of an equivalent ver- synchronous satellite's VHF transmis-
tical column with a cross-sectional area sions such as the effective polarization
of one square meter, was about 4 x 1018 ellipse at middle latitudes, as well as

,1 electrons. the power output, have been obtained.

- ---- --- - -------- -
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The primary goal, however, has been to Tm of totality

study the variations of the total elec-
tron content between ground level and - _ --

the satellite as well as amplitude fluc- - .- - -- ----

tuations of the signal. For a three NL

week period during midsummer 1965, - _" j-.-H- -
simultaneous measurements were made -__ ,_ -------

at AFCRL and at the National Radio= J

Astronomy Observatory, Greenbank, 1730 1700 EsT 16 1600 - 0

West Virginia, to study latitude During a solar eclipse, the amount of

dependence of diurnal changes in total radio energy received from the sun

electron content. Since the overhead reaches a minimum at totality. Some
position of the satellite is constant, residual energy remains, however,

because the sun has a larger diameter
diurnal variations in total electron at radio wavelengths than at visible

content and in amplitude scintillations wavelengths. Unretouched graph

have been observed directly. shows 10 cm reception during 20 July
1963 eclipse.

IONOSPHERIC DUCTING: In November
1964, an AFCRL satellite experiment
confirmed the hypothesis that a radio duct may consist of a region of low
signal sometimes becomes trapped electron density bounded on top and

between two layers of electrons in the bottom by higher density layers. In

ionosphere. The experiment, known as such a duct, the ray is refracted back

ORBIS (Orbiting Radio Beacon Iono- and forth between the two high density

spheric Satellite), consisted of satellite layers. This zig-zag course is pursued

transmissions at 10 Mcps. Satellite until some nonuniformity in the refrac-

signals from half-way around the world tion profile along the duct is reached.

were detected on omni-directional The nonuniformity, or window, per-

antennas at Sagamore Hill. At a site in mitting the signal to escape could be

Calcutta, the 10 Mcps satellite signal created by any sharp gradient in elec-

was recorded over a period of 40 min- tron density. Electron density layers in

utes. (See Chapter II for a discussion the ionosphere change markedly from

of a related ionospheric ducting experi- day to night and these changes may also

ment.) permit escape. It is not necessary

This ducting phenomenon has been that the signal originate from within

suspected for a number of years, but the ionospheric entrapment channel.

could not be fully explored before the Entrapment of a signal could occur if

ORBIS experiment. Several mecha- the signal originates from well above

nisms have been proposed to explain it. the ionosphere or from the ground.

The simplest of these is the case in OH RADICAL STUDY: In December
which a ray from above or below enters 1963, AFCRL radio astronomers con-
a region of increasing density at a firmed Lincoln Laboratory's discovery,
grazing angle. As the ray penetrates two months earlier, of a previously
farther into the region, it is bent away undetected absorption line in the radio
from the normal and assumes a shallow spectrum of Cassiopeia A. The new
angle, reaching the earth at a great dis- line, at a wavelength of 18 cm, corre-
tance from the expected location. In sponds to the radio absorption wave-
another and more interesting case, the length of the hydroxyl (OH) radical.

IT W-
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The AFCRL astronomers also detected a radio star and the radio telescope.
the hydroxyl line in the spectrum of The radio star is the source of radio
Sagittarius A, and existence of this frequencies across a broad spectrum.
line in both radio stars has since been Each element absorbs certain specific
confirmed by other observatories, frequencies. This absorption is most

This discovery, which indicates that pronounced at a wavelength of 21 cm
the hydroxyl radical is a constituent of for hydrogen, and 18 cm for the
the interstellar gas between the earth hydroxyl radical.
and the two radio stars, was one of the Both hydrogen atoms and hydroxyl
most important events in astronomy in ions in the interstellar gases are mov-
1963. It had previously been thought ing at very high velocities. Thus their
that interstellar gas was composed actual absorption lines occur at fre-
almost entirely of atomic hydrogen. quencies which are Doppler-shifted

The 18 cm hydroxyl line may take a from their rest frequencies of 18 and
place of importance in radio astronomy 21 cm by an amount proportional to
next to that of the well-known 21 cm their velocities. It is this Doppler shift
line of hydrogen. To date, the hydroxyl that enables radio astronomers to dis-
radical has been detected only in criminate between absorption by inter-
absorption spectra. To produce absorp- stellar gas and absorption by the
tion spectra, the gas must be between earth's atmosphere.

One of the most interesting aspects
of the AFCRL observations is that they
indicate the presence of hydroxyl radi-
cals where hydrogen is absent. Thus
the two gases are not always found in
close association. The observations
were made with the 84-foot dish at the
Sagamore Hill Observatory.

LUNAR AND PLANETARY RESEARCH

The Space Physics Laboratory is study-
ing t&,e age and composition of the
lunar surface, the constituents of plan-
etary atmospheres, and the environ-
mental conditions on these bodies. The
knowledge is derived largely from
spectroscopic techniques, with spectro-
scopic measurements made in wave-
lengths ranging from the X-ray region
to the infrared. These data are gath-

Paaered by ground-based telescope observa-
A Parametric amplifier, attached to tions, and by instruments aboard
feed system of AFCRL's 84-foot radio balloons and rockets.
telescope, increased the instrument's
sensitivity during AFCRL's OH line Laboratory investigations center
studies, around three lunar environment simu-

4 c " T" 2 , ---- .... . . _
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lators -vacuum chambers in which of similar composition, the question
materials likely to be found on the arises as to the differences that might
lunar surface are placed for the study be found in an area like Mare Sereni-
of the mechanical and electromagnetic tatis. Composition may have no effect
behavior of these materials, on the physical nature of the surface.

One of the most significant results of On the other hand, one explanation of
the Laboratory's lunar and planetary the compositional differences could be
research during this report period was that the surfaces photographed by
the discovery of compositional differ- Rangers 7, 8, and 9 were all affected
ences among different lunar regions. by secondary impacts of debris thrown
This discovery, the result of a lengthy out of large impact craters formed in
and thorough study of infrared reflec- material of similar composition, while
tion spectra of the moon, is described Serenitatis was unaffected in this way.
in deail in the following section. It is possible that the apparent spectral

VARIATIONS IN THE MOON'S COMPO- differences are the result of a marked
SITION, During this reporting period, change in grain size of the surface
an apparent difference in mineralogical material from place to place.
composition between one region and Because of atmospheric absorption,
three others on the moon was measured features of the lunar infrared spectrum
by AFCRL scientists. This is the first taken from ground-based telescopes
time that such differences in the become highly obscure. For this reason,
minerals comprising the lunar surface AFCRL is planning to send a balloon-
have been detected, although it has been borne telescope with a 61 cm aperture
assumed that the lunar surface, like to an altitude above all but a fraction
that of the earth, is not uniform in of one-percent of the earth's atmos-
composition. phere-to about 100,000 feet. The

The first mneasurements which balloon-borne telescope project carries
showed this difference were made on the designation, Skytop. Delays have
26 February 1964, in an infrared characterized the project. At the con-
spectral region previously unexplored clusion of the reporting, launch was
in lunar research, using the 42-inch scheduled for August 1965. A success-

telescope at Lowell Observatory, Flag- ful flight will give clear, unambiguous
staff, Arizona. The infrared instrumen- data on the lunar surface material
tation was coupled to the telescope, and composition for the first time.
was designed to cover the 16-24 micron
range, where a partial atmospheric NKW LUNAR ENViRONMEINT CHAM-

window exists. Succeeding observations "ERS, In March 1964, two new lunar
on 24 separate nights over a period of environment chambers, in which tem-
more than a year were then made to peratures, atmospheric pressures, and
substantiate this discovery, radiations comparable to those found
AFCRL found that the Mare Cogni- at the surface of the moon can be

tum, Mare Tranquillitatis, and the floor simulated, were placed in operation at
of the Crater Alphonsus all have a AFCRL. The new chambers augmented
similar composition, but that this com- a similar AFCRL lunar environment
position is entirely different from that chamber that had been in operation at
of Mare Serenitatis. Since all of the AFCRL since 1962. Designed and built
Ranger photographs were of the areas by Varian Associates, the chambers

I
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A 'Properly designed vehicles should have
no trouble traversing such a lunar sur-
face layer,

Studies were made to determine how
these high-vacuum adhesive properties
of pulverized material likely to cover
the moon's surface depend on various
parameters such as grainsize and grain

- irregularities. Although it appears
likely that the lunar soil will have a
reasonably safe bearing strength, there
remains the danger that this soil, if
stirred up, might adhere to lenses,

I ,,portholes and other parts of the space-
craft. Methods of controlling this
potential hazard are being sought by
AFCRL in a study supported by NASA.

To simulate another aspect of the
luar environment, polished rock and
mineral samples of the type likely to be

To simulate the lunar environment mine s the tye ikeaydto be
and the behavior of various materials found on the moon were bombarded by
in that environment, AFCRL has a proton beam. Infrared reflection
acquired two ion-pump vacuum chain- spectra of the samples were made
bers (one of which is shown) capable
of pressures below 10" torr. These before and after damage by the proton
chambers supplement an earlier beam which was designed to simulate
vacuum chamber used for lunar proton flux on the lunar surface. This
simulation work. study was made to determine whether

or not the spectra obtained from the
can achieve pressures below 10"' torr. ground and balloons may be interpreted
Total volume of the working area of in the light of laboratory spectra
each chamber is about 15 cubic feet. A obtained from undamaged samples.
molecular-sieve roughing pump, an ion Results indicate that radiation does not
pump, and a titanium sublimation appreciably alter the infrared spectra.
pump are combined to achieve the
ultrahigh vacuums in the chambers. METEOR FLUXES ON THE MOON, Two
The chambers are being used in a num- studies, both involving meteoroid
ber of studies of materials of the type impact on the moon, were carried out
believed to comprise the lunar surface. during the reporting period.

One such study is the observation of The first was a study of meteoroid-
- , the behavior of finely-ground silicate created lunar craters as a means of

materials at, extremely low pressures. interpreting lunar history. The study
Results to date confirm those obtained assumes that older lunar surfaces have
earlier with the oil diffusion pumped more craters of a given size than newer
chamber. In a high vacuum, silicate ones. Absolute ages of various lunar
powders show a significant adhesion, surfaces cannot be determined, but
indicating that the lunar surface may relative ages can. By counting craters
have a significant bearing strength. in the three main maria north of the

-
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moon's equator -Mare Frigoris, Mare km/sec) and its lack of atmospheric
Imbrium, and Mare Serenitatis- drag, more material may be blasted
AFCRL scientists found that Mare back into space (some of which is cap-
Frigoris is probably the oldest, and tured by the earth) from a meteoroid
Mare Serenitatis the newest of the impact than is gained.
maria.

In the second study, Laboratory THE VENUS ATMOSPHERE, Water
scientists developed equations which vapor in the upper atmosphere of
yield the ratio of meteoritic fluxes on Venus was detected in amounts com-
the earth to those on the moon, taking parable to those found at the same
into account gravitational attraction pressure levels in the earth's upper
and focusing by both the earth and the atmosphere. Evidence that the top of
moon. This ratio can be employed to the cloud layer is composed of ice
determine the flux of meteoroids strik- crystals was also obtained. These
ing the moon. The conclusion drawn results are based on experiments con-
from the calculation of these ratios is ducted for AFCRL by the Johns Hop-
that the moon may be losing weight, kins University.
due to meteoroid impacts. Because of The two balloon-borne experiments
the moon's low escape velocity (2.38 which detected these phenomena were

launched from AFCRL's balloon facil-
ity at Holloman AFB, New Mexico,
one in February 1964 and one the fol-
lowing October. Both payloads were
carried to altitudes of over 80,000 feet
where they were above more than 99
percent of the earth's atmosphere.
Measurements of Venus water vapor
were made during the February flight,

using a 12-inch aperture telescope
which automatically locked on Venus
for two hours while an infrared spec-
trometer scanned across the part of the
infrared spectrum where absorption by
water vapor occurs (around 1.13
microns). For the October flight, the
apparatus was modified so that the
range of the spectrometer was extended
to 3.5 microns, to cover the reflection
spectra of ice crystals.

This balloon payload for observing
Venus in the infrared was developed
by Johns Hopkins University with
funding by AFCRL. Two flights of ASTROPHYSICS
this payload in 1964, both launched
from AFCRL's balloon launch facility Astrophysics is the application of
at Holloman AFB, resulted in the dis- physics to the problems of astronomy.
covery of water vapor and ice crystals
in the Venus atmosphere and cloud It is concerned with relating a physical
layer. model to observations. Most of

-_
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AFCRL's research in astrophysics is than at the poles. This difference in
concerned with describing solar and rotation rate, about 25 days per revolu-
stellar behavior in terms of plasma tion at the solar equator compared to
physics. The Laboratory's work in this 30 days at the poles, seems to defy
field is both experimental and theoreti- basic physical principles, because it
cal. It has as its goal the refinement of implies that angular momentum is
knowledge about plasma behavior in being transferred from a region of
itself as well as the use of this know]- lower momentum 'ne of higher
edge for the solution of astronomical momentum. This paradox was resolved
problems. in a theory developed by an AFORL

Of particular interest to AFCRL scientist.
astrophysicists is the interaction of According to this theory, momentum
plasmas with magnetic fields. The sun is transferred to the solar equator by
is a gigantic plasma, and most solar the same process that maintains the jet
activity - sunspots, prominences, flares stream in the earth's atmosphere. This

is closely connected with local mag- process is the generation of Rossby
netic activity on the sun's surface. The waves by temperature differences
solar wind is also a plasma, and its between the poles and equator of a
interaction with the earth's magnetic rotating body such as the earth or sun.
field has been a subject of intensive (Rossby waves are a form of highly
AFCRL study during the past several ordered turbulence, arising from the
years. As much as ninety percent of interplay of rotational and convective
the matter in the universe may be in forces in a liquid or gas.)
the form of plasmas and their interac- Since the visible surface of the sun
tion with magnetic fields in space may is a plasma that behaves in many
play an important role in the evolution respects like a fluid, sunspots imbedded
of galaxies. in it were used to trace the motion of

To investigate plasma behavior in the this fluid and determine if it exhibited
Laboratory, AFCRL astrophysicists circulations like Rossby waves. Such
have used a number of devices includ- circulations, viewed from above, would
ing plasma containment chambers, have a sawtooth-shaped pattern. Indica-
shock tubes, and exploding wires. tions of such a pattern came from a
These devices are used to investigate great many observations of sunspot
plasma turbulence induced by magnetic proper motions -that is, the move-
fields, to simulate the shock wave ments of sunspots independent of solar
formed by the interaction of the solar rotation. Sunspot proper motion has
wind with the earth's magnetic field, both a north-south, and an east-west
and to study the rapid transition from component. It was found that, on the
the solid to the plasma state of matter, average, sunspots moving toward the

A number of theoretical studies were equator had a higher easterly velocity
concluded during the reporting period. (velocity in the same direction as the
Several of the more interesting of these sun's rotation) than sunspots moving
are covered in the following subsec- away from the equator. This indicated
tions. that momentum was indeed being

transferred to the equator and lent
- NEW THEORY OF SOLAR ROTATIONe strong support to the AFORL theory of

The sun rotates faster at the equator solar 'rotation.

. t
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SOLAR WINDSt During the two-year TEMPERATURE OF SOLAR CORONA,

reporting period, another AFCRL Why is the solar corona a million or
scientist calculated the flux of protons more degrees hotter than the sun's sur-
and electrons escaping from the sun face? The core of the sun is kept at sev-
each second. These particles, which eral million degrees K by nuclear fusion,
create a constant "solar wind," were but because no fusion takes place in the
first detected by early space probes. outer layers of the sun, they become
According to the theory from which progressively cooler until the excitation
the calculations were made, the protons temperature reaches 4500 degrees K at
and electrons in this wind are "boiled" the surface. Then temperatures begin
off the sun's corona. The agreement, to increase, reaching a maximum again
within an order of magnitude, between in the corona.
theoretical calculations and experi- One possible key to this mystery is
mental observations of the solar wind, the granulation observed on the sun's
provides good support for the theory. surface. This granulation is the only

Calculations put the loss of solar structure normally visible in white
mass by this process of coronal light besides sunspots on the sun's disk.
evaporation at a million tons per Seen through a powerful telescope, the
second. The material lost by evapora-
tion is replaced by material flowing into
the corona from lower regions of the
sun.

The theory of coronal evaporation
has several important consequences.
One of these is that the evaporation
process serves as a coronal thermostat.
As the corona's temperature (around a
million degrees K compared to about
4500 degrees K at the sun's visible sur-
face, the photosphere) increases, more
protons and electrons are boiled off.
This, in turn, lowers the temperature
and the cycle is regenerated. The
coronal temperature is thus kept
centered around a certain value. The
theory also indicates that other stars
may emit similar "winds" of protons
and electrons. If this process of coronal
evaporation occurs in giant stars,
which probably have very extensive
coronas, it could result in winds of such The sun's surface exhibits a marked
great intensity that the resulting loss granular structure. The grains, with

average diameters of 1000 km and life-
of stellar mass would be high enough to times of three minutes, are believed to
actually affect the evolution of these be columns of hot material welling up
giant stars. The same process may from the sun's interior. As they burstto the surface they could create shockcause the giants to contribute to waves which heat the sun's corona to a
galactic X-radiation. million degrees as they pass through it.

lent-I ( f
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sun's surface looks like small white

grains of rice sprinkled on a grey back-
ground. The grains are about 1000 km
across and have a visible lifetime of
about three minutes. It is believed that . ,,

these grains are the tops of columns of Ao
hot material rising from the sun's
interior. As the material in these col-
umns bursts to the surface, it could
produce shock waves which heat the
corona as they travel through it and
expand. Whether or not this mechan-
ism accounts for coronal heating can
only be determined by thorough theo-
retical studies of dissipation mechan-
isms, wave velocities, and other charac-
teristics of large amplitude waves in a
plasma.

COLLISIONLESS SHOCK EXPERIMENTS

When the solar wind nears the earth, it The collisionless shock which occurs

interacts with the earth's magnetic when the solar wind impinges on the
field, compressing the field on the side earth's magnetosphere is simulated at

toward the sun, and stretching it out AFCRL. These three high-speed
photographs show the formation of the

like a tail on the side away from the predicted parabolic shock front (seen
sun. As a result, there are sharp as the white, curved vertical segment)
discontinuities in both the field and the as plasma strikes a dipole magnetic

solar plasma wind. The discontinuity field.

on the side toward the sun has all the
characteristics of a shock front, or Particle density in the plasma is
"bow shock" as the solar wind plasma about 1014 per cubic cm, and particle
is deflected by the earth's magnetic velocity about 5 x 10; cm per second.
field. It is, however, a collisionless In the experiments conducted witnl the
shock, and this introduces some diffi- device, a stream of this plasma is
culties into the development of a theory directed into the dipole field of a pulsed
to describe the solar wind-magneto- coil that produces a maximum field
sphere interaction, strength of 5800 gauss. The result of

To investigate such a collisionless this interaction is photographed with a
shock in the laboratory, AFCRL scien- high-speed camera.
tists built a plasma accelerator that can In the experiments so far, a shock
produce a dense, high-energy plasma. standing off from the coil has been
Since April of 1964, solar wind simula- clearly observed. This shock has a well-
tion experiments have been performed defined structure, including a parabolic
with this accelerator, and have shed shape predicted by theory. Measure-
light on what happens when the solar ments of perturbations in the dipole
wind interacts with the earth's mag- field caused by the plasma will be made,
netosphere. and the base pressure of the vacuum

Jt
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system will be improved to prevent decreased by 80 percent when the cusp
stray gas molecules from interfering field came on. Without the cusp field,
with the formation of the shock. or with a very weak cusp field, the

toroidal field penetrated the plasma and
PLASMA TURBULENCE: Another produced increased light emission,

Laboratory experiment concerned with indicating that additional ionization
plasma and magnetic field interactions had taken place. The toroidal field
began in 1961 when AFCRL designed inside the plasma weas considerably
equipment to study plasma turbulence distorted. When a strong cusp field was
induced by magnetic fields. Early applied, the axial field still penetrated
experiments with this ROMAC the plasma and was distorted, but pro-
(ROtated MAgnetic Cusp) equipment duced no additional light emission. No
presented a sharp picture of how indication of plasma compression
plasmas move across magnetic fields, showed up when the cusp field was
and how they rearrange magnetic field applied, however. Thus it appeared
lines. During the past two years, Lab- that the cusp field required a faster rise
oratory scientists continued their work time to compress the plasma.
with the ROMAC equipment, with
emphasis on improving the rise times EXPLODINGWIRES: One method of
of the magnetic field, the degree of generating a dense, high temperature
plasma ionization, and the accuracy of plasma is by discharging a large
neasurements, amount of electrical energy through a

Magnetic fields of two configurations small wire in a very short time. Under
cre used in the device. A poloidal or this high energy flux, the wire explodes,
cusp field isolates the plasma from the passing from the solid to the vapor
wall of a doughnut-shaped plasma con- state in a millionth of a second. During
tainment chamber while an axial or this microsecond, however, high-speed
toroidal field introduces turbulence into instruments, including cameras, can
the plasma. The coils producing the record the wire's rate of expansion,
fields are energized by the discharge of density, and other parameters.
high-voltage capacitors. The cusp fields AFCRL is one of the leading labora-
last 7 milliseconds and reach 10,000 tories coducting exploding wire
gauss at the wall. The axial field lasts research. Since 1959, AFCRL has
only 26 microseconds, and plasma life- sponsored three international con-
times have been limited to the micro- ferences on exploding wires, the third
second range. During an experiment, being in March 1964.
the plasma is pre-ionized by a radio During the past two years, the
frequency signal. The coils are then Laboratory has concentrated on the
energized, and the subsequent behavior study of time-space changes in the
of the plasma is studied. Field meas- density of material during the phase
urements are made by probes both change at the peak of the explosion.
inside and outside the chamber and This study is being carried out in two
ionization is measured by a light pipe ways. First, by exploding wires of
in the chamber. different sizes and shapes and noting

It has been found that the pre-ioniza- differences in the behavior of their
tion field decreased 50 percent and the electrical properties (resistance, cur-
intensity of the light in the chamber rent, and voltage), AFCRL scientists

. ... ... . .. I .... , _7--W
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change from the first to the second
stage will be studied further.

SF-VALUE MEASUnEMENTS: Experi-
ments with a 20-foot shock tube are
being made to provide the astrophysi-
cist with a firmer basis for interpreting
spectral recordings of the sun, stars
and nebulae. This study consists of
determining the ratios of the absolute
spectral line intensities of atoms, ions
and molecules to their concentrations.
This ratio leads directly to a quantity
which spectroscopists call the line's
absolute "f-value." Once the absolujt

Data from experiments with this f-values for the spectra of a number of
210-foot shock tube help AFCRL scien- -ausfrtepcraoanmbrf
tists determine the relative abundance substances have been determined,
of substances in stars. At the end of astronomers can find the relative con-
the tube (foreground), a battery of centrations of these substances ii the
instruments, including a new ultrasonic
temperature probe, measures various atmospheres of stars and in nebulae by
,arameters of a gas which has been measuring the absolute intensities of

heated to several thousand degrees by their spectral lines. Such studies can
the passage of a shock wave down the
tube. help answer questioni concerning the

relative abundance of various elements
in the universe and how the heavier

have learned much about how the elements were formed from lighter ones
density of round wires decreases dur- during stellar evolution.
ing an explosion. Second, by using The shock tube used in these experi-
X-ray techniques to penetrate the munts is 20 feet !ong and two inches
plasma sheath that surrounds the core square. The tube is filled with neon.
of the exploding wire, scientists have Absolute f-values of the lines of each
been able to study physical changes in substance are measured separately by
size and density with an accuracy not mixing a small amount of the substance
attainable by any other means, in gaseous form with the neon in the

Measurements of thickness of explod- tube. Helium or hydrogen is placed in
ing round wires by X-ray showed that a pressure tank associated with the
expansion of the metal takes place in tube, At a given pressure, a diaphragm
two stages. The first stage is an ordi- separating the pressure tank and the
nary thermal expansion caused by tube bursts, creating a shock wave in

Solunic heating of the wire. Radius the tube. After shock reflection from
increases linearly with time. The the tube's other end, the neon is heated
second stage, which starts suddenly to between 3000 and 15,000 degrees K
wnen thermal expansion reaches a - the general temperature range at the
maximum, also shows a nearly lineLr visible surface of the sun and most of
increase of radius with time, but the the stars.
rate of increase is much faster than in The determination of absolute
the first stage. The exact nature of the f-values is difficult for several reasons,
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and temperature is one of them. Not this ultrasonic probe becomes a power-
only are spectral line intensities differ- ful new device for measuring the
ent for each transition in each element, transport properties of gases.
molecule, or ion, but they also vary
widely with temperature. The critical
role of temperature in these measure- ONOMAGN"TiSM

ments led to the development of a new
ultrasonic temperature probe, a devel-
opment which is important in assuring The magnetosphere is the volume of
that the f-values obtained in the shock space between the "top" of the iono-
tube experiments are accurate. Tem- sphere (an arbitrarily defined 1200
perature is measured most precisely kin) and the shifting boundary of the
when the measurements are direct- magnetopause that boundary where
that is, when the temperature probe the solar wind impinges on the mag-
interacts with the hot gas itself. There netic field. The most pronounced and
was only one way of doing this (the best known features within this volume
line reversal method), and researchers are the earth's radiation belts. Thehave needed a second direct method for magnetosphere can be thought of as a
cross-referencing, viscous, dynamic elastic medium. It isThe ultrasonic temperature probe a source of electromagnetic energydeveloped during the period represents detected at the surface of the earth,a second method. The new probe works energy arising in part from hydromag-

tend pi eth t The peobed ofs a netic waves propagating in the medium.on the principle that the speed of a Th
sound tlrough a gas depends in a well- byese waves in turn are set in motion
known way on the temperature of the by internal and external stresses o one
gas. By sending a one-megacycle pulse of these being the presure of the
through the gas and recording the time electrons and protons thai; comprise the
it takes the pulse to travel through the solar wind.gas, the gas temperature can be The geomagnetic research program
derived. Many attempts have been revolves about the study of quasi-staticmade by others to apply this principle and time-dependent aspects of theto the measurement of shock tube earth's magnetic field. The programhas both observational and theoretical
temperatures, but without notable suc- phases. The obs-'rvational phase is car-
cess. The difficulty has always been ed out with rocket- and satellite-borne
that the high 1oise level of shock tube t e t and at a nd s ites.
operation saturated the detectors. In a
recent series of tests, in which measure- GKOMAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS: Fluc-
ments were made by both the new tuations of the earth's geomagnetic field
ultrasonic probe and the conventional originating in the ionosphere and mag-
line-reversal method, the temperatures netosphere occur over a broad range of
obtained by both agreed veiy closely, frequencies. The Laboratory has inves-

Although the probe was developed tigated oscillations having frequencies
for use in AFCRL's 20-foot shock tube, of less than. one cycle a minute and
it can be used with a variety of high others with frequencies up to 50 cycles
temperature devices where gas tem- pel second.
perature is a vital parameter. When Geomagnetic fluctuations in the 1-45
the sound attenuation is also measured, cps range have been correlated with

i Lk.,
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worldwide thunderstorm activity. This It was clear from a comparison of the
correlation was based on magnetometer daily I lots of amplitude fluctuaions of
data taken over a six-mo-ith period at the six frequency bands monitoted that
Denver. almost all of the magnetic fluctuations

observed originated from a common
-+ source. It was also found that magnetic

-, intensity fluctuations had a daily pat-
tern quite similar to that of thunder-
storm activity, which reaches a maxi-
mum in mid-afternoon, tapers off in the! evening, and reaches a minimum in the
early morning hours (local time).

Amplitude of the fluctuations was
greatest in the summer months when

S' thunderstorm activity nearest the Den-
ver site was at a seasonal high. The
amplitude of the fluctuations was
strongest at a frequency of about 1.5
cps (the lowest of the six octave fre-

-. - quency bands observed) when the
thunderstorm activity was within 2000
miles of the receiving site. The data
also tended to confirm an earlier
hypothesis that the cavity between the

W_- i earth and the ionosphere can act as a
waveguide for certain types of electro-
magnetic radiation. This was indicated
by the fact that the effects of more
distant activity occurred at frequencies
which corresponded to the resonant
modes of the earth-ionosphere cavity.

To study magnetic variations having
periods of greater than a minute, a
special variable-area recording mag-
netograph has been designed and sev-

- eral units were in operation during the
previous reporting period. Six observ-
ing stations extending from polar to
equatorial zones were established.
These stations are located at Godhaven,
Greenland; Kiruna, Sweden; Weston,

Four Nike-Apache payloads, including Massachusetts; Fredericksburg, Vir-
the one above with nose cone removed, ginia, and Huancayo and Cuzco, Peru.
were instrumented with cesium vapor This wide geographical distribution
magnetometers (mounted at top of permits the study of magnetic varia-
rack) to probe the equatorial electro-
jet, a band of currenc flowing through lions as a function of latitude.
the ionosphere near the equator. Processing of data from these six

-71
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stations is being done automatically. It uary 1965. Instrumentation consisted
involves the electromechanical conver- of multicell alkali-vapor magnetome-
sion of the analog type magnetograms ters. Neither of the flights was fully
to digital data. The data consist of the successful, although some useful data
amplitude and variability of each com- were returned from the peak altitude of
ponent of the earth's magnetic field. about 1000 km reached by the rockets.
The data processing procedure repre- More successful was the launch of
sents a considerable advancement in four Nike-Apache rockets from an air-
data handling since the customary craft carrier at the magnetic equator
manual operations are not continuously off the coast of Peru in March 1965.
required in the routine conversion of These rockets were instrumented with
the photographic analog record -2nto alkali-vapor magnetometers to measure
digital data. the equatorial electrojet - its height,

Magnetic tape recordings of geomag- thickness, intensity and latitudinal dis-
netic fluctuations over the frequency tribution. The equatorial electrojet is a
range of 0.005 to 50 cps are being made band of east-west flowing current,
at Concord, Massachusetts; Pt. Barrow, about 660 km wide, centered over the
Alaska, and Huancayo, Peru. The magnetic (dip) equator. Its presence
tapes, originally recorded at 0.1 inch was first inferred from the variation in
per second, are played back at various the horizontal component of the mag-
speeds up to 60 inches per second for netic field as measured at the earth's
aural analysis. The result is a weird, surface.
music-like "noise" with odd rhythmic The rocket payloads were designed to
patterns. While useful, this is not a minimize the effects of spurious mag-
quantitative method of analysis. More netic fields near the sensor unit. All
detailed analysis was made using ferro-magnetic materials were essen-
speech and sound analysis instrumenta- tially eliminated, and fiberglass racks
tion. Frequency versus time patterns and nose-cone covers were substituted
of selected data samples were made by for aluminum ones to prevent stray
means of sonagraph and rayspan fields due to eddy currents that might
analyzers. Waveform amplitude and otherwise be induced in a conductor
phase studies are made from visicorder spinning in the earth's magnetic field.
records. The magnetometer employed cesium

A more recent study is the correlation vapor as the working fluid with an
between geomagnetic fluctuations and output signal of approximately 3.5
cosmic noise absorption. Fluctuations cycles per gamma. This was used to
over a wider range of periods from modulate the telemetry carrier directly
about 10 seconds to three hours are so that the ultimate accuracy attainable
being considered in this analysis. in this experiment was more a function

of rocket-position indeterminancy than
ROCKET-BORNE MAGNSTOMETERSs of instrumental error.

For direct observations of geomagnetic
fluctuations in the magnetosphere, two THE MAGNETIC EQUATOR, Several
Blue Scout, Jr., rockets, capable of parameters can be used to define mag-
reaching altitudes of 25,000 kin were netic equators. Two of the most corn-
launched from Cape Kennedy-tbe mon criteria are: 1) the locus of points -

first in March 1964, the second in Jan- where the magnetic lines of force are
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parallel to the earth's surface (the tors, the Laboratory investigated still
o magnetic dip equator), and 2) the best another-one defined by minimum

simple dipole fit to the earth's field cosmic ray entry into the atmosphere.
obtained from a spherical harmonic The cosmic ray minimum was found to
analysis of measurements from all over be close to the line along which the noon
the earth's surface (the geomagnetic or sun is perpendicular to the earth's
dipole equator). From this it is seen magnetic field at equinox. This raised
that the position of the "equator" the possibility that the cosmic ray
varies, depending on the parameter equatorial minimum might shift in
used to define it. latitude with seasonal variations in the

During the period July 1963 -June noon sun's position. Measurements
1965, Laboratory scientists studied how must be made at different times of the
the position of a number of such mag. year, however, to verify this.
netic equators varied with respect to
each other and with respect to the
earth's geographic equator. Of the THE NEAR-EARTH ENVIRONMENT

several parameters considered, the
minimum value of the total intensity of In this section, three subjects are
the field showed the greatest departure treated, Two are discrete, unrelated
from the geographic equator. subjects; the third is highly generalized

In addition to these magnetic equa- and in a sense is concerned with all the

research covered in the foregoing sec-
tions of this chapter, as well as with

-.- - - - - portions of the research conducted by
other AFCRL Laboratories.

-All .These subjects are the earth's radia-
tion belts, meteoric dust particles found

S- at altitudes in the 75-85 km region, anda newly established Laboratory Brancb

* - whose mission it is to formulate tecb-
niques for forecasting changes in the
near-earth environment. To do this, the

* ~Branch relies largely on data collected
under many AFCRL programs.

.... " ' RADIATION -ELTS: During the report
E 2f-- I ._ _L . period, AFCRL instrumented and

launched two deep space rockefs and
one satellite to investigate the earth's

4k The magnetic dip equator lies along
points where the earth's magnetic field radiation belts. The two dee. space
is parallel to its surface. The dip probes, flown aboard Blue Scout, Jr.,
equator, shown here with associated rockets, were launched in a 11enr-ver-
lines of equal declination, is only one tical trajectory which carried both
of several magnetic equators. The
positions of these equators vary probes to altitudes of over 15,000 km.
depending on the parameters used to The three-hour flights took the probes
define them, but they generally depart wll into the radiaton belt near the
considerably from the geographic
equatora magnetic equator. The satellite was
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launched on I July 1963 as part of a
larger launch package, and thus was
given the name Hitchhiker. When the
larger satellite was in orbit, the smaller
AFCRL satellite separated and was
injected into a separate orbit. The
AFCRL Hitchhiker satellite was placed .-
in a polar orbit with a perigee of -

335 km and an apogee of about 4100
.kn.

From these probes, all equipped with
a variety of sensors to detect the con-
centrations and energies of charged
particles, AFCRL scientists made many
refinements in the understanding of the
earth's radiation belts. One refinement
i3 the fact that it is not strictly precise
to speak of two radiation belts - or of
a single continuous zone. There are This AFCRL satellite gathered exten-
either two distinct belts or one con- sive data on the radiation belts which
tinuous belt, depending on the energies surround the earth. Called "Hitch-

hiker," it was carried aboard a larger
and kinds of particles being measured. Air Force Satellite (lower photograph)
The AFORL satellite found two distinct from which it separated in orbit.
zones in which protons with energies
between 1 and 5 mev were concen-
trated, while electrons with energies
between 15 and 100 kev formed one
continuous belt.

The earth's magnetic field, which
traps the high-energy particles, deter-
mines the shape of the radiation belts.
Thus, to describe their shape, it is use-
ful to section this field into "L-shells,"
which may be considered as magnetic
lines of force. The geometry of the
radiation belts can then 'be conveniently
expressed in terms of these L-shells. In
this scheme, each L-shell is assigned a
number corresponding to the distance
in earth radii from the earth's center
at which the field lines of that L-shell
cross the plane of the earth's equator.
Thus L = 1 is the L-shell which inter-
sects the equatorial plane near the at the equator, and so forth. Because
earth's surface; L = 2 specifies an the earth's magnetic field is a fair
L-shell that is about 6400 kn (one approximation of a dipole, each shell
earth radius) from the earth's surface gets closer to the earth's surface as it

-i
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approaches the poles, eventually cross- In the 15 to 100 key range, the satel-
ing the earth's surface. Thus, the lite detected more electrons with ener-
AFCRL satellite, which had an apogee gies near 40 key than at any other
of 4100 kim, passed through extremely energy level. For example, there were
high L-shells because it was in a polar about 10 times as many particles at 40
orbit. It was thus able to sample a good key as at 20 key. Forty key electrons
cross section of both the inner and predominated out to L = 4 after which
outer radiation belts, there was a smooth decrease in the

Data from the satellite showed that number of electrons at a given energy
the single belt of 15 to 100 key electrons level between 15 and 100 key. These
was centered at L =1.6 and extended low energy electrons are -ot a serious
outward to at least L = 6.9. Electrons hazard to man in space. But over a
with energies higher than I mev, on the period of time, they could affect the
other hand, formed two distinct belts performance of electronic equipment
centered at L = 1.6 and L = 4.5, with carried aboard a satellite. They are
a sharp gap between them at L = 3.0. also of interest because there are so

Protons with energies between 1 and 4 many more of them than high energy
mev were found in these same two particles, and they can therefore be
belts, but there were fewer protons more readily utilized to trace long
than electrons in the outer belt. At all term changes in the environment.
energies below 3 mev, however, there
were more protons-than electrons in the NOCTILUCENT CLOUDS- Noctilucent
inner belt and in the gap between the clouds are luminous clouds that can be
belts, and comparable numbers of each seen during the dusk and dawn periods.
in the outer belt. Most sightings of these clouds have

been made in the summer months in

Electrons > 5 mv far-north latitudes. Noctilucent clouds
occur at approximately 85 kin, and

lf---- .. : '-,7 shine bv reflecting sunlight that comes
from below the observer's horizon.
Until recently, no one could explain
what these clouds were or how they

.... . _. could occur at such high altitudes.
SAN In August 1962, AFCRL scientists, in

l// a joint program with NASA, sent
6- / specially designed nose-cones into nocti-

S /* lucent clouds above Sweden, to collect
--- . samples of noctilucent cloud particles.

Two successful flights were made, and
some results are described in the pre-

~vious report. During the present
The earth's radiation belts consist of report period, Laboratory scientists

charged particles with a wide range of

energies. The above chart (appearing completed the analysis of these experi-
originally in Science), on which each ments. The completed analysis, using
line represents electrons at a particular electron microscope and microprobe
energy level, shows how the configura-
tion of the belts varies with particle analyzer, confirmed the preliminary
energy. results which indicated that noctilucent

I-
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One unexpected result was the occur-
rence of dack rings or halos around 20
percent of the particles on the alumi-
num-coated nitrocellulose collecting
surfaces. In an attempt to simulate
this halo effect in the laboratory, sub-
micron particles of various materials
were impacted against collecting sur-
faces like those in the rocket nose cones.
When an aqueous slurry of submicron
nickel particles was impacted, the water
in the slurry turned to ice and produced
halos like those found on the collecting
surfaces that were flown. This led to
the conclusion that the twenty percent
of the particles which had such halos
had been coated with ice.

Another question raised by the
flights was: why do meteoritic particles
collect only at certain times and in
northern and southern latitudes to
form noctilucent clouds, instead of
being more or less uniformly distrib-
uted throughout the upper atmosphere?
Flights into a cloudless sky yielded 100
to 1000 times fewer particles than
flights through noctilucent clouds. The
mechanism by which the ice condenses
around the particles so that visible
clouds are formed was also puzzling.
To obtain more data that might help"Venus Flytrap" is the designation answer these questions, AFCRL con-

given the rocket nose cone used by

AFCRL scientists to collect micro- ducted two additional series of noctilu-
meteorites and noctilucent cloud parti- cent cloud experiments, one in the
cles. The four collecting "petals" are summer of 1964 and one the following
shown in the open position which they
assume when the racket reaches alti- summer.
tude. As it falls, the petals fold back Four rockets were taken to northern
in to prevent contamination by Sweden in July 1964 and were launched
particles in the lower atmosphere. during August. Three were successfully

recovered. The 1965 launches were
clouds are composed of submicron made in July 1965 from Ft. Churchill,
sized particles, probably of meteoritic Canada. The particle collectors used in
origin. About 20 percent of these the 1965 series were ingeniously engi-
particles are coated with an ice layer. neered. When the rockets reach alti-

The 1962 noctilucent cloud experi- tude, the nose cone opens up like a
ments raised several new questions flower to expose four large collecting
about the nature of noctilucent clouds surfaces, each about 500 square inches

-A 4 -- f~ -,* -*' =
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in area. As the nose cone falls back to function it is to evaluate and develop
earth, the petals fold back into it to techniques for predicting changes in
prevent contamination by dust in the the near-space environment. The
lower atmosphere. Recovery is by para- Branch has three subdivisions: 1) a
chute. To determine particle concentra- Space Forecasting Workshop to devise
tion as a function of altitude, a moving methods for making predictions, 2) a
shutter mechanism exposes different data collection and decommutation
parts of each collector sequentially at facility to coordinate data from a multi-
different altitudes. tude of sources and put it in a form

Scientists from NASA, the U. S. suitable for computer processing in
Geological Survey, and several other real-time, and 3) a publications section
U. S. and foreign research organiza- which puts out a bulletin of the data
tions joined AFCRL scientists in this collected over each three-month period.
1965 series of noctilucent cloud experi- During the first year.and-a-half of
ments. These flights were designed to the Branch's existence, the Space Fore-
collect not only noctilucent cloud casting Workshop concentrated on
particles, but also meteoritic dust up to observations of solar activity. Solar
altitudes of 170 km. Of the three flights activity governs all the phenomena
made, two were failures and one was a with which space forecasting must deal
partial success. - the ionosphere, the radiation belts,

ENVIRONMENTAL FORECASTING: The airglow, aurorae, and the earth's mag-
near-space environment is constantly netic field. Initial emphasis was on
undergoing drastic change. No suitable solar proton shower prediction. Work-
techniques are presently available for shop scientists are reconstructing the
forecasting these changes. Many Air life history of all solar active regions
Force operations and systems are, and in the sunspot cycle lasting from the
will increasingly become, affected by 1955 minimum to the present minimum.
near-space environmental changes. By This reconstruction wil! show the day-
environmental changes are meant a to-day m.ovement of sunspot and plage
host of things - solar proton showers, areas, variations in their size and
auroral activity, geomagnetic storms, magnetic fields, the frequency of occur-
airglow emissions, ionization levels, rence of different types of flareu, and
and to some extent weather. the affect they had on the near-earth

As was seen in Chapter II in the dis- environment. When they have com-
cussion of the upper atmosphere, and peted such a reconstruction, the scien-
again earlier in this chapter on the tists can then develop a climatology of
Space Physics Laboratory, a complexity solar active regions and establish
of cause and effect interrelationships probabilities for specific types of solar
are found among the many discretely flare occurrence. At the very least this

.. investigated phenomena of the near- will allow a comparison between past
space and upper atmosphere environ- and future behavior of active regions.
ment. An understanding of these inter- Flare data will be in a form to which
relationships, may provide a key to statistical regression procedures can be
effective forecasting techniques. applied for analyzing similar data in

In January 1964, the Space Physics the future. No laboratory heretofore
Laboratory established a new Branch, has undertaken so thorough a collection
the Space Forecasting Branch, whose and analysis of solar data.

________
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To support the Space Forecasting
Workshop in such studies, a variety of
data processing equipment was
installed in the spring of 1965 for the
Data Collection and Decommutation
Facility. This Facility has the responsi-
bility for converting data into a form
suitable for computer processing. For
space forecasting, data must be rapidly
processed before it becomes outdated
by changing conditions in space. With
this new equipment, scientists can make
much better use of AFCRL's wide-
spread and varied environmental
sensors. These sensors include probes
carried aboard scores of balloons,
rockets and satellites and the large A quad-helix antenna, mounted atop
telescopes at Sagamore Hill Radio an AFCRL building at L. G. Hanscom
Observatory and Sac Peak Solar Field, Bedford, Mass., makes possible

direct reception of satellite data for
Observatory. immediate use in forecasting conditions

To speed up data collection from in space.

satellites, a quad-helix antenna was
installed on the roof of an AFCRL
building at Hanscom Field for direct
collection of telemetered data from
satellites. Also installed was a data
transmission link between the Sacra- -

Field. Te Oisao V aDEXnit noer a -
mento Peak Ohservatory and HanscomField. The link is a VIDEX unit over

which photographs of the suin taken at -
Sunspot, New Mexico, can be trans- , -g-"74
mitted to the facility in a matter of
minutes. For more routine data collec-
tion needs, a commercial teletype has
been leased.

ENERGETICS RESEARCH

Energetics is the study of chemical,
electrical, thermal, and solar energy
sources and the processes whereby
energy is converted from one form to
another. The goal of AFCRL's research Data from a wide variety of space
in energetics is not primarily device environmental sensors can be processed

in real time at this data decommuta-development, but rather to gain a tion center for rapid utilization by
clearer understanding of the mechan-' AFCRL's Space Forecasting Branch.

___ - r
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isms controlling the operation and electrode surfaces become distorted,
efficiency of energy conversion systems. adversely affecting converter perform-
An understanding of these mechanisms ance.
is the essential precursor to better To study the problem, Laboratory
power sources for Air Force missions, scientists designed a high precision
particularly those in space. electron beam probe to measure the

Energetics research crosses the dis- electron work function of electrode
ciplinary lines of physics, chemistry, metals. (Electron work function is
and biology. The research has four defined as the energy needed to dislodge
distinct parts: 1) electrochemistry: a free electron from its surface and is
research on batteries and fuel cells, the measure of efficiency of a thermi-
2) thermal processes: analysis of effi- onic emitter.) With this high precision
ciencies of thermionic converters, 3) probe, AFCRL will study the electron
quantum processes: the study of photo- work function of different metals and
conducting and semiconducting mate- their rates of cesium adsorption.
rials for converting solar energy to In addition, studies of the transport
electrical energy, and 4) photobc ,ogi- properties of thermally ionized cesium
cal systems: the study of the capture plasmas are being planned. This work
and storage of solar energy by plants. will proceed in three steps. Initially,

the electron densities and the frequency
SLECTROCHEMSSTRYs The electro- of collisions between electrons and

chemistry program is concentrated on atoms in a cesium plasma in thermal
material transport and charge transfer equilibrium will be determined as func-
in the vicinity of electrode surfaces, tions of cesium gas pressure and
novel electrodes for fuel cells, the temperature. Results will be compared
inhibition of catalyst poisoning, and with predicted electron densities for

reforming processes for making hydro- cesium at the observed temperatures
carbon fuels usable in fuel cells. Related and pressures. This will serve as a
efforts deal with reaction kinetics at check on the accuracy of the measure-
electrode surfaces and with adsorption ment techniques and the applicability
phenomena as a function of surface of generally accepted theory. Similar
character. Other areas of research are experiments will be made using several
treated ia greater detail in the follow- mixtures of a noble gas and cesium.
ing subsections. The second step will consist of the

'THERMAL PROCESSES: In a thermi- same measurements, but thermionic
onic converter, a current is generated electrodes will be placed in the gas to
by heating the emitter electrode until it determine what effects their metal sur-
becomes so hot that electrons are faces will have on the plasma. In the
"boiled off" its surface. Most vacuum third step, a potential difference will be
tubes make use of this principle. To established between the elect:odes so
increase the efficiency and lifetime of a that a small current flows throtigh the
thermionic converter, the converter plasma. The effect of this current on
may be filled with a metallic vapor such electron densities and collision fre-
as that of cesium. However, the elec- quencies will then be studied.
trodes of cesium-vapor converters
adsorb some of the cesium during PHOTCBJOLOCICAL PROCESS, Photo-
operation. As deposits build up, the fiology is the study of how plant sub-

3,•
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stances use light as a source of energy oratory scientists found a relationship
for their life-sustaining chemical reac- between sulfhydryl groups, fluorescence
tions. Research in photobiology can and energy transfer. Using this rela-
lead to improved ways of converting tionship, they explained the photovol-
the sun's energy to electric power - taic effect that occurs when light
for example, through the regeneration induces an electron transfer from
of fuel cells by solar energy. During sulfhydryl groups to conjugated mole-
the report period, the Laboratory cules in an excited state. Changes in
explored the several steps of energy the shape of organic molecules after
conversion during photosynthesis. This irradiation with light were also studied.
research involves photochemical reac- Collagen was found to exhibit a fluores-
tions in chloroplast that has been cence that depended strongly on the
isolated from green plants, the different shape of the molecule. When irradiated,
forms of chlorophyll, and electro- it lost the ability to form fibers. This
chemical properties of chlorophyll, research is being extended to study the

In the first area, a new method was structural protein responsible for light-
developed to measure the rate and types induced changes in the shape of
of photochemical reactions in the chloroplasts.
chloroplast. It is based on the ampero-
metric reduction of ferricyanide at a QUANTUM PROCESSES: The solar
rotating platinum electrode. In the cell, presently the most widely used
second area, the Laboratory succeeded energy-converter in space vehicles, is
in separating the two forms of chloro- the best example of a quantum process
phyll- chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b device. The Laboratory's research in
-by organic solvent-water extraction quantum processes, such as photocon-
and ion-etchange chromatography. duction and semiconduction, is devoted
From this work they also obtained to the search for new and better
chlorophyll aggregates which absorb materials to convert solar and other
light in a new long wavelength range. electromagnetic energy into electricity.
Electrochemical properties of chloro- Emphasis is placed on organic sub-
phyll were studied by polarographic stances whose conductivity greatly
and photovoltaic methods. It was found increases when exposed to light, and on
that chlorophyll b is reduced at lower understanding the mechanism by which
voltages than chlorophyll a, and that various substances convert light into
hydroquinone, a chemical used in electricity. The Laboratory's research
developing photographs, reduces chloro- in quantum processes has developed
rhyll in the presence of light by a along three separate but closely related
photovoltaic effect. lines.

The responses to light of other sub- The first of these is a synthesis pro-
stances besides chlorophyll were also gram in which materials having novel

died. These substances included and relatively efficient photoconductive
sulfhydryis (compounds having the and semi-conductive properties are
formula RSH, where R is an organic synthesized and analyzed by standard
radical containing only carbon and spectroscopic techniques - infrared,
hydrogen), disulfide (S) groups, and UV and visible spectrophotometry,
collagen, a structural protein polymer- electron spin resonance and nuclear
ized by light. During the period, Lab- magnetic resonance. Various tech-

r
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niques are employed for the purification phthalocyanine derivatives. The reac-
of these new materials. Among the tion of dilithium phthalocyanine with
methods used are vapor-phase chroma- iodine yielded a charge transfer com-
tography, recrystallization, zone melt- plex, the first such complex to be iso-
ing and sublimation. lated in the pure state from the

A new series of photoconductive com- phthalocyanine molecule. It has a
plexing agents was prepared from the specific resistivity of about 10, ohm-cm.
nitro-substituted 9-dicyanomethylene The second segment of this work is a
fluorene system. Interest in photocon- screeming program in which the elec-
duction processes in heteroaromatic trical properties of the new materials
molecules containing noncarbon atoms are characterized by their photoconduc-
such as nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur, led tion efficiency as a function of tempera-
to the preparation and purification of ture and the wavelength of the illumi-
phenazine derivatives, bis-benzoxazole nating radiation. Continued improve-
derivatives, and extended conjugated ment in the design of the equipment
hydrazones. Some very large organic for this work led to development of a
molecules were also studied. These sub- system which automatically plots con-
stances included the reaction product of ductivity as a function of temperature,
hexachlorocyclopentadiene with malon- thus Permitting rapid reproducible
onitrile. This reaction produzt is a analyses. Ratios of photoconductivity
strongly paramagnetic, semiconductive, to dark conductivity higher than 50,000
water-soluble polymer. Research on have been observed with this instru-
metal complexes included preparation ment for several of the materials
of selected aluminum and lithium synthesized.

The third part of the program con-
sists of crystal-structure analysis. Rep-

7, resentatixe materials, in single-crystal
.-form, are ainalyzed by x-ray diffraction

to elucidate the internal molecular
geometry as well as the orientation of
the molecules relative to one another.The theoretical program is concerned

with evaluating the influence of steric
arrangement on parameters such as the
resistivity and mobility of electronic
materials.

AFCRL scientists study novel com-
pounds to determine the relationship of
their molecular and crystal structure
to their physical and chemical
properties.

) _ _ _ _
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Laboratory

The program o. the Terrestrial
Sciences Laboratory falls within four
discrete disciplinary areas: geodesy,
gravity, geology and seismology. The
Laboratory is concerned with the pre-
cise measurement of distances between
land masses, with gross terrain fea-
tures, their stucture and mineralogical
properties, with the mass of the earth
and the distribution of this mass, and
with the structure of the earth and
propagation of seismic waves through
it.

As in the case of the other environ-
mental sciences, satellites have provided
a significant new tool for this research.
During the reporting period, increasing
use was made of satellites and larger
roles given to satellites in future plan-
ning. Following is a brief summary of
the work carried out during the
24-month period of this report:

Laboratory geodesists were con-
cerned with three basic programs, all
involving satellites. First ws, the
continued acquisition, reduction and
analysis of data from the ANNA 1B
geodetic satellite. This unique geodetic
vehicle was launched on 31 October
1962. As of 30 June 1965, the satellite's
flashing lights were still operating, and
data were still being collected. The
second program involves passive satel-
lites, which include the Echo satellites,
but primarily involve special passive
geodetic satellites carrying reflectors
into orbit from which ground-based
laser pulses are reflected. In both the
active and passive cases, the object is
to photograph the light from a satellite
by two or more separated cameras so
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that, by triangulation, d i s t a n c e s gravity measurements at altitude has
between points on the earth can be created the need that these require-
computed. The third geodetic program ments be oatisfied by extrapolation of
is concerned with the geodesy of the surface values. Last, and of major
moon. Still in the preliminary study importance, is work on airborne gravi-
stages is the instrumentation for lunar metric instrumentation which has the
satellites to be used for determining the objective of obtaining worldwide
size, shape and gravity of the moon. measurements of gravity values.

Laboratory geologists have concen-
trated on a worldwide study of iiatural

: [ "terrain which might be suitable for air-
_y. I craft landing and spacecraft recovery

areas. The work includes both the
determination of the geologic nature of
these areas, and the development of
instruments for airborne terrain sur-
veys. One of the most interesting new
geological instruments developed dur-

i,9 , ing the period was a "multiband"

.? spectral camera capable of photograph-
ing the earth at nine selected wave-
lengths in the visible and near infrared

U spectrum. The multiband camera pro-M.i vides a new interpretative technique for
photogeologists. When used on satel-
lites, the camera might provide useful
data for both terrain analysis and the

Lunar geodesy or selonodesy - the acquisition of "multiband" spectral
measurement of distances between photographs of other planets.
points on the moon - is a relatively Laboratory seismologists, using a
ne'w Laboratory program. it involves large shear press, have conducted
the careful analysis of photographic
plates from observation-q all over the experiments in the Laboratory on
world, materials of the type making up the

earth's lower crust and upper mantle.
The behavior of these materials under

L a b o r a t o r y gravimetrists are varying conditions of temperature and
attempting to refine gravity values over pressure is of special interest because it
much of the earth's surface. They are provides laboratory evidence to confirm
also working on methods for predicting existing theories, or form the basis for
gravity anomalies. Much of the work new theories on the mechanism involved
relating to prediction requires detailed in coupling seismic energy from under-
statistical and correlation studies. ground explosions to the surroundhig
Because measured gravity values exist medium. This is one of several studies
over only a small portion of the earth, being conducted at AFCRL which are
estimates of gravity in unsurveyed designed to give greater ins;ght into the
areas are made primarily by interpola- source differences between natural and
tion. The almost nonexistent statu of man-mAde seismic events and thereby
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lead to methods for differentiating years of active useful life, is probably
between seismic waves from earthquake the most significant new geodetic
sources and those from underground research tool of the past century.
nuclear tests. The AFCRL seismology Jointly planned and developed by the
program is part of Project VELA Army, Navy, NASA, and AFCRL,
UNIFORM ,rhich is sponsored by the ANNA originally transmitted both
Advanced Research Projects Agency. optical and radio signals. The AFCRL

optical beacons (flashing lights) and

GEODES9Yr2

Apart from the relatively coarse
requirements of the cartographer, the
size, shape and mass distribution of the
earth has historically been a matter of
purely scientific interest. Satellites and -

missiles have changed this. Geodetic
parameters are factors in the precise
launch, orbiting and reentry of space
vbhicles, and in the establishment of
precise trajectories for ballistic
missiles.

A few years ago, geodesists were
optimistic that only a few uniquely
designed geodetic satellites would be
necessary to achieve some ultimate
refinement in geodetic data. This vision
has now faded somewhat. While satel-
lites still occupy a central position in
geodetic research, geodesists are now To obtain short-interval photographic
resigned to long term data collection images of passive satellites such as

ECHO and the forthcoming PAGEOS,
and refinement involving a diversity of AFCRL developed this chopping shut-
satellites and satellite experiments. The ter which is soon to be used with
earlier view was one which did not fully operational camera units. With these

cameras, passive satellites are photo-
account for atmospheric influences - graphed against a background of stars.
turbulences, refraction - which bend By triangulation, geodetic measure-

and distort optical signals from the ments are made.

satellite, and which make the accuracy
of any single measurement uncertain.
Thus the problem becomes a statistical the Navy radio doppler transmitter
one in which accuracy is related to the have far exceeded their specified life-
number of observations, times of six months. An Army trans-

ponder to measure distance failed after
PROJECT ANNA: The ANNA-IB satel- one month. The optical signal is used

lite, which as of 30 June 1965 had as a target by widely bpaced cameras
completed more than two and one-half for three-dimensional triangulation.
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The relative positions of the flash obtained were used to develop relative
images with respect to the stars pro- positions of the observing stations
vide angular data. This information is (separated by 700-1200 km) to an
used to establish the relative positions accuracy better than 1:100,000.
of the various camera stations. Apart After the completion of thebe tests,
from phototriangulation, continuing AFCRL transferred the alternate
observation of the satellite's behavior transmitter (and thus the control of
in its roughly circular 600-mile orbit ANNA) to the APCS camera group at
also aids in understanding more about Orlando, Florida, where it is still suc-
the earth's size, shape and mass, since cessfully operating.
these influence the orbits of aerospace It is encouraging to note that a new
vehicles. As of 30 June 1965, the National Geodetic Satellite Program
Aeronautical Chart and Information has been started. Using the successful
Center (data collectors for USAF on work of Project ANNA as a jumping-
Project ANNA) had nearly 1,000 off point, the new NASA-DoD-Depart-
camera plates with verified images ment of Commerce program includes
taken by Air Photographic and Chart- the design, development, launch and
ing Service (APCS) ANNA observing observation of a series of geodetic
teams. This number does not include satellites. These range from active
observations of other cooperating satellites which will carry an assort-
groups. ment of radio transponders (doppler,

ANNA has had an interesting life- Secor, range-range rate), flashing
time in that for a six-months period lights, reflectors, and supporting
(January-July 1963) the strobe lights equipment to passive reflecting spheres.
operated at a greatly reduced intensity The next satellite launch under this
-then returned spontaneously to full program will be the fully instrumented
brilliance. Shortly after the ANNA GEOS (Geodetic Explorer) during the
light system corrected its own mal- fall of 1965. AFCRL will participate
function, it was deemed necessary to in the program with continuing Labora-
use the AFCRL alternate over-ride tory field tests of laser, camera and
transmitter to activate the lights. This other geodetic satellite techniques.
limited the use of the satellite only to PASSIVE GEODETIC SATELLITES,

periods when it was within line-of-sight Most planning with respect to future
of the transmitter at Bedford, Mass. geodetic satellites is focused on passive
This proved to be a small limitation, configurations. Advantages are obvious
however, as the satellite dutifully - extremely long lifetimes, simplicity
responded and flashed its lights as far and economy. Two appror ches to the
away as 1,845 miles from the trans- use of passive geodetic satellites are
mitter. During the period from Septem- under consideration at AFCRL.
ber 1963 to January 1964, an intensive First, shutters have been developed
series of observations were made using for AFCRL long focal-length cameras
a network of ten USAF precision which permit photographic chopping of
cameras located in the southern U. S. traces of continuously illuminated satel-
In these tests, the ANNA beacons lites (such as ECHO in sunlight).
were successfully photorecorded simul- Simultaneous observations by several
taneously by three or more cameras on cameras so adapted can be handled
60 different occasions. The data thus much the same way as ANNA flashes
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tc produce relative positions of the hitting the satellite with a pulsed laser
observing sites. beam and capturing the reflection on a

A second method of using passive photographic plate pointed out the
satellites in geodesy consists of flashing imperative need for very accurate aim-
a light from the ground to a reflective ing and timing of the laser system.
satellite and photorecording the reflec- However, on 21 January 1965, AFGRL
tion from the satellite. In this approach, scientists were successful in this type
lasers located at several geodetically of test and they have since repeated it.
significant sites beam light pulses acti-
vated by a common triggering circuit
to the satellite. Prismatic reflectors on
the satellite reflect the signal back to
the vicinity of its source where the light
is photographed against the star back-
ground, as in the ANNA technique.
These reflectors do not require specially
designed satellites but can ride on many
satellifiz iol opportunity.

The Laboratory began to make laser
beam propagation tests in the latter
part of 1963. These tests had a variety
of purposes - the study of aiming ---

capabilities of various laser cavity
mounts, of relative merits of various
types of laser transmitters, and of
cavity cooling methods. For example,
a 300-joule pulsed ruby laser was used
in tests of its beam over a path
between Bedford, Mass., and Mt.
Wachusett, near Fitchburg, Mass., a
66-mile round trip. Because of low
elevation angle, the beam had to travel
through a much denser segment of the
atmosphere over this nearly ground- This laser gun d anssociated powersupply (foreground) and P0-1000

level path than would be the case in an camera system (background) located
earth-to-satellite path. Eveii with the atop and AFCRL building at Hanscom
considerable atmospheric attenuation, Field, Mass., are uscd to transmit and

record laser signals reflected from
the reflected beam was seen and satellites. AFCRL performed this feat
photographically recorded easily and for the first time in January 1965.

repeatedly.
The first chance to test a passive

satellite geodetic system occurred in MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATION:

October 1964, when NASA launched its More than simple calculations in geom-
Beacon-Explorer B. This satellite car- etry are involved in deriving distances
ried, as one experiment, several banks between two points on the earth by use
of prismatic reflectors so arranged as to of geodetic satellites. Therefore, much
point toward earth. Early attempts at AFCRL effort has gone inco developing
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computational methods for extracting mination has resulted in a computer
maximum information content from program that t a k e s intervisible
geodetic satellite data. The satellite- observations of range, direction cosines,
ground position data were looked at camera plate coordinates, and com-
from three mathematical perspectives. putes the locations of the observing

stations. All observing stations need
not observe the same light flashes. The
use of a minimum number of observa-
tions of the satellite ANNA has
resulted in station position determina-
tions with positional accuracies, rela-
tive to the North American 1927 Datum
of 1:90,000 to 1:260,000.

A method for determining the
geodetic azimuths of lines ranging from
300 km to 1400 km has been formu-
lated. This method requires simul-
taneous optical observations of a flash-
ing satellite-borne light by two or more
sites. ANNA observations provide the
basis for the formulations. By this
method azimuths with an accuracy of
better than one second of arc have been

Barely discernable at the top of Mt. recorded.
Wachusett, 33 miles west of AFCRL, LUNAR AND PLANETARV GEODESY:

is a point of light which is the reflec- The AFCRL program in extraterres-
tion of a laser light transmitted from
AFCRL and photographed by the PC- trial geodesy - determining the size,
1000 camera. shape and gravity fields of the moon

and planets - was concentrated during
the report period almost exclusively on
two aspects of lunar geodesy. The first

These were orbital constraints, inter- relates to lunar cartography - map-
visible position determinat~cns, and ping. The second concerns instrumenta-
long-line azimuth determinations. tion for measuring earth-moon dis-

Investigation into the use of orbital tances. Geodetic techniques developed
constraints and data from an active with respect to the nioon lend them-
geodetic satellite has resulted in a com- selves in some instances to adaptation
puter program called DOC II. This for planetary geodetic studies.
program performs a differential correc- Constructing an accurate map of the
tion to the orbital elements and/or moon would seem a rather simple job.
station positions from weighted obser- After all, a good high resolution photo-
vations of range, range rate, azimuth- graph of the moon could be used like a
elevation and/or right ascension- map. But from the standpoint of the
declination of close earth satellites, lunar geodesist (selenodesist) the

Investigation of the intervisible photographic "map" is not very good.
(viewing of the satellite at two or more It does not provide a reliable basis for
sites) method of station position deter- measuring distance between two points

I/
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on the surface of the moon, even various error-inducing factors are con-
though with our best telescopes, fra- sidered. This theory is being tested
tures on the visible lunar face can be with sets of measured observations
photographed with a resolution of acquired from selected lunar photo-
about one-half mile. graphs. The complexity of factors

There are several reasons for this. involved in the approach encourages
Distortions are introduced onto the the use of large-storage computers for
photographic record by atmospheric the reduction and analysis of data.
turbulence and refraction. Two photo-
graphs of the moon taken with the same
telescope where "seeing" conditions
change may show differences in dis-
tances of several miles from one refer-
ence point on the moon to another. It is
also due to the poor geometry of the
problem. The moon at mean lunar dis-
tance of 384,400 km subtends an angle
of only about one-half a degree.

Using lunar photographs acquired
from medium-aperture, long-focus ter-
restrial telescopes, the selenodesist
must make measurements with a linear
comparator instrument to high preci-
sions. Such precisions are required
since the photographs are taken from
the earth and any error in measure-
ment is increased about 221 times at
the moon. An error of only one arc
second translates to an error of about
two km on the moon.

Another limiting factor is that ter- Irregularities along the limb of the
restrial telescopes do not operate at moon are enhanced when illuminated
their diffraction limits due primarily to by the sun during a solar eclipse. This

the degrading effect of the earth's photograph was taken during the

atmosphere. This cDnstrains photo- eclipse of 20 July 1963 in Maine.

graphic resolutions.
Greater accuracy can be obtained One of the limitations of precision

through statistics. Involved, as a first lunar cartography is that the exact
step, is the examination of numerous distance from the earth to the moon
lunar photographic plates - some more along all points of the lunar orbit is
than 60 years old - available from unknown. To refine existing figures on
observatories all over the world. Glass earth-moon distances, AFCRL has
plates rather than film are used where- developed a prototype lunar trans-
ever possible because glass is more ponder that will permit electronic rang-
rigid. A statistical approach is taken ing between the moon and earth.
for the reduction of data using maxi- The transponder (which receives and
mum likelihood theory in which retransmits radio signals) is designed
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GRAVITY

The AFCRL gravity research program
is not concerned with the basic physics
of gravity - that is, with the nature of
gravitational radiation, the verification
of the quantized nature of gravity, or
the study of gravity as one of the four
fuidamental forces of the universe.
AFCP.L is interested in gravity
measurements. and in the design of
more sensitive and versatile instru-
ments for measuring gravity at the
surface of the earth and in the gravity

This small, simple lightveight trans- field (the external gravity) that sur-
ponder developed for placement on the rounds the earth. It is interested in
moon can transmit radio signals to the
earth. From these radio transmissions, establishing worldwide calibration
more accurate selenodetic measure- standards. Last, it is interested in
ments can be made. techniques which will permit interpola-

tion (prediction) between surface
gravity values, extrapolation of the

for placement on the visible face of the surface gravity field to elevated points,
moon. It is designed to withstand shock and the reduction of aerial gravity
of 3000 G's in any direction for a dura- measurements to required mean surface
tion of three milliseconds. It weighs a values.
mere 4.3 pounds, excluding batteries, THE EXTERNAL GRAVITY FIELD,

and has a volume of about 90 cubic Studies of the earth's gravity and
inches. Similar to a frequency modula- gravitational field are essentially an
tion transceiver, the transponder extension of studies in geodesy. If the
receives a frequency-modulated 5052 earth were a smooth sphere of homo-
Mcps carrier signal and simultaneously geneous or regular composition, gravity
retransmits the signal on the same calculations would be relatively easy.
antenna on a 5000 Mcps carrier. The Given a few data points, it would be
transponder was designed to meet simple to calculate gravity fields with
general lunar hard landing require- great precision. But the earth is not a
ments. Such a device could also be used smooth sphere, and its mass is not
as a navigational beacon. If sufficient evenly distributed.
observational data are acquired from The external gravitational field of the
such a lunar transponder, knowledge earth refers to the gravitational attrac-
pertaining to the lunar orbit, the solar tion of the earth at various distances
parallax, and the moon's librations from its surface. This attraction varies
could be independently confirmed, with the mass distribution of the earth.
tested and extended. AFCRL has Because the mass distribution is irregu-
recommended to NASA that the small lar, the gravitational leld varies in a
transponder be carried aboard an early manner not easily predictable.
pre-Apollo moon flight. AFCRL hopes to develop techniques
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for deriving information on gravity
values all over the earth and at all alti-
tudes based on limited measurements.
Several methods are being investigated .
for doing this. The problems concern-
ing the "upward" continuation of
gravity values to high altitudes from

the anomalous field observed at the sur-
face have been solved and various
methods, including computer programs
for handling a large number of points,
have been tested and results published.
Theoretical solutions for the "down-
ward" continuation problem are also
available. This means that measure-
ments made with AFCRL's airborne
gravimeters, can lead to the computa-
tion of surface mean values from
gravity profiles observed at various
altitudes. Correlation studies and
statistical methods have been conceived 00oooo
and tested for estimation of gravity
anomalies in unobserved or inaccessible E OO- -
areas.

WORLDWIDE GRAVITY SURVEYS:

Worldwide gravity surveys have lagged
because of the lack of international Three airborne gravimeters used by
standards. This need led AFCRL to AFCRL are (top to bottom) the
initiate the Worldwide Gravity Stand- LaCoste-Romberg gravimeter, the

Askania-Graf gravimeter, and a quartz
ardization Program. This program is miniature digital airborne gravity
being carried out with the cooperation meter.

of the International Association of
Geodesy. At a meeting held in Paris in
September 1962, agreement was The starting points of the worldwide
reached on the establishment of a single gravity system are three north-south
worldwide gravity system. (AFCRL's calibration lines, along each of which
C-130 gravity measurement aircraft, are eight or nine standardization sta-
flown to Paris for the meeting, was a tions. These are the American calibra-
well-received conference sidelight.) tion line extending from Point Barrow,

At the Paris meeting agreement was Alaska, to South America, the Euro-
reached on the establishment of three African calibration line extending from
interrelated parts of an Absolute World Norway to South Africa, and the West
Gravfty System: 1) an accurate world Pacific calibration line extending from - -

calibration standard, 2) a first-order Fairbanks, Alaska, to New Zealand.
world gravity net, and 3) an interna- Many international agencies are
tional absolute reference system. cooperating in the overall project. Of

I
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the three calibration lines, the Ruro- mentation. These are gravity meters
African calibration line and the Ameri- and the pendulum apparatus. The con-
can calibration line were completed in ventional gravity meter, in principle,
December 1964. By "completed" is consists simply of a weight and a
meant that gravity values based on spring. With gravity meters, the rela-
common standards have been estab- tive differences in gravitational accel-
lished at all stations along each line. eration at two or more sites can be
Observations along the West Pacific measured very accurately, provided the
calibration line will start in the spring instruments are well calibrated. The
of 1965. The three calibration lines pendulum apparatus is based on the
and ultimately the comecting network principle that the period of a pendulum
between these lines will result in a of a given length will vary with the
world gravimeter standard and a first- acceleration of gravity at a given loca-
order reference network. tion. Pendulums can be used for both

absolute and relative measurements of

GRAVITY INSTRUMENTATION: T h e gravity. If both the length and period
historic lag in the establishment of of the pendulum are determined in an
worldwide gravity standards resulted experiment the result will be absolute.
in part from inadequate gravity instru- If only the period is observed at two or
mentation. Only in recent years have more sites and the length is assumed to
instruments of high precision been remain constant, the results will be
developed. AFCRL's foremost contri- relative gravity differences between the
butions to gravity research have been observation stations.
in airborne instrumentation. AFCRL Both types are used by AFCRL in its
airborne equipments have steadily work on the world gravity net. Both
improved since AFCRL performed the have advantages and disadvantages.
first successful airborne tests in 1958. Gravity meters are more sensitive than

During the reporting p e r i o d, pendulums, but pendulums at present
AFCRL's airborne gravity instrumen- permit the observer to more accurately
tation was modified and improved. The establish relative values between two
original electronics of both the La sites having large gravity differences.
Coste-Romberg and Askania-Graf air- The establishment of gravity standards
borne gravity meters have been transis- requires use of both relative and
torized. A newly designed stabilized absolute equipment. For our work on
platform with a high precision vertical the world calibration standard first-
reference unit has been acquired and order gravity net, we have supported
tested. The AFCRL C-130 and KC-135 pendulum measurements to establish
aircraft have been completely instru- relative values between reference points
mented with doppler navigation sys- and gravimeters for obtaining more

- tems, astro-trackers, radar altimeters, sensitive readings at intermediate sta-
and aerial cameras. Digital converters tions.
and memory storage of the converted AFCRL's relative and absolute
data have been designed and fabricated, pendulums have undergone extensive
and mating with the airborne systems testing and evaluation during the
i or flight testing is in progress. reporting period. Ultra-high vacuum

In addition, AFCRL has concentrated techniques have made possible the
on two basic types of gravity instru- swinging of these pendulums for many
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days with only a very small decrement. GEOLOGY

Although many relative pendulum
problems have been solved and operat-
ing characteristics are viewed as good, United States commitments in the
additional refinements and field testing underdeN Aoped parts of the world have
are planned. The absolute apparatus is resulted in a new operational role for
operating well and observations have the Air Force which, when judged
been made for determining repeat- against the massive, technological
ability and correlation with amplitude, sophistication of other Air Force opera-
Individual pendulums have been mo'i- tions, has an anachronistic flavor. In
fled so that their direct and reverse this new role, natural terrain features
periods agree to better than 10- weigh heavily in military planning. It
seconds. is within this context that AFCRL has

In addition to the absolute pendulum undertaken a worldwide study of the
apparatus, AFCRL is investigating two more flat-lying of these landforms to
new techniques for absolute gravity point out the existence of natural air-
measurements. One is a portable craft landing areas. In addition, these
apparatus using a free-falling inter- areas are being considered for recovery
ferometer mirror as the dropped object operations in future spacecraft pro-
and a gas laser for a visible light grams.
source. The second technique is one There are many natural landing
involving the gravitational acceleration areas all over the world from which Air
of charged particles. A feasibility study Force strategic, tactical and logistical
of the latter technique was completed aircrait might operate. These provide
and construction had begun at the close effective, secure, and relatively inex-
of the report period, pensive operational bases permitting

- iV

This KC-135 aircraft equipped with
airborne gravimeters was used extA.n-
sively during the period for making
test survey measurements.
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land surfaces, previously thought to be
unusable or inaccessible, capable of
supporting fully loaded heavy aircraft.

A second aspect of the Laboratory's
geology program is one which looks
ahead to satellite surveys of the ter-
rain features of Mars, Mercury and
other terrestrial planets. The initial
approach is indirect, involving the
study of data accumulated by earth
orbiting satellites. Comparisons of
earth satellite data with the known
geological features of the earth, will
a.sist in the interpretation of data
from similar sensors designed to study
the geological features of other terres-
trial planets.

DRY LAKE BEDS: Of all the natural
areas on earth capable of supporting
aircraft, playas (dry lake beds) are

Some of the equipments in the Labora- perhaps the most useable. These lake
tory's KC-135 aircraft used for making beds are flat surfaces composed pri-
gravity surveys are shown. The equip-
ments .nclude power control panels, marily of hard, dry clay and silt. They
level-butble controls, and accelerometer are found in considerable number in
controls. arid regions throughout the world, and

are typical of the western United
the aircraft to disperse and to main- States. The low rainfall in these regions
tain emergency landing capabilities, permits the use of many playas
Whether aircra.t can use natural ter- throughout the year. When they are
rain depends on two interacting not completely dry or when they are
factors. These are aircraft design - salt-encrusted, however, no vehicular
wheel loading, tire pressure and landing traffic of any kind may be possible.
gear configuration -and terrain" char- Even the extremely dry playas may
acteristics, such as strength, moisture contain desiccation crack patterns
content, roughness, and mechanisms of which may hinder operations.
soil failure or displacement. For the past several years, AFCRL

AFCRL scientists are seeking to has investigated a large number of
define the relationship of these factors playas in the U. S. with respect to
in order to predict the deformation size, local geology, soil strength, sea-
behavior of the soils of natural terrain, sonal conditions, and surface and sub-
subsequent geological development of surface properties. Soil samples were
the landforms and their surface obtained to depths of 20 feet and
materials, and the suitability of various analyzed for mineralogical and mechan-
photographic and other electromagnetic ical properties. Depth to water table
sensors in airborne surveys of natural was determined by electrical resistivity
terrain. AFCRL scientists have esti- techniques, and subsurface stratifica-

4 mated that there are hundreds of flat tion was investigated by seismic, mag-

t
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iaetic and gravimetric exploration. "

content at selected sites was correlated "-
with ambient and long-term climatic
records to establish a forecasting pro-
cedure of soil strength reaction to rain- .
fall conditions. Instrumentation was AL
developed to enable continuous monitor- "
ing of soil moisture and strength con-
ditions at remote sites. Such remote
monitoring will speed tie development - -

of procedures for forecasting the
usability of a site. ., _

Loading tests of playa surfaces were
conducted to simulate the static and .. ,-
dynamic forces of various aircraft, and JI,
tentative use criteria were established.
These were then verified by actual take- I •
off and landing tests of several opera-
tional aircraft on selected dry lake beds. A portable refraction seismograph is

used to measure discontinuities beneath
LANDFORM ANALYSIS AND PROPER- desert basins. The record provides

TIES OF MATERIALS: Research is con- clues to the weight bearing properties
tinuing on the origin, evolution, and of the soil.

mineral composition of landforms.
Detailed field studies are being made of
the thickness of sedimentation, chronol-
ogy of morphology, and drainage and
fracture patterns of basin regions of
the western United States. Hopefully,
this will enable prediction of their life
cycles. An expansion of this effort was
marked by the establishment of a new - -

mineralogical section within the Lab-
oratory. X-ray diffraction, differential W
thermal analysis, petrographic, spectro-
photometric, and other analytical tech-
niques and instruments aro being
employed to defihe the structure, com-
position, and physical properties of ter
rain materials. ,

A related study % as concerned with ,
"quick" cla3 s, NN hich cause sudden land- [ ,

slides. Crystal structure of clay min-
erals was investigated and the cause of
instability was found to be leaching of This typical dry lake bed, of the type

widely scattered in the western U. S.,
the sodium ion from unstable crysi als. shows superficial effects of vehicle and
The addition of electrolytes to the clay aircraft traffic.
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material decreased the instability under
static loads and dynamic forces. Similar

~ investigations are considering the
* importance of clay chemistry in land-

slide areas at Anchorage, Alaska, Palos
4Z : Verdes, California, and Ogden, Utah.

Research is being conducted on the
mechanics of transient dynamic loading

- - ' ~. and subsequent surface dcformation of
terrain. Mathematical models of

S deformation of assumed elastic, plastic,
Sand visco-elastic materials aie being

-~ developed, and refinement of theories
of shear failure was begun by treating

.i granular material systems as macro-
meritic liquids instead of "ideal" solids.

-Load tests on well-defined systems of
materials are being accomplished to

-~define stresses, strains, and deforma-
tion parameters and to apply these to

Development of small and large fis- prediction of surface deformation.
sures is a function of soil composition. Power spectrum analyses of theoretical
The top photograph shows familiar
mud tracks of the type that develop and empirical surface roughness models
when fine-grain soil dries. Cracks will be made to determine their effect
interact to form polygonals a few
inches across. In the lower photograph, on the loading conditions.
giant contraction fissures on the dry Tropical soil patterns have been
lake bed at Edwards AFB are shown. investigated to determine if their
Polygonal patterns 200 feet across appearance on aerial photographs can
have been formed. These large open
fissures preclude aircraft or automo- properly be correlated with actual
bile travel. mineralogic and physical characteris-

tics. In an effort to correlate the devel-
_ , opment of U. S. playas with other

desert regions of the world, a landform
study of African desert basins was
undertaken during the reporting
period.

TERRAIN ALTERA'ION: Natural ter-
rain otherwise suitable for aircraft
operations may still he marginal
because of low weight bearing proper-
ties. Methods for quick and effective
stabilization of these soil areas with a
minimum of effort are required. One
promising technique utilizes foamed
explosives which can be spread on the
surface like a blanket. When detonated
by a small blasting cap, the explosion
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both compacts the soft soil and drives the instrumentation in an AFCRL
the moisture downward, resulting in C-130 aircraft is planned. This will
increased strength in the top layers. permit experimental testing and cali-
Foaming and detonating capabilities of bration of the sensors under operating
the product were experimentally veri- conditions.
fled and small-scale field tests were A unique camera system has been
conducted. Such a technique may also developed which photographs the
be applied for melting and disintegra- earth's surface in nine separate regions
tion of hard snow or slushy ice enabling of the visible and near-infrared spec-
the preparation of landing strips on trum. Changes in vegetation, soil
arctic terrain. properties, and seasonal effects can be

detected by interpretation of the rela-
AIRBORNE SENSING: Surveying and tive brightness and tonal difference

cataloguing potential landing areas in appearing on this "multiband" imagery.
remote parts of the world could be done Such information can be much more
more quickly and economically if suit- readily extracted from this type of
able airborne techniques and instru- imagery than from conventional black-
mentation could be developed. Airborne and-white or color photography. The
surveys, of course, enable rapid cover- camera employs three rolls of aerial
age of large areas which may be inac- film, each traversing three matched
cessible from the standpoint of geo- lenses equipped with appropriate filters
graphical isolation or political denial. to give a narrow spectral band input to

A program to establish multisensor the film. The earth surface properties
capability for airborne determination appear strikingly different in terms of
of geological and environmental data the reflectance in the various energy
has been in progress for several years. bands.
Experiments and tests under controlled
conditions are being conducted to verify GEOLOGY OF OTHER PLANETS: As an
the feasibility and operating sensitivity extension of airborne sensing, the Lab-
of many sensors throughout the electro- oratory has initiated a program for the
magnetic spectrum. Because the Army, detection, interpretation, and analysis
with respect to vehicle traffic, has a of geologic tznditiens of the earth and
related interest in the weight-bearing other terrestrial pidaets from extremely
soil characteristics of terrain in remote high altitude sensor imagery. The cor-
areas, the Army Corps of Engineers relation of general terrain patterns of
has joined AFCRL in some of this geologic significance with spectral
work. Among the remote sensing reflectance imagery from photographic
equipment and techniques under study and other sensors is being investigated.
are a four-band radar system, a pulsed Photography from X-15 and U-2 ah-
VHF radio wave propagation tech- craft flights, rockets, and satellites will
nique, various infrared sensors, passive enable delineation of gross features of
microwave techniques, and gamma-ray the earth. Patterns of imagery of other
spectrometry. These are applied to soiis planets could then be interpreted in
of known structure, composition, light of similar patterns of known
density and moisture content. A "cata- geological features of the earth.
logue" of terrain identification para- Joint participation in research pro-
meters is thus being built up. Use of grams of NASA was initiated with
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emphasis on -the use of multiband plotted to indicate like and unlike
photography (discussed above) for ensemble characteristics.
interpretation of terrestrial conditions. Some of the parameters being con-
An i n - h o u s e photointerpretation sidered are: 1) cross-correlation
facility has been established to process between the initial P-wave and later
and interpret photographic source arriving energy to determine the pres-
materials. ence of crustal reverberations, 2) dis-

tributions of mean square differences
between normalized auto-correlations

SEISMOLOGY of ensemble members, 3) frequency dis-
tributions of normalized auto-correla-
tion functions, energy ratio of decon-

When an event is recorded at a seismo- volved signals (signals where inverse
logical observatory, the seismologist filtering techniques have been used to
would like to know whether the event remove the effect of crustal layering
was natural or man-made. The research beneath the recording station), 4)
in seismology at AFCRL is directly coherence within an ensemble and
concerned with the detection of under- between different ensembles to obtain a
ground nuclear explosions. The pro- distribution function relating predict-
gram is being conducted for the ability within and across ensemble
Defense Department's Project VELA- members, and 5) higher order cross-
UNIFORM. It is designed to evolve correlation functions.
techniques for distinguishing between In addition, records from both earth-
natural and man-made events. The first quakes and explosions are being ana-
step calls for broadening the knowledge lyzed in order that statistics may be
of seismic phenomena. compiled on various identification

Seismological research at AFCRL techniques which are based on known
can be grouped under one of several or theoretical difference in source
headings: seismic source identification mechanics. Some of these identification
techniques, hypocenter determination, techniques are LIirction of the first
worldwide seismicity, seismic propaga- motion of the intial P-wave, ratio of

tion phenomena, and seismic detection the first motion to second motion defiec-

methods. tion, depth of focus determinations by

SOURCE IDENTIFICATION: To develop using P-P time interval, the so-called
source identification techniques which "lonesome" P, prevailing period of sur-
can be- used to discriminate between face waves, and the ratio of the peak
earthquakes and underground explo- amplitude of surface waves to P waves.
sions, a study has been initiated to Another study under source identifi-
define a set of statistical parameters cation is concerned with the use of the
which are not directly related to knowl- radiation patterns of surface waves to
edge of source function, but which do determine the type of source, thereby
have distribution functions that show serving as a possible diagnostic
separation for time-function ensembles criterion.
for earthquakes and explosions. After Laboratory scientists have developed
the ensembles are assembled, para- a theory for the radiation pattern of
meters which appear to indicate Rayleigh waves from a number of
ensemble differences are computed and sources which approximate real earth-
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A wide range of tonal variations
between the differing points of the
visible and infrared spectrum are
shown in this series of photographs
taken with the nine-lens multiband
camera.
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and alluvium indicate that the source
mechanism is an explosive force acting
as a step function in time, 2) the col-
lapse of the cavity, which follows many
of the large explosions in alluvium and
tuff, generates Rayleigh waves with
reversed polarity relative to the explo-
sion, 3) an explosion in granite pro-
duced a surface wave radiation pattern
with nearly perfect double-couple sym-
metry in both phase and amplitude
(this type of pattern is expected from

- earthquakes, not explosions, and must
have resulted from either cracking or
the release of strain in nearby faults),
and 4) the amplitude and initial phase
spectrum of Rayleigh waves are more

The multiband camera takes simul- complex for earthquakes than for
taneous photographs of terrestrial sur- explosions.
faces in nine different narrow regions
of the visible and near-infrared spec- HYPOCENTER DKTERMINATION:

Essential to a test detection network is
the ability to determine with accuracy

quake and explosion sources. Sources the location and depth of seismic dis-
considered were a single force, a force turbances. If this can be accomplished,
dipole without torque, a single couple, a large number of events can be elimi-
a double couple without torque (all of nated from consideration as possible
arbitrary orientation), and a spheri- nuclear events because of location
cally symmetrical compressional source. and/or depth of occurrence. However,
Using layered matrices, the source local and regional variations in travel
coefficients have been derived for a times of seismic waves and the failure
medium consisting of a number of of conventional methods for determin-
parallel homogeneous layers. For an ing depths where the source is shallow
asymmetrical source, such as a faulting have made this task difficult.
source, the theory predicts that an Under AFCRL sponsorship, a num-
asymmetrical surface wave radiation ber of studies have been initiated to
pattern should be produced, and that an determine crustal structure and/or
explosion source should produce a sym- regional travel times. Regions included
metrical pattern, in these studies are New England, the

As a test of the theory, an AFCRL southeastern U. S., the central U. S.,
contractor digitally analyzed a number n o r t h w e s t e r n U. S., northwestern
of seismograms from both earthquakes Canada, the Alpine region of Europe,
and explosions. After performing and northern Europe. The most com-

S Fourier analysis and phase equaliza- prehensive of these studies has taken
tion at various azimuths, the following the records from 126 North American
conclusions were drawn: 1)the radia- stations for eleven earthquakes occur-
tion patterns of Rayleigh waves from ring in the Pacific. After determining
underground nuclear explosions in tuff the epicentral location as accurately as

I
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possible with computer techniques,
residuals to the standard travel time
curves were computed for each of the
stations. The residral is assumed to be
a composite of a station correction, an
error in the standa:d (Jeffreys-Builen)
travel time curves, and a baseline cor-
rection caused by inhomogeneities in
the distribution of stations. The results
show a group of large positive residuals
(corresponding to late arrivals) in the
region of Nevada and Utah, and a
group of large negative residuals (early
arrivals) extending from Lake Michi-
gan to Arkansas. Events from other
azimuths are now being considered to
determine the azimuthal effect on The AFCRL ocean-bottom seismometer
station corrections and travel time is prepared for launching off the Cali-
residuals. fornia coast. This seismometer can

remain on the ocean floor for periods
The use of computer programs has up to 30 days. A number of tests were

increased the accuracy with which epi- also made off the coast of the Aleutian

centers can be located. For example, a Islands, in the Gulf of Mlexico, and
near the Hawaiian Islands during the

plot of previously determined epi- reporting period.
centers for earthquakes occurring near
mid-oceanic ridges shows them falling ocean bottom seismographs (see seismic
within a belt 200 to 500 miles wide. detection methods below), along a line
However, a plot of the recomputed south of the Aleutian chain extending
epicenters, using computer techniques, from Atka to Amchitka. To calibrate
finds the epicenters occurring within the network of stations, a series of
50 km of the ridge crests, providing underwater high explosive charges
much information on the geological were detonated through the network.
structure and the existence of fracture With the travel time information pro-
zones. vided by the charges, hypocenter coor-

Locating hypocenters for eventh dinates of earthquakes occurring within
originating near island arcs such au the network could be accurately deter-
the Aleutian Islands, poses a special mined, thereby permitting the calibra-
difficulty. The special nature of the tion of travel times to stations outside
problem led to a joint AFCRL-Air of the network.
Force Technical Applications Center-
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey experi- WORLDWIDE SEISMICITY$ Of partic-
ment in the Aleutian Islands area dur- ular concern to a nuclear test detection
ing August and September 1964. The system is the number and location of
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey estab- earthquakes occurring each year with
lished land stations on the islands of equivalent magnitudes of nuclear
Atka, Ulak, Tanaga, Semisopochinoi, events. Previous studies of worldwide
and Amchitka, with AFTAC occupying seismicity, such as that performed by
a site on Adak. AFCRL placed five Gutenberg and Ric.ter in 1954, have

wj.--
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5.0 and greater during 1960 is approxi-
mately 5.6 x 1024 ergs, with 4.6 x 1021

ergs of this total being released in
southern Chile.

In addition to the worldwide seismi-
city study, a number of local studies are
unaerway also. These studies center
arowukd AFCRL's New England net-
work. Composed of stations at Milo,
Machias, and Caribou, Maine, and one
at Berlin, New Hampshire, the net-
work automatically telemeters the seis-
mic data from the stations to a central
recording station at Weston, Massachu-
setts. Each station is equipped with a
three-component Benioff short-period
seismometer with a built-in calibration
circuit which car be pulsed from Wes-

This is the interior of the central sta- t wich ca r trase f ro und
tion of the AFCRL network of seismo- ton. The seismometer translates ground
meter stations (contractor operated) motion into an analog voltage which is
in New England, to which seismic data fed through an amplifier to a voltage
from outlying sites are transmitted controlled oscillator. The resulting FM
automatically. In the background, are
recording and processing equipments. signals from the three components are

multiplexed and transmitted over leased
telephone lines to Weston where they

used data from earthquakes with com- are recorded on magnetic tape. Play-
puted magnitudes of 6.0 or greater. back through a bank of discriminators
Since most nuclear events have magni- returns the signal to its original analog
tudes less than 6.0, a study was under- voltage form for processing.
taken to compile statistics on the fre- SEISMIC WAVE PROPAGATION: uch
quency of occurrence, energy release, of the information on the nature of the
and location of earthquakes which source of seismic energy is lost during
occurred during the years 1960 and propagation of the signal from the
1963. source to a distant seismic station.

Analysis of the 1960 data has been Some of this loss is due to the filtering
completed and the results compiled in effect of the propagating medium; part
an AFCRL publication. Because station is due to distortion of the signal which
perceptibility and station coverage in results from crustal reverberations and
1960 were limited, only the data for local noise.
events of magnitude 5.0 and greater To broaden the knowledge of wave
are considered complete. With well propagation phenomena and to develop
over 4000 events recorded in 1960, the new diagnostic criteria for determining
breakdown shows 1428 earthquakes of type and possible depth of the suurce, a
magnitude 5.0 to 6.0, 234 of magnitude large number of theoretical studies
6.0 to 7.0, 22 of 7.0 to 8.0, and one of have been undertaken. Limited space

magnitude 8.5, The total seismic energy precludes discussion of these many
released by earthquakes of magnitude studies. Nevertheless, they should be

4
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itemized to show the scope and depth Because seismic background noise is
of the AFCRL research devoted to seis- apparently a function of geological
mic wave propagation. environment as well as being a function

The research includes: signal-to-noise of depth, AFCRL is investigating the
ratio and spectra of explosion-gene, ambient noise at various levels in deep
rated Rayleigh waves in a dissipative holes in an attempt to identify the
half-space; the effect of source depth mode of propagation of the noise and to
on Rayleigh wave spectra in a layered relate it to the physical environment.
earth; long-time response predicted by It has been assumed that the noise
exact elaatic ray theory; high frequency consists of Rayleigh waves propagating
elastic wave theory; development of a in a horizontally stratified earth.
program for computing theoretical To date, measurements have been
seismograms for a multilayered media; made in three deep wells, located at
reflection and transmission of plane Hempstead and Juno, Texas, and Wil-
compressional waves; the use of PS liston Basin, North Dakota. For all
converted seismic waves as a means of measurements in the well, correspond-
identifying underground explosions; ing measurements are made with corn-
the use of surface wave rejection patible equipment at the surface and at
filters to record mantle waves of low 500 feet for comparison purposes. Deep
order; relative excitation of long and well observations are made at 1000 feet
short period waves by earthquakes and intervals. Preliminary analysis of the,
explosions; calculation of the theoreti- data suggests that a considerable frac-
cal response of a homogeneous spherical tion of the noise at 1 cps consists of
earth to a point source of unit step
time dependence; propagation of corn-
pressional, torsional, and mixed pulse
of unit step form in flat layered solids; --
propagation of unit step pulses in
realistic models of the earth; model
study of the effect of depth on the first A
pulse of a seismic wave; propagation
of seismic waves in the presence of V Fl
discontinuities; model studies of explo-
sion generated waves and the develop-
ment of visco-elastic wave propagation
theory. - -"v - .'<

SEISMIC DETECTION METHODS: One
method which has shown much promise
for increasing the ability to detect small
magnitude events in the presence of
high background noise is the use of
seismometers in deep boreholes. In
some instances, improvements in signal- Seismic activity in the Alps was inves-

to-noise ratio of ten-fold have been tigated for the Laboratory under con-

achieved by placing instruments in tract. The Alps are of interest because
they are a young mountain formation

boreholes at depths as great as 10,000 and a rich variety of seismic activity

feet. is associated with them.

-4
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Laboratory

Q AFCRL's research in optical p'hysics
can be divided into three broad areas:
1) atmospheric optics, the study of the
scattering of optical radiation by the
atmosphere, 2) infrared radiation
studies which involve the determination
of the infrared absorption spectra of
atmospheric constituents such as ozone,
carbon dioxide and water vapor, and the
emission spectra of infrared i'adiation
sources such as natural and nuclear-
induced airglow, and 3) the Thysics of
high intensity light sources - lasers
and arc-lights. Since a great deal of this
work concerns the behavior of optical
radiation in the aerospace environ-
ment, many of the results have a direct
bearing on the Air Force's operational
capabilities, as well as being of signifi-
cant scientific value.

As a scientific discipline, physical
optics differs from classical optics in
that it is concerned with the funda-
mental nature of interactions between
optical radiation and matter rather
than such things as the geometry of
image formation. The wavelengths
which lie within the province of optical
physics range from 10 angstroms where
the ultraviolet and X-ray portions of
the electromagnetic spectrum merge, to
1 millimeter (10 million angstroms)
where the far infrared blends into the
microwave radio frequency spectrum.
Although only a small fraction of this
broad range of wavelengths is occupied
by visible light, the devices used to
measure radiation throughout it are
similar to those used in the study of
visible radiation. These devices include
spectrometers, interferometers, pho-
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tometers, and radiometers, all suitably spectrometers was improved, resulting
modified to measure a particular seg- in a much greater refinement in
ment of the spectrum. measurements of absorption and emis-

Since optical physics is both an sion spectra. Programs aimed at deter-
environmental and a laboratory science, mining the infrared "signatures" of a
AFCRL's research in this area requires variety of launch and reentry vehicles
the instrumentation of aircraft, balloons, were continued. Also continued, based
rockets, and satellites as well as exten- on 1962 nuclear test data, were studies
sive experimental and theoretical work to determine the effects of nuclear-
in the Laboratory. During the two year weapon-induced optical radiation on
reporting period considerable progress defense systems. Optical experiments
in the study of atmospheric optics was to be performed in space by Project
made with the development of new Gemini astronauts were developed.
optical payloads to be carried aloft by The first measurement of the infra-
balloons and rockets to measure the red emission spectra of the chemical
spectral and inteasity distribution of reactions which produce natural air-
scattered sunlight in the upper atmos- glow was made. The Laboratory's
phere. Improvements in modeling the progress in laser physics consisted of a
atmosphere's optical properties were thorough experimental study of con-
also made. The resolution of infrared focal ruby lasers, and a significant con-

tribution to the mode theory of laser
operation. All of this research con-

,- tributes to a more fundamental knowl-
edge of the processes which govern the
interactions of radiation and matter.

4. , This knowledge is prerequisite to the
design of future Ai, Force surveillance,
reconnaissance, and detection systems.

*ATMOSPHERIC OPTICS

AFCRL's research in atmospheric
optics is primarily concerned with the

S determination of how various factors,
such as aerosol content, altitude, and
solar angle, affect the distribution of

Scores of original Rayleigh manu- optical radiation in the atmosphere.
scripts have been acquired by the
AFCRL Library, giving AFCRL the One goal of this work is to provide the
finest archival collection of Rayleigh Air Force with the capability of pre-
papers in the world. This collection, dicting this condition under a wide
made to obtain the fourth Lord Ray-
leigh's airglow observations, also con- variety of operational circumstances.
tains many other important scientific Visibility, which is directly related to
papers of the Lords Rayleigh, includ- the optical condition of the atmosphere,
ing the original of the third Lord
Rayleigh's paper on Argon, for which is an important factor in many Air
he won the Nobel Prize. Force operations such as photographic
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reconnaissance, target location and depend on wavelength as much as does
identification, and detection and track- molecular, or Rayleigh, scattering in
ing involving optical sensors. In addi- which the particles (molecules) are
tion to this goal, AFCRL's research in severLa orders of magnitude smaller
atmospheric optics is directed toward than the wavelengths of the light they
gaining a more fundamental under- scatter. Atmospheric molecules scat-
standing of the processes that govern ter some blue wavelengths to a greater
the interaction between optical radia- extent than longer wavelengths;
tion and the atmosphere. aerosols scatter light less selectively,

producing a characteristic white haze

AIRCRAFT, BALLOON, AND ROCKET when present in high concentrations.
MEASUREMENTS: Most research in Since the concentration of aerosolsvariesRaMgreTSdeMostitresearchn in
atmospheric optics must be, by its very varies a great deal with location and

nature, observational rather -than theo- meteorological conditions, while the

retical. That is, the optical condition of molecular content of the atmosphere is

the atmosphere can be determined only fairly homogenous at a given altitude,
by direct measurements. To make such aerosol scattering is much more difficult
measurements, the Laboratory uses a to predict than molecular scattering.

highly instrumented C-130 flying lab- The light which is scattered comes

oratory, balloons and rockets. The from two sources. There is direct sun-

most basic instrument used in all these light which, when scattered, becomes

vehicles is a specroradiometer, suitably "skylight," and there is sunlight

modified for the particular vehicle and reflected from the earth, or "earth-

investigation. It can measure the light." Thus measurements of the spec-

intensity distribution of skylight and tral and intensity distribution of light

earthlight across the near ultraviolet, from airborne sensors must include both

visible, and near infrared spectrum of hemispheres - the upper and the lower.
2000 to 9000 angstroms. From these The distribution of both earthlight
measurements, r e a li s t i c "optical and skylight are necessary for a com-
models" of the atmosphere can be plete description of the atrmosphere's
developed, and theoretical studies can optical properties. The instrumentation
be guided by experimental evidence, requirements for measuring the two are

One of the primary steps toward somewhat different, however, because
developing an optical model of the earthlight has a lower intensity and
atmosphere, and therefore one which different spectral distribution from sky-
must precede any detailed discussion of light. The C-130 carries instrumenta-
the measuring techniques involved, is tion for measuring both. For balloon
that of determining to what extent the measurements separate payloads for
distribution of light in the atmosphere measuring earthlight and skylight have
depends on scattering by aerosols, and been developed. (This came about
to what extent on scattering by atmos- because the instrumentation for meas-
pheric molecules. uring earthlight was developed first,

Aerosol scattering is a form of Mie rather than from any intrinsic neces-
scattering, which includes all scattering sity for separate payloads.) This air-
by particles whose diameters are the craft and balloon-borne instrumenta-
same order of magnitude as the wave- tion, and also- that planned for installa-
length of light. Mie scattering does not tion in a rocket nose cone, are described
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in detail in the following paragraphs.
The C-130 carries several instru-

ments for collecting aerosols and ineas-
uring ambient temperature, pressure,
and humidity, as well as photometers
and spectrometers for measuring earth-

.*-now light and skylight. With this combina-
tion of instruments AFCRL scientists

R "can correlate the meteorological condi-
Ation of the atmosphere with its optical

- properties. Also included among the
C-130 instrumentation are ion probes
and a microwave refractometer. The
microwave refractometer is used to
measure the atmosphere's index of
refraction at microwave frequencies in
studies designed to correlate increases
in sky brightness with increases in the
microwave refractive index.

AFCRL's balloon-borne instrumenta-
This highly instrumented C-130 air- tion for measuring earthlight consists
craft is used by the Laboratory to of 27 different photometers mounted so
measure the distribution of scattered
light in the atmosphere. Below, the that they always point downward. Each
project director makes observations photometer has about a three degree
through the C-130's periscope during sight angle and most of the units use a
a flight. cadmium sulfide cell to detect the radia-

tion. The spectral range covered by the
whole photometer array is from 3900
angstroms to 9100 angstroms. Each
photometer has a filter centered on a
different wavelength at 200 angstrom
intervals. (Bandpass of each is 75
angstroms. Also included in the array
are cameras for taking high-speed
infrared and color photographs of the
terrain below. In this way, the features
of the reflecting surface can be identi-
fied. All data are recorded by an on-
board, seven-channel magnetic tape
recording system. The recovered tape
is played back and displayed on a
recording oscillograph for analysis.

Balloon measurement of skylight,
particularly in the spectral region
between 2000 and 4000 angstroms, has
required the development of special
instrumentation because of the extreme

V
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variation in the intensity of scattered photometer for obtaining data on the
light in this region. A spectrometer is scattering of optical radiation at
coupled to a solar biaxial pointer. The extreme altitudes. The photometer is
spectrometer is mounted in such a way equipped with detector sets for seven
that it scans in a vertical plane from different spectral ranges. The photom-
the horizon up to the point where the eter assembly is designed to fit into
balloon obscures the sky above it. The the nose cone of a Nike-Cajun rocket.
solar biaxial pointer works in such a When the rocket reaches the altitude
way as to keep the sun in this vertical where measurements are to be made,
scanning plane at all times, so that the the top of the nose cone will be ejected
intensity of skylight as a function of and the photometer detectors exposed
the angle between the sun and a to the skylight radiation. During the
particular portion of the sky can be flight up to this altitude, the photo-
determined. meter will be continually calibrated by

A major problem of measuring sky means of a diffuse light source located
radiation is that of plotting its intensity in the tip of the nose cone. At this
distribution across the spectral range. reporting, the photometer assembly has
During this reporting period the prin- successfully passed its preflight testing
cipal mechanical and optical elements and is being readied for delivery to the
for doing this were designed and fabri- rocket integration team. Launching
cated, but the electronic circuitry for will occur sometime in the summer of
signal processing is still in the testing 1965.
stage. To date, two cylindrical con-
tainers each housing six photometers, SEARCHLIGHT MEASUREMENT OF

have been built. Each of the six pho- AEROSOLS: During the period July
tometers has a different spectral range. 1963 through June 1965, the Labora-
The two containers are to be mounted tory also continued its investigation of
on opposite sides of a platform which aerosol scattering in the atmosphere
is magnetically stabilized. The"measur- using the two techniques of search..
ing units are to be programmed for a light probing and observation of the
step-by-step spiral scan of the upper solar aureole. The former technique is
hemisphere. used to study the backscattering effects

AFCRL scientists working on the of atmospheric aerosols and the latter
aircraft and balloon programs hope to is used for study of forward scattering.
establish measurements on a routine For the aerosol backscattering study,
basis, although trouble with the a narrow-beam searchlight was set up
vehicles has so far prevented this. In at a location in White Sands, New -

spite of this difficulty, some useful Mexico. The scanning and recording
measurements were made during this device was located at the Sacramento
reporting period. Peak Observatory so that there would

Little is known about scattering at be a large baseline (30 km) between
altitudes above 100,000 ft., where the searchlight beam and the direction
heavily instrumented balloons cannot in which the scanner was pointed. -7
reach. To help fill the need for optical The searchlight beam was pointed
studies of the region, AFCRL has upward at a constant angle, and the
extended its field program to include light collector scanned up and down
the development of a rocket-borne along the beam, recording the intensity
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of the light scattered from it at each
point. The data were reduced and

/ plotted. The theoretical molecular
scattering was then calculated and
plotted on the same graph as the total
observed backscattering. The difference

"T-2 " between the total observed scattering
' , and the molecular scattering repre-AL

i '1- , sented the scattering due only to
-~aerosols.

This study was successful in identi-
'7 fying several layers of high aerosol

it;: concentration in the atmospheric region
below 35 km. One layer occurred at

__,___.___ _ ten km, at about the altitude of the local
tropopause, where temperature stops

This balloon payload is used to decreasing with altitude. (Atmospheric
measure the distribution of ultraviolet parameters relevant to the study, such
sunlight in the upper atmosphere. The
mounting atop the platform supports as wind, density, and temperature
an ultraviolet spectrometer (the horn- measurements, were recorded during
like device) which is coupled to a the searchlight experiments by radio-
solar pointing device. sonde balloons.) The tropopause aerosol

maximum was unexpected, and further
studies to investigate this anomaly are
planned. A second, and larger aerosol
concentration was found at about 19 km
where the aerosol layer tends to reach
a maximum. This result was in good
accord with those of other experi-
menters. Above 19 km, aerosol scatter-
ing rapidly decreases, and by 25 kin,
almost all scattering is molecular scat-
tering.

Since aerosol scattering plays an
important role in the optical properties
of the atmosphere's lower region, the
AFCRL searchlight study is making
significant contributions to an under-
standing of these properties. The
Laboratory is now monitoring these
aerosol layers by the searchlight
method on a regular basis, in order to
allow for daily and seasonal variation.

Measurement of earthlight was done A new treatment of the data obtained
with this balloon payJoad. The cluster from this study promises to provide
of cylinders in the centr of the frame- information not only about the optical
work is an array of downward-looking
photometers. properties of the atmosphere, but also

MUM_-.4~
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about physical properties of the aerosols
themselves. The use of lasers instead 4 Scattering Volume

of searchlights for this purpose is also o olletor an,, /,

being investigated. , c c,, /

THE SOLAR AUREOLE: The b r i g h t
white region around the sun's disk, due /
to aerosol scattering on hazy days, is /
called the solar aur(,e. AFCRL scien-
tists are using the solar aureole to /
determ ine the forward scattering fid div,, enc \/ba
properties of atmospheric aerosols in a divergence

manner similar to the searchlight
method of measuring their backscat-
tering properties.

Measurements of the solar aureole 76 kin 1 pkoj

are made by blocking out the sun's disk 3 7 n
and measuring the intensity of light in SACRAMENTO PEAK WHITE SANDS

its surrounding halo as a function of
the angle between the aureole and the
sun. Such a study is not only useful in Several layers of high aerosol concen-

tration in the atmosphere were identi-
determining the forward scattering fled by means of this AFCRL experi-
properties of atmospheric aerosols, but ment. Relative aerosol abundance is
also in correcting errors in the meas- proportional to the amount of light

backscattered from a searchlight beamurements of pyroheliometers - devices and detected by a telescope scanning

for measuring the rate at which solar along the beam.
energy is received at the top of the
earth's atmosphere. These errors arise standard atmosphere" which deals
from the fact that the intensity of sky quantitatively with important optical
brightness is not uniformly distributed, properties of the atmosphere. The text
but reaches a maximum at the sun's and tabulations that comprise this work
position. The actual distribution of sky actually take on the function of an
brightness is determined by solar "Atmospheric Attenuation Model" in
aureole measurements, and can in turn the ultraviolet, visible and infrared
be used to correct pyroheliometer regions for altitudes from sea level to
errors arising from this source, space.

A CLEAR OTANDARD ATMOSPHERE: Attenuation is due to absorption and
For some time, optical physicists have scattering, with scattering being the
recognized tl e need for some kind of greater contributor. Atoms and mole-
standardized "clear atmosphere" with cules of various substances absorb some
which to compare the optical properties of the light which strikes them and con-
of real atmospheres. Actual conditions vert it into a different form of energy.
in the atmosphere, particularly those In air molecules, this absorbed light is
affecting its optical properties, vary converted into rotational, vibrational,
greatly with weather and other influ- and thermal kinetic energy. This
ences. During the reporting period, an absorption takes place at certain wave-
AFCRL scientist formulated a "clear lengths, which must be determined
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experimentally. In the wavelengths 1) the transmission of the atmosphere
considered in the Atmospheric Atten- in a horizontal diretion at any ati-
uation Model developed at AFCRL, tude, 2) its transmission along a verti-
absorption by atmospheric ozone is cal path from any altitude to any
included Although the -oncentration other altitude, and from any altitude to
of ozone at sea level is low compared infinity, and 3) its transmission along
to that of other atmospheric constit- slant paths in any direction. The
uents, it must be taken into account AFCRL Atmospheric Attenuation
because of its strong absorption of Model is recognized as an important
optical energy and its increased concen- tool for basic research and applied
tration at high altitudes. problems in the area of atmospheric

The other effects, aerosol and mole- physics.
cular scattering, are major attenuators In addition, an important theoretical
of light travelling through the atmos- study to determine the optical relation-
phere. Little if any light is lost in scat- ship between multiple molecular scat-
tering, but it is dispersed in different tering and aerosol scattering is being
directions from that in which it was conducted at UCLA and the University
originally travelling so that scattering of Mainz in Germany under AFCRL
has the effect of diminishing the inten- sponsorship. To have reached this state
sity of light along a given path. (The of analysis represents considerable
two types o.f scattering, Rayleigh or progress since it has been only recently
molecular scattering, and Mie or that the numerical solution of multiple
aerosol scattering, are described in a molecular scattering has been available.
preceding section.) All these effects The mathematics of molecular-aerosol
must be combined to determine what scattering interactions is very complex
the complete atmospheric attenuation and solutions must be based on approxi-
will be for a beam of light of a given mations. Thus the continuation of
wavelength. Since atmospheric density accurate measurement of both aerosol
and aerosol concentration change with distribution and the distribution of
altitude, these factors must also be optical radiation in the atmosphere is
taken into consideration. necessary for confirmation or modifica-

Using atmospheric densities taken tion of these mathematical solutions.
from the latest U. S. Standard Atmos- TARGET LOCATION UNDER LIMITED

phere, (another standard to which VISIBILITY: An example of a problem
AFCRL has n'ade and is making major in atmospheric optics which is closely
contributions - see Chapter X), and related to an Air Force requirement is
the best available information on that of target location under limited
aerosol and ozone distribution, the visibility. A flight commander who
AFCRL Atmospheric Attenuation must determine on the basis of visi-
Model develops and tabulates aerosol, bility whether or not to order a tactical
Rayleigh, and ozone attenuation coeffh- mission, must have a quick and reliable
cients for 22 wavelengths from .27 method for making this determination.
microns in the ultraviolet through four Some of the factors that must be taken
microns in the infrared, including many into account in deciding whether
wavelengths in the visible spectrum. visibility on a given day will allow a
The report in which these tables appear successful mission include atmospheric
also contains formulas for calculating: conditions, time of day, and target

- - ---- t;
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background among others. These deter-
mine the distance, or visibility
threshold, at which given targets can
be seen and identified by a pilot.

During World War II and after-
wards, the establishment of visibility
thresholds for a wide variety of targets
under all environmental conditions
involved scores of test subjects spend-
ing countless hours identifying objects
in slide projections which attempted to
duplicate given visibility conditions. In
this laborious manner, a target-visi-
bi!ity index which allowed commanders
to look up the visibility threshold of a
target, was c'-inpiled.

To eliminate fle costly man-years of Automatic indexing of target visibility
work involved in this kind of compila- under a wide range of varying factors

is made possible by this mechanical-
tion, AFCRL has sponsored a study by optical array - one of two systems
the University of California's Visibility developed for AFCRL by the Univer-
Laboratory which is aimed at automat- sity of California to eliminate the need

for time-consuming subjective evalua-
ing the determination of visibility tions of target visibility. With this

thresholds. This project was success- apparatus, the effects of various back-
fully completed in the spring of 1964, grounds, times of day, and atmospheric

conditions on target "sibility can beand a comprehensive report of the simulated and the cs,.lts handled by
results was under preparation at the computer.
conclusion of the reporting period.

In the first of two techniques which EXPLODED VIEW MECHANICAL-OPIAL

were developed in this study, a zoom
lens is used to project an object, its
model or its photograph, onto a trans-
parency. The transparency has a vari-
able transmission which is proportional
to a chosen visual weighting function. - Z
A photo-multiplier tube intercepts the "
transmitted radiation and its output is
proportional to the combined effect of
this point object and the weighting
function element. Rotating prisms
transfer the image of the object space
across the weighting function trans-
parency. A second channel performs
this same action for the background. screen. Centered in the screen is a
The channel outputs are differenced small variable aperture. The trans-
to obtain the visual signal. mitted light is received by a photo-

The other technique uses the projec- multiplier tube. Its output, properly
tion of a photographic image onto a digitized, is recorded on IBM cards.

- - - ... ~IjI PWSUZ
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The chosen weighting functions are also and reentry vehicles, and 4) the devel-
converted to computer language. The opment of several infrared measuring
computer prints out the signal level for devices for a variety of applications
target indexing, including use in unmanned satellite

The computer must have stored on measurements and Project Gemini
magnetic tape a large library of data experiments.
concerning atmospheric ffects typical OZONE AND OTHER ABSORPTION

of conditions in the operational area. SPECTRA: During the reporting period
The computer must also have available most of the Laboratory's work in
information concerning the optical absorption spectroscopy was devoted to
properties of the terrains which con- a detailed study of ozone absorption
stitute the target background. The between 8.5 and 10.0 microns in the
computer program must include the infrared. Ozone is an important atmos-
dynamic aspects of the observer's pheric coi:stituent, and, although the
environment. With the system, very general nature of its absorption in this
comprehensive tactical problems can be spectral region has been known for
studied quickly and inexpensively, some time, its fine structure remained

undetermined until the AFCRL study.
By the end of the reporting period, the
esseitial constants required to deter-

INFRARED RADIATION STUDIES mine this structure had been estab-
lished.

AFORL's researc.1 involving infrared Two factors contributed to a solution
radiation can be divided into three of this problem: 1) the availability of
general areas of study. The first con- exceptionally high quality spectra with
cerns the interaction of infrared radia- the Laboratory's high resolution spec-
tion with the atmosphere, primarily in trometer, and 2) the extensive use of
the form of absorption. The second high-speed digital computers to handle
deals with the usc of infrared radiation the otherwise unmanageable computa-
to detect and identify targets by means tional work involved in the analysis of
of the infrared "signatures" produced an asymmetric molecule of this type.
by launch and reentry vehicles. The Approximately four thousand individ-
third area involves the optical and ual lines are produced when ozone
infrared backgrounds, such as natural absorbs infrared radiation, converting
and nuclear induced airglow, against the radiation to rotational-vibrational
which targets must be detected and energy. Manual computation of the
identified. frequencics and intensities of these

During tie past two years some of lines would be a task of prohibitive
the Laboratory's more notable progress proportions.
in infrared research included: 1) the Although there are two vibrational
first study of the fine structure of ozone bands contributing to the ozone absorp-
absorption in the 9.0 micron region, tion spectrum in the 8.5 - 10.0 micron
2) the first study of infrared airglow region, one is considerably stronger
emission, particularly that produced by than the other. As a result of the Lab-
hydroxyl ion formations, 3) successful oratory's study, it was discovered that
continuation of the program for meas- there is a strong interaction between
uring the infrared radiation of launch the two which produces serious inten-
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sity anomalies in the weaker band, and, seen on a dark night, but which is of
in fact, accounts for the characteristic course also present in the daytime.
features of that band. In addition, the (Other airglow studies are conducted
constants obtained in this study have by the Upper Atmosphere Physics Lab-
made possible the computation of oratory. See Chapter III.) Airglow
theoretical absorption contours which refers to optical and infrared radiation
agree with the observed contours to produced by chemical reactions between
well within the margin of experimental molecular constituents of the upper
error, atmosphere. These reactions may be

A second program in this same gen- generated by solar radiation or by
eral area is concerned with the meas- high speed particles from the sun or
urement of the absolute intensities of space. They may also be generated by
infrared absorption bands. The very a nuclear detonation in the upper
weak near infrared bands of carbon atmosphere. A study of the infrared
dioxide were measured by the pressure emission spectra of airglow reactions
broadening technique. (This is a tech- is being conducted.
nique in which absorption bands are During the two year reporting
broadened by placing the absorbing gas period, an important contribution to the
under very high pressure.) Ozone and understanding of airglow phenomena
water vapor band intensities are being was made by the Laboratory. The
determined by measuring their optical fundamental emission sequence of the
dispersion. Observations obtained with hydroxyl ion, the ion which is respon-
the interferometer built for this pur- sible for the most intense airglow
pose indicate that refractive index emission, was observed. This funda-

2 determinations accurate to 2 parts in mental sequence refers to the hydroxyl
10 million can be achieved, ion transitions from highly excited

ROLE OF HYDROXYL ION IN AIRGLOWs vibrational energy states to the next
One "background" which occurs in the lower state in which the energy lost in
infrared aerospace environment is air- going from the higher to the lower
glow - the faint luminosity of the sky state is emitted in the forin of infrared

The fine structure of the ozone
absorption spectrum around 9.0
microns was first determined by
AFCRL scientists. In this chart of
ozone absorptions the upper profile
was observed experimentally, while the
lower profile was calculated from
theory.
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radiation. The fundamental emission AFCRL study, the fundamental eris-
sequence of the hydroxyl ion had not sion sequence of the hydroxyl ion up to
been previously observed in airglow the transition from the 9th to the 8th
because the emitted radiation is in the vibrational energy level was observed.
infrared between 2.5 and 5.0 microns This transition produces infrared
and is drowned out by the high level of radiation with wavelengths around 5
infrared "background noise" in the microns. The transition from the 10th
region of the atmosphere where the air- to the 9th level, however, was not
glow reaction occurs. The AFCRL observed.
measurements of this sequence were This work has led AFCRL to
made by producing OH in a Laboratory formulate the following explanation of
reaction. one of the chemical reactions producing

The type of energy transitions which airglow: Atomic hydrogen, which is
produce hydroxyl emission are transi- relatively abundant at high altitudes,
tions among vibrational and rota;ional reacts with ozone to form hydroxyl ions
levels of the ground electronic state. In and molecules of diatomic oxygen. The
the case of the hydroxyl ion and other hydroxyl radicals formed are in an
molecules, there are only a certain num- excited vibrational energy state, and
ber of allowed quantum levels of vibra- make transitions to more stable energy
tional energy. For simplicity, these states, emitting their excess energies in
levels are given numbers. During the the form of optical and infrared radia-

tion. A given hydroxyl ion may jump
anywhere from 1 to 7 levels at a time in
going from an excited to a stable
energy state. However, the highest
level of energy to which it can be
excited by the reaction described above
is the 9th vibrational level. This
accounts for the fact that the 10-9
transition was not observed in the
AFCRL study.

OTHEfR AIRGLOW-PRODUCING REAC-
N TIONS: The phenomenon just described

is one of a number of chemiluminescent
reactions between atmospheric gases.
Other airglow-producing reactions
occur between atomic nitrogen and
ozone, atomic nitrogen and molecular
oxygen, nitric oxide (NO), and atomic

Infrared airglow has been observed for oxygen, and atomic nitrogen and nitro-
the first time in this AFCRL experi- gen dioxide (NO). The emission
ment. The above apparatus is used to
produce and measure hydroxyl s spectra of these reactions in the infra-
sions, which constitute the most intense red beyond 1 micron were studied forairglow. These emissions are produced the first time by AFCRL scientists dur-
when hydroxyl ions, formed by the ing this reporting period. Preliminary
reaction of ozone and hydrogen, gofrom excited energy states to a stable observations showed disagreement withstate. the generally accepted reaction mechan-
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isms for these systems, but not enough and would provide a resolution which
data have been taken so far to draw would be limited only by the signal-to-
further conclusions. These preliminary noise ratio in the radiation being
observations have, however, pointed up studied.
the effectiveness of infrared emission NUCLEAR-INDUCED BACKGROUNDS:

spectroscopy as a tool for identifying During the past reporting period, the
the types of radiating gas molecules nuclear-weapon-induced optical and
unambiguously and without disturb- infrared backgrounds measured during
ing the systems as do other methods Operation Dominic, part of the 1962
such as mass spectroscopy and chemical series of nuclear tests in the Pacific,
identification techniques. were reduced and analyzed to the point

The next goal of this research is to where comparisons with natural back-
determine the dipole moments of grounds and effects on defense systems
emitting hydroxyl ions and other could be accomplished. (A large part
c h e m i u m i n e s c e n t species. The of the Laboratory's effort during the
hydroxyl ion fundamental emission previous reporting period was devoted
spectra sequence was obtained with a to Operation Dominic, and the exten-
resolution of ten wave numbers, which sive measurement program which the
is not quite sufficient to get accurate Laboratory carried out during this test
integrated intensities from which to series is described in detail in the pre-
make dipole moment calculations. A vious report.)
molecule with a dipole moment has a During this reporting period, the
negative charge at one end and a jiosi- AFCRL study of radiant exposure from
tive charge at the othe.r, due to an high yield nuclear detonations was
asymmetric distribution of its protons expanded to include studies of specific
and electrons. The size of this dipole tactical techniques, both offensive and
moment depends on the distance of
charge separation and the magnitude of
the charges at each end. Dipole
moments affect both absorption and
emission spectra, and thus can be cal-
culated from these spectra, allowing
scientists to deduce the structure of a
molecule from a study of its spectrum.

To- obtain greater resolution with
sufficient "light gathering power" in
the measurement of infrared spectra,
the Laboratory has developed a field-
widened interferometer for the 2-12
micron region. In addition to this, the
possibility of increasing the resolution
of an interferogram beyond its gen-
erally accepted limits was studied. The
technique for doing this would make
use of an analytic property of the data In this chamber, airglow emissions are
itself, rather than depending nn the produced by bombarding atmospheric
path length provided by the instrument, gases with a stream of electrons.
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defensive, of interest to the Air Force. tially concerned .th atmospheric
A machine code, which takes into attenuation of infrared energy - pro-
account weapon output, height of deto- vides an indication of the stability and
nation, atmospheric transmissivity, homogeneity of the atmosphere. It also
cloud effects, and target characteristics, provides a means of checking the
was written. This code will allow pre- validity of atmospheric transmission
dictions of tactical effectiveness to be models.
made by computer. LAUNCH AND REENTRY RADIATIONs

INFRARED CELESTIAL BACKGROUNDi During the period, AFCRL continued
To study the nighttime infrared back- studies to determine the spectrum of
ground radiation of the sky, most of wavelength and intensity of infrared
which comes from the stars, a multi- radiation given off by particular types
band stellar photometer has been devel- of missiles during both the la!:nch and
oped, and has been used to obtain reentry phases of their flights. Such a
spectral energy distributions for a study is useful to the Air Force because
number of stars in the wavelength of its importance to optical and infra-
region between 3500 angstroms and 2.2 red missile detection and tracking tech-
microns. This program is currently niques. Both the plumes of rocket
being extended so that a large number exhaust which missiles trail as they
of stars, whose predicted emissions are ascend, and the glowing of reentering
strong in the infrared, can be studied. nose cones can be considered "signa-
Concurrently, data pertaining to atmos- tures" of the missile or nose cone, and
pheric transmission of infrared radia- can be helpful in discriminating
tion during nighttime hours are being between friendly and enemy missiles,
collected. Such data -which are essen- and between real and "dummy" war-

heads.
During the launch phase of its flight,

a missile plume of exhaust gives off a
spectrum of infrared and optical radia-
tion which is characteristic of that
particular missile. The difference
between the radiation spectra of differ-
ent missiles results from their different
nozzle shapes and their burning of
different fuels. Measurements of

- .- missile plume radiation can also yield
...." important information on engine

efficiency. In addition, such measure-
ments provide an experimental basis
for more theoretical studies of the
optical and infrared radiation produced
during cbemlcal combustion. These
studies, in turn, can give insight into

Two infrared telescopes atop AFCRL the reaction mechanisms of combus-
laboratory building at Hanscom Field tion.
are being used to map sources of
infrared energy in the sky. Mlost of During this reporting period, several
these sources are stars. series of flights to measure the radia-
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tion of various missile plumes were material it is composed of. Thus the
completed. These included the success- radiat-on emitted by nose cones during
ful completion of the scheduled series of reentry can be used as a "signature" by
four Atlas flights, six Titan II flights, which to identify them as friendly or
and two Agena flights. None of the enemy, and also to distinguish between
three Centaur flights which were sched- real and "dummy" warheads. In addi-
uled as part of this program have been tion, this radiation can be used to study
flown to date. the properties of the plasma sheath that

The pods carried aboard the Titan II surrounds vehicles reentering the
flights are a good example of the type earth's atmosphere.
of instrumentation used in the missile During this reporting period, optical
plume study. On each Titan were and infrared sensors designed at
mounted two cylinders about one foot AFCRL were placed aboard various
in diameter and three feet long. Each reentry vehicles, and data on the radia-
cylinder contained four infrared spec- tion they emitted during reentry were
trometers covering the spectrum telemetered to receivers on board air-
between 2.3 and 4.6 microns, three craft and ships in the reentry area. The
infrared radiometers, and a three-axis instruments used in this program
magnetometer for determining the
orientation of the cylinders as they fell
through the Titan's exhaust plume.
The first pod was released at 300,000

Z feet..and the second at 600,000 feet.
Two infrared radiometers were also
mounted on each Titan II so that they
pointed downward toward its exhaust
plume. These radiometers covered the
same spectral region as the sensors in
the drop-out pod, and thus made it pos-
sible to compare the radiation spectra
outside the plume with the spectra
inside it. The drop-out pods contained
their own power supplies and telemetry
systems, and radioed their data back to
various tracking stations along the
Atlantic missile range. Similar instru-
mentation, with minor variations, was
used in the studies of other missile
plun-e characteristics.

Much less is known about the spectra . .-
of optical and infrared radiationemitted by missile nose cones during Infrared radiation from a rocket's

exhaust plume can serve as a "signa-
reentry. Nose cones, like meteors, ture" for identifying the vehicle, and
become white-hot during reentry as an indicator of engine efficiency.
because of atmospheric friction. A nose The Laboratory has instrumented a

number of different vehicles, including
cone gives off particular kinds of radia- the Titan II shown here, to study their
tion which can indicate the kind of infrared characteristics.

~~Ih--
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included radiometers, spectrometers, densities or temperature in a plasma.
Langmuir probes, impedance probes, The Langmuir probe sets up a shock
and conduction gauges, in addition to wave of its own and might burn off in
the pressure, ablation, and motion a hypersonic flow field. Microwave
sensors usually included as part of a interferometers lack resolution. The
reentry test vehicle's instrumentation. in.erferometer technique can only

Nine of these specially instrumented measure average electron density pro-
nose cones are scheduled to be flown in viding no details on the variation of
the program. To date, three of these inhomogeneous plasmas.
have been flown. A follow-on program The ruby !aser plasma probe can
will utilize film recording sensors on measure the ei,;tron density distribu-
board recoverable nose cones. tion with a resolution of a cubic centi-

meter or less. It uses a 0.30 joule,
LASER PLASMA PROBE: Novel instru- Q-spoiled laser with a 1-cm diameter

mentation for studying the plasma beam and a pulse duration of 30 nano-
sheath which surrounds aerospace seconds.
vehicles reentering the earth's atmos- The highly promising probe is still
phere is being developed by General under Laboratory test, and development
Electric under contract to AFCRL. The has not yet reached the point of
instrumentation includes a laser probe implementation.
to measure the electron density in the INFRARED OFVICES: Work on the
flow field of a reentering hypersonic development of techniques for exploit-
vehicle. Simultaneously, and at the ing the far infrared region has con-
same points where electron density is tinued during the reporting period. A
measured, it can also measure the elec- new lamellar grating mount and grat-
tron temperature of the plasma. It does ing drive system was designed and con-
this with high resolution in portions of structed, and a liquid helium-cooled far
the flow field of interest. It does not infrared detection system which can
disrupt or modify the flow field, and it use either carbon bolometers or doped
has application to other plasma diag- germanium bolometers was built. (A
nostic requirements. bolometer measures the intensity of

A ruby laser transmits a small infrared radiation striking it by
(1/ inch diameter) beam of monochro- changes in its resistance.) In addition,
matic light through the plasma. At a measurement of the far infrared reflec-
point of interest along this beam, a tion spectra of semiconductor materials
spectrometer and sensitiv photomulti- was begun. The spectrum of magne-
plier tube observe the Doppler-broad- sium stannide has been determined.
ened scattered energy. These observa- In another area, a field widened
tions are then recorded on photographic interferometer has been developed
film by meaiis of an oscilloscope and which successfully employs the prin-
camera. ciples of optical heterodyning to reduce

The need for an improved plasma the information band width necessary
diagnostic probe has been recognized to produce spectrograms from the

S for some time. Devices such as the Fourier transformation of interfero-
classical Langmuir probe or microwave grams. This instrument has been used
interferometer have certain undesirable to obtain spectra of extremely weak,
effects when used to measure electron diffuse sources of helium emission.

U._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Studies have also been carried out on
the effects of the state of coherence of
radiation on the spectral scanning func-
tion of conventional spectrometers
used to analyze this radiation.

The development of effective horizon
seekers for the stabilization of space-
craft and satellites is a prime research .'

objective of the Laboratory.. This ' k

objective led to an extensive series of
obsei'ations of the radiation emitted
or scattered in the vicinity of the
earth's horizon. From these measure-
ments, the Laboratory hopes to deter-
mine the optimum spectral regions
around which effective satellite horizon
seekers could be designed. To carry out This new far-infrared spectrometer
the study, the Laboratory developed with laniellar grating (shown at right)
a satellite-borne spectroradiometer will be used by AFCRL scientists to
which measures the radiation gradient study the electromagnetic spectrum

between 50 microns and several milli-
of the horizon with a spatial resolution meters.
of 1/10 of a degree throughout the
spectrum from 2000 angstroms to 40
microns. microns in the far infrared.

UNMANNED SATELLITE MEASURE- The first satellite in the OV series,
MENTS: During the reporting period, OV-1, was launched on 21 January

the first measurements using an inter- 1965, from Vandenburg AFB, Califor-
ferometer-spectrometer aboard a satel- nia, but failed to a.ihieve orbit. The
lite were. made. The AFCRL-designed program calls for a total of seven

sensor was pointed toward the earth launches in 1965 and 1966.
and measured infrared radiation in the PARTICIPATION IN PROJECT GEMINIZ

5 to 15 micron region. During the Gemini 5 and 7 flights, both
Sensors to cover a much broader scheduled for 1965 launch, project

spectral range have been designed by astronauts will perform a series of opti-
the Laboratory to be carried aboard the cal experiments designed by AFCRL.
OV (Orbiting Vehicle) series of Air Spectral and radiometric measurements
Force satellites. Each will carry a of the distribution of radiant energy
variety of experimental packages for will be made of the earth and sky back-
general environmental studies (many grounds and of the radiation emitted by
of these packages designed by scientists a missile during launch and in flight.
in other AFCRL laboratories). The Measurements will also be made of
Optical Physics Laboratory has radiation emitted by an object ejected
designed a number of optical and infra- from the Gemini vehicle, and by
red radiation sensors that can measure individual celestial bodies such as the
radiation across a very broad spectral moon, and a star or planet.
range extending from 2000 angstroms During the period, AFCRL designed
(0.2 microns) in the ultraviolet to 30 the instruments for these experiments

-= =Z ... .fJ
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and integrated them into the space-
craft. A special handbook of ins.iuc-
tions for the Gemini astronauts who
will conduct the experiments was also
prepared. AFCRL will perform the
data reduction and analysis after the
experiments have been performed.

The -,-es to be used in the experi-
ments inclucie: 1) a 30 filter radiome-
ter that can cover from 0.2 microns
in the ultraviolet to 20 microns in the
far infrared, 2) a dual interferometer-
spectrometer that can scan from one to
three microns and from three to 13
microns simultaneously, and 3) an 8-13
im i c r o n interferometer-spectrometer

W-f Tw that is cryogenically cooled by liquid
neon- the first time a cryogenic
system has been used aboard a satellite.
It will be used to measure the spectral
distribution of radiation emitted by aThis cryogenically-cooled infrared tagtecedfo hGmiivil.

spectrometer, developed by AFCRL t target ejected from the Gemini vehicle.
be carried aboard Gemini 5 and 7, will
be used by astronauts to measure
radiation from objects in space, such
as the target shown in front of a LIGHT SOURCES
Gemini capsule in the illustration
below. The Laboratory is investigating two

types of light sources. The more
familiar of the two is the laser. The
laser research program is not concerned
with laser devices as such - but with
understanding fundamental laser
properties.

The other source, a unique and
highly efficient arc-light, was put to a
number of uses, including use as a light
source for high speed, high repetition
rate photography. Work on this light
was begun before the laser was

, invented in the hope that it could be
used as a light source for an optical

,_ radar system. Although its application
in an optical radar system is no longer

N:-, .actively considered, the AFCRL arc-
light has found several other applica-

S tions in both research and applied
technology.

--
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LASER DYNAMICS: Most of AFCRL's spond to the different frequencies of
laser research involves experimental the various axiai mode numbers.)
and theoretical studies of optically- Furthermore, the total width of the
pumped solid lasers. During the last confocal spectrum is only about one
reporting period, the focus of this tenth that of the plane-mirror. 3) In
research was the study of high-order the confocal configuration, both the
transverse modes (those in which the aperture and far-field distributions are
distribution of light in the laser has uniform blobs of much larger extent
nodes on any plane perpendicular to the than would be expected, from a con-
light beam) in ruby lasers. This study sideration of its modes. It turns out
greatly clarified the relationship that these lasers are not coherent in the
between the optical quality of a laser same sense as plane-mirror, or the
material and the generation of beat usual gas, lasers. Nevertheless, they
frequencies by the interference of dif- have strong advantages for some
ferent modes. The experimental work, applications. 4) Perhaps the most
which involved several techniques for puzzling characteristic of confocal
examining the output of a laser, solid laser.3 is that their spiking shows
resulted in a significant advance in the extreme regularity, in contrast to
understanding of the oscillation process plane-mirror solid lasers which release
in plane-mirror lasers. their energy in a short series of bursts

During the past two years, the Lab- or "spikes" having very irregular
oratory's laser research has shifted to intensity and spacing.

2 a study of solid lasers having a spheri- This experimentation has led to the
cally curved mirror, instead of a plane development of a theory of confocal
mirror, at each end. This configuration laser operation which differs from the
is called "confocal" when the mirrors theory of plane-mirror lasers in a num-
are separated by a distance equal to ber of particulars. Both theories rest
their radius of curvature and thus have on the same foundation- an energy
a common focal point halfway between balance equation, which describes the
them. The Laboratory's research relationship between energies carried
uncovered, and took large steps toward by the various relevant subsystems of n
explaining, some profound, surprising, laser (the excitable atoms, the various
and initially puzzling differences electromr.gnetic cavity modes). But the
between the behavior of plane-mirror AFCRL theory reinterprets a single-
solid lasers and curved-mirror solid mode equation to apply it to the highly
lasers. multi-mode situation encountered in

Some of these differences are: 1) confocal solid lasers. It relates the
Beat frequencies produced by the inter- differences between the plane-mirror
ference of transverse modes and rang- and confocal configurations to the fact
ing from tens to hundreds of mega- that plane-mirror operation consists of
cycles have been observed in plane- the oscillation of a few wcl!-defined
mirror, but not in confocal, ruby modes at a time, while confocal opera-
lasers. 2) Most, unexpectedly, the tion always consists of a great many
spectrum of a good confocal ruby modes at a time. The AFCRL theory
laser is continuous and shows none of also applies to non-AFCRL experi-
the sharp lines of a plane-mirror ruby ments. For example, it appears to
laser's spectrum. (These lines corre- explain some recently published results
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concerning the regularity of spiking of ometer and observing fringe shifts
a laser consisting of several flat-mirror versus time with a fast camera as the
rods in series, imperfectly aligned, as laser rod (without mirrors on the ends)
well as a remarkable older result -the w, s being pumped. A confocal ruby
elimination of spiking in a special laser (described above) was used as a
curved-mirror configuration. light source, and this proved to be the

THERMAL EFFECTS IN SOLID LASERS: key to the successful series of measure-

Mode hopping, large beam divergence, ments.

and high losses are characteristics of A convex distortion of approximately
ruby lasers. Since these could originate one half wavelength was observed in a

from thermal effects caused by ,apid, 1, inch by 2 inch ruby rod with rough
nonuniform absorption of a iarge sides when pumped with a helical flash
quantity of heat, an extensive program lamp at threshold pumping energy.

was undertaken to investigate these Thp distortion becomes much worse if
effects in ruby and glass la rs. The either a straight flash lamp or a laser

method of rieasurement involved rod with polished sides is used, since

placing the laser rod to be tested in one both of these features aid in focusing
arm of a Twyman-Green interfer- the pump light to a greater degree in

the center of the laser rod. It becomes
worse if higher pump energies are used.

Several measurable characteristics in
the experiment (total optical expan-
sion, distortion decay time) agree with
appropriate heat transfer theory. One
other characteristic bears mentioning,
however, since it is a new phenomenon
in ruby: between 40 and 100 milli-
seconds after the pump light is extin-
guished, scattering occurs which is so
severe that roughly 3/ of the energy is
lost from the probing beam. The strik-
ing feature of this is the long delay
time before its oc,.urrence. This is not
understood and is being pursued
further.

These studies serve to emphasize the
necessity of uniform pumping of laser
rods if small beam divergence is to be
obtained. They also make evident a
new phenomenon in ruby which war-
rants further investigation: thermally

A Output of a confocal ruby laser was induced scattering.
photographed to test the validity of
the AFCRL theory of confocal solid
laser dynamics. Each spot represents NANOSECOND LIGHT PULSES: A
light emerging at a particular angle powerful arc-light, which has been
during one "spike" (lasting 50 bil-
lionths of a second) of the laser's under development at AFCRL for the
output. past several years, is finding an increas-

_zgi- -
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ing number of applications. Called the
"Nanolite" because its flash duration is
measured in nanoseconds (billionths of
a second), this device can generate up
to 50,000 short, brilliant pulses per
second. The Nanolife represents an "
order of magnitude improvement over
conventional flash lamps for a number , * . ..

of applications, such as ultrahigh-speed
photography, which require extremely
brilliant, short-duration flashes. In
addition, the Nanolite is compact and
inexpensive because it doesn't need the
complex electronic circuitry usually .
required for high repetition-rate flash- '0. A.
ing.

The heart of the device is a novel
capacitor capable of discharging its
energy in a sudden burst. The result-
ing pulse has a sharp vertical rise to
maximum and an equally sharp decay
time. This is a difficult requirement
because the magnetic fields generated -- '

by electric currents set up inductances 4 .
wvhich oppose the flow of current and *

thus prevent a rapid discharge of
energy. The coaxial capacitor is almost
inductance-free. By varying the capa-
citance and thus the energy stored in - .

the capacitor, the length of time for a .. ... 
discharge through the arc channel can
be varied.

Flashes as short as one nanosecond
have been produced. The brightest
flashes have a brilliance exceeding 30
million candles per square cm, making
the Nanolite the brightest non-laser .' ,..-...
source yet developed.

Although it requires current densi-
ties in the arc channel of over 10 .*"*

million amperes per square cm to
achieve this brightness, the Nanolite
has a nearly unlimited lifetime because
the extremely short duration of its The tiniest droplets in an atomized

flashes prevents electrode heating and water jet show clear definition in this
series of ultra-high-speed photographs

erosion. This combination of charac- taken using the AFCRL Nanolite as a
teristics makes the Nanolite suitable light source.

SI - .
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for a wide range of potential applica- demonstration of its ca~ability in this
tions in addition to high-speed photog- area. The pictures yielded complete
raphy. Among these applications are: and accurate information on the
1) as a light source for flash photolysis motions of particles in the spray.
- the study of chemical reactions pro-
duced by light, 2) for measuring the
response times of photodetectors, 3)
for studying recombination phenomena JOURNAL ARTICLES/BOOKS

in the afterglow of an electric arc, and JULY 'B"8 - JUNE 1965

4) its extremely short current pulse
can be used to drive diode lasers for a C ra tioS of P.Determination of th~e Thcrmal Diffusion
hi h power output at room tempera- Coefficient for Liquid Ammonia Using
ture, this being an application to which Pulsed Neutron Techniques
MIT's Lincoln Laboratory has already J. Nucl. Energy

put the Nanolite. V',l. 18, No. 6 (June 1964).

Recently, the Nanolite was used as a ELTERMAN, L.forently t h ih r e -at a Atmospher*c Aerosol Observations v'
light source for high repetition-rate Searchlight Probing
photography of fluid atomization. The J. Atm. Sci., Vol. 21, No. 4 (July 1964).
Nanolite is ideally suited for this p, Reprint AFCRL 64-863.

Representative Ozone Distributona fr
pose because of the small size of the Atmospheric Trawmission Studies
particles involved. Although atomizd Applied Optics
droplets travel at the relatively slow Vol. 3, No. 5 (May 1964).

Parameters for Attenuation in the
speed of about 100 feet per second, they Atmoopheric Windows for 15 Wavelengtha
travel a sizeable fraction of their 0.2 Applied Optics, Vol. 3, No. 6 (June 1964).

mm diameters in a few hundred nano- Reprint AFCRL 64-12.
Rayleigh and Extinction Coeffleients toseconds. Therefore, exposure times in 50 Km for the Region 0.27 to 0.55 Microns

the 25 nanosecond range are needed to Applied Optics
photograph them with a sharp defini- Vol. 3, No. 10 (October 1964).
tion. FISCHER, H.

What makes the Nanclite particu- Natosecond Pulses of Very Low Impedance
larly attractive for this kind f photog- proc. IEEE, Vol. 35, No. 5
raphy, in addition to the short duration (May 1965).
Df its flashes, is the fact that it flashes FxsCEaR, H. J. and FRITZSCHEP, A.,

(University of Darmstadt, Germany)
automatically up to 50,000 times per Simple High Speed Kinematography of
second when powered by a simple, Nanosecond Exposure
compact, battery-operated D.C. souice, Applied Optici (November 1964).
and that its flashes are equally spaced. FISCHER, H., GALLAGHER, C. C., TANDY, P.
This self-pulsing or "free-firing" capa- Improved Nanosecond Light Sources
bility eliminates most of the expense of Proc. 6th International Congress on

High-Speed Photography, Editors;high repetition-rate photography, J. G. A. de Graaf and P. Tegelaar,

A -which generally goes for the complex Tjeenk Willinkhaarlem, Holland (1963).

electronic circuitry required to produce FISCHER, H., RosE, H.
a series of short, evenly spaced current Nanosecond Time Responses for Different
pulses to power the light source. The Indium Antimonide Photodetectors
strip of pictures which was tak-n of Developments in Al.plied Spectroscopy,

Vol. 2, Editors: J. R. Ferraro andfluid atomization using the Nanolite for J. S. Ziomek, Plenum Press, N. Y.a light source provided an impressive (1963).
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FiscnER, H. and RUEPPEL, W. B. SCHWEITZER, P. E.
(A. D. Little, Cambridge) Spiking and Mode.Structure of Solid.
Afterglow Tad:Is and Stability of High Staie Lasers
Density Nanosecond Arc Chattne!s J. Appl. 'Math and Phys.,
Applied Optics (April- May 1964). Vol. 16, No. 1 (1965).
Reprint AFCRL 64-781.
Afterglow Tails and Stability of STICKLEY, C. M.

High-Density Nanosecond Are Channels Optical Quality and Radiation Pattor-s of
Compteo Rendus De La 6th Conference Ruby Lasers
Internationals Sur Les Phenomenes Applied Optics, Vol. 2
D'lonisation Dans Les Gaz, Vol. 1, (August 1963).
Editors: P. Hubert and E. Cremien-Alean, A Study of Transverse Modes of Ruby Lasers
Paris (1964). Using Beat Frequency Detection and Fast
Applied Optics, Vol. 3 (June 1964). Photography

Applied Optics, Vol. 3 (August 1964).
GALLAGHER, C. C., TANDY, P. C., Reprint AFCRL 64-434.
GOLDSTFIX,, B. S., WELOCH, J. D.I B. S., L CH, 3.D.STICKLEY, C. M. and BRADBURY, R. A.
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Reprint AFCRL 64-687. WALKER, R. G. and D'AGATI, A.

HOWARD, J. N. Infrared Stellar IrradianceApplied Optics, Vol. 3
Errors in Infrared Absorption Measurements (November 1964).

z Due to Wall Absorption of Water Vapor

Applied Optics, Vol. 2 (November 1963).
Teacher's Guide for Radiation:
Sun and Earth
J. Am. Meteorol. Soc.
(Sentember 1964).
An Appraisal of Rayleigh
Applied Optics, Vol. 3, No. 10 (October 1964).
Reprint AFCRL 64-913.
John William Strutt, Third PAPIEIS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
Baron Rayleigh; and
The Optics Papers of John W. Strutt, Third JULY 1963 - JUNK 1963

Baron Rayleigh; and BLOCK, L. C.
Eleanor Mildred Sidgwick and the Rayleighs Spectral Reflectance and Albedo
Applied Optics (October 1964). Measuremnts of the Earth from

High Altitudes
HOWARD, J. N. and GABING, J. S. Mtg. Opt. Soc. of Am.,
Infrared Transmission Along a Slant Path in Chica.go, Ill. (23-25 October 1963).
the Atmosphere Inflight Mo.ulation Radiometric
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Reprint AFCRL 64-484. BLOCK, L. C., BAND, H. E., DANA, E. K.

MARK, W. P Spectral Radiation Measurements of the
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A Demountable Electron Tube for In-Flight IR Spectral Radiance Measurements
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CLOUGH!, S., KNIEZYS, F. (Block Assoc.) SAKAI, H.

Vibrations Rotation Analysis of the I and The Effect of Coherence on the Slit Function
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Test and evaluation of experimental

integrated computer circuits is a deli-
cate operation, often requiring
jeweler's techniques. The silicon wafer
being tested here contains 2200
insulated gate, field-effect transistors.

IZ
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The program of the Data Sciences
Laboratory centers on the processing,
transmission, display and use of
information. Much attention is there-
fore focused on computers. One impor-
tant aspect of the Laboratory's com-
puter research program is that of
making more effective and efficient use
of computers. Computers are capable
of many more tasks than they presently
perform.

A sizeable segment of the Labora-
tory's effort is therefora devoted to
computer programming and languages.
The goals are to achieve more effective
man-machine relationships, to com-
municate better with computers, to
improve decision-making capabilities,
and to uncover techniques whereby
computers can directly assimulate a
variety of non-numerical data.

The Laboratory is also looking ahead
to future generations of machines. In
this general category falls research on
biological systems, consisting of studies
of the electrical structures of the brain.
From this effort, the Laboratory hopes
to find clues as to how the brain so
effectively collects, processes and
retrieves information. The Laboratory
is also looking into new computer logic
structures. Here, research consists of
network analysis and computer logic
networks of increased flexibility and
efficiency.

The third major category of Labora-
tory activities, a category that some-
times overlaps the others, is communi-
cations -- particularly the transmission
of audio-visual information. A large
continuing effort is devoted to speech
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research. This research involves both
the physio;,.gical mechanisms of human
speech production and the machine
processing of speech signals. One goal
of the speech research program is that
of transmitting speech over extremely
narrow bandwidths. For a similar
purpose - that of bandwidth reduction
-the Laboratory is investigating tele-
vision transmissions. Here the goal is
to transmit pictures over narrow chan-
nels with a minimum of degradation in
picture quality. Finally, the Laboratory
is investigating the problem of trans-
mitting coded messages with maximum
reliability and with minimum redun-
dancy. This work falls into the cate-
gory of error-correcting codes anderror detection. More effective computer programs can

greatly enhance the performance ofData processing techniques and con- existing computers, resulting in a great
munications are at the very core of saving in computer time. Much of the
most large Air Force systems. The effort of the Data Sciences Laboratoryis devoted to the development of more
research program of the Laboratory is, effective programs.

therefore, centered on basic technologi-
cal requirements of the Air Force.

here is to make him less dependent on
the conventional machine programmer.

COMPUTER LANGUAGES The second approach is that of
developing techniques whereby the user

The outstanding computer problem is can directly instruct the computer to

that of communicating with them. The perform certain operations at various
Laboratory is looking into methods to times during the computational process

obtain closer and more natural inter- - an approach known as on-line use of

action between man and nachine. To computers. This results in close inter-

improve the man-machine interface, action between man and machine,

two related lines of inquiry are being bringing about a cooperative man-

pursued. machine effort in solving problems.

One of these is the design of user- LANGUAGES IN PERSPECTIVE, This
oriented (as against machine-oriented) section does not deal specifically with
programming languages that will pro- the Laboratory's program, but is
vide maximum convenience to the user, inserted to provide background infor-
and that will permit him to outline his mation necessary to an understanding
program for machine computation in of the kinds of problems the Laboratory
a language that is as close as possible is dealing with.
to the way he would describe his prob- For those outside the field of com-
lem in natural language. The objective puter research, few technical areas are

N
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more obscure than "computer lan- grams. Compiling occupies a signifi-
guages." The very names of the special cant part of the activities of a large-
c o m p u t e r languages - A L G 0 L, scale machine, often consuming on the
COBOL, FORTRAN, LISP and.so on - order of 30 percent of the useful
have an uninviting quality. The machine time. Thus, compiling adds
unfamiliar terminology used to discuss considerably to the duration and, there-
computer languages- and worse- fore, the cost of machine use.
familiar terminology in unfamiliar con- Nevertheless, the advantages of
text, often leaves the uninitiated reader problem-oriented programming lan-
hopelessly confused. The confusion is guages are striking. First, they bring
compounded by the fact that much of the computer program into close rela-
the research on computer languages tionsbip to the problem as seen by the
involves computer analysis, and this user; second, one instruction in the
analysis brings into play the formula- programming language text usually
tion of special computer programs for implies a large number of individual
the study of these languages. computer instructions which are auto-

All internal information in the matically detailed in the compiling
machine is couched in abstract process; and, last, the use of a proper
machine code that has no direct relation programming language automates a
to the problem the machine is working number of tedious housekeeping tasks
on. To run a specific problem on a which must be done explicitly when
machine, a scientist not thoroughly programming in machine code.
familiar with computers will have to Problem-oriented languages used to
use the intermediate services of an converse with machines are still far
analyst and a programmer. The user remote from ordinary conversation.
is in effect separated by a great dis- In fact, some of the major program-
tance from the machine. To shorten ming language manuals run to hun-
this distance, "problem-oriented lan- dreds of pages containing vast num-
guages" have been created to make it bers of rules which have to be followed
possible for the user to state his prob- meticulously.
lem, or, more precisely, specify the The goal of present research in pro-
desired procedure, to the machine in a gramming languages is evident from
form as closely as possible related to these shortcomings. Languages should
the form in which he would state the be more universally applicable, thereby
problem for his own use. reducing the number of languages used,

A large number of such languages and closer to natural language. Also
have come into use, among the best needed are efficient means of transla-
known being FORTRAN (FORmula tion from various languages into
TRANslation), and ALGOL (ALGe- machine codes as well as from one lan-
braic Oriented Language). Problem- guage to the other. Yet adequate solu-
oriented languages are machine-inde- tions, necessarily compromises, have to
pendent -that is, they can be used by be found if computers are to play the
any type of machine. But programs roles of which they are capable.
written in a problem-oriented language This has led to intensive research in
must nevertheless be translated into the the science of formal languages and
internal language of a particular their syntax and grammar. Such ques-
machine. This is done by compiler pro- tions as equivalence of statements in
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1J I l| 11 applicable to natural language -for

example, English. For ideal communi-
cation between man and machine, both
would converse freely, without transla-
tors, in E nglish.

:1 GRAMMARS AND COMPILERS: In the
foregoing section, it was seen that a

-s oj source language -- for example,
I j' I COBOL- must be trz nslated into a

form that is acceptable %o a particular
computer, and that such translation

- requires compilers. A compiler is
usually a machine program designed
for a particular type of computer and
a particular source language.

If the same source language is to be

Development of improved computer used with another machine, a special
languages is a cooperative scientist- compiler for the second machine must
computer endeavor. Procedures worked be used, since a compiler developed for
out by the scientist at his desk are one machine cannot usually be used
later tested, verified, and perhaps
improved upon by the computer. with another. The development of a

compiler is a task of large proportions
and costly.

Ideally, one would wish to be able to
program any machine in any source
language one chooses and, conversely, a
given source language should be freely
translatable into any needed machine
code. By separating those components
of the translation process that are
common to all translations between
any source-target language pairs, and
those that are peculiar to a specific
pair - that is, the syntactic and lexical
descriptions of the languages in ques-
tion - one arrives at so-called syntax-
directed computers. These compilers
are adaptable to large classes of source
target language pairs with much less
effort than it would take to construct
special purpose compilers. Work at
AFCRL has been proceeding success-

different languages, translatability and fully to implement this type of compiler
relative efficiency, and effective ways efficiently and economically.
of syntactic analysis are in the fore- Work in the Data Sciences Labora-
ground of present research. One sees tory is directed toward the analysis of
that many of these topics are just as the rules of formulation (grammars)

------
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and the structural similarities of the diagrams a given sentence in all pos-
various source languages -English as sible ways. The procedure used is gen-
well as the artificial languages. Specifi- eral in that it is not merely valid for a
cally, AFCRL work centers on the fol- particular grammar but is equally
lowing problems: 1) What type of applicable to any transformational
grammar is appropriate to define par- grammar satisfying certain conditions.
ticular languages and assign to them Although in its present form it is too
adequate structural descriptions? 2) slow to permit practical use in an
What are the theoretical properties of information processing system, the
the various types of grammars that are program is useful to linguists engaged
of practical significance? 3) What pro- in writing and investigating large
cedures can be found for efficiently transformational grammars.
de3termining the structural description In general, transformational gram-
of a language with respect to a gram- mars provide essential semantic infor-
mar of a certain type? and 4) How can mation with a minimum of ambiguity
the structural descriptions be mapped and grammatical rules. They provide
into equivalent machine code pro- one of the most promising approaches
grams? to more natural communication with a

In the first area, the Laboratory is computer.
investigating the utility of context.free In the second area, investigations
grammars in defining current program- have been directed to the considerations
ming languages and the utility of trans- of properties of context-free languages
forrnational grammars in defining lan- and more powerful general rewriting
guages closer to English. Transforma- systems. These general rewriting
tional grammar is the best descriptor systems provide considerably more
of natural languages, such as English, descriptive power than the ordinary
that has been proposed to date. As less context-free grammars. In particular,
and less restricted subsets of English context-sensitive grammars are prop-
are considered as possible programming erly included among the general
languages, the demand for a formal rewriting systems. The results obtained
English grammar that assigns more have application to the construction of
useful structural descriptions will recognizers for phrase-structure lan-
increase. guages (context-free and context-

Transformational grammars assign sensitive).
structural descriptions that reflect each Several efforts are being conducted in
of the possible meanings or interpreta- the third area. In one study several of
tions of a sentence. In order to use the more prominent procedures for
transformational grammar, it is neces- syntactic analysis of programs written
sary to have a procedure for finding all in a context-free language were pre-
possible structural descriptions of a cisely specified in terms of equivalent
sentence. The Laboratory has devel- computer programs. These programs
oped a computer program for doing were simulated on the UNIVAC M-460
this which is the first mechanization of computer and actual LISP and ALGOL
such a procedure to have been devel- programs analyzed in order to deter-
.-)ped. This program is written in the mine the relative efficiencies of alterna-
LISP programming language for the tive context-free recognition algo-
AFCRL UNIVAC M-460 computer. It rithms.

-0114
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ON-LINE USE OF COMPUTERS: For This leads again to the development
certain kinds of problems, the optimum of special programming languages.
situation is one in which the computer The Laboratory's program was devel-
and the user jointly bring to bear their oped partly as a vehicle for the study
respective talents on the solution of the of the problems involved in the design,
problem. In this situation there is close implementation, and use of such on-line
interaction between the computer and programming systems and partly to
the user at various stages of the prob- develop tools useful in attacking other
lem-solving process. Widespread inter- problems. The M-460 computer at
est has been shown recently in the use AFCRL has been used in all of this
of computers in such a manner. Such work. An assembly-language program-
on-line use of computers requires pro- ming and operating system for the
gramming languages permitting easy M-460, oriented completely toward on-
discourse with the machine. The user line use, was constructed. This contains
must have means to specify his inten- a macro-assembler, editing program,
tions to the computer, and thc corn- and a flexowriter-controlled debugging
puter must provide information in a program permitting examination and
suitable form. change of programs in assembly lan-

guage, insertion of program break-
points, and various other features
Building on this debugging program,
a more elaborate assembly-language
debugging program with quite novel
features, was later developed. It per-

,_ ,mits insertions into or deletions from
the program being debugged with

Sappropriate relocation of the remainder
of the program.

In the area of higher-level languages
for communications between user and
machine, a complete version of the
LISP programming language with
debugging features especially designed
for on-line use, such as breakpoints
and more selective tracing, was
implemented on the M-460. The trans-
formational grammar recognizer men-
tioned above was developed using this
LISP system and was debugged far
more rapidly than would have been
possible with conventional methods.
While debugged on-line, this recogni-

AFCRL's Cambridge computer, by tion program itself makes no essential
today's standards a rathe" small and use of interaction with the user.
slow computer, has neverth.less been An example of a program in which
used extensively for research in the interaction is essential is one using
translation of artificial languages to
more natural user-oriented languages. LISP to test a context-free grammar

I;3
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and the associated rules. The grammar ments as possible lines for trying to
and translation rules together make up achieve a proof. Also there is an easily
a syntax-directed compiler. The pro- understandable interpretation of the
gram permits the user to apply his Herbrand expansion (a highly formal
syntax and translation rules to test approach to theorem proving) in
certain cases. Working closely with the geometry. Since the central problem
computer, the user can examine the of this approach to theorem proving is
results, modify the syntax and transla- the selection of the proper Herbrand
tion rules, test them again, ask the elements, this interpretation will
computer to examine special cases and greatly simplify the search for effective
so on, until he has arrived at a satis- selection heuristics.
factory result. The convenience and The principal limitation on what can
economy of this procedure is in striking be accomplished is the complexity of
contrast to conventional procedures. the procedures that must be formalized

in an effective programming language.
rHEOREM-PROVING: The foregoing is The LISP language which has been

concerned with general aspects of corn- implemented on the M-460 during 1964
puter languages and programming. is being used in this research. A pro-
Special computer programs are formu- gram has been written which is capabl
lted, of course, for a wide variety of of proving easy theorems.

specific purposes. Although the focus
of the work is not on computer Ian-
giges and programs as such, the work,
nevertheless, provides sharper insight RECOGNITION PROCESSES

into programming processes. One such
program of interest to the Laboratory Recognition is a prerequisite for man's
is that of theorem-proving. Proving survival in his environment. By exam-
theorems in some well-defined theory is ining a pertinent part of the universe
an intellectual, even creative task. - objects, situations, sound signals -
Where theorem-proving is performed he takes "measurements," receives an
by a machine, the machine may be said "input," and then sees whether his sets
to exhibit artificial intelligence, a term of measurements contain certain
applied to any machine performance invariant characteristics, a "pattern,"
that in human terms could be said to that allows him to classify this input as
require a certain amount of intelligent having a specified significance to him.
thinking. Nevertheless, a prior condi- Humans are extismely proficient at thi9
tion to this performance is the develop- sort of thing; machines are not. The
ment of an effective program. Data Sciences Laboratory and research-

At AFCRL particular attention was ers at other places are heavily engaged
directed toward the proof of plane in research on various recognition
geometry theorems by computer. This processes.
field was chosen for several reasons. In attempting to recognize and
First, it offers a particular "semantic" classify patterns, there is an infinite
heuristic tool. True statements must multiplicity of ways by which objects, J
hold in any example diagram. Inspec- situations and physical processes might
tion of the example diagram helps to be described. The primary problem,
eliminate untrue intermediate state- therefore, is to discover se s of invar-

A
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MODEL OF VISUAL PURCUPTIONi
t No mechanism has more tenaciouslyb. defied description than that whereby

R a the brain receives, stores, processes and
0 1 . retrieves information. Many models of

Z VC ", the mechanism have been postulated.
4?0 d A An outstanding common limitation to

G pA them all is that none has led to a means
3 4 0% D € for validation through testing. An

Vt AFCRL technique which concerns only
Q ,4 -. j the processing of visual information is

S. ,
" being explored by machine simulation.

"1 b' ' g. The technique was inspired by cer-
e e taiii properties of living neural net-

Sworks - but the resultant model is one
U G which only claims that the brain could

L 10 function in a certain way, not that it

N does in fact function in the way
described by the model. Logically, from
the standpoinL of the design of o-uip-

Character recognition is only one ment for recognizing patterns, it
aspect of research on recognition doesn't make too much difference
processes. One goal of character whether the model conforms to actual
recognition is identifying letters of all
fonts, sizes and orientations, processes of the brain or not. What is

important from the standpoint of appli-
cation is whether or not the model could

iant attributes which d'escribe the pat- lead to an effective pattern recognition
tern or process in the simplest and technique.
most effective way according to a set In this model a pattern is not recog-
of specified criteria. Both the common nized as a whole instantaneously. The
attributes of diverse types of sensory original in all its complexity is trans-
data and the distinctive attributes of a formed into a simple residual pattern
particular type of data are sought. - but the transformation takes place

Three Laboratory efforts are directly as a function of time. Knowledge of
focused on the problem. These are con- the rate of transformation of the
cerned with: 1) a generalized study of various parts of the original pattern
a model for the recognition of visual with time is an essential feature of the
patterns of all kinds which may have model. As a rough analogy of the role
some subtle behavioral analogy to the of time, one might use the example of
way the brain recognizes and classifies music. If all the notes of a score are

_4 ,patterns, 2) techniques for the identifi- sounded instantaneously, the pattern of
cation of alphanumeric characters, and the score becomes meaningless. Only
3) general statistical procedures of when they otcur in ordered sequence,
machine extraction of the invariant is the score recognized.
attributis of data of all types - visual, One of the basic notions of this
electromagnetic signals, meteorological, scheme is that of a "propagation space"
and so on. into which the unknown pattern is
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impressed, stimulating a set of elements
in this space. (These elements could be

neurons.) From each element the
stimulus propagates to its neighbors
with a constant propagation velocity,
zero attenuation, and a definite time
interval during which an element, once
stimulated, cannot fire again. Thus, for
example, signals emanating from differ-
ent locations of the input pattern tend

to extinguish each other; on the other
hand blemishes, such as gaps in nor-
mally continuous lines, are eliminated.

Observation of the lines along which - .
extinction occurs as a function of time -
has proven a powerful tool to arrive at - -
simplified and generalized descriptions
of the input object. Complex objects
and amorphous shapes that have no
simple geometric descriptions - such
as clouds - are transformed into a fe,
simple lines. These lines most often
bear no resemblance to the original
object. The result is a more concise
representation of topological features.
Although the concept itself is still
under study, one specific application is
being explored. The process is understudy as a means for the automatic A pattern transformation process is

depicted above in which a figure gen-
analysis of cloud photographs from erates a propagation process analogous
weather satellites, to the wavefront of a grassfire. The

The current research program for locus of corners (showa by the dotted
lines) and their times of occurrence

this study is broken into three main provide a simple zesidual pattern
parts: 1) theoretical studies of the which can be use& k derive the

basic properties of the model, its capa- original figure.

bilities and limitations, 2) search for
appropriate methods of implementa- CHARACTER RKCOGNITION: T w o
tion, and 3) simulation of the procers techniques for the recognition of
by special equipment or by computer to printed characters, described briefly in
arrive at an experimental assessment the previous AFCRL report, were
of the extent of the capability and further refined during the period.
limitations of the concept. Computer simulation and experiments

Two simulators capable of making have demonstrated both of these
transformations from complex to more schemes to have considerable power.
simple geometries have been con- The first of these, called the para-
structed and are currently under inves- propagation classifier, consists of a
tigation. matrix of identical, intercommunicat-
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_________electric bulbs with the letter "A," for
example, defined by unlighted bulbs..:.: .: ...'... .. ........... ... The cells are capable of directed,

......-. cell-to-cell propagation of change of
state, with the propagation beginning
at any one of the four outside edges of
the matrix and continuing across the

.... .. . matrix. The propagation is blocked at
"-: .... .. . the edge of the letter. The inward

propagation is performed sequentially
_, ........ from each of the four sides of the
- .matrix. Only a limited number of let-

. ...:.:........ . ... . .. ...... ........ ters can be characterized by one series
... . .. of propagation sweeps. A secondary

Horizontal Sweep pattern (which may, for example, con-

sist of the blocked inner circle of a
zero) derived from data on the initial

One approach to character recognition tests is then presented for further tests,
is the indirect one of examining the
residual pattern (unshaded area) that which are conducted by further inward
remains after shadowing by the letter propagation sweeps. A decision tree
itself. Sweeps from different direc- governs the process. The testing opera-
tions yield different residual patterns. tions can be combined in tests for an

abundance of features of great variety.
For example, it was demonstrated by

Z, -computer simulation that this scheme
was able to classify normal upper and

.... lower-case letters with considerable
-- .. .insensibility to variations in type face

(such as typed letters versus printed
.."-..""letters as used in standard scientific

•-- X.::: journals). Assuming a 30 x 30 cell
raster (as used in the experiments)• :-.:.:.' '::) - . .................... . ""'.

..............:::" ! ..and cell switching jp2eds commen-.. :. .surate with present microcircuitry
" .:''' "'::'"state-of-the-art, recognition rates of the

...... ............
. . . :..:.... :: order of tens of thousands of charac-

. .. ...... . ..ters per second appear feasible.
Vertical Sweep The second scheme, called the Char-

acteristic Loci Classifier, is somewhat
similar to the first in that it consists of

ing logic cells. Initially all the logic a matrix of cells. In this scheme each
cells of the matrix are of the same cell in an array looks right, left, up or
energy state. The pattern to be classi- down, or in any combination of these
fled is read onto the matrix, its outline directions, to see which of these, if any,
represented by a chanpe of state of the contains any part of the pattern to be
cells covered by the pattern. One can classified. In this fashion, the line of
imagine a 30 by 30 raster of lighted the pattern divides the background intoiiN
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16 loci, each locus being determined by may have different meaning to different
a four-digit binary code common to its observers, depending on their particu-
points and to no other points of the lar point of view and their particular
background. Of the sIxteen possible interest. Research on dynamic meas-
loci, only eleven are dependent on the urement processes at AFCRL is mainly
shape of the pattern and, of these focused on .he question, "What is there
eleven, only nine are possible if the that is comnmon to all sensor measure-
pattern is connectedo .For example, ment proceses?"
the pattern of lor ~. .case "a" divides A new theory relating to the meas-
its background into loci whose areas urement and analysis of sensor data
then determine a characteristic vector evolved at AFCRL. The theory is an
for the pattern, outgrowth of a generalized algebra of

It has been demonstrated that alpha- measurement developed by J. Schwin-
betic patterns cun be largely cate- ger at Harvard. It is also closely
gorized by the nine-digit vector com- related to work on general signal analy-
posed of the areas. Although the sis by W. H. Huggins at Johns Hopkins,
vectors of different alphabetic patterns and to a theory of attribute perception
are not always separable, the separa- by P. Greene at Chicago. Basically, it
tion is excellent, in most cases. Since provides a mechanism for extracting
this classifier is very easy to realize (it minimal sets of invariant attributes
uses a matrix of entirelv combinatorial from the raw measurement data. The
cells) it may prove useful even though mechanism used is derived from a small
it may not always be capable of com- family of principles which any meas-
plete separation of pattern classes. urement or instrurf entation procedure

must satisfy. The three most important
DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT PRO0- principles are: 1) reproducibility of

ESSES: Recognition and classification extracted attributes, 2) mutual exclu-
is most difficult in cases where the data siveness of the attributes, and 3) com-
in question regult from a dynamic, pleteness of the set of extracted
stochastic process in which the data attributes.
strongly interact with the environment. To evaluate the relative merits of
AFCRL's efforr on dynamic data various measurement methods and dif-
processing is particularly concerned ferent pattern recognition and property
with this situation. Dynamic measure- classification schemes, an extensive
ment processing is concerned with the signal data manipulation program has
realtime analysis of sensor data- been evolved. This program uses
visual patterns, electromagnetic sig- AFCRL's Experimental Dynamic Proc-
nals, acoustical phenomena and so on essor (the DX-1), a memory-sharing,
- for the purpose of identifying and polymorphic, digital processor. This
extracting from these data certain program employs the modern technique
characteristic attributes. The data of representing each signal as a single
from various sensors such as radio point in an N-dimensional vector space.
telescopes, spectrometers, and ion Initially, the coordinate describing the
gauges aboard satellites are often signal vectors may be taken as the set
noisy, redundant and difficult to inter- of measurements which serve to define
pret. Interpretation itself is sometimes the "raw" signal. The investigator is
highly subjective. The information usually not interested in isolated sig-
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nals, but rather in the mechanism
which generates a given ensemble of
"similar" signals -for example, EEG
signal data, or seismic data - and how
this mechanism varies from source to
source. One may wish to know, for
example, the variations in the electro-
cardiograph data of individuals with
different cardiac disorders, or differ-
ences in n ural and man-made seismic
disturbances. Consequently, the goal ofmost pattern recognition research is to

!• determine classification procedures

t i which do the most effective job of
classifying signals, given criteria of

A key element of the instrumentation
is a color display oscilloscope. Since
the data classification procedures car'
be looked upon as transformations of
the pattern vectors in the N-dimen-
sional vector space, the display provides

The Experimental Dynamic Processor an extremely powerful tool for exhibit-
(DX-1) is the largest of the Labora- ing just what any given classification
tory's five specialized data processors. scheme is doing. The color oscilloscope
This p ocessor, a few elements of
which are seen in these two pictures, is ideally suited for exhibiting the
is capable of deriving the characteris- customarily u n s e e n intermediate
tic attributes - that is, the often results. Changes in the point of view
subtle and obscure distinguishing fea-
tures -of a wide variety of data. from which the process is being

observed can be made while the prob-
1cm is running on the processor.

.- Changes in the processing operation are
entered through keyboard control.
Functional altorations in the structure
of data filters can be also entered
directly in analog form by drawing on
the face of the oscilloscope with a light
pencil. This mode of communication is

V particularly useful in obtaining a feel
for the effect of certain types of per-
turbation on the performance of the
system.

The characterization of signal dataS" through the extraction of intrinsic
attributes affords a new approach to
data bandwidth compression. The
effectiveness of this approach compared
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with clabie approaches, such as Four- either detect and correct errors when
ier analysis, is well illustrated by a they occur, or just to detect errors and
de,"ease in the number of filter chan- to reject faulty messages (fail-safe
r'sls (by a Tactor of ten) needed for a operation).
given accm acy of resynthesis.

I xhe pr'ce paid for achieving this
performa-ac? is the complexity of the in__,
eipenfinution filter construction pro- 77-J,
cedure on which the intrinsic attribute
extraction technique is based. Eigen-
function determination is basic to a
class of problems extending from qua- ,
tum theory to psychological test score
evaluation. The central role of eigen- .. ,
function determination has led AFCRL -" "
to .he study of a special processor
capable of rapidly and economically
determining the principal eigenfunc-
tions of large stochastic matrices. Both
electro-optical mechanisms and parallel
digital subsystems, operating under the
control of an on-line general purpose
digital processor, are being investi- Analysis of human heartbeats has
gated. proved to be a valuable test data input

for the DX-1, which analyzes the
heartbeat on a real-time basis and per-
forms correlations. During the course
of the analysis, the operator may
instruct the computer to perform

INFORMATION THEORY special operations on the data.

Communications over non-perfect chan-
nels and the processing of information PROPR'ri-s OF ERROR-CORRECTING
through devices that may introduce CODES: The main problem in error-
errors is an unavoidable and permanent correcting codes is that of knowing
condition of Air Force command and what is the "best" error-correcting code
control systems. Errors occur and to vse for a particular purpose. To
they must be corrected. Such correc- solve thi problem, lesser problems have
tion is the goal of information theory. to be d .it with. One of these is how
Research on information theory in the to tell whether two codes are the same
Data Sciences Laboratory is predomi. (from an error-correcting point of
nantly concerned with digital coding view). Two codes are judged equiva-
systems that allow the rate of trans- lent if one can be obtained from the
mission to approach the capacity of a other by a permutation of the bit posi-
communication channel without pro- tions. Equivalent codes are the same as --
ducing an excessive amount of errors. far as all error-correcting properties

The key to error-correcting codes is go. The best code is one with minimum
redundancy. If enough redundancy is length and redundancy, but it is not
added to the message it is possible to easy to know which is best. Many codes

1*
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can be equally "best." Vast amounts of detection to keep the probability of
costly computer time have been wasted accepting messages with errors down

* because there are many codes equiva- to acceptable levels.
lent to any given one. Investigated during the past year

In attempting to solve the equivalence was a fail-safe decoding technique that
problem, the Laboratory considered the corrects errors by erasing the digits
case of two codes or vector subspaces most probably in error and filling in
that are equivalent under a larger set the resulting blanks. Calculations show
of transformations, namely, the ortho- that block error probabilities of less
gonal transformations. An orthogonal than 10-8 are readily obtainable for
transformation is a transformation 'of binary block codes of about 100 digits
one vector space onto another which in length using 50 percent redundancy
preserves the inner product between for the worst possible channel condi-
vectors. Every coordinate permutation tions.
is an orthogonal transformation, but In addition to the fail-safe features
it every orthogonal transformation is of this decoding technique, some sim-
a coordinate permutation. plification of decoding circuitry over

In a study of two vector subspaces that usually required for 'maximum
over a perfect field of characteristic likelihood' decoding should be possible.
two, if. was shown that there are four Future plans call for determining the
conditions that have to be met if two con'r 1exity required for circuit imple-
codes are to be equivalent. These condi- menta'Sion.
tions are easy to check. As a by-product This fail-safe decoding should be
of the Laboratory's analysis, a rather particularly useful when used with
famous theorem in mathematics - feed-back communications. When all
namely, Witt's theorem - was extend- erasures are filled in and all parities
ed to include the characteristic two check, the message blocks are accepted.
case. The results for a perfect field of It is only when an excessive number of
characteristic two have been general- erasures occur, or errors are detected,
ized to a general field of characteristic that the feed-back channel calls for a
two. repeat.

APPLICATIONS OF ERROR DETECTION Contractor studies of feed-back com-
AND CORRECTION: Error detection and munication concerned the use of cumu-
correction is essential in fail-safe com- lative decision feed-back to lower the
munications - that is, in a mode of threshold of signal-to-noise ratio at
operation where messages containing which useful amounts of information
errors are not accepted in their may be transferred over communica-
entirety. Maximum fail-safe protection tion channels. Techniques previously
for a given amount of redundancy considered discarded the message
would be provided if all the redundancy blocks containing errors but the cumu-
were used for error detection. But it lative techniques save all the informa-
is almost impossible to get any infor- tion received. Thus two transmissions
mation over some channels because of the same block might contain errors
even a single error in a message block in different locations so that, although
causes the block to be rejected. It is either one of them alone would be
therefore necessary to use some error rejected, together they can be used to
correction along with just enough error regenerate the correct message.

1,
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COMMUNICATIONS OVWER SCATTER

CHANNELS: Studies of communications
over scatter channels wre devoted, for
the most part, to the overspread
channel- that is, to a channel for
which the product of fade rate and
multipath spread is much greater than
unity. One significant result of this
study: It was found that for typical
error probabilities, a very large spread
factor can be tolerated without signifi-
cant degradation. This assumes that
sufficient sophistication is incorporated
in the receiver design. Furthermore, _ _

even with extremely large spread fac-
tors, successful communication can be
achieved by using non-binary alphabets. A stained section of a rat's cerebrm

cortex is magnified 2000 times forA study was conducted to establish viewing on closed circuit TV display.
the upper bound on communication rate The Laboratory is investigating the
over arbitrary fading channels. The electrical activity associated with

individual neurons (dark areas) orresult of this study was that with ade- collections of neurons.
quate bandwidth to accommodate a
sufficiently large number of frequency performance of the code. Experimental
(or time) diversity branches, the same determinations of this error-clustering
channel capacity can be achieved as require collection and processing of
for the infinite-bandwidth nonfading large quantities of data. To simplify
channel. The result is independent of prediction of coding performance a
the nature of the fading on the channel, method was established which permits
and, furthermore, assumes only a radio- theoretical prediction of the probabili-
metric type receiver. ties of various error patterns.

To see if some of the advantages of
non-binary alphabets could be realized
on existing scatter circuits, a study was
made of easily implemented subopti- NIOPHYSICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
mum diversity combiners for non-
binary (M-ary) transmissions. The The Laboratory is investigating elec-
study established the performance of a trical properties of the brain. Specifi-
class of diversity combiners which cally, it is studying what happens when
should be instrumentable with digital the visual system of mammals is stimu-
logic only. Even though these com- lated. Although there is no attempt to
biners are far from optimum, it is construct electronic models of brain
possible to achieve better performance functions, results of this work could
than with binary transmissions, well lead to new concepts of informa-

In designing error-correcting codes tion processing systems.
for binary transmissions on fading INSTRUMENTATION AND PROGRAMc
channels, a major concern is the degree In the reporting period, instrumenta-
of error-clustering since this limits the tion - consisting basically of a highly
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specialized computer -for studies of
electrical activity in the rat's visual
system was completed. A full-scale
experimental program was begun.
Thus a milestone was reached in an
effort that had its beginning in 1959.
Choice of the rat as an experimental
animal grew out of several considera-
tions. The complexit' of its visual
system is relatively less tihan that of
the highly organized system of a cat
or monkey. The rat's system is some-
what closer to a "random net" with
respect to processing visual informa-
tion. The rat's cerebral coltex, in addi-
tion, does not show the convolutions
typical of higher animals since its sur-
face area relative to its volume is
smaller than that of higher animals.
This "smooth brain" simplifies certain
neuroanatomical studies. It also makes
possible - in principle at least -

Experimental room, shielded from out- studies of the way in which the visual
side EM interference, is used for
experiments on electrical activities in field is mapped on the cortex.
the brains of rats. Output data from Microelectrodes used to pick up such
electrodes placed in the brain lead to signals have been refined by develop-
the LINC computer (lower photo-graph) for analysis. ment n the Laboratory of a reliable

technique for coating etched tungsten

electrodes with glass for insulation. A
) *small portion of the glass coating at the

tip is later remzved by hydrofluoric
acid or by spark discharge.

Most experiments involve implanting
microelectrodes into the brains of rats
and feeding these electrodes as a direct
input to the LING computer. (This
computer, jointly developed by AFCRL
and MIT's Lincoln Laboratory, is being
used widely all over the country for
studies in neurophysiology under the
sponsorship of the National Institutes

* ' of Health.) A variety of programs
Whave been written and checked out for

S this computer. One of these was used
to investigate the closeness of fit of a
mathematical model to data recorded
from single nerve cells in the cochlear
nucleus of cats.

a-
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VISUAL CORTEX OF CATS, In a others that cells at the cortical level are
related effort, under AFCRL sponsor- )articulatly sensitive to straight bars
ship, researchers of the Harvard of light, or edge-segments, oriented at
Medical School and the Massachusetts particular angles and moving in pre-
Genera] Hospital, used the cat as an ferred directions in the visual field.
experimental animal. In this work, the
animal's head was held rigid and its
eyes forced open. A computer-driven
digital display scope was used to
present patterns of illuminated spots to
the animal's fixed gaze. A PDP-4 com-
puter was used to compile a record of
single nerve cell firings in the cat's Speech research at AFCRL has two
visual cortex resulting from the stim- parts: the first is concerned with
ulus. The computer also compiled anatomical, physical and psychological
averages of evoked responses from mechanisms involved in speech genera-
larger electrcdes touching the cortical tion and perception - that is, with the
surface at almost the same location, operation of the vocal tract and with

By this means the time response to meanings which the listener assigns to
winking spots (on for 0.2 seconds, off words on the basis of their intonation.
for 1.8 seconds) was studied in detail, The second aspect is concerned with the
as well as the spatial organization of processing of speech signals to reduce
the visual receptive fields of individual the amount of bandwidth needed for
nerve cells. Data from over a million 'their transmission.
individual stimulus presentations to V i s u a I information research is
more than 20 cats were thus processed. focused on television transmission and
The sensitive signal-pyocessing schemes is also concerned with the transmission
used detected changes in cell firing of the maximum information content
patterns which a human experimenter over the narrowest possible bandwidth
could not perceive by looking at oscillo- taking advantage of certain properties
scope displays of the raw data itself. of the human visual system. Thus, i

Preliminary analysis of results sug- also takes the researcher into the area
gests that there is a wide functional of human perception - into studies of
variety of visual cortex neurons. the averaging, storing and interpolat-
Typical of most of them is an inner, ing properties of the human visual
roughly circular, 'on' (or 'off') recep- system.
tive field which is surrounded by an From the standpoint of Air Force
outer, eccentrically positioned, and relevance, speech and visual research
often quite irregularly shaped, 'off' (or may lead to technologies for transmit-
'on') receptive field. The outer field is ting more information over greater
antagonistic to the inner one. Its effec- distances with minimum amounts of
tive size is inversely a function of the power. (If the bandwidth needed to
amount of background illumination, transmit information is reduced, power
Since such eccentric arrangements in requirements are correspondingly
most cases define an axis of symmetry, reduced.) Narrow-band transmissions
the fine structure thus disclosed is con- also provide more communication chan-
sistent with observations made by nels. Last, the work is germane to Air
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Force security systems. If the signal is properties of phonetic elements are in
processed, it can then be morc. readily part determined by their configuration.
encoded. Voicing provides talker identification

voici ct Speech, is produced by and conveys the emotional content of
excitir the vocal tract with one . or the speech signal. Talker identity and

more sourk es of acoustic energy. The emotional content are degraded in

activity if the vocal cords produces a highly processed speech communication
"voicing" function which excites the systems. By studying the voicing

vocal tract at the glottis. Noise gen- process, AFCRL hopes to identify the

erated by turbulent air flow at constfic- key attributes that may be extracted

tions can also excite the vocal tract, from the voice signal for transmission.
Laboratory instrumentation consistsThe vocal tract acts as an acoustical o i tor main h ise

filter, of equipment for making high-speed

The position of the tongue, lips, jaw, motion pictures of the vocal cords,
and velum can alter the transfer func- computer interface equipment forain velm ts flter andthe acoustical reducing and processing the data, andtion of this filter and -specialized programs for the computer.

A re-ent addition to the program is
equipment for supplying various gas
mixtures to the vocal tract of a talker.
The artificial atmosphere introduced in
Shigh-altitude aircraft and in space craft
can alter the quality of the human
voice.

Hitberto unobserved voicing condi-
tions have been photographed by high-
speed cameras. The start and stop of
phonation has been photographed.
Measurements show fhe vocal cord
closing time is about 100 msec, while

- - the opening time is about 60 msec. It
has been observed that the initial
motion of the vocal cords is always
inward which shows that the Bernoulli
effect (which has to do with pr'"ssures
and fluid flow along a streamlined body
and with the conservation of energy)
is responsible for the initiation of
vibration. The generally accepted
theory of phonation, the myo-elastic
aerodynamic theory, as presently

Laboratory equipments for making formulated states that the Bernoulli
high-speed color motion pictures of the
vocal cords are sen. Camera is at top effect can not adduct the vocal cords at
center of picture. Of special interest the start of phonation. These experi-
are -the high-intensity light source and ments demonstrate that the Bernoulli
the heat-filtering shield. Without
filtering, heat from the light would effects can be mo.re important than has
harm the vocal cords, been hitherto thought.
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Computer programs for reducing and were read with eight different
processing the vocal cord data on high- emotions. In a forced-choice situation
speed films have been developed and listeners could identify the intended
improved. A program has been writ- emotion correctly about 90 percent of
ten to convert the glottal area as a the time. If only the timing of the pitch
function of time to the volume velocity pulses and their amplitudes are
of the air flowing through the glottis, retained, identificatic is about half of
This volume velocity function is being what it is for the comjlete signal.
compared with the function obtained at Recently these pitch contour signals
other laboratories by means of 'inverse were processed on the computer to
filtering' and it can be used to excite change the mean value of the pitch fre-
a fixed vocal tract analog so that the quency and the variations about the
result may be compared with the mean. The traditional explanation of
original acoustical signal recorded at how pitch conveys emotion is that the
the time the pictures were taken. pitch is transformed upwards or down-

Measurements are also being taken wards, expanded or compressed, and so
on the voicing periodicity when gases on. All of these transformations were
other than air are used for talking. synthesized in this experiment. None
This led to a suggested instrumentation had an effect on the emotional connota-
for improving the intelligibility of the tion of the speech as interpreted by
speech of divers breathing gases other listeners, and it is therefore evident
than air. Helium-rich mixtures are of that the traditional explanation is not
special interest. As the amount of adequate. A more relevant model is
helium is increased, the speech sounds presently under investigation.
more and more high-pitched, due to the Another aspect of intonation is its
shifts in formant frequencies caused linguistic function. The rise and fall of
by the increased velocity of sound in the pitch frequency, together with the
the mixture. break points in the intonation contour,

furnish to the listener acoustic cues on
SPEECH PERCEPTION: Intonation is how to segment the speech signal into

the variation of voicing frequency with blocks of speech that constitute useful
time. It is the 'melody' of the speech. inputs to his syntactic recognition
The role that intonation plays in the process. In addition, intonation can
perception of speech is not known pre- impart different meanings to utterances
cisely. Research in the Data Sciences that contain the same words by group-
Laboratory attempts to shed light on ing the words into different blocks
the question. Experiments carried out which direct the listener's recognition
in the reporting period have indicated routine.
a strong influence of the linguistic con-
tent of arr utterance on the way voicing SPIECH COMPRESSION RESEARCH:

is perceived by a listener. Other experi- Vocoders are equipments which process
ments explored whether or not simple speech signals and extract relevant
transformations of the intonation components of the signals for transmis-
would change the emotional content of sion in digital form. This implies that
a speech signal. Several years ago a redundant and non-essential aspects of
set of utterances was recorded in which the signal are eliminated, thus reduc-
several semantically neutral sentences ing the amount of bandwidth needed to

--
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* ments. Followving this demodulation
process the voice is reconstituted by
means of a speech synthesizer. During
the reporting period a new method for

. _ speech synthesis was originated at
A9 .AFCRL which provides significant

improvements in the quality and
POLYM it naturalness of vocoder speech. This

L- synthesizer has had immediate and
wide acceptance by many agencies con-
cerned with voice communications.
AFCRL was also asked to evaluate the
use of the synthesizer for Syncom
transmissions. The new technique is
applicable to the design of a variety of
speech synthesis devices. The key fea-

The polymodal vocoder is a speech ture is the use of function generators
compression device capable of biAt rates to simulate the waveforms that occur
from 1200 to 9600 bits per second. during the human production of speech.
The equipment includes a speech
analyzer that can adapt to different While it has been recognized that
voice characteristics, and a new speech pitch-synchronous modulations of the
synthesizer producing an unmatched frequencies, bandwidths, and phases of
natural voice quality, the vocal oscillations occur commonly in

human speech, speech synthesis devices

carry the signal. Vocoders dominate have generally ignored these effects. It

the field of speech compression was hypothesized that these second-

research. In spite of the great amount order modulations may occur in human

of research on these equipments over speech with sufficient generality to con-

the past decade, their full capabilities stitute significant correlates of natural

have not yet been realized. Speech voice quality. Consequently, a speech

compression research at AFCRL is synthesizer capable of imposing these

focused on improving these capabilities, modulations on synthetic speech should

The intelligibility performance of sound more natural. This is the basis

hinelligiilit frmtdesign is of the new synthesizer.
channel vocoders of current word The new synthesizer device has been
typically better than 90 percent word named a "vocal response synthesizer"
intelligibility with 2400 bit-per-second because it synthesizes the response
systems. With the achievement of this waveforms of the human vocal tract,
level of speech intelligibility, program The experimental model was designed
emphasis is now directed to problems to operate with an 18-channel vocoder
of vocoder quality and naturalness and system. The magnitudes and phases of
of attaining a higher degree of com- the second-order modulations are
pression. adjustable to permit study of their

NKW VOICE SYNTHESIZERS: Proc- effects on speech quality and natural-
essed speech signals must, of course, ness, and their role in governing the
be reconstructed at the receiving unique voice quality characteristics of
terminal by associated vocoder equip- different individuals. A further refine-
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ment lies in controlling these param- cations problem - three systems being
eters from spoech analysis data with the minimum number as needed to
the use of narrow-band intonation simulate and study a conference com-
signals in order to model very closely munications network. All three experi-
the voice qualities of individual talkers. mental multimode vocoders include

The function generators of the syn- conventional vocoder configurations
thesizer avoid the necessity for band- and voice-excited vocoder configura-
pass filters in the vocoder design. This tions in addition to the new synthe.
means that the new speech synthesizer sizers.
also offers reduction in size, weight,
and cost. Another benefit lies in the NARROW-BAND TV DISPLAYS: Tech-
fact that the output speech inherently niques for transmitting black-and-
contains the fundamental pitch of the white television pictures with drasti-
voice, a significant advantage if vocoder cally reduced bandwidth compared to
systems are to be operated in confer- conventional television are being
ence communications. Such communi- studied. Reductions to about 160 kcps
cations often require tandem opera- are believed possible. This compares
tion where the output on one vocoder with a bandwidth of four Mcps for
is used as an input to another, commercial television. The technique

The new synthesizer has demon- depends upon the integrative properties
strated 94 percent word intelligibility of the human visual system.
with one pass through the vocoder, 90 It was demonstrated that reduced
percent after the speech signal goes bandwidth pictures can be achieved by
through the same vocoder a second using a pseudo-random scan technique
time, and 78 percent with a third pass and slower transmission rates. This
through the vocoder. By contrast, con- can be accomplished with no picture
ventional vocoders are unable to detect degradation provided the bandwidth
the pitch of the voice after one pass reduction factor is not too large (per-
through a vocoder system, and are haps up to 25). At rates below this, a
therefore incapable of satisfactory useful moving picture can be trans-
operation when connected in tandem. mitted, but quality deteriorates as the

The new synthesizer was incorpo- rate is decreased. A major portion of
rated in an experimental multimode the program is devoted to quantitative
vocoder delivered in the spring of 1965. measurements of the factors involved.
The improved vocoder system will be A picture-testing facility (a viewing
used as the input/output processor for room in which test subjects give sub-
studies of pattern-making techniques to jecti' e evaluations of picture quality)
permit operation of the vocoder as a has been established. Here various
600 bit-per-second voice communica- types of scans are generated under
tions device. conditions of controlled brightness,

Two models of the AFCRL experi- contrast, resolution, and rate. Flicker
mental multimode vocoder in use for fusion, motion resolution, effects of
some time were modified to incorporate phosphor persistence, grey level fusion,
the new speech synthesis technique. and figure detection in pictures of
These modifications make available drastically reduced point writing rate
three high performance vocoder sys- are studied.
tems to study the conference communi- To illustrate the kinds of experiments
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scan, a uniform field containing a dark
rectangle in motion is presented. Frame
periods (the time taken to %v'ite all
points in the picture raster) were
varied from 1/60 second to six seconds.
The object is to see the rectangle. If
the contrast between the rectangle and

*, Jthe background is low, a fairly high
point rate is required for perception.

[ However, as the contrast is increased,
the rate may be decreased to achieve
the same perception probability, until
in the extreme of black or white the
rectangle can still be perceived at a six
second frame rate and using exposure
times of perhaps only one second.
This means the subject does not evenTV picture quality is evaluated both have to see all the points in the picture.by computer and by test subjects. In

upper photo the results of computer It appears from this result that the
analysis are displayed with a first- boundary of the rectangle is perceived
order brightness distribution shown on owing to the contrast between the
scope. But quality is ultimately a sub-
jective value. In lower photo, picture interior and exterior rather than by
degradation resulting from transmis- seeing a sharp boundary between inte-
sions over narrow bandwidths is rior and exterior. This supports the
evaluated by a test subject. contention that the human visual sys-

tem integrates light in both space and
time and that short integration times
or marginally different objective con-
trasts result in a gradual decrease of
subjective contrast.

Efforts such as these have direct
relevance to the interpretation of sur-
veillance data. Explorations of specific
situations related to surveillance prob-
lems will be given heay emphasis in
forthcoming phases of the work.

Among the equipments used by
AFORL in this research are a video
magnetic tape recorder and television
cameras. Capability also exists for
duplicating picture tapes, and for
generating high quality pictures from a
noisy input by integration in a storage
tube. The investigations make exten-

conducted with this facility, one study sive use of a small-scale, high-speed
involved measurements of thresholds of computer (PDP-1), and peripheral
perception. Using a pseudo-random equipments.
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NETWORKS, CIRCUITS AND THEORY i.2m 3m

a L, L3 A, A1

The work reviewed in this section con- :I. :M C

sists of several studies concerned with :: "5
computer organization and structure. 4m 5. 6M
One goal of this work is to determine Ro L. L R 5 -u 3- o R, R3

theoretically optimum internal organi- c,
zation. But theoretically optimum net- r " _L C IL
works and circuits which can be real- - f __I__

ized in manufacture are not necessarily IM, L 20 C 3m" c

the same. The Laboratory is concerned - -
both with the theoretical and the realiz- R0  A A , L

able aspects of the problem. CA , R3

NETWORKS AND CIRCUITS: The goal 4m' R 5- 6, L

of network theory is more economical
designs-that is to say, circuits that ' L O at A C
occupy less space and weigh less. The [ _ __ _ _ 3

design of networks with prescribed
behavior has made great strides si'ice
the formation of modern (as against An electronic circuit to perform a
classical) network theory in the early particular function can assume many

configurations. Network and circuit
1940's. Modern network theory requires theory is concerned with developing
that the circuit designer have a pro- the simplest and most reliable circuit
found knowledge of applied mathe- -and one that can be realized in

manufacture-for a particular func-matics. Emphasis at AFCRL has tion.

centered on computational methods that
permit efficient solutions of mathemati- the so-called Brune section. A method
cal problems occurring in network has been developed to treat the Brune
theory. Frequently these solutions illu- section as a special case of the general
minate other areas of applied mathe- "Perfectly Coupled and Shunt-Aug-
matics. mented T." It is expected that this

This work resulted, during the general T will greatly simplify fabrica-
reporting period, in one major contri- tion procedures with respect to analog
bution to the field of applied mathe- networks.
matics and another one to the field of LOGIC NETWORK ANALYSIS: Corn-
circuit theory. A new technique has puter networks in the past were made
been developed and completed for find- up of a small set of basic elements,
ing the roots of algebraic (polynomial) each of which performed a single
equations up to the order 15. The root- specific function. From these basic
finding problem is a very common one building blocks more complex nets were
in modern network design. The new -and are -constructed. Once such a
method has been elaborated for the use net is designed, however, its function
of a dask calculating machine, the cannot be changed. AFCRL is exam-
primary tool in network research. ining nets that may be able to perform

The network theory contribution is many functions. Such nets are called
concerned with the generalization of polyfunctional.
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To use polyfunctional networks, two
basic questions must be answered: 1)
Given an arbitrarily large net, what is
its overall function set under all pos-
sible sets of function assi,,nments to
the individual elements? and 2) What
happens to the overall iet of functions
if the net is composed of unreliable
components?--a basic concern in the
real-life situation where total element
reliability is unattainable. An AFCRL
paper, published in IEEE Transactions
on Electronic Computers, reporting on
the work covered in this section on
Logic Networks received special recog-
nition as one of the three most signifi-
cant papers published by an AFCRL
scientist during 1964.

In last year's report, considerable
Experimental model of an eight- work was reported on iterated homo-
neighbor, unifo-rm modifiable logic net- geneous nets. These are nets which
work is shown above. The dark squares result from an initial array of elements
in the center of the white ceramic
wafer each contain 16 transistors. To having the same number of inputs and
design such nets, and to experiment outputs as the individual element, Each
with them, however, it is desirable to
construct the circuit using larger element is replaced by a replica of the
staiidard components which are easier whole array and sets of this array are
to work with. Such a unit is shown in in turn replaced by a larger array, a
the lower photograph. process of iteration that can be

repeated any number of times. Such
nets "oscillate" upon iteration. This
means that at a given stage in the

I' iterative growth process the net pro-
1 , duces a certain set of functions. Fur-

ther iteration produces a different set.
After a certain iamnber of iterations
(the "period") the sequence repeats
itself. A net with period "one," that
reproduces the same function set every

a |time, is said to converge.
Two major problems in the theory of

homogeneous polyfunctional nets are
under study:

1) Given a homogeneous net and
an initial function assignment to each
of the. elements of the net, what i: the
oscillation period of the net? When is
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this period unity? Or, stated another tain x, x2 ... x. but not R .x2 • . •

way, when does the net converge? 2) the product function with all var-

2) If each element of a homogen- iables present dominates the class of all

eous net is probabilistic, what is the product functions, and 3) the sum

probability that the net performs some function with all variables present

prescribed function at a later iteration? dominates the class of all sum func-

Under what conditions does the net tions. A set of functions is said to

perform a particular function with dominate a class of functions with

probability greater than that with respect to a net if the net reproduces a

which the individual element performs member of the set of functions with

this function? arbitrary reliability.
Many new results were obtained on FABRICATING UNIFORM MODIFIABLE

the first of these two problems, e.g., it LO GIC STRUCTURES: The theoretical
has been found that for every net studies discussed in the preceding para-
which converges there exists a larger graphs would represent nothing more
net which also converges. For every than an interesting exercise in logic
number of inputs m greater than 1 and mathematics if they could not be
there exists a net with m inputs and realized in manufacture. The present
one output which does not converge. state-of-the-art in microcircuit tech-

Many theorems were proved concern- niques now makes it possible to realize
ing special classes of nets which enable these complex structures. Structural
the designer to decide with a minimum complexity is no longer an economic or
of effort whether or not a net with physical limiting factor. The separate
particular initial function assignment advances in fabrication techniques and
converges, logic networks, when combined, could

Perhaps the most comprehensive well bring about a new species of data
result to date has been a theorem that processors. Designers can now think
reduces the problems of testing con- in terms of machine organization using
vergence of all 65,536 sets of initial large numbers of identical elements
function assignments for the so-called fabricated as a single unit.
2 x 1 bordered net to only eight sub- Schemes of organization in which
sets. If the net converges for these most of a data processor may be made
eight subsets then it converges for all of physically identical cells incorpo-
subsets. Convergence has been found rated into a uniformly structured array

to be a consistent property of nets with are possible. Some of the more inter-
regular sructure. This has been proved esting forms have aheady been fabri-
for triangular nets and pyramidal nets. cated. The cells or elements used in

A more general statement is now being these uniform structures may vary in
sought. complexity from only a few active

Curiously, genetics - in particular devices performing simple logic func-
genetic dominance - has been found to tions, to several hundred devices having
have an analogue in network problems. the capabilities of a simple computer.
Three theorems have been proved in Two applications of uniform logic -

this area which establish: 1) in m x I networks have been considered. One is
bordered nets the majority functions a uniform network for realizing sequen-
dominate the class of functions D' tial and combinatorial logic networks
(functions whose canonical form con- which uses the NOR function as the

I
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of the network can be represented as
all the directed graphs which are
obtained from the basic eight neighbor
-graph by deleting arcs. A mathemati-
cal model of this network has been
obtained and programmed on the

- AFCRL computer so that the sequen-
, tial behavior of networks with up to 25

." vertices can be studied by computer
' simulation.

Various types of sequential networks
having standard behavior have been
designed. These networks can be simu-
lated by computer, and also tested on a
modifiable logic network model which
has its interconnections controlled by a
light pattern derived from IBM cards.
These cards can be generated by con-
puter. This unit was designed and fab-
ricated in-house.

Undei AFCRL contract a metal oxide
semiconductor field effect transistor
has been developed possessing many
characteristics that make it suitable for
use in digital logic networks. AmongJudged against the state-of-the-art of these characteristics is a very high

just one decade ago, a revolution has
come to electronic circuity. Through input impedance. The fabrication
its in-house work and through judi- process has fewer steps which should
cious selection of a substantial num- lower the rcjection rate. Several
ber of contractors in the mid-1950's,
AFCRL gave impetus to this revolu- wafers containing sixteen field effect
tion. transistors on aach and connected to

perform the logic of the modifiable
basic element. The other application is eight neighbor NOR network were
for a more specialized function, namely, assembled and tested during the report-
pattern classification. AFCRL studies ing period. Although these particular
have concentrated upon the eight neigh- elements displayed instabilities in their
bor uniform modifiable logic network, characteristics it is evident that many
This is d network suited for sequential of the logic functions theoretically pos-
and combinatorial functions. It can be sible can be realized in manufacture.
represented by the vertices and arcs of Networks under fabrication at the con-
the regular infinite graph of degree clusion of the reporting period are
eight illustrated on this page. The state expected to be greatly improved.
and function of cells of this network Techniques ai , also being developed
can be associated with the vertices of for controlling effective interconnection
the graph and the interconnection of of elements by light. The sensing ele-
the cells with the arcs between the ments used in this technique are of the
vertices. Thus the possible structures same size as the MOS transistors.
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For several years AFCRL has sup- EVANS, T. G.
ported work under contract dealing A Heuristic Program to Solve Geometric
with magnetic domain-wall interaction Analogy Problems

Proc. Spring Joint Computer Conference
in ferromagnetic thin films. This work (May 1964).
has resulted in several new device con- EVANS, T. G. and HART, T.
cepts which may allow the use of thin Notes on Implementing LISP for the
magnetic film devices for digital logic M-460 Computer
networks. In particular, it may be The Programming in L. guage LISP: Its

Operation & Applications, E. C. Berkeley &possible to put magnetic film NOR D. G. Bobrow, Eds., Information
elements together in eight neighbor International, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
networks similar to those already fabri- (March 1964).

Cyclops I-Second Generation Recognition
cared using semiconductors. This Systems
possibility will be explored further in Proc. Fall Joint Computer Conference
the coming year. (November 1963).

EvANs, T. G. and DARLEY, D. L.
(Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Inc.)
DEBUG-An Extension to Current On-Line
Debugging Techniques, Vol. 8, No. 5
Commun. ACM (May 1965).
Reprint AFCRL 65-411.

JOURNAL ARTICLlES/OOKS GLUCKShtAN, H. A.
JULY 196M - JUNE 1965 A Parapropagation Pattern Classifier

BEmSHAD, N. J., 1 LT. Trans. IEEE Elec. Computers (June 1965).
Moment Stability of Gaussian Random GRIFFITHS, T. V., and PI~RICK, S..R.
Linear Systems On the Relative Efficiencies of Contezt-Free
Trans. IEEE Automatic Control (July 1964). Grammar Recognizers, Vol. 8, No. 5
On the Stability of Random Linear Systems Commun. ACM (May 1965).
Trans. IEEE Automatic Control (July 1964). Reprint AFCRL 65-425.
On the Stability of Time-Varying Linear
Systems HAAsE, K, H.
Trans. IEEE Circuit Theory The Solution of Algebraic Equations by
(September 1964). Root Finding Tables, Parts I & II
On the Optimum Design of Multipath Signals Numerische Mathematik, Munich, Ger.
Trans. IEEE Information Theory (August 1964).
(October 1964). On a System of Equations Related to a

BERSHAD, N. J., 1 LT., and PIERCE, J. N. Polynomial
Math. of Computation (August 1964).Possibility of Increased Diversity by (Book Review) Introduction to the SynthesisModulation Change of Electrical Filter Circuits by George BosseProc. IEEE (May 1965). Trans. IEEE Circuit Theory, Vol. CT-11

CLARK, W. A., MOLNAR, C. E. (September 1964).
(Wash. Univ., St. Louis, Mo.) A Note on Miyata's Lattice Realization of a
The LINC One-Port and a Possible Generalization of the
Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. 116 (1964). Classical Brune Cycle

Trans. IEEE Circuit Theory, Vol. CT-11
DEWAN, E. M. (September 1964).
Nonlinear Oscillations and A Symbolic Notation Applied to Unbalanced
Electroencephalography Ladder Networks
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. (April 1963). J. Nachrichtentechnische Zeitschrift NTZ,
Reprint AFCRL 63-364. Braunschweig, W. Ger. (November 1964).
Stress Effects Due to Lorenz Contraction Reprint AFCRL 65-126.
Am. J. Phys. (May 1963).
Nonlinear Oscillations and HA , X. H. and KRIGE, L. V.
Electroenephalography A Note on Logarithmic Conversion
J. Theoretical Biology, Vol. 7 (July 1964). Proc. IEEE, Vol. 51, No. 8 (August 1963).
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HART, T. P., LEviW, M.I. (MIT) LIEBEIMAN, P. and MICHAELS, S.

LISP - 240 Exercises with Solutions On the Discrimination of Missing Pitch Pulses

The Programming Language LISP: Its Proc. Speech Communications Seminar,
Operation & Applications, E: C. Berkeley Royal Institute of Technology,
& D. G. Bobrow, Eds., Information Stockholm, Sweden (1963).
International, Tnc., Cambridge, Mass.

(March 1964). MOTT-SMITH, J.
Hopns, C. F.MO-, n,.

i te PTwo Estimates of the Binomial Distribzution
Approximating the Perorman e Ann. Math. Statistics, Vol. 35, No. 2of a Binary Group Code (June 1964).

Trans. IEEE Information Theory
(January 1965).

KAHNE, S. J., 1 LT. MOIT-SMITH, J., MASSA, R. J., 1 LT. and

(Book Review) Mathematical Methods for the NISHI1CAWA, S.

Study of Automatic Control Systems by Zubov Area Properties of Television Pictures

American Scientist, Vol. 52, No. 1 (1964). Trans. IEEE Information Theory

(Book Review) Optimum Design of Digital (July 1965).

Control Systems by Tou
American Scientist, Vol. 52, No. 2 (1964). PETRICK, S. R.
(Book Review) Theory oj Linear Physical (Review of) Some Experiments in the
Systems by Guillemin Generation of Word and Document
American Scientist, Vol. 52, No. 3 Associations by Saiton
(November 1964). Trans. IEEE Elec. Computers
On Mobile States in Constrained (August 1963).
Dynamical Systems (Review of) Automated Logical Design by
Trans. IEEE Automatic Control DeFranc-sco and LaCrosse
(July 1964). Trans. IEEE Elec. Computers
(Comments on) On the Identification of (December 1964).
Control Systems by the Quasi-Linearization (Book Review of) Annual Review in
Method Automatic Programming, Edited by Goodman
Trans. IEEE Auto. Control (October 1964). Information and Control (June 1964).
(Comments on) On the Solution of Two Point
Boundary Value Problems
Trans. IEEE, Auto. Control, PJCKlTT, J. M.
Vol. AC-10, No. 2 (April 1965). Tactual Communication of Speech Sounds

(Book Review) Sampling Systems Theory and to the Deaf: Comparison with Lip-Reading

Its Applications by Tsypkin, J. Speech and Hear. Dis. 28,
American Scientist, Vol. 53, No. 2 (1965). (November 1963).

(Book Review) Computing Methods in
Optimization Problems PICKETT, J. M. and PICKETT, R. H.

American Scientist, Vol. 53, No. 2 (1965). Commitnication of Speech Sounds by a
Tactual Vocoder

KING, W. F., 1 LT. and GUISTI, A. J. Speech and Hear. Res., Vol 6,

Can Logic Arrays be Kept Flexible? (September 1963).
Electronic Design (24 May 1965).

LIEBERMAN, P. PICKETT, J. M. and POLLACK, I.

Pitch Perturbations of Normal and (Electronic Systems Div., AFSU)

Pathological Larynxes Intelligibility and Excerpts from Conversation

Proc. Speech Communications Seminar, Language and Speech, Vol. 6, Part 3,

Royal Institute of Technology, (July -September 1963).

Stockholm, Sweden (1963). Intelligibility of Excerpts from Fluent

Some Effects of Semantic and Speech: Effects of Rate of Utterance and

Grammatical Context on the Production and Duration of Excerpt
Perception of Speech Language and Speech, Vol. 6

Language and Speech, Vol. 6, Part 3 (July - September 1963).
(July -September 1963). Reprint AFCRL 64-155.
Reprint AFCRL 64-474. Intelligibility of Excerpts from Fluent

On the Acoustic Basis of the Perception of Speech: Auditory vs Structural Context
Intonation by Linguists J. Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior
J. Word, Vol. 21, No. 1 (April 1965). (February 1964).
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PIERCE, J. N. URBANO, R. H.
Approximate Error Probabilities for Matrix Criteria for Arbitrary
Optimal Diversity Combining Reliability of Iterated Neural Nets
Trans. IEEE Commun. Systems Trans. IEEE Elec. Computers
(September 1963). (August 1965).
Error Probabilities for a Certain On Convergence and Ultimate Reliability
.- read Channel of Iterated Neural Netz
Trans. IEEE Commun. Systems Trans. IEEE Elec. Computers (June 1964).
(March 1964). Reprint AFCRL 64-719.
Possibility of Theoretical Prediction of
Fading Circuit Error Clustering
Trans. IEEE Information Theory
(April 1965).

WALTER, C.

PIERCE, J. and REED, R. (DECO Elec., Inc., Signal Representation and Measurement Data
Cambridge, Mass.) Manipulation in N-Space Using an On-Line

PDP System
Comparison of Square Law and Majority Proc. DECUS 1963 (December 1963).
Count Diversity Combiners Computer Aided Methods for Monitoring the
Trans. IEEE (rmmun. Techniques Performance of a Class of Adaptive Pattern
(December i4). Attribute Organizing Procedures

1963 NEREM Record (November 1963).
Intrinsic Analysis vs Fourier Analysis in the
Representation of Signal Data Structures

PLESS, V. Proc. DECUS 1964 (24 September 1964).
On Witt's Theorem for Non-Alternating
Symmetric Bilinear Forms Over a Field of
Characteristic 2
Proc. Am. Math. Soc. (December 1964).
Reprint AFCRL 65-76.

ZAHL, S.
An Allocation Problem with Applications

SHNIDMAN, D. and TUFTS, D. W. to Operations Research and Statistics
Operations Research II (1963).

(Harvard Univ.) A Deformation Method for Quadratic
Optimum Waveforms Subject to Both Energy Programming
and Peak-Value Constraints Roy. Statistical Soc. J. (April 1964).
Proc. IEEE, Vol. 52, No. 9 (September 1964). The Linear Prediction of Deterministic

Signals
Trans. IEEE Information Theory
(July 1964).

SMITH, C. P. Reprint AFCRL 64-861.

Vocal Response Synthesizer
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. (May 1965).

SMITH, C. P., HELMS, S. (Tex. Inst.) ZSCHIRNT, H. H.

A Novel Vocoder Synthesizer Research in Computer Sciences
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. (June 1965). Air University Review

(November-December 1964).
Reprint AFCRL 65-101.

SMITH, C. P., VOIERS, W. (Sperry Rand, Microelectronics and Large Systems
Sudbury, MaLs.) (Summary Remarks)
Performance Evaluation of the Vocal Proc. Symp. on Microelectronics and
Response Synthesizer Large Systems, Wash., D. C.,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. (June 1965). Spartan Press (1965). -

f
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PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS Nonlinear Oscillations and Psychiatry

JULY 1063 - JUNE 1965 Invited Lecture at Austin Riggs Center,
Great Barrington, Mass. (17 March 1965).

BLUM, H. Nonlinear Oscillation- and Biological Rhythms
A New Machine for Dealing with Spatial Invited Lecture at Goddard Space Flight
Patterns by Perceptual Rather than Center, Wash., D. C. (30 March 1965).

. Logical Notions Applications of Cybernetics to Psychiatry
IEEE Workshop, Univ. Calif., Invited Lecture at Johns Hopkins Univ.,
Lake Arrowhead, Calif. (26-28 August 1963). Baltimore, Md. (29 March 1965).
Synthetic Models for Dealing with Visual Cybernetics General Systems and
Field Problems Biological Oscillations
Res. Sere., Stanley Cobb Labs., Gen. Syst. Soc. and Cybernetic Sec. of IEEE
Psychiatric Rsch., Mass. Gen. Hosp., Boston, Mass. (24 June 1965).
Boston, Mass. (23-October 1963).
Visual Form Processes
MIT, Cambridge, Mass. (12 November 1963).
Implications for Electrophysiology of a Model EVANS, T. G.
of Global Function Using Simple Simultaneity A Heuristic Pr'ogram to Solve Geometric
Symp. Analysis of General Nervous System Analogy Problems
and Cardiovascular Data Using Computer Spring Joint Computer Conf., Wash., D. C.
Methods, Hq NASA, Wash., D. C. (20-24 April 1964).
(29-30 October 1964). The Use of List-Structured Descriptions for
A Shape-Extracting Transformation Programming Manipulations on Line Drawings
on Two Dimensional Contours 18th Annual Mt. Association Computing
Symp. Models Perception Speech and Machinexy, Denver, Colo.
Visual Forms, Boston, Mass. (27-30 August 1963).
(11-14 November 1964). Character String Manipulation in LISP
A Transformation for Obtaining New 1st Int'l LISP Conf., Univ. of Mex.
Shape Features (30-31 December 1963).
Automatic Target Recognition Mtg.,
Newport Beach, Calif. (12 March 1965). GRIFFITHS, T. V.

A Visual Field Transformation, A Turing Machine Recognizer /or

Colloquium, Biolog. Computer Lab., General Rewriting Systems
Univ. Ill., Urbana (15 March 1965), also 5th Annual Symp. Switching Circuit
presented at Colloqtzium on Math-Biology, Theory and Logical Design, Princeton Univ.,
Univ. Chicago (13 March 1965). Princeton, N. J. (11 November 1964).

DAGLE, E. F.
Scientific Responsibility for Testing
Non-Sensory Modalities HAASE, K. H.
35th Annual Aerospace Med. Asso., A Generalization of Brune's One-Port
Miami, Fla. (11 May 1964). Realization
A Physical Scientist Lookcs at ESP State Univ., N. Y., Stony Brook, L. I.
UCLA, Los Angeles, Calif. (26 February 1964).
(6 June 1965). The Perfectly Coupled and Shunt-

DEWAN, E. M. Augmented T: A New and Very

Nonlinear Oscillations and Electro- General Two-Port Model in Passive
encephalography Network Realization

10th Annual AF Sci. Eng. Symp., 2nd Allerton Conf., Circuit Syst. Theory,

Denver, Colo. (8-10 October 1963). Univ. Ill., Urbana, Ill.
EEG and Nonlinear Mathematics (28-30 September 1964).
Invited Lecture at Brooks AFB, Tex., C'assifications of Biquadratic Immittance
and Lackland AFB, Tex. Functions and Some Realizations Using

(25 August 1964); 11th Annual AF Sci. Perfectly Coupled and Center Branch
Eng. Symp., San Antonio, Tex. Augmented Two-Ports

(21-22 October 1964). State Univ., N. Y., Stony Brook, L. I.

EEG and Nonlinear Oscillations (17 March 1965).
Invited Lecture at Brandeis Univ., Some Recent Achievements in Generalizing
Waltham, Mass. (8 February 1965). One-Port Synthesis According to Brune

Cybernetics and the Brain and Bott-Duffn

AIAA, Univ. Fla., Tampa, Fla. Network Theory Se., N. Y. Univ., N. Y.
(13 February 1965). (7 April 1965).
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HART, T. P. On Calibrating the Linguist's Per-eeption of
Macro Instructions for LISP Phonetic Pitch and Stress Levels
1st Intl. LISP Conf., Univ. Mex., 67th Mtg. Acoust. Soc. Am., N. Y.
(30-31 December 1963). (6-9 May 1964).
Honns, C. F. Some Aspects of Speech Production

and Perception
Failsafe Decoding by Blank Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass.
Correction and Error Detection (00 October 1964).
IEEE Intl. Conf. Microwaves,
Circuit Theory, Information Theory, MASSA, R. J.
Tokyo, Japan (7-11 September 1964). Information Transfer in Short-TermKAHNE, S. J., 1ST LT. Visual MemoryIEEE Intl. Conf. Microwaves, Circuit Theory,
Osibit Determination Using Information Thcory, Tokyo, Japan
Arbitrarily Spaced Data (7-11 September 1964).
Allerton Conf. Circuit Syst. Theory, The Role of Short-Term Visual MemoryMonticello, Ill. (14-17 November 1963). in Visual Information Processing
On Mobile States in Constrained Symp. Models Perception Speech and
Dynamical Systems Visual Forms, Boston, Mass.
IEEE Intel. Conf. Microwaves, (7-11 November 1964).
Circuit Theory, Information Theory,
Tokyo, Japan (7-11 September 1964). MICHAELS, S. B.
Some Thoughts on Computational Aspects Detectability of Missing Pitch
of Optimal Control Periods in Speech
College of Eng. Sem., Univ. of Calif., 66th Mtg. Acoust. Soc. Am., Ann Arbor, Mich.
(4 June 1965); GE Res. Lab. Sem., (6-9 November 1963).
Schenectady, N. Y. (21 June 1965). MOLNAR, C. E.
KALIN, T. A. The LINC: A Computer for Processing
Anatomy of Pattern Recognition in Physiological Variables in the Laboratory
Machines and Higher Animals Instr. Soc. Am. Conf. Transduction and
7th Techn. Mtg. Avionics Panel, Display Physiol. Variables, Dallas, Tex.
AGARD-NATO, Athens, Greece (19-21 April 1964).
(15-19 July 1963). MOTT-SIITH, J.
LIEBERMAN, P. Image Analyul, Techniques and Area
The Glcital Source Distribution of Still Pictures
MIT, RLE, Speech Sem. MIT, Cambridge, Mass. (29 April 1965).
(November 1963).
Intonation and the Syntactic PETRICK, S. R.
Processing of Speech A Comparison of Context Free Grammar
Syrup. Models Perception Speech Recognition Algorithms
and Visual Forms, Boston, Mass. Automatic Lang. Data Processing Collo.,
(11-14 November 1964). Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass.
On the Analysis of Intonation and Stress (19 August 1964).
MIT, RLE, Speech Sem. (Jamary 1964). A Transformational Grammar Recognition
Or the Production and Perception of Speech Procedure and its Role as a Model of
MIT, Cambridge, lass. (12 March 1965). Linguistic Competence-LIEBERMAN, P., MICHAELS, S., SORON, H. Symp. Models Perception Speech Visual

Forms, Boston, Mass.
Emotional Effects of Fundamental (11-14 November 1964).
Frequency Transformations A Recognition Procedure for Transformational
67th Mtg. Acoust. Soc. Am., N. Y., Grammars
(6-9 May 1964). 2nd Cong. Info. Syst. Sci., Hot Springs, Va.
LIEBERIAN, P., MICHAELS, S., SORON, H. (22-25 November 1964).
and STRONG, W. J. A Recognition Procedure for Transformational
Analysis-Synthesis of Glottal Excitation Grammars
69th Mtg. Acoust. Soc. Am., Wash., D. C. 39th Annual Mtg. Linguistic Soc. Am., N. Y.
(2-5 June 1965). (28-30 December 1964).

A LISP Program for the Parsing of
LIEBERMAN, P., SORON, H. Sentences with Respect to a Transformation
Some Measurements of the Glottal Grammar
Area Waveform IFIP Cong. 1965, Symp. Math. Models Lang.
66th Mtg. Acoust. Soc. Am., Ann ArboA, 'ich. and Mach. Processing Lang. Information,
(6-9 November 1963). N. Y. (27 May 1965).
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PICKETT, J. M., POLIACK, L. SMITH, C. P., HELMS, S. (Tex. Instr., Inc.)

Intelligibility of Excerpts from A Novel Vocoder Synthesizer
Conversation 69th Mtg. Acoust. Soc. Am., Wash., D. C.
66th Acoust. Soc. Am., Ann Arbor, Mich. (2-5 June 1965).(6-9 November 1963). SMITH, C. P., QUINBY, G. (Tex. Instr., Inc.)
PLESS, V. A Filterless Channel Vocoder Synthesizer
On Witt's Theorem for Non-Alternating Using Phase, Frequency and Amplitude-
Symmetric Bilinear Forms Over a Field Modulated Oscillators
of Characteristic 2 67th Mtg. Acoust. Soc. Am., N. Y., N. Y.
Am. Math. Soc. Mtg., Brooklyn, N. Y. (6-9 May 1964).
(26 October 1963).

SMITH, C. P., VOIERS, W.
RAMSEY, J. L. (Sperry Rand, Sudbury, Mass.)
Computer Aids to Vocal Cord Performance Evaluation of the Vocal
Studies at AFCRL Response Synthesizer
DECUS Spring Mltg., Wash., D.C. 69th Mtg. Acoust. Soc. Am., Wash., D. C.(24 April 1964). (2-5 June 1965).

RESNICK, M. D. SORON, H. I.
Frege's Way Out: Some Observations On the Relationship Between Prosodic
Yale Summer Sem. Math. Methodol. Sci., Features and the Lexical Content of Speech
Yale Univ., New Haven, Conn. (19 July 1963). 67th Mtg. Acoust. Soc. Am., N. Y., N. Y.

SCHANE, S. A. (6-9 May 1964).
The Historical Development of the French SORON, H. I., LIBERMiAN, P.
Syntactic Construction: Ce + ETRE + Noun Some Measurements of the Glottal
or Pronoun Soe MesrmeSyrup. Linguistic Soc. Am., Indiana Univ., Area WaveformBom ingit Sod. (28 , July ana -2AUst1 . 66th Mtg. Acoust. Soc. Am., Ann Arbor, Mich.Bloomington, Ind. (28 July-2 August 1964). (6-9 November 1963).
SIINIDMAN, D., TuTs, D. W.
(Harvard Univ.. Cambridge, Mass.) STROLLO, T.
Effect of Correlated Data and Colored A Versatile Programming System
Noise on Error Probability and Mean Square for Large PDP-l Installations
Error in PAM Data Transmission Annual DECUS Mtg., Livermore, Calif.
IEEE Intl. Convention (26 March 1965). (18-19 November 1963).

SMALLWOOD, R. D. URnANO, R. H.
An Adaptive Filter for the Study of
OHD Data Parameters Some New Results on the Analysis
ARPA Mtg. OHD, Wash., D. C. and Reliability of Large Polyfunctional Nets
(20-21 May 1964). 5th Annual Symp. Switching Circuit Theory

Logical Design, Princeton Univ.,SMITH, U. P. Princeton, N. J. (11 November 1964).

Design Consideration of a Multi-Model

Adaptive Digital Voice Communications WALTER, C. M.
Method Signal Representation and Measurement Data
Speech Commun. Session Audio Eng. Soc., Manipulation in N-Space Using an On-Line
N. Y. (16 October 1963). PDP System
Speech Compression DECUS Mtg., Lawrence Rad. Lab.,
Mtg. of American Ordn. Asso., Livermore, Calif. (18 November 1963).
Bedford, Mass. (26 May 1964). Computer Aided Methods for Monitoring the
A Novel Vocoder Synthesizer Performance of a. Class of Adaptive Pattern
Audio Eng. Soc., N. Y., N. Y. Attribute Orgad2ing Procedures
(12-16 October 1964). NEREM Mtg., B.oston, Mass.
Vocal Response Synthesizer (4-6 November 1963).
69th Mtg. Acoust Soc. Am., Self-Organizing Empirical Data Base
Wash., D. C. (4 June 1965). Construction
Speech Compression for Digital AAAS Winter Mtg., Montreal, Can.
Voice Communications: An Overview (28 December 1964).
and a Projection Color -A New Dimension in Man-Machine
1st Annual Commun. Convention IEEE, Graphics
Boulder, Colo. (7-9 'une 1965). IFIP Conf., N. Y., N. Y. (24-28 May 1965).
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WVATHEN- DUNN, W. HAASE, K. H.
How Breathing Helium Affects Speech Passive and Transformerless LC, RC
MIT RLE Speech Sem., Cambridge, Mass. and RL One-Ports
(5 February 1965). AFCRL 63-506 (October 1963).
WATHEN - DUNN, W., LIEBERMAN, P. On a System of Equations Related to

a Polynomia
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Q AFCRL's Meteorology Laboratory
conducts research into the causes of
weather and how to predict and modify
it. Thus the Laboratory must deal with
many area scales of meteorological
activity, ranging from thousands of
miles to a few feet, and with processes
from ground level out to 70 or 80 miles.
A thorough understanding of all
atmospheric parameters and their com-
plex interrelationships is the requisite
first step toward precise weather pre-
diction - and ultimately toward modi-
fication,

Meteorology is primarily an observa-
tional rather than an experimental
science. To observe weather processes
throughout the tremendous volume of
the earth's atmosphere, AFCRL mete-
orologists during the reporting period
made notable progress in improving
observational techniques and in devel-
oping new instrumentation. The design
of advanced meteorological instrumen-
tation, however, was only one phase of
a much larger program encompassing
observation, analysis and theory.

The Laboratory's large, diversified
program, its multiplicity of advanced
facilities and sensors, and, foremost, its
large staff of world-recognized mete-
orologists, combine to provide the Air
Force with a unique capability in a
research field which has, historically,
been of prime importance to Air Force
operations. Through an intimate asso-
ciation with the Air Weather Service,
with the U. S. Weather Bureau, and
with professional societies which have
AFCRL membership on their govern-
ing bodies, the Laboratory has estab-

)
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A U-2 aircraft used for meteorological
observations is being readied for a h;ghly instrumented aircraft, a U-2 and
flight at Hanscom Field, Mass. An a C-130A. Other Air Force elements
instrument pod in the lower part of supply additional aircraft when needed.
the fuselage contains cameras, navi-
gational equipment, and a number of Satellite (optical and infrared)
extremely sensitive and accurate measurements provide new types of
probes. information needed to improve fore-
lished a broad bridge between the casting, particularly information about
rishedarch boadunit brid bete te weather conditions in areas where no

presearch community and Air Force observations are made on a regular
the Laboratory is frequently called basis. But the utility of meteorological
thn Lbotor Ais Frequovet cale satellite data has yet to be fully
upon by the Air Force to investigate epotd h ao rbe sta
problems in urgent demand of solution. exploited. The major problem is that

of data reduction. To be useful, the

data must be reducE to numerical form
suitable for input into a computer pro-

AIRCRAFT AND SATELLITE gram. AFCRL's satellite meteorology
INSTRUMENTAVON program is concentrating primarily

on this problem.
Most meteorological processes, because THE U-2 METEOROLOGICAL AIRCRAFTs
of their large scale, cannot be dupli- During this reporting period, an instru-
cated in the Laboratory. Observations mented U-2 has helped AFCRL mete-
must be made and data, collected over orologists hunt down the cause of radar
far-flung regions and at many altitude tracking errors at Cape Kennedy due to
regimes. Aircraft have, therefore, atmospheric refraction, supplemented
become indispensable test beds in balloon sampling of atmospheric ozone,
almost every area of meteorological and taken pictures of thunderheads and
research. They can carry a large measured their electric fields. It was
variety of probes into and above flown to Florida on 14 October 1964, to
weather systems, and they take the investigate hurricane Isbell, taking
researcher with a minimum of logis- wind, temperature and infrared meas-
tics difficulty to widely separated geo- urements as well as photographs. It
graphical areas for observations. Much has also been used to flight-test new and
of the research discussed throughout improved instrumentation and to help
this chapter vould not have been pos- calibrate infrared sensors aboard satel-
sible without aircraft capability. The lites.
Meteorology Laboratory operates two To make best use of the data collected
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by the U-2, its position and velocity at
the time it collects a giveni set of data
must be known with great accuracy.
During this reporting period, two
navigational devices, which greatly
improve this accuracy, were installed. V
One device is a new APN-153 (v)
Doppler system which provides an
automatic means of determining the
plane's geographical location and com- -

puting wind velocity. The second
device, an electronic altimeter which
measures the distance from the air-
craft to the terrain below, was placed
in the instrument god.

Several new sensors were also added
to the pod, which is mounted inside the
U-2's belly between the wings and the
cockpit. These included improved elec-
tric field meters, another infrared
already in the pod), and a small-turbu-

lence recorder. Less accurate vortex The Laboratory's C-130 aircraft is
and reverse-flow thermometers were instrumented for cloud probing. Exter-
removed from the pod. A fast-response nally mounted sensors include tempera-
Rosemont temperature probe was ture probes, electric field meters, and

a refractive index measuring device.
retained and a second one is to be The aircraft also carries cameras for
added. A 16mm time-lapse camera, to photographing clouds.
supplement the 70mm tracker camera
and increase the plane's cloud-study
capability, will also be added in 1965.

THE C-130A FLYING LABORATORY: A In addition, the aircraft carries three
C-130A aircraft is instrumented for cameras for mapping terrain and cloud

cloud physics research. Operating at cover horizon-tohorizon, and four

altitudes up to 35,000 feet, it carries 16mm time-lapse cameras which take

devices for sampling the liquid water one frame every three seconds and are

content of the atmosphere, including used to record the growth of clouds.

that in supercooled clouds (clouds com- During this reporting period, the

posed of liquid water droplets at C130A (together with the U-2) took
temperatures below freezing), and for part in refractive index measurements
measuring atmospheric humidity. It at Cape Kennedy and in many other

also has various temperature probes, studies in cloud physics.

electric field meters, and ducts for SATELLITE METKOROLOGY, During
sampling atmospheric refractive index the past year and a half, the AFCRL
at microwave frequencies. Most of this satellite program has been in a state of
instrumentation is mounted externally, transition. Its initial objective was the ,

~~ -7 =" - - ~
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development of basic techniques for graph and record satellite pictures.
rapid reduction of weather satellite One of the most productive calibration
data. Now that such techniques have techniques i n v o l v e d simultaneous
been demonstrated to be feasible, photography of the same cloud systems
preparations are being made for the by a U-2 and a weather satellite.
next phase. This is the incorporation Analysis of these data showed good
of satellite data into the Air Force's agreement between the albedo com-
automatic global weather analysis and puted from U-2 and from satellite
forecasting system. photographs. The albedo was generally

AFCRL's previous Progress Report within the range of theoretical values
discussed a system developed under except for the albedo of thick clouds
contract which automatically, and on associated with cyclonic storms which
a real-time basis, remove distortion was about 10-20 percent greater than
from a satellite picture, adjusts it to expected. Whether this departure from
fit a predetermined geographic grid, theory happened because of unforeseen
and assembles a series of successive calibration errors, or if not, whether it
pictures into a continuous strip. Early has any meteorological significance, is
in this reporting period, the contractor yet to be determined. This kind of
demonstrated this system to the mili- analysis is fundamental to the auto-
tary, NASA, and the U. S. Weather matic identification of cloud types from
Bureau. One outcome of the demon- satellite data, a capability that will
stration was that NASA has funded greatly increase the amount and
the development of a compact opera- quality of information available
tional system. through a satellite global forecasting

The focus of in-house attention was system.
the evaluation of the Automatic Picture SATELLITE INFRARED SENSORS:

Transmissibn (APT) systems aboard Studies of infrared sensors for meas-
the TIROS VIII and NIMBUS A uring temperature and other physical
meteorological satellites. Receiving characteristics of clouds have been con-
equipment was installed at AFCRL. ducted for several years. Infrared
The quality of pictures from the latter sensing is the only means now available
satellite was outstanding, bringing for satellite observations of nighttime
satellite meteorology much closer to the cloud cover. Satellite-borne infrared
operational stage. radiometers also hold promise as a

WEATHER SATELLITE VIDEO CALl- means for measuring temperatures in
BIATION: In line with the above objec- parts of the world where routine
tive, AFCRL scientists combined sev- observations are not made, or which
eral studies by both contractors and may be politically inaccessible.
in-house researchers to the correction A new infrared radiometer was
of TIROS video system errors. The developed, tested, and calibrated during
problem was to determine if the albedo the period. This radiometer was checked
(brightness of reflected light from a out in the U..2 during flights over
surface) can be accurately computed cirrus shields, severe storms, and Hurri-
from the satellite photographs. One cane Ginny in 1963. One of the more
contractor made detailed statistical interesting results of these flights was
studies to determine corrections for the the discovery that the radiometer "sees"
lens-vidicon-CRT system used to photo- into cirrostratus and other stratiform

"4- -....~4r --
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clouds. On the average, the observed
temperature is representative of that in
the top 5,000 feet of the cloud. This
fact, which indicates that the physical
characteristics of cloud cover must be
considered when converting radiometer
measurements to temperatures, has an '-° 'l

important bearing on the establish-
ment of automatic procedures for
analyzing infrared data from satellites. .

The contractor who built the equip-
ment for automatically rectifying and
mosaicking satellite photographs for
AFCRL (see above) has also demon-
strated the feasibility of preparing
pictorial representations of the TIROS
infrared radiation data.

Between December 1963 and June 1964,
WEATHER RADAR TECHNIQUES the period in which the APT system

of TIROS VIII was active, AFCRL's
receiving equipment shown above

During the period covered in the pre- recorded hundreds of pictures trans-
vious AFCRL report, weather radar mitted directly from the satellite. Cape
research at AFCRL was marked by q Cod, Long Island and Chesapeake Bay

are clearly delineated in one such pic-
heavy emphasis on techniques for iure shown below.
automatically processing weather radar
data. Evolving from this earlier work
was the STRADAP (Storm Radar Data
Processor) system, which automatically
plots horizontal cross sections of storm
top and storm intensity at discrete alti.-
tude levels within cloud systems. While
this work on automatic systems con- -

tinues, the present reporting period is
marked by the disco jery or application ;
of new weather radar techniques. This - ,
section will deal with these radar
developments rather than with weather
research in which radars are used as
sensors.

RADAR WINL VELOCITY MEASURE -L
MENT TECHIQUIE A new radar tech-
nique for measuring wind velocities in
cloud systems was developed. The tech-
nique is applicable to conventional
radar equipment after only slight modi-
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fication of the antenna, thus providing its root mean square (RMS) frequency.
a wind measuring capability to radars The difference between the RMS fluc-
which could previously observe only tuation frequency on the two beams
storm patterns. The method provides a from that on either one of the beams is
"pseudo"-Doppler capability without then a unique measure of the wind
the complexity and cost of a conven- speed and is independent of both the
tional Doppler radar, beam width and the contaminating

The technique is one using two beams influences.
squinted slightly to either side of the The beams cannot be separated too
antenna bore sight axis. The bore sight greatly; otherwise a storm of limited
axis is directed perpendicular to the extent may not occupy both beams
direction of the wind. Precipitation simultaneously. Since the upwind and
echoes in the right beam produce a downwind Doppler components are
small positive Doppler frequency shift therefore small, the accuracy of the
proportional to the upwind component method decreases with low wind speeds.
while those in the left beam produce an However, it is particularly well suited
equal and opposite Doppler shift. Since to the measurement of hurricane winds
the radar is incoherent, neither Doppler and has been recommended to the Air
component can be measured. But since Weather Service for their use in hurri-
the echoes from both beams arrive at cane reconnaissance. AFCRL is now
the common receiver synchronously, assembling equipment to test the
they beat with one another to produce method.
a fluctuating echo whose amplitude When used on a Doppler radar with
fluctuates with a frequency which is a third axial beam, the axial beam
Nice the Doppler frequency. Thus the would measure the wind component
fluctuation is a unique measure of the along its axis, while the two squinted
cross.wind. (This may be recognized beams would measure the perpen-
as a version of the Janus-type Doppler dicular component. In this way, the
navigator.) complete wind vector can be measured

When the system is described in at each and every point in space.
greater detail, it is found to be more
complex. Because of the finite width of WIND AND DENSITY DATA FROM

each beam, each will produce a spec- METEOR TRAILS: Most meteors burn
trum of Doppler frequencies propor- up between 80 and 105 km above the
tional to the beam width. Moreover, earth due to deceleration in the earth's
the spectrum will be broadened by con- atmosphere. (A critical portioa of the
taminating effects such as turbulence deceleration of reentering space
and wind shear. As a result, the beat- vehicles occurs in this same layer.)
ing of the echoes from the two beams Therefore, meteors can be uscd as
will produce not a single fluctuation natural icers to tell much about
frequency, but a spectrum of such atmospheric variability in this region.
frequencies. When the spectrum is They provide a means for monitoring
analyzed, we find that it has a well- this region on a continuous basis.
defined peak at the frequency corre- Since June 1964, a unique radar
sponding to the thin beam case. Fortu- located at AFCRL has been used to
nately, it is not necessary to analyze make observations of ionized meteor
the entire spectrum but only to measure trails. Operating at frequencies of 36.8
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and 73.6 Mcps, this equipment is being
calibrated to derive upper atmosphere
wind and density information based on
the wind influences and dissipation of /
the ionized trail. (For discussion of 7/
another system developed to obtain /
similar information from meteor trails, /

see Chapter X).
Radar signals reflected from an ion-

ized trail are processed to obtain the
range, Doppler shift, elevation angle,
and signal strength. The trail is /
imbedded in the atmosphere and
moves with the wind. By assuming that ,"
vertical motions are negligible, one
component of the horizontal wind I
velocity can be obtained from each trail
observed. By rotating the antenna sys-
ten 900, the other horizontal wind -

component may be obtained from other -
trails to give the total horizontal wind
velocity. Radar pulses transmitted from this

"Underdense" trails (those left by antenna are reflected from meteor
meteors of less than one millimeter in trails to obtain wind and density
diameter) are used for density meas- information in the 70-100 km region.

The meteor trail radar is located aturements. As one of these trails AFCRL, Hanscom Field, Mass.

diffuses, the signal strength reflected

from it decays exponentially. This rate
of decay is proportional to the rate of
diffusion of ionized particles which is this problem from the standpoint of
in turn inversely proportional to atmos- selobeabrap rsinit he rada

2 pheric density. Thus, density can be itself, Laboratory scientcsts have come
determined from the rate of decay of up with a formula for correcting side-
the returning signals. Decay time for lobe errors. The formula resulted froma meteor trail is on the order of a frac- an analysis of mathematical models of
ateor to of a s , a thunderstorm's reflectivity structuretion of a second. and of a radar antenna's lobe pattern.

CORRECTING SIDELOBE ERRORS, Where sidelobe errors predominate, the
Antenna sidelobes have been a basic correction formula is good up to the
antenna problem -since the beginning point where the product of range (in
of radar. These lobes on either side of nautical miles) and half-power beam-
the main antenna beam result in false width (in degrees) nears 100.
directional or altitude information. For MULTILEVEL RADAR CONTOUR MAP-
weather r'adars they pose a special diffi- PER: During the period, AFCRL devel-
culty because of large size and high oped an extremely useful piece of
reflectivity of cloud targets. auxiliary equipment for intensity

Although not much can be done about quantizing, displaying, and photo-
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graphically recording radar weather
information. This instrument greatly
increases data acquisition capability by
quantizing weather radar echoes in the
.form of contours in 10 decibel steps and
displaying these quantized echoes on
each of two video screens (see illustra-
tion). This useful display allows the
observer to interpret visually the
'intensity of weather radar echoes in
terms of the quantized white, grey, or
black levels.

LARGE CONVECTIVE SYSTEMS

Clouds and their continuing varying
patterns are universal indexes of
weather. Beyond the generalized
knowledge of growth, formation and

The same thunderstorm is displayed in dissipation, the dynamics of cloud sys-
a normal video presentation (top) and tems is inordinately complex. The
in a contoured form (bottom) pro-
duced by AFCRL's new Video Data physics of clouds is a fundamental
Processor. The contours represent aspect of AFCRL's meteorology
different signal strengths in the return- research program. Of the cloud types,
ing echoes and provide a much more
detailed picture of cloud activity, convective clouds are of primary

interest because of their huge energies,
their more complex internal structure,
and their destructive force. During this
reporting period, most of AFCRL's
work in cloud physics represented a
continuation of earlier programs-
observation of cloud patterns and
growth, hurricanes, radar scattering
from hailstones, and the study of
thunderstorms.

CONVECTIVE CLOUD GROWTH: Dur-
ing this reporting period, AFCRL
scientists completed two new studies
designed to gain further insight into
the growth of convective clouds. The
first study, using time-lapse cloud
photography, coordinated with aircraft
observations inside the clouds, yielded
relationships between the observed
growth of active cumulus clouds, and

1
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their internal velocity and temperature V
fields. The results of this study were in
good accord with those predicted by
theory. A

The second study was designed to AULT-

study the processes which determine
the life-cycle of a thunderhead. Photo- .
grammetric measurements of anvil out- B
flow from an isolated cumulonimbus
made possible an estimation of how
much of the cloud's available buoyant
energy it dissipated by mixing with the P1AN VIEW

surrounding air.
RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF THUNDER- . . AV

STORMS, An investigation was made .. . . . ...
of the organization of convective struc- "
tures that produce large hail and torna-
does. From this investigation, eArlier UL

models were extended. Based on echo A UPDRAFT B

returns from weather radars, it was 1o0 N.M. 5 bVERTICAL SECTION

shown that tornadoes are usually found
beneath an echo-free vault which exists
in the core of the storm and extends Hiztal and til cross sections
upward beneath the highest echo top. of a thunderstorm were drawn from
The vault is thought to be an indication radar echoes. The density of the small

of the most intense part of an organized, dots is proportional to the intensity of
the echoes. The lines of larger dots

persistent updraft. The tornado hook, represent precipitation in the form of
an echo frequently seen on radar under hailstones. The vault is an area from

tornadic conditions, was demonstrated which there are no radar echoes.

to be the horizontal cross-section view
at low altitudes of the vault and its
adjacent wall cloud. Evidence that the cyclonic motion observed in hook
vault-s often precede the development echoes.
of hook echoes and tornadoes offers Experiments performed by Swiss
some promise for eventual development scientists under AFCRL contract have
of a tornado identification technique providel an important contribution to
based on the structure of a thunder- our knowledge of backscattering cross
storm radar echo. sections from "spongy" (homogeneous

An airflow model previously devel- mixture of ice and water) ice spheres.
oped by AFORL scientists for persis- The results contain the answer to a
tent convective storms has been long-standing dilemma of unexplained
extended to fit the case of those severe reflectivity profiles observed in hail-
and often tornadic storms which travel storms. Meteorological interpretation
to the right of the tropospheric winds, of these results by AFCRL scientists
An interesting feature of this model is shows that a concentration of only
the cyclonic turning of the updraft, 3 g/n 3 of one-centimeter diameter
which is believed to be responsible for sponge-coated or completely spongy ice
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spheres is sufficient to produce an pictured. It now appears that areas of
equivalent radar reflectivity factor of negative charge as well as those of
107 mm6/m 3 at a radar wavelength of 3 positive charge commonly exist in
centimeters. thunderstorm tops.

The puzzling fact that the reflectivity HURRICANE SPIRAL BANDS: Since
of hailstorms reaches a maximum alti- 1944, when radar was first used to
tude around the middle of a storm, and probe the structure of hurricanes, it
decreases both above and below this was believed that the commonly
level can now be accounted for. The observed spiral rain bands are gen-
temperature at which the highly re7 .c- erated by relatively narrow regions of
tive spongy mixture of both ice and convergence which give rise to intense
water coats the hailstones must be convection. However, oy careful radar
around 00C. Since temperature observations of these spiral rain bands,
decreases with altitude, the water in a group of AFCRL scientists concluded
this coating should freeze solid at alti- that spiral bands are predominantly of
tudes above the 00 level causing a a stratiform type with only a small
decrease in a hailstone's reflectivity, region of active convection at their
Below this altitude level the ice in the upwind ends.
coating melts, also causing a decrease Nevertheless, these small regions of
in reflectivity. active convection are key features of

ELECTRICAL STRUCTURES: A study the model. The hurricane can be pic-
of the growth and decay of electrically tured as containing a number of con-
charged areas in thunderstorms was vective clouds at a few preferred
made. For this study, three aircraft locations of the cyclone system, usually
were used. Measurements of the elec- in the right front quadrant of the
tric fields above thunderstorms and the hurricane. These convective clouds
associated cloud top structure were spew out precipitation particles in the
made by the U-2; the C-130A measured form of ice or snow which stream
the fields alongside the storms and the downwind in the circular wind field,
storm's radar structure; and an F-100F while the region of intense convection
flew directly through thpor to measure moves radially outward. The pattern
the fields, turbulence, and precipitation thus formed is a spiral. But what
forms inside. A good deal of the data initiates the small upward velocities
relates to the change in electric field which are necessary for the occurrence
structure preceding, during, and fol- of stratiform precipitation? This is
lowing lightning strikes on the F-100. caused initially by the evaporation and
The C-130 and the U-2 also observed melting of ice crystals in the plume.
close lightning strokes. The evaporation of the ice crystals

AFCRL meteorologists were particu- results in a cooling effect - and thus
larly interested in combining the above creates an area of decreased stability
measurements to formulate a consistent which induces the growth of the pre-
physical picture of the conditions for cipitation farther downwind. There-
the formation of lightning charge fore, one of the most novel features of
centers. Analysis has not yet been corn- this hypothesis is that the spiral plume
pleted, but the data indicate that the itself initiates the convergence (by the
electrical structure of a thunderstorm cooling process). The convergence
is much more complex than is usually does not initiate the spiral plume.

44
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An independent observation which is HURRICANE PREDICTION: During
in agreement with th 2 notion of a cool- the period an AFCRL scientist devel-
ing mechanism at work is that tempera- oped a model of hurricane formation
tures within the spiral bands are gen- which may eventually make it possible
erally cooler than those outside. for meteorologists to predict exactly
Another observation supporting the when and where hurrictnes will form.
hypothesis is the fact that only about In constructing this type of model, cer-
three or four percent of the hurricane tain simplifying assumptions are made.
area is covered by "hot" convective The atmosphere is treated as an "ideal
(thunderstorm-like) towers. Most of fluid." This fluid is taken as a "physical
the rain area is contained within the model" of the atmosphere, and its
bands of stratiform precipitation. equations of motion are then derived.

The proposed mechanism is not
meant to explain all spiral bands. Other
questions, such as the character and
arrangement of the essential convective
clouds at the heads of the spirals and
the maintenance of the spiral band for
periods of over an hour, still remain to
be answered. 4

ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS

All research in meteorology might
properly fall under "Atmospheric
Dynamics." Weather has its origin in
the dynamic processes of the atmos-
phere. These processes include world-

2 wide circulations, the mixing of air Hurricane spiral bands, like those
masses and air layers, localized winds shown in this TIROS photograph, have
and turbulence, and they include the been the subject of intensive study by

AFCRL meteorologists. These bands
closely associated variations in tern- of precipitation contain convective
peratures, pressures and humidities. In systems which hold the key to under-
short, atmospheric dynamics encom- standing the processes whereby hurri-
passes all components of the huge canes obtain their tremendous energy.

atmospheric machine fueled by the sun.
The research covered in this section The set of these equations constitutes a

bears on the Air Force need for more "mathematical model" of the atmos-
accurate weather prediction. Large phere, which becomes a "numerical
scale weather modification -- much dis- model" once the proper data are
cussed in the popular literature but yet inserted and the equations solved.
to approach the feasibility threshold - The hurricane model consists of five
will surely be based on the enhanced equations which express relationships
knowledge - id understanding of funda- among five meteorological parameters.
mental atmospheric processes. These are: the stream function, which

- - _ _ -*-.-~)~- . - -- - S.
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3 _ _ minutes) to generate or "predict" new
U wind speed, direction, temperature, and

mixing ratio which are in turn used
to calculate new values for the five
unknowns, and so on. The process can
be carried on by computer to predict
what the wind speed, direction, and
location of a hurricane will be at any

"."given time after its formation. How-
ever, it should be emphasized that these
computations are based on a theoretical
model which differs sufficiently from

A "the actual atmosphere so that long-
% F _ period predictions would greatly depart

. from reality; and, in addition, long-
- period predictions would permit accu-

mulation of numerical errors.
The model itself is not new. It was

first constructed in 1957. At the time,
however,," it failed to generate a "mathe-
matical hurricane" from the set of wind
and temperature data that were used.

A chart depicting hurricane growth Lack of the necessary temperature data

and movement is shown here with the
AFCRL scientist who developed a prior to hurricane formation was
numerical model for hurricane lredic- responsible for this failure. When
tion. The chart represents one stage complete wind and temperature data
of a hurricane's development, prior to the formation of a hurricane

were finally obtained, it was seen that
gives the pattern of horizontal wind previous assumptions about tempera-
speed and direction at a given altitude, ture had been incorrect. The tempera-
temperature, mixing ratio, vertical ture at altitudes where atmospheric
motion of air, and horizontal diver- pressure is 500 millibars (about 20,000
gence. Of these, only wind speed and feet) above the tropical ocean regions
direction, temperature, and mixing (5 to 25 degrees north latitude) where
ratio need be found by direct observa- hurricanes form, is an important factor
tion. The other quantities may be in the equations. It had been assumed
calculated from a knowledge of these that the isotherms would follow the
observed parameters. Additional quan- streamlines and that the temperature
tities in the equations, such as amount would increase gradually from north to
of latent heat released by the condensa- south. In reality the isotherms have a
tion of water vapor, and frictional much more complex pattern prior to
effects, may also be calculated, hurricane formation. With precise

From a set of initial observations of data, the model gave a picture of the
wind speed and direction, temperature, hurricane's formation and movement
and mixing ratio, the equations are which checked very well with what was
solved and the solutions are stepped actually observed. In fact, it was dis-

* forward a small increment of time (five covered that this temperature is
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probably the single most important 500 millibars were obtained by Fourier
parameter. Variations of only one or analysis for each day for north lati-
two degrees in 50 km can signal the tudes 30, 45, and 60 degrees. An
formation of a hurricane if the iso- atmospheric pressure of 500 millibars
therms display a certain characteristic is roughly centered at 20,000 feet.
pattern. These daily measurements provided

The speed of the cyclonic winds that a spectrum of energies from which
develop is proportional to the tempera- various spectral characteristics could
ture gradient in such a pattern. If the be obtained. These average spectral
gradient is too small, no hurricane characteristics have, for the first time,
develops. The model gives wind speeds given the observer a stable reference
that were somewhat higher than those point to which he can relate both his
actually observed, but the rate of future observations and the observa-
formation and the path which the tions of other investigators. One
model predicts are both in "very close important characteristic that was
accord with those observed, uncovered -having significant impli-

It was also found that the heat cations for theoretical studies of atmos-
released by water vapor as it condenses pheric disturbances- is that the scale
to form clouds affects the rate at which size of the disturbances with the maxi-
a hurricane forms, but has little effect mum kinetic energy does not change
on the intensity of its winds. Studies with latitude, but averages 5000 kilo-
are continuing to determine how meters at all three latitudes. Theoreti-
temperature, heat of condensation, and cal studies, based upon linearized (that
other meteorological parameters affect is, mathematically simplified) models,
hurricane formation, have predicted that disturbances with a

KINETIC ENERGY IN THE ATMOS- scale size of 5000 kilometers should be
PHERE: Understanding the relation- the most unstable and, therefore, should
ships between general atmospheric contain the most energy.
circulation patterns and large scale ATMOSPHERIC OZONE: As a strong
atmospheric disturbances is a prime absorber of electromagnetic radiation,
goal of meteorological research. Such ozone has an active role in the ener-
an understanding is prerequisite to an getics of the atmosphere. The radiative
explanation of how storm systems heat balance and thermal structure of
originate and develop. Although much the stratosphere and mesosphere are
observational data have been collected controlled to a large extent by the verti-
on atmospheric flow, both the data cal ozone distribution. The toxicity of
collected and their interpretation have ozone and its deleterious effects on
come into question because the samples certain materials are of particular
have been too small and time periods concern in the operation of high-flying.
were different. aircraft.

A milestone was reached under a Perhaps the greatest interest in
long-term research program on atmos- detailed measurements of atmospheric
pheric flow patterns during the report- ozone lies in its application, in the
ing period. The results are the culmi- passive sense, as a natural tracer of
nation of daily observations taken over atmospheric motion. The ozone mixing
a seven year period. During these ratio is a conservative property of an
years, the north-south wind spectra at air parcel over the lower 95 percent

__7
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OZONE M)i,,G RATIO (isg9) FEBRUARY., 1MC 963 The program also provides for special

0 I I 1 , periods of daily ascents and is further
0' -\"supplemented by flights with a U-2

,- -research aircraft having ozone and
other meteorological instrumentation

-. 3 , aboard.
3 Processed data from the first year of

network operation have provided a
lbasic description of the distribution

o o and variability of atmospheric ozone of
immediate interest for a variety of

00 research needs. The surprising con-
sistency in the ozone network observa-

s 0 0 ' ' 1 1 tions obtained during 1963 and early

LAr TUOE. DEGEES N/QrH 1964 indicates that certain generaliza-
tions can be made concerning the rates

Average ozone mixing ratio (micro- and modes of atmospheric mixing and
grams of ozone per gram of air) over transport. The surfaces of greatest
North America has been derived from mixing in the lower stratosphere have a
data collected by AFCRL's network
of 12 ozonesonde stations. Fluctua- significant slope downward toward
tions in this average ratio are used to higher latitudes. In all seasons, trace
trace large-scale atmospheric disturb- substances or contaminants having a
ances. significant lifetime tend to assume a

uniform distribution along well-defined
surfaces whose configuration is given,

of 'he atmosphere. Thus the analysis of for example, by the average configura-
ozone variability in time and space tion of the potential vorticity surfaces.
provides a unique capability to study The mixing is effected primarily by the
the complexities of the circulation large-scale atmospheric disturbances of
processes. wave numbers 2 and 3, which are so

Systematic measurements of the prominent in the upper troposphere
vertical ozone distribution on a broad and lower stratosphere. The stream
scale began with the establishment of surfaces of greatest mixing, as defined
the AFCRL ozonesondc network pro- by the ozone network data, are inclined
gram in January of 1963. With the more strongly to the horizontal than the
cooperation of the U. S. and Canadian potential temperature surfaces. Under
operational weather services and sev- these conditions, the kinetic energy of
eral universities in the United States, the disturbances is converted into
coordinated ozone observations are now potential energy. Thus, the energy of
routinely obtained from twelve stations the large-scale perturbations in the
in North America, wbich extend from stratosphere is maintained on the
the Canal Zone in the equatorial region average by a transfer of kinetic energy
to Alaska and Greenland in the polar from the atmospheric stratum near the
region. Sounding balloons equipped upper tropospheric jet stream and
with a dry chemical ozone instrument below.
are launched simultaneously each Wed- The ever-increasing library of high
nesday at each participating station. resolution ozone data is being used for
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detailed analysis of the mechanisms of samples were determined. Results to
radioactivity, water vapor and ozone date generally support the tentative
exchange between the tropospheric conclusions drawn from AFCRL's
and stratospheric reservoirs and the earlier tracer experiment in which
study of three-dimensional motion rhodium-102, released in 1958, was
associated with such circulation fea- used. In addition, the cadmium-109
tures as mountain waves, extra-tropical experiment has given some indication
storms and explosive stratospheric of the difference in timing between
warmings. hemispheres for the major winter dis-

ATMOSPHERIC RADIOACTIVITY, An- turbances in the polar vortex region.
other tracer of atmospheric circulations THE LOW-LEVEL JET: Since early
is radioactive debris from nuclear tests. 1961, AFCRL has examined the
Depending on the type, timing, and mechanism of the low-level jet with a
location of stratospheric injection, thoroughness unmatched by any other
radioactive particles stay aloft for research group. Low-level jet streams,
periods varying from months to several as the term implies, are fast moving
years. The size distribution of these winds occurring at altitudes between
particles also influences their residence 500 and 2000 feet. They are usually
time and plays a role in the selection of found in regions of flat terrain and they
best sampling systems for determining occur most often at night.
absolute concentrations of atmospheric Within the past 24 months, studies
radioactivity. In the AFCRL study, have concentrated on the growth and
measurements have been made of the decay of the low-level jet streams and
size distribution of radioactive aerosols associated turbulent fluctuations. In
as a function of time within four August 1963, a series of experiments
altitude intervals between nine and was conducted to observe turbulent
30 km. Balloon-borne, impactor-filter fluctuations in vertical components of
collections of aerosols were measured motion. Such fluctuations were meas-
not only for total-beta radioactivity, but ured by means of four continuous-wave
also for strontium 90, zirconium 95, sonic anemometers designed by the
and cerium 144. These individual Laboratory and mounted at heights of
radionuclides were found to be carried 150, 450, 750 and 1050 feet along a
mostly by particles having radii 1,480-foot-high TV tower near Dallas.
between 0.02 and 0.15 microns, the Other instruments had already been
lower end of the size range for strato- mounted at 12 levels from 30 to 1420
spheric natural aerosols. In general, feet during the earlier phases of the
their peak concentrations were between study, including wind and temperature
15 and 21 km, which agree well with sensors capable of measuring the
the peak in the number distribution of average values of these quantities.
the natural sulfate aerosol. More than 50 observational hours

On specific recommendation by have provided a unique set of data on
AFCRL scientists, cadmium-109 was low-level jet turbulence. One observa-
released in a 1962 U. S. nuclear test. tion lasted the entire life-cycle of a jet's
The idea was to use it as a tracer of formation and dissipation over a 24-
high-altitude circulations. During the hour period. Aircraft carrying wind
July 1963 - June 1965 period, concen- and temperature probes were flown at
trations of this tracer in stratospheric tower level on nine occasions to obtain

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .
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is partly responsible for the upward
movement and eventual breakdown of
this inversion.

-0Or ANGELS-: One form of atmos-
pheric turbulence may be responsible
for the well-known radar phenomenon
known as "dot angels," which are radar
returns from invisible targets. "Dot
Angels" are seen at rather unpre-
dictable intervals - though more often
on calm, cloudless days. Explanations
for these phantom blips have ranged
from extremely sharp gradients in the
index of refraction, to flying saucers,
birds, or insects. During this reporting
period, AFCRL meteorologists com-
piled a complete set of their charac-
teristics from a number of independent
radar observations and presented a
detailed model to account for the dot
angel.

Most dot angels have been detected
by vertically pointing radars. The fact
that an angel increases in cross-section
as it approaches the zenith, provides an
essential clue. A curved reflector, pre-

This TV tower near Dallas, with senting a concave surface to a radar
meteorological sensors spaced at inter- beam, would produce this effect. A
vals along its length, has proved to be
the most productive installation in the curved reflector is consistent with the
country for observing low altitude jet model of a convective thermal or
winds that occur at night in the bubble. The air flow within a buoyant
southwest. bubble is a maximum along the vertical

axis, but at the top surface of the
bubble the air flows outward and then

near-simultaneous tower-aircraft meas- downward resulting in a sharp gradient
urements of turbulent structure in the of refractive index between the air
jet stream at several altitude regimes. within the bubble and the environ-

Measurements show that the maxi- mental air. The bubble is hemi-
mum speed of low-level jets sometimes spherical, and the "cap" or topmost
exceeds 70 mph, even when the wind at part of the bubble reflects the radar
ground level a few hundred feet below signal almost perfectly. For the bubble
is only 10-15 mph. This maximum to reflect perfectly, the sharp gradient
usually occurs at around 1,000 feet of refractive index at the top of the
in the early hours before sunrise, cap must be smooth to a fraction of a
AFCRL ,cientists have discovered that wavelength. The need for such a well-
a temperature inversion is associated shaped surface is implied by the maxi-
with low-level jets, and that turbulence mum occurrence of dot angels on calm
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days and their disappearance when the Radar Echoes in Clear Air at 3 Wavelengths
surface winds exceed 20 to 25 knots.

This model also accounts for another .
dot angel characteristic, namely, its
appearance as a point source. The
angel is seen as a point source because
only one point on a spherical reflector,.
the point at which a plane tangent to X-BAND
the surface of the reflector is perpen-
dicular to the incident beam, will reflect
the beam back along the same path. 6

It was also found that the radar
cross-section of the angel increases as it / " "
gains altitude, and that this increase is - "" '

proportional to the square of the dis- -

tance from the radar to the angel. This S-BAND
fact suggests that the radius of curva-
ture of the atmospheric reflector is , "
directly proportional to altitude, in f I
accord with direct observation that a 5I•
convective thermal (or bubble) expands
linearly with height.

The dot angel study is germane to 5 .1
the problem of clear air turbulence

detection (see Chapter X). In coopera- UHF
tion with Lincoln Laboratory of MIT, Atmospheric turbulence is responsible
AFCRL has undertaken a major pro- for phantom radar echoes, such as
gram to investigate radar echoes from these returns recorded by AFCRL

the clear air using three ultra-sensitive scientists at Wallops Island, Va. The

radars at Wallops Island, Virginia. Its Laboratory is conducting extensive
research to determine the exact nature

main objective is to determine whether of these echoes and whether this effect
or not sharp variations in refractive can be used to detect clear air turbu-
index similar to those associated with. lence (CAT).

dot angels exist in regions of clear air
turbulence, and to see if they can be direcdy related to Air Force opera-
detected and discriminated from other tional problems, and were in fact
phenomena. initiated in response to specific Air

Force needs.
REFRACTIVE INDEX JD TRACKING
.oRNOss Refractive index studies of

SPECIAL PROJECTS the atmosphere were conducted in
response to an Air Forr o-erational

The programs covered in this section problem - namely, the , roblem of
are of a somewhat discrete and spe- interferometer tracking eieors in the
cialized nature, as against the more Cape Kennedy area. Precise tracking
generalized studies discussed in earlier depends upon knowledge of th,. atmos-
sections. Three of the programs are phere's index of refraction which con-
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tinuously varies. There was a strong DIFFUSION OF TOX " 'UELS. Early
need for an accurate method for deriv- in 1961, the Air Force's Ballistic Sys-
ing information on the variable index tems Division asked AFCRL tl under-
of refraction correction. This informa- take a research program to gain more
tion is used as a correction factor in the information about how turbulent diffu-
tracking radars at the time of missile sion is related to various meteorologieal
launch. parameters. Behind this request was

As a result of the AFCRL study, it concern over the potential hazard of
appears that the solution for a simple toxic vapors from fuels used in the
index of refraction monitoring system Titan II missile. A detailed study of the
is through the observation of the diffusion rates for various combina-
detailed moisture irregularities in the tions of atmospheric conditions was
atmosphere. In the measurement phase conducted by AFCRL at Cape Kennedy
of the program, AFCRL's U-2 and and at Vandenberg AFB.
C-130A, as well as two G-131's and an Simulants were released and sampled
F-100 were used. Sensors aboard these at distances ranging up to ten miles
aircraft not only made index of refrac- from the release point while measure-
tion measurements, but also simultan- ments were msde of the appropriate
eously observed cloud growth and decay meteorological parameters. The 196
in the general area of the USAF's field experiments conducted at the two
missile tracking network along the sites produced a large amount of data
southern coast of Florida. Other instru- from which accurate quantitative state-
ments were used to make ground ments were derived relating meteorolo-
observations at 15 special ground gical measurements to the diffusion
weather sites. In addition, radars rate of .toxic gases. At the same time
operated by cooperating groups scanned the field tests were being conducted,
the area, and occasional use was even AFCRL designed and directed the fab-
made of TIROS cloud photographs. rication and installation of micromete-

Preliminary analysis of these exten- orological systems, one for each of the
sive measurements has shown that missile test ranges.
cloud-scale moisture irregularities in the The systems, which employ a number
atmosphere can cause tracking errors of new concepts in micrometeorological
of the size found in the actual tracking data acquisition and processing, make
data. The extensive measurements from use of small digital computers, which
most of the meteorological sensors were permit data to be acquired, processed,
combined to describe in detail the and displayed on a realtime basis. The
refractive index structure of the atmos- quantitative statements derived from
phere over the tracking system. This the field experiments were then pro-
picture in the form of data on grid grammed into the systems' computers
points was fed into a computer. Lines so that current estimates of the diffu-
of sight were passed through this grid, sive power of the atmosphere were
and the simulated tracking errors com- available to test range officials on a
puted. These analytical methods will minute-by-minute basis. The systems
be exploited more fully for certain have successfully supported every Titan
future missile shots where real errors II launch, some with .pollution inci-
can be determined. Predicted errors dents, and have proved essential for
can then be compared with actual ones. range operations in support of later
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missile systems employing other exotic
fuels.

Even before the completion of the
Titan II effort, AFCRL was called upon
to solve a related problem at Edwards
AFB, California. The resulting pro-
gram, known as Project Sandstorm,
was a cooperative AFCRL-AFRPL
(Air Force Rocket Propulsion Labora-
tory) endeavor, supported heavily by
personnel of the Air Weather Service. 2
Small solid propellant rocket motors
were fired in short bursts, generating

puffs" whose diffusion rates differ
from those of continuous plumes, such . -
as were released at Cape Kennedy and "
at Vandenberg Air Force Base.

All experiments were conducted dur-
ing the daytime over the desert floor,
conditions which provide extremely The diffusion of toxic rocket exhaust

was studied by AFCRL meteorologists
rapid rates of turbulent diffusion. during static firings of solid fuel
Sampling devices were placed at vari- rockets condn,-ted at Edwards AFE,
ous intervals downwind from the static Calif. AFCRL meteorologists wanted

to know how far downwind from thetesting stand. During the course of firing stand toxic concentrations are
forty-five experiments, more than still found. Scor f sampling units,
20,000 samples were collected together such as the one below, were located at

various distances downwind from the
2 with relevant meteorological and photo- test stand.

theodolite data. With an analysis of
the data and a presentation of the
results, Project Sandstorm was success-
fully completed in June of 1964. The
Laboratory provided answers to the
question of how far downwind toxic
concentrations from a missile firing
exist under given weather conditions.

CLOUD DISSIPATION: During the
past few years, AFCRL meteorologists
developed and successfully demon-
strated an airborne system for making
holes in supercooled cloud cover (clouds E
in which water droplets exist below
freezing). The AN/AMQ-20 system,
which consists of a machine for making
and dispensing dry-ice pellets as
needed, has been made operational by
the Air Force, and should prove

-!
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particularly useful at subarctic air A molded cake of dry ice is sus-
bases. pended below a small weather balloon.

With the successful completion of The released, slightly buoyant seeding

this project, the AFCRL scientists balloon rises slowly into the obscuring
turned their attention to developing fog or low stratus cloud layer. As it
ground-based techniques fur dissipat- ascends, the accretion of rime ice on the
ing supercooled clouds and fog. During cake of dry ice increases to just about
this reporting period, several such tech- balance the weight loss due to evapora-
niques were evaluated including the use tion of the dry-ice cake. Thus the dry
of tethered balloons, high-powered ice plays a dual role as a dissipator of
vertical fans, small drone aircraft, and supercooled clouds and as a simple but
kites. All these methods were found to effective altitude stabilizing device for
be technically feasible. The real prob- the seeding balloon. Conditions in
lem was to find one that was cheap, supercooled clouds are such that the
simple, and safe. Since the method balloon would probably stabilize within
would be used mostly in isolated areas, the cloud or fog layer and cut a swath
it should require a minimum of mainte- through it as it is carried along by the
nance and support. Small, inexpensive wind. Several balloons should be able
solid-fuel rockets looked promising at to dissipate a large enough area for an
first, but the dry-ice pellets carried aloft aircaft to fly through. The balloons
were crushed to a useless powder by and the machine to mold the dry-ice
the launching acceleration. Other cakes, are both inexpensive and easy to
methods also had serious drawbacks, store and handle.
but a free-balloon technique was devel- LOCALIZED CONTRIBUTIONS TO

oped which shows great promise and is WEATHER: One of the more difficult
currently being tested, meteorological undertakings is that of

determining highly localized contribu-
tions to weather. An attempt to measure
these contributions will be made in 1965
from a carefully selected site in south-

"w' west Kapsas. The primary objective of
the study is to learn more about the
turbulent transport of heat, momen-_', It, tum, and water vapor in the first 100
feet above the ground.

To cond lct this study it was essential
that a flat area of about one square mile
free of all obstructions - trees, houses,
towers and so on - be located. It was
also necessary that this area be down-
wind from a larger, five-square-mile
open area. The AFCRL equipment will
occupy only a small part of the area.

AMost of the equipment will be housed in
A hole in cloud cover above AFCRL two trailers or mounted on a 100-foot
at Hanscom Field was made with a
technique developed by AFCRL for tower. Four smaller t"wers, each one-
dissipating supercooled clouds and fog. half mile from the central site, will also
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be used. Data collected will be edited
and stored by a computer-controlled
data handling system located in one of -

the trailers.
One of the key instruments to be used

in the study will be the AFCRL three-
component sonic anemometer which
will provide fast-response measure- - ----,-:--.
ments of the three dimensional wind .-
field. These measurements along with - -

profile measurements and conventional
slow-response meteorological sensors
will enable scientists to investigate
relations between the vertical flux of
momentum and the gradients of wind
speed and temperature. Most of the
initial observations will be made in the
winter wheat section of Kansas during
July and August 1965, which is the Fog research is carried, out at this site
interval between harvest and planting. at Otis AFB, Mass. This Cape Cod

site is subject to frequent fogs at cer-
tain times of the year.

PROJECT CAT FEET: An economical

method for dissipating warm clouds
and fog has not yet been developed, physical characteristics of warm fog
Although a theoretical study showed throughout its life cycle.
that warm cloud dissipation using A six-meter mast was instrumented
water as a seeding agent was not prac- to measure vertical profiles of wind,
tical, this study has been contradicted temperature, and dew-point in a study
by experiments which appeared to pro- of micrometeorological phenomena
duce relatively remarkable effects, involved in the formation ;tnd dissipa-
AFCRL scientists are currently investi- tion of warm fog. Measurements of net
gating whether these results were a radiation at four levels within the six-
coincidence of nature or due to some meter depth were also obtained to study
unknown effect of the seeding. the relationships between the rate of

More complete knowledge of the fog dissipation and the rate of change
natural life cycle and variability of of net radiation with height and time.
warm clouds and fog must be obtained Because "advective" fog (fog blown
before this and other promising inland from the sea) is the most com-
methods can be properly evaluated and mon fog type occurring at Otis AFB, a
developed for practical application. mesoscale network of surface observa-
Project Cat Feet was established to tion stations was also employed in the
obtain the required information. Work Cat Feet program. This network pro-
began during the summer of 1964 at vided measurements of wind speed and
Otis Air Force Base, Massachusetts, direction, temperature, relative humid-
and consisted of a field measurement ity, and barometric pressure at nine
program to study the micrometerologi- locations within a 50-square-mile area
cal, mesometeorological and micro- southwest of Otis AFB.
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The microphysical properties of the
warm fog were measured to determine
its structure and variability in time and
space. The cloud physics parameters
that were measured include drop size
distribution, liquid water content, elec-
tric field, air conductivity, optical
density, condensation nuclei concentra-
tion, and visibility.

The Air Weather Service supported
the Cat Feet program by providing a
mobile rawinsonde team. Many new
instruments were developed to obtain
the detailed measurements required by
the Cat Feet program. The most
notable device developed for the warm
fog study is the laser disdrometer.
This instrument can determine the size
distribution and shape of both opaque

Two instruments used in fog research and transparent particles one micron in
are shown. Above is the laser dis- diameter and larger without collecting
drometer in which coherent laser light

is used to photograph size and dis- them or interfering with their move-
tribution of particles in a volume of ment through the air. The dynamic
air. The photographic record is a range and accuracy of the method
hologram on which all events in three-

dimensional volume are collapsed onto makes it suitable for use as a calibra-
a two-dimensional record. The lower tion standard as well as for general
photog.zph is a profile mast used to
measure wind speed, temperature and laboratory and field measurement of
dewpoint at several levels, aerosols, sprays, fog, raindrops, ice

crystals, snowflakes, or any mixture of
these.

STATE-OF-THE-ART SURVEYS: Three
state-of-the-art surveys summarizing
knowledge gained through the use of
weather radars were published during
the reporting period. Advances in
Radar Meteorology is a comprehensive
survey of all aspects of radar meteorol-
ogy. Radar in Tropical Meteorology is
one of the first works of its kind. It
reviews the use of radar in the study

T--- of tropical meteorology, gathering
together a wide array of information
on the structure of convective storms

N I' and hurricanes. A third review, Radar
Analysis of Severe Storms, describes
and evaluates all known methods for
detecting severe characteristics of
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thunderstorms using incoherent radar. Stormy Spring observations were con-
ducted between 15 March and 30 April

PROJECT STORMY SPRING: The 1965. During this period five systems
pattern of weather observed at any one which passed through the southern
time at any one location has evolved New England area were observed by 9.

from a multiplicity of interrelated host of techniques for continuous
phenomena. Hemispheric air circula- periods of 24 to 48 hours each.
tions have had an obvious part in its Some of the goals of the project
formation, but beyond the large pres- were: 1) to study the circulation and
sure systems resulting from general dynamics of cloud and precipitation
atmospheric circulations, the pattern bands, high- and low-level frontal zones
has been modified by atmospheric and mesoseale pressure systems, 2) to
processes on the regional and local determine the distribution of moisture
scale. Regional and local scale (meso- balance and the physics of precipitation
scale) influences have received far less growth in various portions of the
attention than have studies of large- cyclones, 3) to evaluate the strato-
scale weather patterns. Project Stormy sphere-troposphere exchange processes
Spring is concerned with mesoscale by examining the ozone structure of the
weather structures - that is, struc-
tures with an area of about 40,000
square miles. /

The Project, conducted in the spring /PORTLAND

of 1965, placed New England weather
under intensive scrutiny. U-2 and 

I 
A

C-130 weather aircraft, weather radars, ALBANY KEENE0

rawinsondes, and weather satellites X -,x_ -. . . . .f

were used during concentrated periods / .X_
of simultaneous observations of many I SURFAC
aspects of particular weather systems. -- BDLEY 'x NETWORK I

The study was largely concentrated TA.B 1FIELI QUONSET PT.. AS

in the southern New England states. In " x I , NANTUCKET

weather prediction, mesoscale phenom- / - N

ena give the weather forecaster some of
his greatest headaches. He may find, /SUFOLKC

for example, that the 12-inch snowfall 0ENATY P ORT

predicted 24 hours earlier did in fact NLIoccur - but 50 miles wvest of the city.
The AFRL study is concerned largely R Weather Radar Site, Sudbury: CPS-9. FPS-6 and Doppler Radarswith gaining a better understanding of Hanscom Field, Bedford: C-130 and U-2 Base, TPQ-11 Radar, A.F.

Rawinsonde at 90-hinute Intervals
the dynamics of weather systems over X AWS Mobile Rawinsonde Sites. 90-Minute Intervals
a particular region. Such an under- * Weather Bureau Rawinsonde Sites. 3-Hour Intervals

stanaing is fundamental to the problem
of more precise local forecasts. Project Stormy Spring encompassed the

Scientists from all the specialized geographical area. shown on the map.
The legend below l:sts some of thebranches of the Meteorology Labora- equipments used and the frequency

tory participated in the intensive pro- with which observations were made
gram of observation and analysis. during a storm of interest.

_____ -
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upper troposphere and lower strato- ATLAS, D., HARDY, K. R., DrNALDsoN, R. J., JR.
sphere in relation to the associated cir- Reply to Comments by Sp. os Geotis on the

Paper Entitled: Radar Reflectivity of Stormsculations and thermal structures, and Containing Spongy Hail
4) to develop and evaluate techniques J. Geophys. Res. (15 November 1964).
of observation, data reduction and
analysis for future studies of this type. ATLAS, D., HARDY, K. and Joss, J. (Swiss

The U. S. Weather Bureau and the Inst. Meteorol.)
Air Weather Service assisted AFCRL Radar Reflectivity of Storms Containing

Spongy Hail
by taking some of the observations. J. Geophys. Res. (15 May 1964).
Permanent and mobile rawinsonde sites
at about 60-mile spacing and operating BARAD, M. L.
at 90-minute or three-hour intervals Examination of a. Wind Profile Proposed
were a basic aspect of the data-gather- by Swinbank

J. Appl. Meteorol. (December 1963).ing network. In addition, a special Reprint AFCRL 64-160
surface network established to gather The Vert: zl Transfer of Momentum and
wind, temperature, pressure, humidity, Heat at and Near the Earth's Surface

Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. 26, No.Iand precipitation data from 20 surface (May 1964), Reprint AFCRL-64-769.
sites spaced 20 miles apart was used.

A weather satellite provided cloud BERKOFSKY, L.
photographs, as did the C-130 and U-2 The Mathematical Equivalence of Multi-
aircraft. In addition, the U-2 aircraft Level and Vertically Integrated Numerical
measured distributions of ozone, tern- Forecasting Models

Tellus (November 1963).perature, wind, and radiation; and the Reprint AFCRL-64-524
C-130 provided cloud physics, tempera- The Fall-Off with Height of Terrain-
ture, and wind data. Several weather Induced Vertical Motions

J. Appl. Meteorol. (August 1964).radars, each with unique capabilities Reprint AFCRL-65-41.
(one of these being a TPQ-11 recently
installed at L. G. Hanscom Field), were BERKOFSKY, L., SnAriPo, R.
also used. Project Stormy Spring was A Dynamical Model for Investigating the
one of the most massive and intensive Effects of Periodic Heat Sources on theprograms for observing weather Equatorial StratosphereGeofisica Internat'l, Vol. 3, No. 3-4
dynamics over a limited region that has (July - December 1963),
yet been undertaken. Reprint AFCRL-64-792

Some Numerical Results of a Model
Investigation of the Atmospheric Response
to Upper-Level Heating
J. Planet. Space Sci., Vol. 12, Pergamon
Press Ltd., Northern Ireland (1964).

BROWNING, K. A.
Airflow and Precipitation Trajectories
Within Severe Local Storms which TravelJOURNAL ARTICLES/BOOKS to the Right of the WindsJU' Y 1963 - JUNE 1965 J. Atm. Sci. (November 1964).

ATLAS, D., BROWNING, K. A., Reprint AFCRL-65-418.

DONALDSON, R. J., JR., SWERNEY, H. J.
Automatic Digital Radar Reflectivity BROWNING, K. A., DONALDSON, R. J., JR.
Analysis of a Tornadic Storm Airflow and Structure of a Tornadic Storm
J. Appl. Meteorol. (Oct. 1963) J. Atm. Sci. (November 1963).
Reprint AFCRL 64-180 Reprint AFCRL 64-181.
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CONOVER, J. H. HIlL, G. E.
A Case of Lee Wave Clouds Simultaneously Reply to Duncan's Letter Entitled: Drift of
Photographed from an Aircraft and a Middle Latitude F-Region Ionization to the
TIROS Satellite, Weather (March 1964). Polar Cap
Reprint AFCRL 64-264. J. Atm. Sci. (September-October 1964).
The Identification and Significance of
Orographically Induced Clouds Observed by IZUMI, Y.
TIROS Satellites, J. Appl. Meteorol. The Evolution of Temperature and Velocity
(June 1964), Reprint AFCRL 64-790. Profiles During Breakdown of a Nocturnal
Cloud and Terrestrial Determinations from Inversion and a Low-Level Jet
TIROS Satellite Pictures J. Appl. Meteorol. (February 1964).
J. Appl. Meteorol. (April 1965).

DONALDSON, R. J., JR. IzuMI, Y,, BARAD, M. L.
Wind and Temperature Variations During

Ai Demonstration of Antenna Beam Errors Development of a Low-Level Jet
;n Radar Reflectivity Patterns J. Appl. Meteorol. (October 1963).
J. Appl. Meteorol., Vol. 3, No. 5 Reprint AFCRL 64-156
(October 1964).
Reprint AFCRL-65-139 KAIMAL, J. C., CRAMER, H. E., RECORD, F. A.,
Methods for Identification of Severe TILLMAN, J. E. (MIT), BUSINCGER, J. A.,
Thunderstorms by Radar: A Guide and MIYAKE, M. (Univ. of Wash.)
Bibliography, Bull. Am. Meteorol Soc. Comparison of Bivane and Sonic Techniques
Vol. 46 (April 1965). for Measuring the Vertical Wind Component

DONALDSON, R. J., JR., LAMKIN, W. E. Quart. J. Roy. Nieteorol. Soc. (October 1964).

Visual Observations Beneath a Developing Reprint AFCRL 64-958.

Tornado MACDONALD, N. J., SHAPIRO, R.
Monthly Weather Review (June 1964). A Relationship Between Persistence and
DBEVINSKY, P. J., WASSON, J. T., Numerical Weather Prediction
COUBLE, E. C. (Wentworth Inst.), J. Appl. Meteorol. (October 1964).
DIMOND, N. A. MUENCH, H. S.
Be7 , P32 and S35 : Stratospheric Evolution of a Graphical Prediction
Concentrations and Artificial Production Technique Incorporating Ageostrophic Effects
J. Geophys. Res. (15 April 1964). J. Appl. Meteorol. (October 1964).
Reprint AFCRL 64-521. Reprint AFCRL-65-42.

ELLoTT, W. P. PENN, S.
The Height Variation of Vertical Heat A Case Study Using Ozone to Determine
Flux Near the Ground Structure and Air Motions at the Tropopause
Quart. J. Roy. Meteorol. Soc. (July 1964). J. Appl. Meteorol. (August 1964).
Reprint AFCRL 64-718 Reprint AFCRL-65-46.

Ozone and Temperature Structure
GLASS, M., CARLSON, T. N. in a Hurricane
(Weather Service, Inc., Boston) J. Appl. Meteorol. (April 1965).
The Growth Characteristics of
Small Cumulus Clouds PENN, S., MARTEL, E. A.
J. Atm. Sci. (leptember 1963). (NCAR, Boulder, Colo.)

An Analysis of the Radioactive Fallout
GLOVER, K. M., ATLAS, D. Situation Over North America in Late
On the Back-Scatter Cross-Sections of September 1961
Ice Spheres J. Geophys. Res. (July 1963).
Zeitschrift fur angewandte Mathematik und
Physik, Vol. 14, No. 5 SHAPIRO, R.
(September-October 1963). A Mid-Latitude Biennial Osc:llation in the

Variance of the Surface-Pressure Distribution
HAWKINS, R. S. Quart. J. Roy. Meteorol. Soc., Vol. 90, No. 385
Analysis and Interpretation of TIROS 11 (July 1964), Reprint AFCRL 64-723.
Infrared Radiation Measurements The Inherent Smoothing of Whole-
J. Appl. Meteorol. (October 1964). Disk Solar Indices
Reprint AFCRL 65-80 J. Geophys. Res. (January 1965).
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SHAPiR ), R., MACDONALD, N. J., ATLAS, D., HARDY, K. R., Joss, J.
BRIER, G. W. (U. S. Weather Bureau) (Swiss Institute of Meteorology)
A Search for Rainfall Calendaricities Particle Composition and Concentrations in
J. Atn. Sci. (November 1963). Intense Hailstorms, AMS Mtg.,

SHAPmo, R., WARD, F. Atlantic City, N. J. (1-5 March 1964).

Possibility of a 26 or 27-Month Periodicity ATLAS, D., WEXLER, R.
in the Equatorial Geomagnetic Field (Aracon Geophysics Corp.)
Nature (29 February 1964). Wlind Measurement by Conventional
The Kinetic Energy Spectrum of Radar with a Dual Beam Pattern
Meridional Flow in the Mid-Troposphere 11th Weather Radar Conf., Boulder, Colo.
J. Atm. Sci. (July 1963). (14-18 2ptember 1964).I SILVERMAN, B. A., THOMPSON, B. J. (Tech. BARAD, M. L.
Ops., Inc.), WARD, J. H. (Tech. Ops., Inc.) The Vertical Transfer of Momentum and
Laser Fog Disdrometer Heat at and Near the Earth's Surface
J. Appl. Meteorol. (December 1964). New York Academy of Sciences, Section on
Reprint AFCRL 64-553). Planetary Sciences, New York, N. Y.

WASSON, J. T. (24 March 1964).

Radioactivity in Sputnik IV Fragment BARNES, A. A., JR.
J. Geophys. Res. (June 1964). Stratospheric Enu.rgy and Momentum Studies
Reprint AFCRL 64-553 Seminars on the Stratosphere and Mesosphere,

and Polar Meteorology, Stanstead College,
WILU~s, 3. T., BROWNING, K. A., ATLAS, D. Quebec, Canada (7-10 July 1963).
Radar Observations of Ice Spheres in Free Fall Radar Meteor Trail Sets
J. Atm. Sci., Vol. 21, (January 1964). Seminars on the Stratosphere and Mesosphere
Reprint AFCRL 64-931. Stanstead College, Quebec, Canada

(17-20 July 1963).

BERKOFSKY, L.
Numerical Hurricane Prediction
Symposium on Tropical Meteorology, Rotorua,
New Zealand (5-13 November 1963);
Numerical Prediction of Hurricane Formation
45th Annual Mtg. of the AMS, New York,

PAPE RS PRESENITED AT M ETINGS N. Y. (25-28 January .965).
JULY 1963 - JUNE 1965

AOYAGI. J. BERKOFSKY, L., SHAPiRO, R.
An Investigation of thc Effects of High-Level

Areal Rainfall Amount Obtained by a Heating on the Large-Scale Circulation of the
3.2 cn Radar and a Raingage Network Lower Atmosphere
l1th Weather Radar Conf., Boulder, Colo. International Symp. on the Dynamics of
(14-18 September 1964). Processes in the Atmosphere, Moscow,

ATLAS, D. U. S. S. R. (15-22 June 1965).

Angels in Focus BROWNING, K. A.
11th Weather Radar Conf., Boulder, Colo. The Basis of a General Model of the Airflow
(14-18 September 1964). and Precipitation Trajectories Within

ATLAS, D., AOYAi, J., DONALDSON, R. J., jR. Persistent Convective Storms
3rd Conference on Severe Local Storms

Doppler Anaiys;s of the Physical Dynamics Urbana, Il1. (12-14 November 1963).
of a Convective Storm On the Structure and Growth of
Conf. on Cloud Phys., Tokyo, Japan Some Giant Hailstones
(24 May-1 Ji~ne 1965). Conf. on Cloud Phys., Tokyo, Japan

ATLAS, D., HARDY, K. R., GLOVER, K. M., (23 May-1 June 1965).

CIIISIIOLM, J. (MIT) CONOVER, J. H.
Multiuwyelength Backscatter from the Clear Cloud and Terrestrial Albedo Determinations
A.tmosphere, URSI, Wash., D. C. From Coordinated Ground Photography and
(20-23 April 1965); Internat'l Colloquium on Aircraft Penetrations
Fine-Scale Processes in the Atmosphere, Conf. on Cloud Phys. and Cloud Dynamics
Moscow, U. S. S. R. (15-22 June 1965). Chicago, Ill. (24-26 March 1964).
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CUNNINGHAM, R. M., GLASS, M., FITZGERALD, D. R., VALOVCIN, F. R.
CARLSON, T. N. High Altitude Observations of the Develop-
(Imperial College, England) ment of a Tornado Producing Thunderstorm
Properties of Active Cumulus Clouds Conf. on Cloud Phys. and Cloud Dynamics
Determined from Coordinated Ground Photog- Chicago, I1. (24-26 March 1964).
raphy and Aircraft Penetrations FITZGERALD, D. R., CUNNINGII, R. M.
Conf. on Cloud Phys. and Cloud Dynamics
Chicago, Jll. (24-16 March 1964). Multiple Aircraft Studies of the Electrical

Properties of Thunderstorn, .
CUNNINGHAm, R. M., CRANE, R. K. Conf. on Cloud Phys., Tokyo, Japan
(MIT Line. Lab.), MEYER, J. H. (24 May - 1 June 1965).
(Electromagnetic Research Corp.) GLASS, M., BROWN, R. (Univ. of Chicago)
The Effect of Mesoscale Refractive Index FUJITA, T. (Univ. of Chicago)
Variation on the Acuracy of a Long Baseline Thermodynamical Study of a Cumulonimbus
Interferometer Developing Undnr a Weak. Vertical Wind Shear
URSI, Wash., D. C. (20-23 April 1965). Conf. on Cloud Phys. and Cloud Dynamics

CUNNINGHAM, R. M., GLASS, M. Chicago, Ill. (24-26 March 1964).
Cumdus Cloud-Group History and Structure HARDY, K. R., ATLAS, D., BROWNING, K. A.
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11th Weather Radar Conf., Boulder, Colo. A Numerical Study of the Instantaneous
(14-18 September 1964). Point Source Diffusion Problem

DoNA..DSoN, R. J., ATLAS, D. AMS Nat'l Conf. on Micrometeorology,

Radar in Tropical Meteorology Salt Lake City, Utah (13-16 October 1964).
World Meteorological Organization Some Recent Developments in Atmospheric
Symposium on Tropical Meteorology, Purbulent Diffusion
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(5-13 November 1963). Foundation of Am., Inc., San Antonio, Texas

(21-22 October 1964).
DRuwINSKY, P. J., PEci, J. A Range Safety System for Missiles
Stratospheric Radioactive Aerosols: with Toxic Propellants
Size and Vertical Distributions 11th Annual Air Force Sci. and Eng.
Fallout Conf., U. S. AEC Auditorium, Symp., Brooks AFB, Texas
Germantown, Maryland (3-6 November 1964). (20-22 October 1964).

DwYER, J. HERING, W. S.

Mobile Micrometeorological Observation Preliminary Analysis of Ozonesonde
System Network Observations Over North America
3rd Scientific Data Systems Users Group Seminars on the Stratosphere and blesosphere
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Vertical Ozone Distribution Over North
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Long-Wave Radiation Exchange Near Internat'l Union of Geodesy and Geophys.
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KAIMAL, J. C. SILVERMAN, B. A.
An Investigation of Vertical Velocity Laser Fog Disdrometer
Fluctuations in a Nocturnal Low-Level Jet AMS Mtg., Los Angeles, Calif.
AMS Nat'l Conf. on Micrometeorology (29-31 January.1964).
Salt Lake City, Utah (13-16 October 1964). Atmospheric Limitations on Laser Propagation
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Diffusion of Rocket Motor Exhausts
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Doppler Radars as Severe Storms Sensors Washington, D. C. (30 September 1964).
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Berkeley, Calif. (23-24 June 1964). Instantaneous Volume Sources
IUENCH, H. S. AMS Nat'l Conf. on Micrometeorology,
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Growth of crystals in silica gel is a
technique for studying crystal growth
mechanisms. The crystal grows at a
relatively slow rate and remains sta-
tionary and undisturbed during the
growth process. Crystals in the silica
gel medium are clearly visible.

rA.



IX Solid State Sciences 249 L
Laboratory 6--

S Much of the Air Force research pro-
gram in solid state electromagnetics is
centered in thc AFCRL Solid State
Sciences Laboratory. The program
covers the ultrapurification of elec-
tronic and optical materials, advanced
analytical techniques for measuring
levels of purity, the growth of a great
variety of single crystals, measure-
ment of material properties and
phenomena, and the fabrication of elec-
tronic devices.

Behind this research are Air Force
operational needs for equipments for
detection, surveillance, computation,
communication, display, weaponry, and
control operations. With respect to
these equipments, AFCRL hopes to
obtain improved radiation and tem-
perature resistance, greater sensitivity,
higher power operations, improved
speed, enhanced reliability, and
decreased size and weight.

The facilities for conducting this
research are among the most complete
in the country. Indeed, there are few
optical, semiconductor or magnetic
crystals of any type that the Labora-
tory does not have the capability of
producing. The Laboratory also has
facilities for research in single crystal
thin film technology. Coupled closely
with crystal growth facilities are a host
of analytical techniques for determin-
ing crystalline structure, purity and
electromagnetic properties. For the
study of the effects of radiation on
materials and devices, AFCRL operates
a I Mev Dynamitron, a 3 M'v Van de
Graaff generator, and a nominal 12
Mev linear accelerator.

________________"Noma 
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ULTRAPUPCIFICATION AND ANALYSIS activation analysis, mass spectro-

graphy, and emission spectroscopy-
The requisite first step in solid state are used to evaluate purity levels. Dur-
research is the preparation of materials ing the reporting period, research has
of known impurity content. It is the enlarged the scope of each method, and
responsibility of those working in the increased sensitivity for many elements
ultrapurification of materials to pro- has been attained. In addition to these
vide the crystallographer with methods, used primarily for ultratrace
materials of known impurity concen- analysis, the more conventional gravi-
trates. metric, volumetric and colorimetric tech-

As materials of higher and higher niques are used where stoichiometric
purity are obtained, there is a parallel analysis is required. The Laboratory
netcl for improved analytical techniques provides analytical services to other
for detecting minute residual impuri- groups both within and outside
ties- impuAties in the order of only AFCRL.
parts per 100 billion. At AFCRL, BORON CHKMISTRY Eleme "" .oron
research in ultrapurification is essen.- is a potential high energy-gap semi-
tially inseparable from research on conductor material. But it must be pre-improved analytical techniques. pared in high-purity form for appro-

The major programs of the purifica- priate doping. Boron compounds hav
tion program are in four areas: 1) many potential device .pplications.
boron chemistry, 2) zone-refining, 3) Techniques have been developed for
vapor-phase chromatography, and 4) the preparation of massive boron from
phase diagram studies. the hydrogen reiuction of the disfilled

Three analytical methods - radio- bromide as well as the iodide. The
material is extremely pure except for
the presence of about 200 parts per

! f - : million of carbon. The removal of thisjimpurity is being investigated.
A new compound of boron, phos-

phorus and iodine has been synthesized
and characterized. It has the formula
BPIL and its most interesting applica-
tion is that it can be decomposed to
boron phosphide. This is carried out
thermally and the resulting boron phos-
phide has b-n obtained both in the
bulk and as a thin film on silicon. The
boron phosphide has applications as a
h i g h temperature semiconductor

f .material.

Boron arsenide has been synthesized
by direct combination of the elements.

Electron beam zone refining of insulat- This material should prove to be aning materials presents problers not interesting semiconducting compoundencountered with metals. Here a
sapphire rod is being melted and with a different carrier mobility than
refined by an electron beam. boron phosphide.

I
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ZONE REFINING, Zone refining is a a rapid comparison of the effectiveness
widely used technique in which the of all continuous zone refining models
material in solid form is moved past a or systems. Thesi same curves were
heating element and is melted during used to evaluate how variations in
passage. The impurities that are soluble various parameters affect the purity of
in the molten phase are swept toward the product produced.
the end of the charge as the liquid zone Theoretical models of two new con-
is moved. Several passes are made and tinuous zone refining systems have been
with each pass greater purity is developed as a result of this work. A
obtained. Although zone refining is matter transport system was built and
widely used in semiconductor purifica- tested, which increases the flexibility of
tion, only one batch at a time can be design of a continuous zone refining
processed. No other laboratory, it is system and can increase product puritS.
believed, is carrying out a research pro- A continuous float zone refining system
gram in continuous zone refining, has been designed but has not yet been
Continuous zone refining may become built or tested. If the experimental
a widely applicable technique for the problems associated with this system
ultrapurification of electromagnetic can be solved, it will be the most power-
materials. ful zone refining tool yet developed for

Where large quantities of ultrapure the production of ultrapure materials.
material are required, the continuous
system has two distinct advantages
over the multistage batch system now
comt' only used. In tests, the con-
tinuous system has been shown to pro-
duce a controllable quanitity of product
with every pass, and the product it
produces has a solution concentration
very close to the ultimate. AFCRL has
designed and built two continuous zone .'

refining systems.
The steady state equations of the

three existing theoretical models of
continuous zone refining systems
reported by other investigators were
examined during the reporting period
and found to be in error. These errors
were corrected. A technique was
developed b:.: which the intrinsic
parameters of all continuous zone
refining systems could be nondimen-
sionalized. Nondirfiensional steady Atmospheric dust can severely con-
state equations were derived which taminate materials during the ultra-
were capable of being programmed and purification and analysis stages. This
run on an electronic computer. The special room, with its large air filter-

ing system, provides a clean atmos-
results of these computations, in phere, thus permitting a more reliable
graphical form, provided the means for determinction of material composition.

1
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VAPOR PHASE CHROMATOGRAPHY: of the singl eutectic type. Assuming
A complete experimental system for the ideal conditivns, the concentration pro-
evaluation of vapor phase chromatog- file resulting from the zone melting of
raphy as a technique for the prepara- a eutectic type mixture is easily pre-
tion of ultrapure volatile intermediates dicted. In these experiments typical
of semiconducting materials has been concentration profiles were not
devised. The preparative chroma- observed. Although thermal analysis
tography has been modified and neces- indicated no solid solubility, "apparent
sary auxiliary equipment assembled. K's" were measured. The apparent K's
Preliminary runs using silicon tetra- reflected the variability that existed in
chloride have been carried out and the liquid profile resulting from differ-
samples of the collected effluent have ent zoning rates and ambient tempera-
been hydrolyzed to silicon dioxide. The ture conditions.
purity of these samples is being
evaluated by mass spectrographic and fUAMPLE ANALYSIS: During this
emission spectrographic analysis. An reporting period the analytical group
apparatus has been built to decompose performed a total of 472 analyses. Of
apratus hseen uilto toeacho se this total, 379 samples were submitted
thermally the silicon An a choride from various groups within the Solid

effromn varou groupsn withysi the Soli
eState Sciences Laboratory. Of interest
purity of this silicon will be performed. is the fact that 93 samples were
This work, it is hoped, will lead to a a y the aboraores oern

demonstration of the effectiveness of analyzed for other laboratories, Govern-
the chromatographic technique. ment agencies, or contractors. The

techniques and instruments available at

PHASE DIAGRAMS: Experimental AFCRL are not widely found else-
studies on the zone refining of a num- where. These analyses gave Laboratory
ber of eutectic forming systems- scientists access to newly developed
materials which alloy at some minimum processes or materials from outside the
melting point-have been made. The Laboratory.
systems investigated were triphenyl The 472 analyses represented about
antimony-benzoic acid, triphenyl anti- 200 different materials indicating the
mony-napthalene, and triphenyl anti- wide range of substances now under-
mony-biphenyl. The use of radioactive going Laboratory investigation. This
antimony (Sb',2 ) as a tracer provides a number does include, however, various
nondestructive in situ analysis, and intermediate substances and com-
permits successive zone passes to be pounds.
made on the same sample tube. The COMPUTERIZED GAMMA SPFCTROM-

counting instrumentation has a punch ETRY: Neutron activation analysis is
tape output which not only provides a by far the most sensitive method of
convenient method of data processing, detecting trace impurities in solid state
but permits its analysis on the basis of materials. It has the drawback, how-
the various zoning models. In these ever, of being slow, tedious, and
studies, various profiles were obtained expensive. Because of these drawbacks,
which depart from those expected on the Laboratory has been exploring new
the basis of theory, and from the phase techniques for speeding up this
data derived by the Laboratory from analysis.
thermal analysis. More than 80 elements, when irra-

The three systems investigated were diated by neutron bombardment, have
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isotopes which become gamma emitters.
In radioactivation analysis, these radio-
isotopes are usually separated radio-
chemically. But AFCRL has found that
modern multi-channel gamma analyzers
can perform this separation automati-
cally. Although poor resolution of the
gamma detector limits the number of
peaks which may be thus separated, by
using computer techniques, the complex
spectrum can be analyzed into its com-
ponent parts and the contribution of
any particular gamma isotope can be
evaluated. In the computer program,
the complex curve is treated as the sum
of the individual isotopes' photopeaks NI
(Gaussian distribution) plus Compton
scattering (exponential distribution).
The computer unravels these from Many techniques are used to determine

various possible permutations. The the purity level of highly refined
materials. In the top photograph, a

analytical program as finally developed spectrograph obtained by conventional
will allow the solution of a 100 by 100 emission spectroscopy is being ana-
matrix - far beyond the resolution lyzed. In the lower photograph,

residual impurities irradiated and
capabilities of present gamma spec- deliberately added to a semiconductor
trometer systems. material prior to the refinement

It appears that these techniques will process are being measured *by a scin-

provide a vastly speeded-up technique tillation counter.

for the analysis of trace impurities in
ultrapure materials.

EMISSION SPECTROGRAPHIC RE-

SEARCH: One of the first applications
of the laser in analytical chemistry has
been its use as the excitation source of
an emission spectrograph. In January
1964, AFCRL's newly developed laser
spectrograph was placed in operation.
In this instrument the laser beam is
focused on the sample and the light - .
resulting from the thermal excitation
of the sample is analyzed by the spec-
tograph. Because of the coherency of
the laser beam, very small volumes can
be sampled and micrograin boundaries
and similar defects studied. The vol-
ume being vaporized is a function of
the nature of the sample, its thermal
conduictivity, melting point, heat of

I
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vaporization and other factors. 100 mark in the number of crystals
(Sample spot size is normally around synthesized.
ten microns in diameter.) The degree The interest in semiconductor films
of sample excitation to be expected is has intensified since the last report.
not yet well understood and a theoreti- Controllable single crystal film deposi-
cal model of the entire interaction tion techniques add a very desirable
process is under study. new flexibility to device design and

integrated circuitry. Thin film tech-
niques may make possible the forma-

CRYSTAL GROWTH tion of some semiconductors, or semi-
conductor mixtures, that would be

The single crystal is distinguished from technically impossible with bulk crys-
other forms of matter by the repeated, tals. Since there are a great many
geometrically-ordered arrangement of high energy gap semiconductor device
the atoms or ions. This definition materials that AFCRL is anxious to
applies both to a material in bulk or look at for their device potential, thin
granular form and to a thin film of a film provides an economical technique
material only a few microns thick. It for obtaining such materials for study.
is this attribute of periodicity in the The acquisition, cataloging, and dis-
crystal which gives it many of its inter- semination of state-of-the-art data
esting and technologically worthwhile resulting from Air Force sponsored
properties. In addition, crystals can be and allied research efforts are also
made even more interesting and useful responsibilities of the Laboratory.
by the intentional introduction of for- About two and one-half years ago, the
eign ions which change the energy Laboratory started a bibliography oil
structure. A good example of this is crystal growth. This work was com-
aluminum oxide, which when grown in pleted in March 1964. Phase diagrams
single crystal form becomes sapphire of crystal growth were also included in
-a material which is relatively the bibliography. The system currently
inactive as an electronic material. But consists of approximately 5000 cards.
with the addition of minute amounts THERMAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES:

of chromium, the crystal becomes ruby, The basic structure of a material sub-
a basic laser material. jected to extreme ranges of pressure

Research in crystal growth has three and temperature may be changed. Both
objectives: 1) to develop improved the lattice structure of the material and
methods for growing crystals, 2) to the alignment of atoms or ions within
discover new types of crystals with the crystal can be altered- possibly
improved or unique performance char- obtaining an entirely different form of
acteristics, and 3) to gain sufficient material. The best known example of
understanding of crystals and crystal this is the conversion of graphite to
growth processes so that crystals with diamond. This conversion in crystal
certain desired performance charac- structure is known as phase trans-
teristics can be precisely tailored, formation.

To conduct its crystal research, One method for detecting a phase
AFCRL has approximately 25 furnaces, transformation is by differential ther-
crystallizers, and presses. During the mal enalysis (DTA). This is based on
reporting period, AFCRL passed the a change in the thermal characteristics

I
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that occur when a material undergoes a
phase transformation. This change is
measured by plotting the difference in
output between a sampling thermo-
couple and a reference thermocouple
encased in a s p e c i a I reference
body. Both thermocouples and the
reference body must have identical
thermal environments. The accurate
measurement of temperature becomes
more difficult as the temperature range
is extended. Furthermore, this diffi-
culty is compounded enormously when
the sample size is limited and the entire
volume is subjected to pressures in the
order of millions of pounds per square
inch.

To measure temperature excursions
under these extreme environments, the
Laboratory has been conducting experi- The furnace in the upper photograph
ments into new measurement tech- is capable of sustained operation ,.bove

2500 degrees C. The furnace in the
niques. Some of the detriments lower photograph is used to anneal
encountered under high pressure condi- single crystals of ruby. Annealing-
tions are shearing of the thermocouple heating close to the melting point of

the specimen results in a relaxation of
wires, unpredictable thermal behavior strain and the reduction of structural
of reference materials, distortion and imperfections.
displacement of thermocouples within
the sample and reference body, and loss
of limited sample space taken up by the
reference sample.

To alleviate these problems, AFCRL
has replaced the reference body and the
reference thermocouple by an elec-
tronically derived reference signal. In
this scheme, a change of temperature
is measured and plotted versus time or
temperature while the sample of
interest is being subjected to pressure.
This method employs a single thermo-
couple located in the test sample and an
external reference. The reference signal
is electronically derived from the single
thermocouple used in the sample.

To distinguish clearly between the
original dual differential thermal analy-
sis (DTA) technique and the present
method, this system is termed DATA, .

'
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Differential Analog Thermal Analysis. As part. of its program on growth

In addition to physical advantages, and characterization of single crystals,
DATA provides increased sensitivity the Laboratory must measure most of
and detail at lower temperatures. these thermal properties. However, up

Research continues on DATA with to now, DTA equipment has not gen-
studies of the heating and cooling erally been used above 1200 degrees C
curves for tin in the Laboratory's either as a qualitative or quantitative
tetrahedral anvil press at discrete pres- analytical tool for the study of
sures up to 100 kilobars (approxi- materials. As temperature is increased
mately 1.5 million psi). above this, so are the problems of DTA.

Conventional differential thermal Because accurate DTA data above 1200
analysis (DTA), on the other hand, degrees C are vital to many of the
remains a sensitive method of deter- Laboratory's p-'-grams, a differential
mining thermal properties of materials thermal analysis apparatus capable of
at elevated temperatures and is used determining phase transitions and other
in many basic aspects of single crystal properties up to 1620 degrees C was
technology where sample size and pres- recently designed, constructed, and put
sure effects do not complicate the into operation. This design is such that
measurement. Some of the properties a tubular silicon carbide heating
capable of being determined, in addi- element, capable of providing tempera-
tion to crystal structure changes at tures up to 1650 degrees C in air, serves
high pressures and temperatures, not only as the source of heat, but also
include: melting and freezing points of as the furnace chamber.
materials, oxidation and reduction The heretofore limitation of poor
reactions, heats of fusion, specific heat signal-to-noise ratio at these tempera-
capacities, chemical kinetics, and Curie tures is overcome by improved
points (temperatures at which circuitry, while a unique platinum
materials lose their spontaneous or sample holder greatly diminishes prob-
permanent magnetization). lems associated with non-identical

thermal conditions. Excellent repro-
ducibility of data with this improved
instrument has been established. This

4W -advanced DTA method is currently in
_- use in the Laboratory and is being

correlated with x-ray, chemical, and
microscopic analyses in order to
identify phases under study.

NEW HIGH PRESSURE, HIGH TEMPER-

ATURE EQUIPMENTS. The work pre-
viously mentioned on DATA was done
with the AFCRL tetrahedral anvil
press which has been in operation at
AFCRL since 1958. During thereporting period, two new high

This single crystal orienter with x-ray temperature, high pressure equipments

pattern display is a unique tool for
positioning and analyzing single were installed in the Laboratory.
crystal materials. One of these -also of tetrahedral

. .- .~ .. ..... 
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design -permits x-ray observations of the anvil material. The tempera-
during actual operation. Thus, for tures noted above can be more than
example, transitions from graphite to doubled by using more complicated
diamond can be observed as they occur. methods of heating and simple geom-
This equipment has been designated the etry to protect the anvils.
x-ray press. It consists of a tetrahedral AUTOMATED CRYSTAL GROWTH BY

anvil press and a high power rotating FLAME FUSION: The flame fusion or
anode x-ray tube and associated control Verneuil process was developed over 60
equipment. The press has been years ago. The best known crystal
operated at. pressures in excess of 100 product of the Verneuil furnace is the
kilobars with satisfactory performance. ruby, still the leading laser material for
The power output of the x-ray tube high power operation.
appears to be approximately 60 times The flame fusion process consists of
that of the best commercially available feeding a fine powder of the material
x-ray diffraction tubes. to be grown into a high temperature

The entire system was placed in full torch directed downward at a pedestal
operation in July of 1965. A film or seed crystal. The feed particles are
camera was initially used for detection melted in the torch and fall upon the
of the diffracted rays. Later, scintilla- pedestal. As the seed crystal is
tion counters will be used. enlarged by the molten, impinging

The second new press, a modification particles, the pedestal is slowly with-
of the Bridgman opposed-anvil appara- drawn so that the position of the liquid-
tus, is designed to more effectively crystal interface is maintained at a
apply pressure and temperature constant level. With this technique,
parameters. This oscillating squeezer large single crystals of sapphire, ruby,
has the advantage of speeding the rate rutile, spinel, and other oxides are
of reactions and transitions, especially grown. Crystals grown by this tech-
in the relatively low temperature range nique, however, are too often charac-
of 100 to 200 degrees C. This means terized by excessive mechanical strains
that materials can be synthesized at and variations from chemical stoichi-
high pressures at significantly lower ometry, doping inhomogeneities, and
temperatures. Phase transitions char- improper control of ionic valence.
acterized by prohibitive reaction These faults result from inadequate
kinetics can also be more easily temperature and other parameter con-
obtained. A case in point is the syn- trols. The human monitor during the-
thesis of coesite (SiO2) at room growth process does not have the
temperature using the new press. ability to make the minor, but impor-

This pressure apparatus has been tant, changes necessary to achieve
operated above 120 kilobars (13/1 mil- crystalline perfection.
lion pounds per square inch) at 300 To overcome some of these difficul-
degrees C with tungsten carbide anvils, ties, AFCRL, in collaboration with the
It has also been operated above 700 University of Michigan, initiated in
degrees C at 40 ilobars. These two 1962, work on an improved, completely
examples help to define the pressure- automatic Verneuil furnace. This fur-
temperature capability of the appara- nace was designed to produce single
tus. Pressure-temperature limits of crystals under carefully controlled and
operation are imposed by the strength reproducible growing conditions. This

.. ~ .*
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can be precisely monitored and con-
trolled. The pedestal raising assembly
is servo-controlled with a photocell

- -'\ serving as the sensing element. The
growing chamber is surrounded by
six portholes used for temperature
sensing, photocell control, high speed
photography, and other uses demanded
by scientific investigations. The
machine operator is able to observe
boule growth continually by means of

projection on a screen located directly
in front of the console. (The boule is
magnified four times.) The apparatus

" possesses auxiliary heating to diminish
the temperature gradient in the grow-
ing chamber and to achieve simultan-

This high pressure, high temperature eou anean o the ouues.
apparatus has been used by AFCRL eous annealing of the boules.
since the late 1950's to grow diamonds CRYSTAL PERFECTION STUDIES:
and to evaluate other materials sub- Tremendous complexities are involved
Jected to ultrahigh pressures. Teedu opeiisaeivlein placing individual atoms in the

specific positions required for a perfect
is of utmost importance. If a particular crystal lattice. in many growth
ruby crystal, for example, demonstrates processes, as many as 1020 atoms are
exceptional performance in a laser, the positioned in the lattice each second.
current state of the art does not permit One misplaced atom per ten thousand
its duplication, can mean enormous amounts of misfits

Final design of the furnace was in small volumes of material.
completed during 1964 and construc- The usefulness of crystals is limited
tion will be completed during the sum- by their defects and deviations from the
mer of 1965. Some of the capabilities ideal rather than by their inherent
designed into the apparatus include the characteristics. To learn more about
following: the furnace is fully auto- the flaws in single crystals grown at
mated with automatic flame control, AFCRL and their effects on properties,
retraction of the pedestal, power the Laboratory is studying the dislo-
feed rate, and cooling control; the cation structures in ruby and sapphire
machine can be operated on fully auto- as obtained from the Verneuil furnaces.
matic, fully manual, or a combination (A dislocation is a linear discontinuity
of these. There is capability for auto- in the orderly arrangement of atoms
matic shut-off in case of serious failure, in a crystal, as contrasted from a point

U, while less serious difficulty will merely defect which results from an ion being
activate acoustic and visual alarms. incorrectly positioned or not being posi-

The feed mechanism is electrically tioned at all.) This study was under-
operated with a silicon controlled recti- taken as a background for the effect of
fier so that vibration intensity (grow- dislocation structures on laser proper-
ing crystals are extremely sensitive to ties.
minute vibrations) and the feed rate Verneuil ruby and sapphire crystals
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whose C-axes were at 0, 60, or 90
degrees to their growth axes were YA
examined. The crystals grown at the
Laboratory allowed comparative exami-
nation with annealed 90 degree ruby
crystals obtained from commercial sup-
pliers. Sapphire crystals grown from -
high temperature fluxes were also
studied. The dislocation structures
were examined by use of chemical
polishing and etching techniques. These
techniques, developed at AFCRL,
removed the uncertainties of dislocation
creation and rearrangement usually
resulting from mechanical or flame
polishing. Dislocation densities were
then expressed as the number of etch
pits per square centimeter of surface
area. Photographic evaluations gave
primary evidence that the etch pits
corresponded to line imperfections.

These studies have provided a quanti- The Verneuil furnace is one of the
most widely used crystal growingtative determination of the dislocation equipments. A principal product of

structures in Al0 3 as affected by this furnace is ruby crystals, several
growth technique, crystal orientation, boules of which are shown in the

lower photograph. Ruby is still the
chromium ion doping, and annealing, best laser crystal for high power
Among the results: 1) the average operation.
prismatic edge dislocation density of
Verneuil sapphire crystals (3.0 x 101
per cm2) was unaffected by crystal
orientation, but slightly altered with
chromium addition; 2) the substruc-
ture of 0' crystals was more dense and
complex than that of 90 degree crys-
tals; 3) the average basal dislocation
density of Verneuil crystals was
2.0 x 106 per cm2 and was unaffected by
crystal orientation and chromium addi-
tion, and 4) the dislocation content of
crystals grown from flux systems was
appreciably lower than that of Verneuil
crystals.

A new oxy-hydrogen burner, designed
under contract, was constructed and
put .nto operation in one of the AFCRL
flame ,ision furnaces. This burner is a
three tube post-mix type with a design

-7-71
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which avoids the sharp, turbulent systems are "homoepitaxial" systems,
mixirg zones of the usual tri-cone and the last three are of the "heteroe-
burner. A water cooling device has pitaxial" type. Homoepitaxial growth
been developed for use as an attach- of silicon has become a routine tech-
ment on the burner when growing nique. Present work in this area is now
crystals of materials with melting aimed at improving control of layer
points above 2200 degrees C. resistivity, electrical quality of grown

With the burner, single crystals with p-n junctions, and growth into "win-
diameters in excess of 8/, inches have dows" in Si02 masks.
been grown. These crystals include Heteroepitaxial growth of GaAs films
rutile (TiO2), strontium titanate, on Ge substrates is also done routinely.
nickel oxide, spinel (Mg0.Al2 03), Present efforts are directed toward
sapphire, and ruby. These crystals had improving control of doping conditions
far fewer dislocations - by an order of and substrate preparation. In connec-
magnitude - than crystals grown tion with the latter, a new chemical
using the conventional dual channel polishing technique employing Na0C1
burner. solutions, has been developed which

FILIVI GROWTH BY CHEMICAL REAC- produces damage-free and pit-free flat
TION! Epitaxial growth consists of surfaces hitherto unattainable with
depositing a thin film of one material other etches. The technique of GaAs
on another - usually designated the epitaxy employed here is one of synthe-
substrate - in such a way as to achieve sis in that elemental Ga and As is used
a chemical bonding between the two. as source material rather than the more
The material being deposited is first expensive polycrystalline GaAs itself.
vaporized. When it solidifies on the It is a convectional transport process in
subst~ate, it assumes single crystal which As vapor is transported to the
form. Epitaxial film growth by chem- seed crystal in a stream of H,, while
ical reactions in open tube flow systems Ga is transported as GaCl formed by
was greatly extended by the Laboratory HCl reacting with Ga at 950 degr'e,.s.
during the reporting period. Systems At the lower seed temperature (700-
now routinely available, or being inves- 800 degrees C), a disproportionation
tigated, are: reaction occurs wherein three molecules

1) silicon on silicon substrates of GaCl decompose to form two atoms
2) germanium on germanium sub- of Ga and one molecule of stable

strates GaGl3. The elemental Ga and As at the
3) gallium arsenide on gallium seed grows into a film of GaAs. These

arsenide substrates films have good surface morphology,
4) silicon carbide on silicon carbide while x-ray and electron diffraction

substrates patterns, as well as electrical prop-
5) germanium on gallium arsenide erties, indicate a high degree of crystal

substrates perfection.
6) gallium arsenide on germanium It has been found that GaAs-Ge

substrates heterojunctions formed by growth of
7) silicon carbide on silicon sub- the former on the latter have poorer

strates electrical characteristics than those
From the semiconductor viewpoint, formed by epitaxial growth of Ge on

the first four of the above epitaxial GaAs. An attractive technique for this

V
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the simultaneous H1 reduction and/or
pyrolysis of SiCI, and a carbonaceous
gas or vapor in an RF heated reaction
chamber. Initially, CC1, is being used
as the carbon source, but also pure
hydrocarbon gases are being investi-
gated. Kinetic studies of the several
systems will be performed as well as
gas phase doping experiments and film
growth in the presence of oxide masks.
Experimental films show excellent
characteristics.

FLASH EVAPORATION: Flash evapora-
tion is a thin film crystal growth tech-

I nique involving the instant vaporization
of small material particles. This tech-
nique is particularly adapted to coin-
pound semiconductors in which one
constituent is more volatile than the
other. The vapor condenses, without
change in composition, onto any avail-
abe :,ubstrate. When single crystal film

Apparatus for silicon carbide film depositions are required, a single
deposition shows clearly the incandes-
cent substrate holder. With this crystal substrate must be furnished
apparatus, sigle crystal filns of sili- together with means for heating and
con carbide are deposited on sapphire controlling its temperature. This tem-
substrates. perature and the temperature of a

crucible (or evaporator) are the
in open tube flow systems is the H, critical variables controlling single
reduction of GeC1,. Whereas this tech- crystal deposition since they both affect
nique is a tried and proven one for the surface mobility of the depositing
homoepitaxy of Ge, its adaption to Ge atoms. A program built around this
epitaxy on GaAs presents problems due technique has been initiated.
to etching of the latter by GeCl, and The flash evaporation process is car-
also due to evaporation of As from the ried out in a bell jar at a pressure of
GaAs substrate. These problems are 106 torr. Under the action of a vibrat-
under current investigation. ing mechanism, powdered material

The synthesis and epitaxial growth moves along a chute and falls in a
of SiC films for use in high band gap, continuous stream into an evaporator,
high temperature device applications a resistively heated tantalum cup. The
has great potential. Thermodynamic temperature of the evaporator is held
calculations indicate the feasibility of between 1350 degrees C to 1800 degrees
formation at temperatures between C. Each grain of the evaporant is
1000-1300 degrees C, which is well vaporized almost instantaneously. The
below previously calculated transition vapor thus produced condenses on a
temperatures (2000 degrees C). The substrate positioned directly above the
growth process under investigation is evaporator. The substrate is uniformly

'Air,
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heated by resistance. This method has agreement with the mediocre-to-poor
been employed in the preparation of a electronic properties observed for most
large series of mixed Ill-V compounds. films and film diodes.

Highly oriented single crystal films SPUTTERING: Film deposition by
of GaAs and Ge have been deposited sputtering is accomplished when an
onto Ge single crystal substrates. energetic ion hits a target material
Diodes of these materials were fabri- with sufficient energy to knock off
cated for study. GaAs-Ge and GaAs- atoms. These atoms are then deposited
GaAs diodes, prepared by "p" GaAs on a suitable substrate. Sputtering as
deposited on "n" Ge substrates and "p" described here is an old and widely
GaAs on "n" GaAs substrates gave applied method of film formation, but
characteristics typical of a soft diode. was customarily done in a glow dis-

Work is continuing in an effort to charge which meant a comparatively
improve crystal perfection of films and high pressure, low mean free path of
to increase doping concentration. Elec- the depositing atoms with relatively
tron diffraction evaluations are being little control or knowledge of the
supplemented by double beam x-ray energy of the sputtered atom. The
techniques to better establish the major distinguishing aspect of the
crystal perfection of deposited films as AFCRL technique is that all sputtered
well as the perfection of the substrates. film deposition occurs in a carefuhy
Rocking curve measurements by double controlled low pressure discharge
beam techniques show a lower degree where the mean free path of the sput-
of crystal perfection than is shown by tered atom is greater than the target
electron diffraction patterns. This is in to substrate distance. This makes it

possible to control and investigate the
effect of the extra energy of these
atoms on film structure and properties.

An added feature of this investiga-
tion. is the adaptation of mass spec-
trometry to sputtering to determine
the effect of residual gases on the
resulting deposits. Considerable experi-
ence had been developed in the past on
the analysis of residual gases by use of
a small mass spectrometer. A differ-
entially-pumped omegatron mass spec-
trometer is used to monitor the ambient
gas before, during, and after the

-sputtering operation. Basically, the

omegatron operates like a cyclotron.
An electron beam inonizes the residual
gases, and a magnetic field collimates
the beam and causes the ions to move

High vacuum sputtering of compound in a circular path at their cyclotron
semiconuuctor films is accomplished frequency. When the applied RF field
with this apparatus. In the center
foreground, the cross shaped sputter- is in resonance with a particular ion
ing chamber is clearly visible, species, the absorbed energy causes the

sp
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ion to spiral out until it is collected.
The ion current is a direct measure of
the abundance of the gas that has the
proper mass to charge ratio to be
resonant at the applied RF energy.

In the experimental investigation, k

an all-glass high vacuum system was
used. Experiments were carried out
in argon at 3 x 10-3 torr. The system
pelmitted the deposit of two films
simultaneously at variable tempera-

tures. This program has resulted in
films of germanium that have been
deposited with various degrees of single
crystallinity onto germanium, gallium,
arsenide, quartz, and mica substrates. Microwave spectroscopy (nuclear iag-netic resonance) is extensively used in
The deposition rate has been from three unraveling the mysteries of the inter-
to nine angstroms per minute. The nal structure of matter.
deposit has varied from amorphous to
random polycrystallinity, to various crystallin, imlids, electrical structure
degrees of preferred orientation, and of metals ana semiconductors, quantum
finally to single crystalline form. mechanics, cohesive energy in solids,
Temperature ranges from 80 to 650 ionic and molecular crystals, the work
degrees C were investigated, with function and surface barriers, and the

single crystalline deposits obtained at magnetic, optical, thermal, and struc-
temperatures as low as 300 degrees C. tural properties of solids.

Many analytical tools are used-
x-ray, spectrography, Mossbauer effect

PROPERTIES AND ANALYSIS analysis, magnetic resonance, and so on.
One by-product of the use of the Moss-

When the crystallographer is able to bauer effect in crystal analysis by the

tailor a crystal with great precision for Laboratory was a new formulation of

a particular purpose, and when he is Mossbauer effect theory. Starting from

able to predict with assurance the one of the basic laws of quantum

electrical behavior of a novel compound mechanics dealing with multiplication

before preparation, he will trace his of probability amplitudes, an expres-
technology back to research now in si.n for the Mossbauer coefficient was

progress at scores of laboratories derived which appears to be more

devoted to the theoretical and experi- simple and direct than the previous

mental analyses of electronic solid expressions.

state materials. ATOMIC THREE-BODY PROBLEM& An
The Solid State Sciences Laboratory improved method for dealing with one

conducts a number of analytical and of the most challenging of all mathe-
theoretical studies which are broaden- matical problems - the three-body
ing the understanding of basic semi- problem -was devised by a Labora-
conductor and magnetic mechanisms. tory scientist. The work has been
This research covers the theory of widely recognized as a fundamental
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contribution to mathematics, with of the two-body problem. Two-body
strong implications to crystal analysis. problems are relatively easy to solve.
The problem is that of describing One distant goal of the three-body
mathematically how three bodies, each study is the prediction of the physical
exerting a. force on the other two which properties of new materials and alloys.
depends ou the relative distance This actually involves a many-body
between them, behave with respect to problem, the many bodies being, say,
each other. Although the more familiar the atoms in a crystal lattice. The
instances in which this problem crops three-body problem is only one special
up -such as the behavior of asteroids case of this many-body problem.
under the gravitational influence of LATTCE DVNAMCS, Overthepast
both Jupiter and the sin -lie in the several years the Laboratory has
realm of celestial mechanics, the three devoted considerable theoretical atten-
bodies involved do not necessarily have tion to lattice vibrational spectra.
to be celestial. They may be atomic or From these studies, a new concept,
subatomic particles, and the forces which has been termed the "centro-
between them need not be gravitational, frequency of lattice vibration spectra"
They may be electromagnetic or has been derived. It characterizes the
nuclear. It is wth the latter type of entire vibrational (infrared) spectrum
three-body problem that the method of a solid. The same concept has been

Since modern atomic theory and recently found to apply to the elastic

quantum mechanics are inextricably (acoustic) spectrum of a solid, and
related, the behavior of three interact-
ing atomic or subatomic particles
becomes a quantum-mechanical three-
body problem. At first glance. it
might seem that such a problem would
be more difficult than the three-body
problem of classical or Newtonian
physics, but this is not the case.
Quantum theory allows particles to
have only certain discrete energies, and
this condition imposes a limitation on
their behavior. Actually, if all their
possible energy states are considered,
the problem becomes identical with the
three-body problem of classical physics.
But if particles in only a single energy
state are considered, the probJem is
greatly simplified, although still com-
plex.

Essentially, the treatment consists in
writing the Schroedinger wave equa- Lattice structures have been studied
tion in such a way that through a series for the past several years as a means
of transformations and approximations for obtaining knowledge of the funda-

f ofmental forces that hold matter in the
it can be put into a form similar to that solid state.

i °
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even to the spectrum of the black body vibration spectra. It has been applied
radiation, with interesting results to a host of

The assumption underlying this field problems. Among these are: lattice
of inquiry is that many physical cohesive energies, zero-point energy,
properties of solid materials should be compressibility, change of compres-
readily detectable and predictable with sibility with p:,vssure and temperature,
a good degree of acct racy on the basis thermal expansion, exponent of repul-
of the lattice vibrati -4l spectrum of sion, characteristic temperature, hard-
these materials. But to establish rela- ness, and binding forces of solids.
tions between the vibrational spectrum
of a substance and its physical proper- OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CRYSTALS:

The optical properties of a crystal areties is a task of monumental propor- characterized by twvo fundamental con-

tions. The goal may ultimately prove
to be unattainable. Nevertheless, the stants, the refractive index and the
study has already uncovered new and extinction coefficient. Knowledge of
unsuspected relationships of interest to these constants provides information

on the band structure, impurity levels,scientists in many disciplines, and lattice vibrations of the crystals.The spectrum of any material pre- During the period, the Laboratory
sents a very zomplex picture. It varies De tia ere, eLtso any
greatly, depending on how it is meas-
ured. Spectra obtained of a given semiconducting materials (diamond,
material by IR reflection, IR absorp- magnesium stannide, silicon carbide,
tion, Raman scattering, UV spectros- magnesium germanide, boron, silicon)
copy, and neutron scattering are all
quite different. None, taken by itself,
can be used to derive more than a few
characteristics of a material. Nor has
a convenient and valid mathematical
means been found to relate the spectra
for application to the investigation of 1 14 1... -14
solids. U -

The "centro-frequency" concept,
developed at AFORL several years ago,
provides a basis for the mathematical
exploration of the physical properties
of the material. (The centro-frequency
can be considered as the center of mass
of an IR absorption spectrum for any
material. It is quite literally that point
on an TR absorption plot where the area
bounded by the trace .n one side equals
the area bounded on the other.)

The centro-frequency concept has Irradiation of crystals can break down
proved to be, based on experimental the lattice bonds within the crystals
measurements over the past several and can thus alter electrical properties.Here a scientist is examining radiationyears, an extremely realistic, versatile damage to a crystal irradiated in theand useful representation of the lattice Van de Graaff generator facility... _

- -- I
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at frequencies from the ultraviolet to the refractive index and extinction
the far infrared, coefficient as a function of wavelength.

Instrumentation was developed to The optical and acoustical branches
measure very small samples over a of the lattice vibration spectra at the
range of temperatures extending from Brillouin zone boundary can be charac-
15 to 400 degrees K. This equipment terized in terms of two longitudinal and
included an evacuated dewar, selective two transverse phonon energies. In
radiation filters, and focusing arrange- polar crystals, a photon interacting
ments for imaging the spectrometer with the crystal lattice will emit or
beam at sample and detector positions. absorb the zone boundary phonors.
With this equipment both reflection and These phonons can be observed in
transmission measurements can be made transmission in terms of summation
without changing the sample position. and difference bands. Two and thltee
From these two independent measure- phonon combination bands and their
merints, the optical constants at the temperature dependence have been
particular frequency can be determined, observed in Mg2Sn.

If optical measurements are extended The effective mass of a semicon-
over the entire electromagnetic fre- ductor can be determined from the
quency spectrum, the properties of the contribution of free carriers to the
material can be evaluated from a single electric susceptibility. The effective
experiment. The usual procedure is to mass can be calculated for an intrinsic
investigate the reflectivity and calcu- sample frum the rise of reflectivity at
late the refractive indices and extinc- longer wavelengths. The shift of the
tion coefficients by applications of free-carrier plasma frequency towards
either the Kramers-Kronig integral shorter wavelengths will indicate the
relations or classical oscillator theory. effective mass variation with carrier
Done manually, this task requires concentration. These effects have been
unreasonable time and patience. With observed for compounds of the II-IV
high speed digital computers, the task series.
is reduced to reasonable proportions. IONS AND ANIONS: In analyzing the
Both the Kramers-Kronig and disper- properties of electronic materials, the
sion analysis were machine pro- roles of positive and negative ions -
grzmmed and subsequently applied to the ions and anions -are of special
th investigation of infrared lattice interest since these are the active
vibration spectra of various materials, elements. For example, in the ruby

Magnesium stannide absorption crystal, it is the positive chromium ion
spectra in the various regions have (Cr+') in the host aluminum oxide
characteristics attributed to free car- (A]203) lattice that makes the ruby
riers, valence to conduction band laser possible.
transitions, transitions within the con- Although environmental influences
duction band, and lattice vibrations, on the electronic states of positive metal
The reflectivity of the fundamental ions have been extensively studied,
lattice vibration region has been there has not been a corresponding
analyzed, and the following obtained: attention given to the associated nega-
frequencies, strengths, and linewidths tively charged ions (anions). The
of the infrared active models, high and Laboratory, during the reporting

C low frequency dielectric constants, and period, undertook a detailed study of

I
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these ani'.q. The investigation ture and the energizing microwave
requireu that a series of compounds frequency constant. Essentially, this
involvivr one type of metal anion and a method of analysis has three limita-
large number of metal ion types be tions: the crystalline axes must be
prepared. aligned with extreme precision, changes

The a i chosen was the acetylace- in crystal temperature may invalidate
tonate anion with a negative charge of results, and the experimental data are
one and a possessor of two sites which difficult to interpret.
-'ould interact with metal ions. The Laboratory scientists have obtained a
ultraviolet spectra of a series of 40 clearer insight into magnetic resonance
compounds, each involving this anion in ferrimagnotic crystals. The insight
with a different metal ion, were was found in the development of a new
obtained. Because of the variety in e'esonance equation, an equation arrived
characteristics of the metal ions, sev- at following rather lengthy algebraic
eral relations were established, includ- procedure. This has resulted in pro-
ing the influence of the character of the cedures for the utilization of ferri-
metal ion-anion bonds, the charge and magnetic materials which do not
radius of the associated metal ion, and depend on extremely precise crystal
the geometry of the associated ion on alignment or careful temperature
the spectrum of the anion, control.

The present investigation has shown To understand the nature of the dis-
that the electronic states of an anion covery, it is necessary to briefly con-
are under certain circumstances influ- sider magnetic resonance phenomena.
enced by the metal ion With which it is At magnetic resonance, the magnetiza-
associated, and that a pattern of inter- tion vector precesses about an equilib-
relationship of the spectral, physical, rium. The precession frequency of the
and chemical properties exists. This magnetic vector is basic to the novel
has been demonstrated for a single procedures formulated by the Labora-
anion, but it is uncertain whether this tory. The precession frequency
is a general situation. To try to clarify depends on the torques which the
this point, the spectr.. of two other magnetic vector experiences both from
anions are being investigated. Never- the external magnetic field and from
theless, in light of the Laboratory's variations of the anisotropy energy
findings, conclusions based on previous with position in the lattice. Heretofore,
studies of the spectra involving reactive all practical application was based on
solvents or contaminants must be care- the belief that at only one crystal
fully reconsidered, orientation - one "singular" direction

MAGNETO-CRYSTALLINE A ISOTRD- - was the precessional frequency unin.-
pY, When the experimenter sets out to fluenced by anisotropy energy and
determine the anisotropy (ease of variation with temperature. Ideal crys-
magnetization as a function of crystal tal orientation was required to guaran-
orientation) properties of a ferri- tee elimination of the temperature
magnetic crystal, he measures the effect , magnetic resonance. The ..
changes in the external magnetic -ield AFCRL studies led to the evidence that
required to obtain strongest magnetic not one but a continuum of "singular"
resonance at different crystal orienta- directions exist. What is meant by
tions. He attempts to keep the tempera- "singular" directions in this case are
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the crystalline orientations at which the !
precessional motion is not affected by'4 the anisotropy.

Because anisotropy constants are A
highly temperature-dependent, a slight
change in temperature would, under L

previous procedures, force a reorienta-
tion of the crystal to obtain sharpest
resonance. But using resonance equa- 5 )

tions and procedures based on the
newly discovered continuum of -
"singular" directions, temperature ''
becomes a less important consideration. _.

Experiments have proved the effec- |-'
tiveness of the new measurement f -

approach. In certain planes, deviations
up to about ten degrees from the ideal
position of the crystal did not markedly
affect the resonance field over a
temperature range of approximately 30
degrees Kelvin above and below Installed during the reporting period
ambient. was a new high pressure apparatus

which permits the scientist to view, by
ANALYSIS OF DIAMONDS Diamiond, means of the associated x-ray analysis

potentially a high temperature ,iemi- equipment, the transition of materials
conductor material, has been analyzed from their normal phase to the high
in detail by several techniques. One pressure phases.

technique that has proved especially
fruitful is the detection of trace impuri-
ties of paramagnetic materials in the Although this work is directed towards
host lattice by measuring paramagnetic new and improved devices for use in
resonance. In these studies, the nature Air Force operational hardware, some
of the impurity in atoms and the of it is quite basic and exploratory.
structure of the impurity site can be Included in the more basic studies are
deduced from the intensities of the investigations of the physical con-
resonance lines and the magnitude of straints to optimum size and perform-
the magnetic field required for their ance of devices. Logic networks taking
appearance. Paramagnetic resonarnce into account these physical constraints
techniques have been applied to the are then investigated.
evaluation of impurities in several The device research program during
semiconductors, althc h diamond has the reporting period was concentrated
received primary at" I'l. in six areas: 1) new silicon transistor

design, 2) improvement of device
fabrication techniques, 3) III-V semi-
conductor lasers, 4) II-VI semiconduc-

DEVICE RESEARCH tor diode light emitters, 5) heterojunc-
Device research at AFCRL is currently tions, and 6) fundamental properties
concentrated on semiconductors. of degenerate semiconductors. The first
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proportion of free carriers. It was
therefore necessary to develop new
methods of transport analysis. Among
these inethods, the measurement of
static vult-ampere characteristics
proved most useful.

Arsenic doped degenerate germanium
was an especially interesting study
sample because of the preGence of both
direct and phonon assisted tunneling
components in narrow p-n Junctions.
Very accurate measurements of the?1. volt-ampere characteristic were made
followed by machine computation to

extract the natural fine structure
inherent in the conduction process.
The technique proved very successful.
Some of the observed characteristics

Light emissions are clearly visible at were:
the junction of this gallium arsenide 1) The position of the secondary
laser. minimum in the conduction band of

germanium was determined to be
154 ± 5 MV above the 111 minima,
regardless of impurity density. In

four are easily categorized as device contrast to previous measurements
oriented even though there are a num- using the volt-ampere characteristic,
ber of very fundamental problems this value is in excellent agreement
inherent in them. Areas 5 and 6 are with the results of optical measure-
not directly aimed at specific devices ments of relatively pure germanium.
but are of a more general nature, 2) Sharp phonon structure was
having potential application in a rum- observed in arsenic doped samples.
ber of different device areas. The structure occurred at the same
CURRE-NT TRANSPORT ANALYSI, energies as those reported for antimony

Properties of materials that are diffi- doped material. (Other measurement

cult to measure in bulk samples may be techniques have difficulty in resolving
observed more readily in p-n junctions. the phonon structure.)
Within the past year, detailed studies 3) The presence of random fluctua-
of p-n junctions in degenerate tions in impurity densities at high
materials have been conducted in order impurity concentration leads to uncer-
to find out more information about tainty in the band model for heavily
these materials. It should be noted that doped materials. Informatiou sufficient
degenerate materials, unlike the rela- to determine the resulting disorder in
tively pure semiconductors of transistor the band edge has been observed andalyzed
technology, are highly disordered due to is presently being analyzed.
their large number of impurities. Con- MAETAL-SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIOMNS,

ventional semiconductor measurements Conventional p-n junction transistors
are greatly compromised by a high are approaching their theoretical
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limitations in performance. But in riers as a function of energy in differ-
considering junctions other than the ent metals.
regular p-n junctions, one may breech The junctions that were being
the calculated ceiling imposed on the studied are metal-Si junctions. Photo-
transistor. Several unconventional current yield versus light frequency
junctions are being studied. One of and capacitance-Lias voltage measure-
these are Schottky junctions - metal- ments are used to get the barrier
semiconductor junctions. heights. Pulse switching experiments

Current transport process across a are used to ascertain the current flow
Schottky junction is one in which the mechanism. Various ways of fabricat-
majority carriers in the semiconductor ing the triode are also being investi-
are injected over the barrier into the gated.
metal. These carriers appear in the SEMICONDUCTOR - SEMICONDUCTOR

metal as hot carriers because they JUNCTIONS: A heterojunction device is
possess more kinetic energy than the ne in which a junction is formed
average thermal carriers in the metal. between two different semiconductor
These hot carriers, being distinct, can materials. Using the same theoretical
be controlled in a selective manner. analysis for heterojunctions used for
This means that a potential barrier of p-n jufictions made in the same
height slightly less than the kinetic niaterial, more latitude in device design
energy of the hot carriers will not stop is permitted. But the heterojunction
them but will stop most of the thermal must be of similar quality as a regular
electrons. The problem is that these hot p-n junction and achieving this is not
carriers lose energy through collision easy. Crystalline mismatch, inter-
with other carriers or the crystal lattice diffusion, solid solubility, dangling
and relax to thermal equilibrium. The bond, and so on, are factors to be
hot carriers that suffer energy loss will minimized. Most of the Laboratory
not be able to surmount the collector research on heterojunctions is devoted
barrier, to fabricating an abrupt junction with

If the hot carriers possess a suffi- a minimum of interfacial states
ciently long mean life path (an interval between germanium and gallium
in which the carrier suffers no energy arsenide.
loss), and a thin metal base is provided, NEW FIELD EFFECT DEVICE: Majority
then a sizable portion of the injected carrier devices promise higher radia-
carriers can be collected. This is the tion resistance, larger temperature
principle of a hot electron metal base range of operation and less stringent
triode is under study by the Lab- material requirements. Research on
oratory. Theoretical calculations have reverse biased, junction-type field effect
shown that this device will have the and insulated gate field effect devices
potential of a higher gain-bandwidth has led to the development of a small
than the theoretical value for transis- current amplifying device - desig-
tors. nated SCAD - which has better cur-

Experiments are focused on current rent amplifying capabilities than
flow mechanisms and the barrier normal bipolar transistors.
height. Different kinds of Schottky The small current amplifier, as pic-
junctions are being tested to learn tured in the accompanying illustration,
something of the lifetimes of hot car- is a junction-type field effect device that
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LIGHT EMITTING DIODES: AFCRL's
program on electron injection electro-
luminescence in the II-VI compounds
extends back several years. These high
gap semiconductors had proven their

ability to both photoluminescence and
electroluminescence. Efforts are con-
centrated on improved efficiencies. The
approach is through the injection of
carri'.rs to achieve subsequent recom-
bination with attendant radiation.
This work is carried out both in-house
and under contract.

The etched cross section of AFCRL's Carrier injection requires a p-n
new silicon field effect current amplify- junction; junctions suitable for injec-
ing device (SCAD) is shown. The gap
between the vertical elements is only tion have been very difficult to achieve.
one micron %cross. This problem has been partly solved

and injection electroluminescence has
operates with its gates forward biased. been obtained in a number of II-IV's.
At zero gate voltage the channel is Efficiencies, initially low, have been
totally closed by the natural depletion improved. Recently, General Electric
regions surrounding any p-n junction. of Schenectady, under AFCRL con-
When the gates become forward biased tract, succeeded in making an, electro-
by a small current signal the depletion luminescent diode with an external
layers recede and a considerably efficiency of 2.5 percent, compared to
amplified current passes from source to previous efficiencies of one percent.
drain through the now opened channel. This was accomplished by reasoning
The extended volcano geometry of the that if ZnSe could be made n type and
channel, the cross-section of which is ZnTe could be made p type, perhaps a
revealed by carefully staining the P mixed crystal would be amphoteric.
areas is especially advantageous since A 40-60 mixed crystal was grown p
the actual pinch off region is very shot. type which successfully accepted an
In this manner the "on" state exhibits aluminum diffusion to form a p-n
a low resistance while the "off" state junction. This junction was made to
has a very high resistance. Direct cur- glow at liquid nitrogen temperature
rent amplification factors over a hun- with as little as eight microamps and
dred for currents as low as 10-10 glowed visibly in a lighted room at 30
amperes have been obtained. These microamps. Current work is aimed at
devices have been tested for small obtaining higher efficiencies. Theoreti-
current amplification at room tempera- cally, efficiencies of 90 percent are
tures as well as at liquid nitrogen possible.
temperature. In addition to the above program,

A major feature is their high resist- research is continuing on gallium -7
ance to radiation. Tests have shown arsenide diode lasers. These studies are
that they are less subject to permanent focused on the mode structure and the
damage from steady-state radiation intensities of the mode as a function of
than normal bipolar devices, injection current, pulse length and -'

AWY 77
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indicate methods of exaggerating the

A 'effects in order to make them usefu' for
F. M. communications.

RADIATION EFFECTS ON MATERIALS

Techniques for predicting, controlling
and lessening the effects of radiation
on electronic systems unavoidably
exposed to radiation - whether in
space or in the ground environment-
are of major Air Force interest. These
radiation envircnments range from
those generated by nuclear weapons
and nuclear power sources to those that

i have been, or will be, encountered by

A 21 mev linear accelerator was placed PtoIlite and rocket probes in space-
in operation at AFCRL in April 1965. Van Aller1 belts, solar proton showers,
To transport the samples to be irra- and cosmic rays. Malfunctions in many
diated before the irradiating nozzle a satellites have been attributed to radia-
toy train is used. tion damage. The Laboratory's research

program dovoted to radiation effects is
directed towards the development of
methods for minimizing and predicting
undesirable effects on materials used
in solid state devices.

THE AFCRL RADIATION COMPLEXt

- ..i The accompanying table shows the
major instrumentation of the AFCRL
radiation complex. Installation of an

- L-band microwave high energy electron
linear accelerator was completed in
April of 1965. The nominal energy of
this machine is 12 Mev, but it is capable
of accelerating electrons to energies
ranging from 3 to 21 Mev. It furnishes
intense pulses of electrons with pulse
widths ranging from ten nanoseconds
to 4.5 microseconds. With appropriate

individual diode characteristics such as targets, x-rays, neutrons, and positrons,
diode size and the nature of the cavity can be produced. Equipment and tech-
surfaces. GaAs is well suited for niques for characterizing the properties
studies of light emission. Further of the primary electron beam and its
understanding of the mechanism associated bremsstrahlung have been
involved in mode and energy shifts may designed and fabricated. These include

--- 4• •w mm • w
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PERFORIAANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF AFCRL RADIATION SOURCES

RADIATION TYPES OF ENERGY BEAM CURRENT,
SOURCE RADIATION RANGE DOSE RATE OR FLUX

Dynamitron Electrons 0.25-1.5 Mev 10 ma
X-Rays 0.25-1.5 Mev 2 x 107 r/hr

Van de Graaff Electrons 1.0-3.0 Mev ra
X-Rays 1.0-3.0 Mev . 107 r/hr
Protons, Deuterons 1.0-3.0 Mev 450 pa
and other positive

particles
Neutrons Thermal to 20 Mev 108 n/cm2-see

Linac Electrons 3.0-21.0 Mev 2 amps (in a pulse)
X-Rays 3.0-21.0 Mev 107 r/see (in a pulse)
Neutrons = 1.5 Mev 1013 n/cm2-sec (in a pulse)

Cobalt-60 Gamma Rays 1.2 Mev 5 x 105 r/hr

a secondary emission monitor, a high directed toward the improvement of
intensity ionization chamber, and sur- methods for predicting this important
vey instrumentation for safety monitor- parameter. It is presently known for
ing. only about a dozen elements and

Other research equipments include a compounds.
3 -Mev Van de Graaff generator, a The effective threshold is deter-
Dynamitron, aid a Cobalt-60 source mined experimentally by measuring the
and asbociated chamber. During the relative cross-section for damage pro-
period the maximum energy of the duction as a function of bombarding
Dynamitron electron accelerator was electron energy. Since accurate knowl-
increased from 1.2 to 1.5 Mev. edge of electron beam current and

energy is essential in experiments of

RADIATION DAMAGE IN CRYSTALS, this type, considerable attention was
Explorers XV and XVI, UK-1, TRAAC, given to the development of suitable
Transit 1VB and Telstar I have all fallen instrumentation and techniques for the
prey to radiation damage. The lattice control of these beam parameters. It is
structure of a crystal is damaged when necessary to conduct these experiments
energy is transferred from nuclear at low temperatures (approximately
radiations to an atom. If the trans- ten degrees K) in most materials in
ferred energy exceeds a certain critical order to avoid defect interaction which
value, the atom will be displaced from could lead to a nonlinear accumulation
its normal lattice position. The of damage and difficulties in interpre-
amount of energy required to eject an tation. Careful experiments of this
atom from its lattice site is the so-called type have been carried out on platinum
threshold energy for atomic displace- as a representation of the high atomic
ment. The parameter of primary number elements.
interest is the "effective" threshold An unexpected result was found in
-which is used to calculate the number the energy region where multiple dis-
of atoms displaced by bombarding placements take place. In this energy
radiations. The present effort is region, the damage rate was greatly

.... , , , a i I I I I ! i
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each isotope w~ith its pem'ent abun-
dance.

Calculations were also carried out to
evaluate probability displacement func-
tions that differ from the simple step
function normally assumed for relative
cross-section calculations.

It was found that the details of the
function were unimportant but that the
rate at which the function was allowed
to rise from zero had a marked influ-
ence on the calculated cross-sections.
For the region where multiple displace-
ments are important it is necessary to
estimate the average number of dis-
placements per primary recoil. A
rigorous comparison of the available
theoretical models has been initiated.

In addition to studies of the mechan-
isms involved in the displacement of

Irradiation -level outside AFCRL's atoms in crystals, attention is also
kilocurie cobalt 60 cell (in background) being given to the nature and proper-
is being monitored. Associated with ties of the defects that result from such
the cobalt 60 source is a 3 mev displacement. Germanium and silicon
Van de Graaff generator and a 1 mev d
Dynamitron. are of particular interest because of

their availability in a high state of
chemical purity and physical perfec-
tion, and their wide application. To

accelerated. The reason for this was understand the radiation induced prop-
found in the fact that some of the erty changes in these materials, it is
primary recoil atoms have sufficient desirable to identify the primary
energy to produce secondary displace- defects introduced as a function of the
ments. This secondary effect will be radiation, the defect complexes that
studied in future experiments, result from the interaction of the

To interpret the experimental dam- primary defects with defects present
age rates as a function of electron prior to the irradiation, and the
beam energy, it is necessary to have factors controlling the interaction.
accurate values of the electron scatter- Since available experimental data
ing cross-section. For high atomic indicate that the primary defects in
number elements the exact form of the germanium and silicon are mobile at
Mott-Rutherford cross-section formula very low temperatures, cryogenic
must be used. Accordingly, a computer equipment for conducting irradiation
program was written for any combina- experiments below ten degrees K is
tion of atomic number and bombarding being assembled. Equipments have been
electron energy. The input includes assembled for studying such properties
the energy in Mev, the threshold in ev, as the carrier concentration, mobility,
the atomic number, and the mass of and lifetime.
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IRRADIATION SERVICES, The radia- ARMINGTON, A. F., MITCHELL, R. F.,
tion program of the Laboratory is a DILLON, G. F.

The Preparation of High-Purity
two-part one. Besides research on the Bwron via the Iodide
mechanism of radiation damage, the Trans. AIME (March 1564).
radiation facility is used to provide Reprint AFCRL 64-476.

services for other Laboratory elements, ARIINGTON, A. F., POTTER, W. D.,

for AFCRL contractors, and for other TANNER, L. E. (Manlabs, Inc.)
Single Crystal Boron Films an Silicon

agencies of the Government. Specific J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 3,
investigations of a service nature con- Part 1 (March 1964).
ducted during the period are itemized BIsHoP, W. B.
below: Use of Failure Statistics in Design

1) Gamma irradiations of a proto- Electro-Technology, Vol. 72, No. 1
(July 1963). Reprint AFCRL 60,590.

type device. Environment Sensor
2) The photovoltaic effect associated Biomedical Sciences Instrumentation (I)

with electron induced lifetime gradients Plenum Press, N. Y. (1963).

in germanium and silicon. BLoM, J. H., LUDING7ON, C., PHIPPS, R. L.
3) Determination of energy levels in The Omegatron Versus a Sector-Type

Mass Spectrometer for Residual Gas Studies
gamma irradiated germanium. Nuovo Cimento (1964).

4) Suppression of dislocation atten- Reprint AFCRL 63-386.
tuation with gamma rays in ultrasonic BROOKS, M. S.

studies of copper. Zone Refining -A Survey
5) The development of neutron tar- Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 118, Art. 16

gets for transmission studies. (February 1965).

6) Determination of the gamma BRUCE, J. A., ARmINGTON, A. F.,
tMITCHELL, R. F.

radiation stability of rocket propellants. A New Compound Boren Trhiiodide-Phosphor,"
7) Laser pumping using energetic Triiodide, Inorganic Chem., Vol. 3, No. 6

electrons. (June 1964).

8) The stability of adhesives used in BUCHANAN, B. L., ROOSLD, S. A.,
satellite structures. DoLAN, R. P.
9) The development of a dosimeter Silicon Current Amplifier for Micro-

Amp Current Levels
for weapons measurements. Proc. IEEE, Vol. 52 (November 1964).

10) Effects of gamma irradiation on Reprint AFCRL 65-78.
electronic circuits. BuRKE, E. A., LowE, L. F.

Reflection Correction for Thermal
Neutron Spectra Derived from Transmission
Data, Nuclear Instr. and Methods, Vol. 24
(July 1963).
Reprint AFCRL 64-634.

CALI, J. P.

JOURNAL ARTICL**/mCOocS Neutron Activation Anryai
Trace Analysis in Semiconductor

JULY SM - JUNK 1SM5 Materials, II, Pergamon Press, (1964).

ARMINGTON, A. F. Analytical Methods for the Control of

Electronic Carbon Chemical Purity

Organic Semiconductors, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 118, Art. 16,

Chapt. 6, Reinhold Pub. Co. (February 1965).

(April 1964). CAL!, J. P., et al, Editors
Standard Purification Techniques Trace Analyss in Semicandu 'r Materials,
Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci. 118, Art. 16 Pergamon Press
(February 1965). (1964).
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CALl, J. P., WEINER, J. R., O'CONNOF., J. J. KENNEDY, J. K.

A Nondestructive Radioanalytical Method for A Continuous Zone Refining Apparatus
the Determination of Gallium in Substituted Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 35 (January 1964).
Yttrium Iron Garnets Reprint AFCRL 64-314.
Nature (14 September 1963). Comments on the Theory of Continuous
Reprint AFCRL 64-16. Zone-Melting

CZERLINSKY, E., GiAr nro, P. Trans. AIME, Vol. 230 (February 1964).

On the Disappearance of Magneto- KENNEDY, J. K., PARKE, N. G.
crystalline Anisotropy Effects on (Parke Math. Labs)
Sp:,, Resonance of YiG Solution and Theoretical Evaluation of Steady
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 36 (June 1965). State Equations in Continuous Zone Refining

FIELD, W. G. J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 35, No. 7

Ultra-Pressure: Present - Future (July 1964). Reprint AFCRL 65-217.

Air Univ. Quart. Rev. LIPSON, H. G., KAHAN, A.
(January - February 1964).

Infrared Absorption of Magnesium Stannide
FILD, W. G., BAUER, W. H. (Rutgers Univ.) Phys. Rev. (3 February 1964).
Verneuil Crystal Growth Reprint AFCRL 64-477.
Art and Science of Growing Crystals, L L. F., JIMENEZ, C., BURKE, E. A.
J. Wiley & Sons (1963). Equipment and Techniques for Low

GIANINO, P. D. Temperature Electron Irradiations
Within a Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 34 (December 1964).Reduction of Warm-up Rate RepinthFiLn4-12

Dewar System by Helium Desorption Reprint AFCRL 64-312.
Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 35, No. 7 LUDMAN, J. E.
(July 1964). Analysis of Transients and Stability

GIELISSE, P. J., ARONSON, J. R., in an Idealized Two-level Laser System
MCLINDEN, H. G. (Arthur D. Little) Appl. Optics, Vol. 2 (August 1963).

Low-Temperature, Far Infrared Reprint AFCRL 63-562.
Spectra of Germanium and Silicon NELSON, E. T., BROOKS, M. S.,
Phys. Rev., Vol. 135, No. 3A ARbiINGTON, A. F.
(3 August 1964). Some Zone-Refining Calculations on

Gr'.LssE, P. J., MIRA, S. (IIT Res. Inst, the Phenanthrene-Anthracene System
Chicago) Analytical Chem., Vol. 36, No. 4

Infrared Spectra of Crystals (April 1964).

Progress in Infrared Spectroscopy PLENDL, J. N., GiELISSE, P. J.
Plenum Press (1964). Atomistic Expression of Hardness

HEMMENWAY, I. N., ADAMSKI, J. A. Z. Krist. (September 1963).
(Am. Sci & Eng.) Infrared Spectra of Inorganic Dielectric
Flame Fusion Growth of Synthetic Solids, Appl. Optics, Vol. 3 (August 1964).
and Reconstructed (Natural) Sapphire
Lapidary Journal, Vol. 19 (May 1965). PLENDL, J. N., GIELISSE, P. J., MARSHALL, H.,MITRA, S.
JOHNSON, A. D. Infrared Lattice Spectra of NiO, CoO and
Semiconductor Materials, Properties and MnO
Devices Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., Vol. 9 (1964).
Air Univ. Rev. (May -June 1964).

PLENDL, J. N., MANSUR, L. C., JASPERSE, J. R.,
KAHAN, A. (ADL), MARRAM, R. P. (ADL)

44 On Determination of Absorption and Temperature Dependence of the Infrared
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X Aerospace 281
Instrumentation

Laboratory

qThe program of "ie Aerospace
Instrumentation Laboratory - when
viewed against the more basic research
oriented programs of those Labora-
tories discussed in the foregoing chap-
ters of this report - extends well into
the field of development and engineer-
ing. Much of its total effort goes into
the support of other AFCRL Labora-
tories, outside Air Force agencies,
NASA, and universities working under
Air Force contracts.

The program of this Laboratory ha.3
three rather discrete aspects: 1) the
development of improved research
vehicles - balloons, rockets and satel-
lites - for transporting scientific
instrument packages into the upper
atmosphere and beyond, 2) the genera-
tion, analysis, compilation and dissemi-
nation of climatic and atmospheric data
essential to designers and operators of
aircraft, rockets, missiles and satellites,
and 3) the development of meteorologi-
cal equipments and systems for the Air
Weather Service and other Air Force
agencies.

Most of AFCRL's rocket and satellite
probe experiments and all of its balloon
flights come under the general purview
of this Laboratory. The Laboratory
provides scientists in other Labora-
tories with guidance in the design and
fabrication of experiments and inte-
grates their experiments into the
overall flight packages. This responsi-
bility includes arrangements for the
launching of AFCRL rocket probes and
satellites and for the telemetering and
decommutating of data. It also includes
the launching of balloons for AFCRL _

t.J4 d
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and other agencies at the Holloman and inventory of sounding rockets. These

Chico sites. In this sense, the Labora- rockets have carried experiments aloft
tory is largely responsible for the from Cape Kennedy, the White Sands
management of the AFCRL research Missile Range, Eglin Gulf Test Range,
vehicle program. Ft. Churchill, Canada, Wallops Island,

During the July 196-June 1965 Virginia, the Kronogard Range in
reporting period, the Laboratory Sweden, and from the decks of various
developed, or funded the development ships.
of, several new balloon and rocket The experiments carried aloft during
vehicles. Progress in balloon technology these flights dealt with airglow phe-
was particularly notable, resulting in a nomena, the nature and intensity of
new generation of lighter, stronger, and solar ultraviolet radiation and its effect
less expensive vehicles for carrying on the upper atmosphere, lunar X-ray
heavy payloads to altitudes of 30-50 km. observations, ionospheric properties,
A new sounding rocket with increased geomagnetism, EM wave propagation,
payload capacity was introduced, and a and noctilucent clouds - in short, with
less expensive meteorological rocket most areas of environmental research.
was developed. Hundreds of balloon This research is aimed at uncovering
and rocket flights were made during the new knowledge of the physical prop-
period. A listing of all rockets and erties of the region between 40 and
satellites which carried AFCRL experi- 16,000 km above the earth - the
ments during the period is contained in environment in which future Air Force
Appendix C. The list shows the types vehicles will operate.
of vehicles used, launch site, the nature Management of the AFCRL rocket
of the experiments carried aboard, and and satellite program has many facets
the success or failure of the flight, including vehicle selection, range sched-

uling, structural design, payload inte-
gration and fabrication and systems for

RESEARCH PROBE PROGRAM data transmission and decoding. Lab-
oratory personnel plan with each scien-

The Aerospace Instrumentation Lab- tist the overall data flow from basic
oratory manages the AFCRL research sensor to final report.
rocket probe program. This means that 3LUE SCOUT FLIGHTS: Since 1961,
scientists and engineers of this Labora- the Laboratory has used Blue Scout
tory work closely with other AFCRL vehicles to orbit satellites and carry
Laboratories who are large users of probes into deep space. The guided
probe vehicles. The Laboratory fires version of this four-stage rocket can
about 50 large sounding rockets a year place up to 200 pounds in low earth
and about an equal number of smaller orbit, while the unguided version, the
meteorological rockets, making AFCRL SLV (Standard Launch Vehicle) -1 B
one of the world's largest users of these formerly the Blue Scout, Jr., can carry
vehicles. murh smaller payloads over ballistic

Aerobees, Nike-Cajuns, the Trail- trajectories with peak altitudes of sev-
blazer-2, the Astrobee 200, the Exos, eral earth radii.
the Astrobee 1500, the ARCAS, the During the present report period, five
Black Brandt and the Blue Scout, Jr. deep snace probes were carried aloft

4 are among AFCRL's rather extensive by SLV-1 B's. Three of these flights
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Left side of chart displays, payload
height curves for several of the the subsequent 18-month period. Two
veh'cle configurations (shown at right)
which are used in AFCRL's research of these are being designed, integrated,
probe program. and tested within the Laboratory, while

the remaining four are being provided

were successful. The first, launched in by a contractor under direction of the
July 1963, is described in the previous Laboratory. AFCRL will instrument
report. It reached an altitude of 12,000 four of the six satellites completely.
km, believed to be an Air Force record The other two will be used to carry out
for deep space probes at the time, and p;ograms for the Air Force Weapons
all aspects of the flight were successful. Labcatory and the Space Systems
Its instrumentation was designed to Division, but will be supported by

measure electrical structures along its AFCRL. The four AFCRL OV-3
trajectory. The two other successful satellites will be fired into elliptical
shots, launched from Cape Kennedy in polar orbits from Vandenberg AFB,
March and May of 1965, carried instru- California, and will carry sensors for
ments to measure cosmic radiation, and sampling the space environment.
reached heights of 16,000 km. VHICLE SYSTEMS, Since the launch,

The OV-3 series of satellites, to begin in 1946, of the first V-2 carrying an
in January 19Z6, will use Blue Scout AFCRL payload, AFCRL has made
boosters. The Laboratory is in charge many contributions to sounding rocket I

of the entire series of six OV-3 satellite technology. These contributions include -
launches scheduled to take place during the development of better vehicles, the
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improvement of range safety, and pre- rolling and tumbling, and for easier
flight testing procedures to insure pay- preflight adjustment.
load performance during flight. 4) A thirty percent increase in use-

ful payload cross section to ease design
requirements for flight packages. In
addition, nominal payload capability of
the Niro is double that of the Nike-
Cajun (100 vs. 50 pounds to 150 km).

Following the first successful test
flight of the Niro in Novetnber 1964,
two more Niros have been successfully
flown to date. The first of the two
flights, a further test of the vehicle
system, was launched from Eglin on
12 April 1965, and carried a payload of
125 pounds to 90 rniles. The next flight,
the first use of the Niro for sounding
the upper atmosphere, took place on
21 July 1965 from Eglin. A three-foot
inflatable falling sphere was ejected
from the rocket at apogee to measure
atmospheric density between 140 and
95 km. The sphere contained the
accelerometers to measure drag decel-
erations and telemetry equipment to

The four-stage Blue Scout rocket is relay the measurements to the ground.
used by AFCRL scientists to carry The in-house preflight testing of pay-
instruments into the earth's radiation
belts. load packages was expanded. Pre-flight

testing of each payload with a 4500-lb
force shaker and a vertical balancing

A two stage rocket, called Niro (Nike machine is expected to increase payload
and Iroquois), is destined to replace the reliability. Several basic studies to
Nike-Cajun and Nike-Apache as the establish engineering guides for pay-
workhorse vehicle for studies in the load design were undertaken. Design
ionosphere. This rocket was first flown constraints included: reentry effects,
in November 1964. The advantages of forces and moments acting on rocket
the Niro over preceding Nike-boosted motors, elastic and resonating effects of
sounding rockets are many: forward facing nose cone antennas and

1) Sharp cut-off of propulsion to spikes, roll rate discrepancy due to
prevent combustion products from mix- inertia lag, and post-burnout stabity.
ing with the atmosphere after burnout
and contaminating samples taken dur- TELEMETRY TECHNIQUES: Effective
ing the flight. telemetry is one of several essential

2) Better control of combustion, thus links in the chain of requirements for a
decreasing vibration of the payload successful rocket or satellite experi-
compartment. ment, and a primary link in the

3) Better fin design to decrease telemetry system is the a,'tenna.

- - -t~
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During the report period, a new
telemetry antenna was developed that . i
has a nearly omni-directional radiation -i t 0

pattern, an important characteristic for
relaying data from unguided rockets,
since such effects as tumbling can cause r
the aspect angle between the antennaI
,,nd the ground to vary greatly.
Another characteristic of the new
antenna is its wide-band operation
which eliminates tuning difficulties
caused by conditions of high humidity.
This feature is of considerable value for
flights launched from on board a ship,
or taking place in moist climates. The
antenna was first flown on a series of
Nike-Apaches launched at sea off the
coast of South America in mid-March
of 1965 to gather data on the earth's
magnetic field and the electrical struc-
tures of the equatorial ele.. trojet. This newly developed antenna, mounted
(Noted in Chapters I and IV.) The near the base of a nose cone, has a
antenna performed well and has now nearly omnidirectional radiation pat-
become standard operational equip- tern, making it particularly effective

for telemetering data from tumblingment, having been used on the Niro- vehicles. It also has wideband charac-
borne upper atmosphere density experi- teristics which eliminate tuning diffi-
ment that took place in June 1965 and culties caused by humidity.
the noctilucent cloud experiments
(Chapter IV) launched from Ft.
Churchill, Canada, during July 1965.

Several techniques for determining a BALLOON TECHNOLOGY

rocket's trajectory through its tele- The Laboratory is the largest developer
metry system are being explored. These and user of balloons in the U.S. It
are of interest primarily where no annually launches almost three times as
radar or other tracking system is avail- many balloons as sounding rockets-
able. One such technique, using infor- about 135. The Laboratory has primary
mation telemetered from an accel- responsibility for the Air Force's bal-
erometer in the rocket, has been tried loon program, a responsibility that
on several flights. When the tele- includes both balloon development and
metered trajectory data were reduced ballooning techniques, Pnd the support
and compared with radar trajectory of AFCRL Laboratories and Air Force
data, the agreement was within two to agencies making environment observa-
five percent. On several occasions at tions at altitudes between 30 and 50 km.
the Ft. Churchill Research Range, this An increasing number of applications
technique has yielded the only trejec., are being found for large balloons
tory information on the flight when the both in high altitude research and in
radar system failed, military operations. This increase is
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reflected in the growth of AFCIRL's The Laboratory's key role in balloon
balloon program during the past two activity is reflected in the response to
years. the two symposia on scientific balloon-

During the July 1963 - June 1965 ing conducted by AFCRL in September
reporting period, the Laboratory 1963, and in October 1964. These sym-
launched 270 large research balloons, posia provided the first comprehensive
including one with a volume of 13.5 coverage of balloon technology, and
million cubic feet- the largest balloon were attended by hundreds of engineers
ever flown. With this exception, balloon and scientists representing scores of
volumes ranged from about one million organizations. The sponsorship of such
to 5.25 million cubic feet, and payloadg symposia or an abbreviated workshop is
averaged 1000 pounds, though many now planned as an annual event.
loads exceeded 2000 pounds. For these
heavier payloads, balloons made of a BALLOON DEVELOPMENTS The goal
dacron-reinforced mylar film, called of AFCRL's balloon development pro-
scrim laminate, were used. Some 20 gram is to produce more reliable bal-
flights were performed with these scrim loons for carrying heavier payloads to
balloons. More than half of all flights higher altitudes. Closely tied to this
were launched from AFCRL's balloon goal is the effort to reduce the cost of
launch facility at Holloman AFB, New balloon material and fabrication. Dur-
Mexico. Forty percent were launched ing the period July 1963 - June 1965,
from AFCRL's other launch site at the Laboratory made marked progress
Chico, California. The remainder were in developing lighter, stronger, and less
launched from shipboard or remote expensive balloon materials. This
locations. progress has led to the threshold of a

new generation of vehicles for probing
the upper atmosphere.

Thin-film polyethylene balloons have
been the workhorses of ballooning
since their introduction in 1945. They
meet most flight requirements, but the
need to lift much heavier payloads to
higher altitudes for longer time periods
and the occasional need to launch in
less than ideal weather have created
requirements for balloons of greater
structural strength.

-.- Early in 1960, a new material, a
laminate o": woven dacron fiber and

- "mylar film, was introduced into bailon-
ing. This scrim was extremely attrac-
tive as a balloon material but the cost
of balloons made of this material was

AFCRL's balloon launch facility at too high for most scientific experi-
Chico, California, is shown here. Build- menters. As a consequence, the Labora-
ings house instrumentation laboratory,
and launch preparation, flight control, tory undertook a program to reduce the
and weather station facilities. cost of scrim balloons by studying

U " - . ;. i . :.. ,.-,_x
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materials and production methods, improved capabilities of the new fabric.
This led to a new technique for fabri- To carry a 25-pound payload to 150,000
eating scrim balloon materials. feet using 0.5 mil polyethylene would

The new fabrication technique was require a balloon volume of 6 million
made possible by the development, in- cubic feet with a fabric weight of 550
house, of a new device, called the "Fly- pounds, as against a volume of 1.5 mil-
ing Thread Loom," for generating grids lion cubic feet and a weight of only 119
of dacron thread which can then be fed pounds with the new fabric.
directly into a machine that laminates
them to the mylar film. This capzbility
will eliminate several costly steps from
balloon fabrication. However, the Fly-
ing Thread Loom's most important
advantage is that it can be used to vary
the weave of the dacron grid - that is,
the angle between cross-threads- and
the density of the threads. Thus, bal-
loons can be made much lighter, since
the pattern of reinforcing threads can
be varied to put the most strength at
those points where the greatest stress
occurs. In this way, an optimum
strength-to-weight ratio can be
achieved, making balloon flights with
heavy payloads to extreme, altitudes
possible for the first time. The first
balloon made by this new technique A%_ I
was successfully launched from Hollo-
man AFB on 21 May 1965, and the
technique has been recommended to
other balloon-using agencies.

In addition to reducing the cost and The pattern of dacron thi ads, lami-
improving the design of dacron-mylar nated to mylar film to produce this
scrim balloons, Laboratory scientists strip of reinforced balloon material,

was generated by a new device, the
developed a second. reinforced balloon Flying Thread Loom, developed by
material during the report period. This AFCRL to reduce balloon manufactur-

new material, consisting of two layers ing costs and increase the strength-to-

of 0.14 mil polyethylene reinforced with weight ratio of balloon materials.

a network of fine nylon filaments, has
an extremely high strength-to-weight The first balloon made of this nylon-
ratio. It has the tensile strength of 2 reinforced polyethylene was success-
mil polyethylene while weighing less fully launched from the Laboratory's
than 0.33 mil polyethylene. Chico, California, facility on 4 Decem-

A comparison of balloon size needed ber 1964. The balloon carried a 275-j
with each of the two polyethylene pound payload to an altitude of 95,000
materials to carry a given payload to a feet. This flight was the first of several
given height best demonstrates the scheduled to test the new fabric.

-7 _77 -- .- ~- - 77 = 7-C --
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For' the normal range of payloads
and altitudes, however, it is unlikely
the new scrim balloon materials
developed by the Laboratory will
entirely replace unreinforced polyethy-lene. Even with maximum reduction in

cost, reinforced materials will still be
relatively expensive. Thus the Labora-
tory is continuing efforts to improve
the reliability and payload capacity of
unreinforced polyethylene balloons.

A notable advance in superpressure
ballooning was made when Laboratory
personnel launched a 120-foot sphere
carrying 300 pounds from Chico, Cali-
fornia, on 11 June 1964. The balloon
stayed at a nearly constant altitude of
100,000 feet for three days before the
flight was ended. (The main advantage
of a superpressure balloon is that it can
maintain a constant density altitude
without releasing ballast.) The June
flight proved that superpressure bal- The tandem launch and recovery sys-tern, developed by AFCRL for recover-
loons can carry useful payloads to high ing and reusing large balloons, is
altitudes and remain there for extended shown during flight. (The black line
periods of time. In November 1964, is part of the phototheodolite system

used to photograph the balloon.) In
three more superpressure balloon the diagram below, the configuration
flights carrying 300 pounds to 100,000 of the system at floating altitude is
feet were successfully launched from shown.

Chico.

BALLOON RE'COVERY TECHNIQUESS

In addition to reductions in balloon cost
through the development of more
reliable materials, major savings were
also made possible by the development
of two ingenious techniques for recov-
ering balloons after flight. Tests of
both techniques were successfully car-
ried out in the spring of 1965.

The first technique, called the "tan-
dem launch and recovery," involves the
use of two balloons. During launch, all .......

the lifting gas is fed into a small bal-
loon which is attached to the top of the
larger main balloon. As the system
ascends, the gas in the small balloon
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expands to inflate the main balloon, so will be the original cost of the balloon
that both are fully inflated at floating (as much as $30,000 for a large scrim
altitude. At tbc completion of a flight, balloon) divided by the number of times
some of the gas is valved off causing it can be recovered and reused. Depend-
the system to descend. During descent, ing on the balloon and payload size, the
the gas in the main balloon flows reuse of scrim balloons from three to
back into the top balloon. At an alti- five times will make them competitive
tude of about 10,000 feet, when the in cost per flight with the less expensive
main balloon is completely empty, a polyethylene balloons.
heavy nylon sleeve, rolled up at the top The tandem launch and recovery
of the main balloon, drops down and system will be used mostly with bal-
completely encases the balloon for loons carrying heavy payloads. The
recovery. The first balloon to be recov- parachute technique is most effective
ered by this technique was launched for recovering balloons with payloads
from Holloman AFB on 28 April 1965. of less than 1500 pounds. So well did

The second recovery technique also both techniques work on their initial
employs a sleeve that encases the bal- flights, that further flights with the
loon for recovery, but in this case a recovered balloons are now scheduled.
tandem balloon is not used. The reefing
sleeve is carried in a canister at the LAUNCH TECHNIQU5S, Wind is the
base of the balloon and is attached to a basic problem in the launching of large
parachute with a hole in the center research balloons on land. During infla-
through which the neck of the balloon tion, and particularly at the moment of
is passed. When a mission has been launch, a balloon should stand vertical.
completed, balloon descent is begun and In wind, this vertical orientation can
the recovery sequence follows. Quick be maintained only by carrying the
deflate ports at the top of the balloon payload on a special launch vehicle that
are opened, venting the lifting gas and travels with the same speed and direc-
increasing the system's descent rate. tion as the wind. Although aircraft
This causes the parachute to open. The runways allow enough running space
drag force of the parachute then pulls for this operation when winds are not
the sleeve up the balloon, until the too great, wind conditions nevertheless
balloon is completely encased for recov- place considerable restriction on launch-
ery. This technique was successfully ings.
tested on a flight launched from Hollo- Shipboard launches can overcome this
man AFB on 21 May 1965. (The bal- difficulty. A ship can move with the
loon used for this flight, a scrim balloon wind, maintaining zero wind velocity
with a volume of 1.6 million cubic feet, on shipboard. In the past, however, the
was the first balloon to be made using only ship from which a balloon could
the Flying Thread Loom discussed in be launched was an aircraft carrier
the previous section.) because of the large deck space needed

Balloon recovery capability is one of to lay out the balloon for inflation.
the most significant balloon advances in However, the cost of launching a bal-
the past decade. (In the past, to termi- loon from a carrier is prohibitively
nate a flight, it has been necessary to high. This led AFORL to develop a
destroy the balloon.) With the new unique launch technique suitable for
recovery techniques, the cost per flight operational use on small ships. The

1Or
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new technique was successfully demon-
strated by AFCRL in August 1964 from
the deck of a Navy LST off the coast of
Virginia. The need for expansive deck
space is eliminated by inflating and
deploying the balloon directly from its
shipping crate. A vital part of the tech-
nique is a special launcher device,
which was designed and fabricated at
AFCRL. This electro-hydraulic device
consists mainly of a system of rollers
through which the balloon is controlled
during inflation and deployment.

With the shipboard launch equip-
ment, four polyethylene balloons having
a fully deployed diameter of 107 feet
and carrying an 1800-pound payload,

lot were launched in true surface wind
speeds as high as 17 knots - usually
prohibitively high for land launches.
The ship deck space required for these
operations measured only 30 by 60 feet.

BALLOON INSTRUMENTATION: Dur-
A balloon is being launched from the ing the July 1963- June 1965 report
deck of the USS Wocd County, by period, the Laboratory continued to
means of the shipboard launching develop and improve balloon payload
device (shown in lower photograph) components for flight control, telemetry,
developed by AFCRL. and flight safety. This instrumentation

has made possible more accurate deter-
minations of balloon position, move-
ment, and internal environmental con-
ditions, and better ways of evaluating
balloon design.

To control ascent and descent rates
more precisely and to aid in balloon
performance evaluation, the Laboratory
is developing a vertical speed trans-
ducer. This instrument will be able to
measure both ascent and descent rates

'- [ up to 30 feet per second over an atmos-
pheric pressure range of 10-1000 milli-
bars with a 1-2 second response time
and an accuracy of one foot per second

IT, at 10 millibars. This vertical speed
transducer will be a vast improvement
over the present methods which depend
on successive altitude and time meas-

t
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urements to determine ascent and Two new environmental sensors were
descent rates. developed by the Laboratory. The first

Once a balloon is launched it follows is a high-precision balloon altimeter
the wind at all levels. Prior to launch called a hypsometer. This device, which
the course of the balloon is always pre- measures atmospheric pressure by
dicted by an analysis of the wind fields measuring changes in the boiling tem-
and factors which affect the ascent perature of butyl-benzene, was devel-
rate. To comply with regulations for oped during the previous report period
free balloon flight and to properly but became a routine inventory item
evaluate data from the scientific pay- during the period now under considera-
load, the balloon's position must be tion. It is more than ten times as
known at all times. Under development accurate as previous balloon altimeter
is a new system for determining bal- devices. The second sensor, still under
loon position at large distances from a development, will provide accurate tem-
control center. This system will reduce perature measurements at the highest
the cost of tracking and improve altitudes a balloon can go. The heart of
accuracy of position determination. It this sensor is an improved thermistor
will use bearing information from the with a larger heat-transfer coefficient
network of omni-range navigation that reduces errors caused by infrared
system ground stations that extend radiation and other "noise." In develop-
across the continental U.S. A VHF ing this sensor, it was first found that
receiver on board the balloon will attaching four leads to a thermistor
measure the bearings and retransmit instead of the usual two, improved the
them on HF to the balloon control thermistor's performance. A further
center either at programmed intervals improvement was made when the usual
or on command. In several test flightd, platinum-iridium leads were replaced
this system has provided balloon posi- with tungsten leads having a high
tion information, accurate within five thermal conductivity. The new tem-
miles, even when the balloon was perature sensor has a shorter response
hundreds of miles from the ground time and can take a higher measuring
control center. current. It should be accurate to 0.2

To optimize the efficiency of com- degrees C at 150,000 feet.
mand reception and data transmission To help evaluate balloon designs, a
by balloon-borne telemetry equipment, special camera was developed and flown
the Laboratory is evaluating HF with excellent results. Basically a
antenna designs under controlled flight movie camera, it photographs balloon
conditions. In the tests, a tethered bal- deploynent, and balloon shape changes
loon carries the antenna and impedance during ascent to altitude. The camera
measuring equipment to an altitude of frame rate can be varied between one,
1000 feet where it is at least ten wave- two, and four per second. This rate can
lengths away from interference by be controlled by a programmed timer,
objects on the ground. Under these by pressure altitude change, or by radio
conditions, valid, in-flight impedance command from the-ground.
measurements are obtained, so the best
match between the antenna and air- BALLOON MEHAVIOR AND ENVIRON.

borne receivers and transmitters can be mu"r, Station-keeping, or hovering, is
made. desirable when balloons are used for
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communications or reconnaissance.
Free-floating balloons obviously will
maintain a relatively stationary posi-
tion with respect to the ground if there
is little or no wind. With this in view,
Laboratory scientists condacted a pre-
liminary search for high-altitude mini-
mum wind fields. They found that such
minimum wind fields do exist during
the summer months. Their study also
provided information on the temporal
and spatial characteristics of these
fields between 30 and 60 degrees north
latitude.

Another Laboratory study concerned
the environmental factors influencing
a balloon's rate of ascent. These factors
are infrared and solar radiation and
ambient temperatures. Of these three,
only ambient temperatures are rou-
tinely observed. To develop a more
accurate method of predicting balloon
ascent rates, Laboratory scientists are
studying the relationship between
ascent rate and temperature lapse rate.
(The temperature lapse rate is the
vertical temperature gradient.)

A set of regression curves has been
developed relating ascent rate to free
lift and temperature lapse rate. These
are currently being tested with inde-
pen dent data for operational use. The
goal is to be able to make better pre-
dictions of balloon climbout trajec-
tories, which are dependent on ascent
rate and winds.

A study of the constancy of the winds
in the lower stratosphere has been
completed. The study provides data
and information that will assist in
planning and scheduling balloon flights.
The study additionally provides general

This series of photographs, showing a
balloon that was designed to burst
during flight, was studied by Labor-
atory personnel for clues to meth-
ods for improving balloon design.

t ~ - - - - ~ -- -
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knowledge on the time-space variability
of upper-level winds.

With respect to the design of scien-
tific payloads, a computer program was
written to simulate the effect of a
near-space environment on the internal
temperature of an insulated package
suspended beneath high altitude bal- . ,
loons. The program's accuracy was
proved on several flights made in the - V , .
spring of 1964. Temperatures meas-
ured in the flight packages were close to
the computed values, and it was con-
cluded that the program accurately
simulates the effect of various insula- .
tions, surface coatings, package sizes
and heating elements. Thus, with the
help of this program, a balloon user can :7 ,.§.
design an insulated payload that will
keep the internal temperature within ,
the safe operating limits of his instru-
mentation during flight.

ing the report period, the Laboratory
supported a number of agencies, both The package being carried aloft by the

governmental and non-governmental, in balloon (above) contains equipment to

22 different programs requiring balloon photograph various targets, including
those painted on the RB-57 (below)flights. Some of the more significant of from altitudes above 80,000 feet.

these programs are summarized below. AFCRL is supporting the Air Force
Two series of balloon flights were Systems Command in this series of

experiments designed to gather dataconducted for NASA, both involving on the effects of atmosphere turbulence
drops of space vehicles of various con- on high altitude photo reconnaissance.
figurations to test recovery systems.
One series, in support of Project Sur-
veyor, also served to test the vehicle's
retro rocket engines that will be used
for a soft landing on the moon. The
test vehicles are dropped from a teth- r
ered balloon at an altitude of 1200 feet.
This series was begun during the pre-
vious report period, and twenty-six P
flights were made during the present 1
period. The other series, in support of .4*. , j
the biosatellite program, consists of
balloon drop tests of the reentry vehicle J-,
from altitudes between 88,000 and 0-
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100,000 feet to demonstrate the per- loons, small rockets and various sensors
formance of the recovery subsystem of for routinely obtaining wind, tempera-
this special satellite which is designed ture, density "and humidity profiles of
to carry biological specimens into the atmosphere. Soundings to 200,000
space. The first successful test drop feet are now routine and 600,000-foot
was made in March 1965. There have systems are in development. The Lab-
been five subsequent tests. oratory also develops sensors for deter-

Another series of balloon flights was mining surface layer atmospheric con-
made for the Air Force Systems Corn- ditions prior to missile launches and
mand in a program concerned witft for general airfield use. Some items,
photographic reconnaissance tech- development of which was begun dur-
niques. Photographic equipments ing the previous report period, reached
weighing about 3000 pounds were car- completion and entered the Air Force
ried to altitudes between 70,000 and inventory. Groundwork was laid for
100,000 feet where they remained for many equipments involving advances in
four hours while taking pictures of the state of the art. This progress is

specially marked ground targets and reported in the following sections.
aircraft. The purpose of these flights SOUNDING ROCKETS, During the

is to determine, quantitatively, the reporting period, the Laboratory suc-

effects of atmospheric turbulence on cessfully demonstrated a new, minia-

photographic resolution. Eleven flights turized rocket sounding system that

were made during the report period. offecs marked advantages in cost, size,

Several balloon astronomy flights ease of handling and high surface wind

were carried out. In these flights, large tolerance over meteorological rockets

telescopes were carried to altitudes used in the past.

above all but a fraction of one percent Called the Judi-Dart, the complete

of the atmosphere. Two of these flights, system weighs only 32 pounds and is

conducted for the Johns Hopkins Uni- 91/ feet long. During launch, the Judi

versity in 1964, were successful in booster, an- riproved version of the

obtaining infrared spectra of the planet Loki, which was originally an anti-air-
Venus which gave strong evidence of craft rocket, fires for two seconds and
water vapor in the Venus atmosphere, attains a velocity of 5000 feet per

and ice crystals in the Venus cloud second. At burnout, which occu-s at
layer. (The research was sponsored by roughly one mile, the unpowered Dart
AFCRL's Space Physics Laboratory.) upper stage separates and coasts with
The most recent balloon astronomy the payload to 200,000 feet. At this

flight, called SKY TOP -an AFCRL altitude, the payload is ejected and

program -took place on 12 August descends by parachute. As it descends,
1965, and was designed to obtain infra- it telemeters temperature data to a

red spectra of the moon. ground ,ation. Radar tracking of the
metalized parachute provides altitude
and wind information.

METEOROLOGICAL EQUIPMENT Although the Loki- (or Judi-) Dart
system has been used previously in

The Laboratory develops meteorological rocket meteorology, its use was con-
equipment for the Air Weather Service. fined to the release of chaff in the upper
This equipment includes sounding bal- atmosphere for radar tracking. By
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developing miniaturized instrumenta-
tion which can fit into the 1% inch
diameter Dart and withstand the
rocket's 200 g acceleration, the Labora-
tory has made it possible for the Air 1
Weather Service to obtain the same
data at less than half the cost of the
much larger ARCAS rockets used -

currently.
During the report period, AFCRL

provided ten high-altitude meteorologi-
cal rocket systems for launching at 41
Cape Kennedy in support of Project
Gemini flights. The rocket system used
in this program is the Sidewinder-
ARCAS combination which carries a ..

12-pound payload to 400,000 feet. Prior
to a Gemini flight, a Sidewinder-
ARCAS is launched to obtain precise
wind, density, and temperature meas-
urements in the area of the Gemini
vehicle launch trajectory. When the
second stage ARCAS reaches apogee, a A new meteorological rocket, the Judi-
three-or-five-foot spherical balloon is Dart, is being readied for launch.

This new rocket, developed underejected. This balloon, designated AFCRL contract, offers marked advan-

ROBIN, is made of thin plastic with a tages in cost and size over meteorolo-
metal coating that enables radar to gical rockets used in the past.
track it as it falls. From the path of
the falling balloon, wind velocity, liminary feasibility study of a concept
atmospheric density, and other param-
eters can be derived. The Sidewinder- involving the ejection of a spinning
ARCAS combination was developed for array of plastic arms. As the array
AFCRL by the U. S. Naval Missile falls, the spin rate will decrease as a
Center. function of increasing density.

For more routine wind and density SOUNDING *ALLOONSs Falling
measurements the standard 1-meter spheres are used to measure wind and
ROBIN falling sphere is carried aloft density at extremely high altitudes.
by a single-stage ARCAS rocket. The Rising spheres are used to measure
ARCAS-ROBIN combination is used fine-scale wind profiles up to 60,000
for measurements in the 100,0u to feet. One rising balloon system, known
200,000 feet altitude regime. During as ROSE, is being used extenrively by
the report period, large quantities of the Air Weather Service for routine
this system were procured for Air measurements. During the past two
Force operational use. years the Laboratory made considerable

To develop a falling balloon system improvements in the ROSE system,
for measuring density up to 600,000 resulting in a reduction of the problem
feet, the Laso;atory conducted a pre- of self-induced oscillations which
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occurred with the original configura- to distinguish between the scattered
tion. The redesigned ROSE is 40 inches radiation and atmospheric X-rays.
in diameter and is made of aiuminized, Progress was also maJe in an effort
1/4 mil mylar. It can reach a height of to develop an inexpensive, easily pro-
50,000 to 60,000 feet at an average rise duced aluminum oxide radiosonde
rate of 1000 feet per minute. humidity element with improved cold

The Laboratory also made several temperature characteristics. Responses
improvements in radiosonde balloons at temperatures as low as -90 degrees
during the report period. Under a pro- C have been obtained. (The presently
gram jointly funded by AFCRL and the used ML-476 carbon element is virtually
Army, a more durable neoprene balloon useless below -20 degrees C.)
film has been developed. In addition, Other sensors developed and tested
development of a special cold tempera- during the period included a device for
ture balloon film for use in the Arctic measuring the dewpoint by means of
was continued. Successful flight tests alpha radiation, originally developed
were conducted with several new bal- for aircraft use, and a radiosonde ele-
loons prior to staneardizing them for ment to detect the bases and tops of
the Air Force inventory. One system, clouds, in addition, successful flight
which actually consists of two balloons, tests concluded the first phase in the
one inside the other, can attain a height development of a multichannel trans-
of 100,000 feet at a rise rate between ponder radiosonde to handle the higher
1600 and 1700 feet per minute. data rates associated with new sensors

SOUNDING INSTRUMENTATIONs such as those described above. Work
Sounding rockets and balloons must be on a high-data-rate radiosonde for low-
instrumented with miniaturized, fast level soundings was also begun. Devel-
response environmental sensors that opment continued on a microwave
are both rugged and accurate - and, refractometer for measuring the atmos-
because they are expendable, low in phere's refractive index.
cost. Progress has been made toward CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE: Clear air
the development of new temperature, turbulence (CAT) is the probable cause
humidity, and refractive index sensors of a number of military and civilian
to meet these requirements. aircraft oeidr=nts TIhe Aerospace

A Bremsstrahlung system for meas- Instrumentation Laboratory has inten-
uring atmospheric density by means of sified its efforts to find CAT detection
backscattered X-radiation was success- techniques. These efforts are closely
fully tested in a special chamber at coordinated with those of a number of
AFCRL (previously discussed in Chap- other agencies-the FAA, the U. S.
ter II). Flight testing plans are under- Weather Bureau, the Navy, and NASA.
way. The useful altitude regime of this The primary goal is to develop a device
device is 100-200 km. The large proto- for sensing CAT remotely, exploiting
type version (6 inches in diameter and characteristic changes in one or more
50 inches long) requires an Apache atmosi.eric parameters such as tem-
rocket. Before the device can be scaled perature, ozone concentration, electric
down to meteorological rocket size, its field or wind shear. Various active and
capabilities must be tested in a realistic passive sensors are being considered to
aerospace environment. Since it meas- allow the turbulence to be detected by
ures X-ray backscatter, it must be able an aircraft well in advance of actual

- .r ,w -- ~-~
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penetration. In a separate approach,
consideration has been given to improv-
ing routine, in-flight quantitative meas-
urements of turbulence intensity. Stan-
ford Research Institute, under an
AFCRL contract, instrumented a num-
ber of commercial DC-8 passenger and
cargo aircraft with electric field meas-
uring equipment to determine the rela-
tionship between clear air turbulence
and electric field. This program is con-
tinuing, and results to date have been
encouraging. Honeywell, also under
contract, has finished laboratory testing
of a pulsed optical radar (laser) for
detecting CAT in advance of an air-
craft. During the latter part of the
report period, a field test site was estab- A laser radar device, developed for
lished in Colorado to test a high- AFCRL by Honeywell, is being tested
powered, high-repetition rate pulsed as a possible means of detecting clear

air turbulence (CAT) in advance of
laser radar for its ability to detect an aircraft.
turbulence associated with mountain
waves. This step is a prelude to flight
tests in an aircraft. Other attacks on wind velocities can be continuously
the clear air turbulence problem monitored from the ground. The other
included investigations by the Labora- is a system for monitoring the approach
tory of infrared and microwave radio- of electrical storms.
metric techniques and of the tempera- The experimental system for moni-
ture gradient technique. This last tech- toring wind velocities in the upper
nique, which relies on detecting a tem- atmosphere is being evaluated at a site
perature change of a few degrees C in Havana, Illinois, and was developed
several minutes before the turbulence for AFCRL by the Smithsonian Astro-
would be encountered, seemed promis- physical Observatory. The system uses
ing at first, but an analysis of earlier I
Project Jet Stream flight data has cast onized meteor trails as a natural tracer
serious doubt on the effectiveness of the of upper atmosphere winds. (Another

technque.system, under development by thetechnique. Meteorology Laboratory, Chapter VIII,

GROUND-BASED EQUIPMENT: In no uses meteor trails to obnin the same
aspect of Air Force operations is pre- kind of information, but has a com-
cise current knowledge of meteorologi- pletely different system configuration.)
cal events more critical than at rocket The radar system consists of one
and missile launch sites. The Labora- main transmitting and receiving sta-
tory worked on two systems - one still tion and eight subsidiary receiving sta-
experimental, the other now under tions, spaced over an area of several
operational evaluation - for installa- square miles. The principle on which
tion in the Cape Kennedy area. One is the radar system operates is as follows:
a system whereby upper atmosphere As meteoroids burn up on entering the

A

1
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storms. The systems have been installed
in the Cape Kennedy area and have
employed several separate sensors.
One system features an automatic light-
ning flash detector and a means for

'I, detecting changes in the electrical
potential in the atmosphere. This is
done by corona current detectors. A
more sophisticated three-station net-
work measures sferics activity at 500
kc, fur-ishing azimuth data, and rate

.. . .and spectrum analyses. it is used with
7. - radar to pinpoint dangerous storm cells.

_An improvement in the vertically-
pointing AN/TPQ-11 was undertaken
with the development of a radar data

Radar reflections from metor trails integrator to bring about a ten db
are received by this antenna which is
part of an experimental network of increase in sensitivity. Essentially, the
eight such stations in Havana, Illinois, integrator consists of a magnetostric-
built jointly by AFCRL and NASA tive delay line which combines a num-
for the purpose of measuring wind
velocities in the upper atmosphere. ber of returning radar echoes before
Tower is used for microwave communi- readout so that output represents the
cations between stations. average value of many single pulses. In

this way, a sharper, more meaningful
image is displayed, cloud heights and

earth's atmosphere, they leave ionized boundaries can be determined with
trails, which are dense enough at alti- greater accuracy, and faint cloud sys-
tudes between 80 and 95 km to reflect terns can be more readily detected.
radar signals. Since these trails move Alhough techniques for integrating
with the wind, tracking them provides radar data have been around since the
information on wind speed and direc- 1940's, they have either entailed com-
tion. The most difficult part of the plex data processors and were thus
operation is locating the trails. This is expensive, or they employed simple
why several stations are required. The resistance-capacitance schemes which
Illinois system is being investigated compromised information content. The
also as a density measuring system. If AFCRL integrator is relatively inex-
it proves successful, a similar network pensive, but does not sacrifice accuracy
may be established near Cape Kennedy and resolution. It is being built under
to provide upper atmosphere wind and contract and is scheduled for tests in
density information for missile and early 1966.
space shots. Development was completed on sev-

Lightning storms are potentially one eral items of portable meteorological
of the most dangerous meteorological equipment designed for use in Air
events associated with missile launches. Force tactical operations. These items
For several years, AFCRL has worked included sets for measuring wind, night

p on systems to provide advanced warn- visibility, cloud height, and tempera-
ing of conditions likely to lead to such ture dewpoint. They were incorporated

*1-
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in a mobile meteorological van capable balloon measurements (of the type
of being airlifted. Another portable discussed throughout this report),
meteorological system was developed AFCRL provided a large share of the
for paratroop drops. Rugged and com- basic data contained in the Standard
pact, it will be used by Air Weather Atmosphere.
Service lead jump teams to obtain To update this Standard Atmosphere,
temperature, wind, humidity and pres- the U. S. Committee on Extension of
sure measurements in paratroop drop the Standard Atmosphere accepted for
areas. publication in 1965, a set of supple-

mental tables, prepared by the Labora-
tory, listing seasonal variations in

DESIGN CLIMATOLOGY atmospheric conditions by 15-degree
intervals of latitude. These tables have

Climatology is the study of the average been issued, in abbreviated form, as
characteristics of the atmosphere and "Air Force Supplemental Atmos-
its variability over a particular geo- pheres." The Upper Atmosphere
graphical region. "Design " climatology Physics Laboratory made major con-
is used to denote AFCRL's somewhat tributions to this supplement.
restricted interest. AFCRL is primarily The preparation of these materials
interested in those climatological fac- led to extensive studies of the possi-
tors that must be taken into account by bility of various horizontal and vertical
the designers of Air Force missiles and gradients of density. These studies
aircraft. Knowledge of atmospheric were motivated by many requests for
parameters may require a high design data from the aerospace vehicle design-
tolerance in some cases. In others, such ers. A survey of information on these
knowledge may preclude unnecessarily
high engineering tolerances.

The product of this activity is fre-
quently standard reference graphs and )
tables on vertical profiles of wind, tem- -

perature and density and their time
variation. For some data special
observations must be made, as in the
case of stratospheric humidity measure-
ments discussed later.

ATMOSPHERIC STANDARDS1 In De-
cember 1962, the "U. S. Standard
Atmosphere, 1962," to which the Lab-
oratory made important contributions,
was published. This publication sup-
planted the earlier 1958 Standardpatdphee 'rho 1962 Standard This device is used to monitor burstsAtmosphere. The 1962 Standard of radio static produced by electrical
Atmosphere is a collection of tables of discharges (sferics) in clouds. It is one - "
average temperature and density con- of several experimental equipments
ditions at altitude inte-rvals up to 700 which AFCRL investigated as possible

lightning warning devices for U. S.km. Through scores of rocket and missile ranges.
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gradients was prepared. A sequel to
this effort, now awaiting publication,
is a set of monthly atmospheres for
latitudes 30, 45 and 60 degrees. These
provide the maximum detail of atmos-
pheric profiles to 80 kn that can be
determined with the data available to
date.

Tropospheric wind profiles are still
the most critical geophysical constraint
on the design of aerospace launch
vehicles, and are often the determining I
factor in strength versus payload
trade-offs. Most recent studies by the
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
an AFCRL partner in this program,
indicate that these profiles should be
detailed for at least every thousand feet
of altitude. Such detail, when applied
in computer design exercises, requires
computer resources. Current efforts are
to develop a mathematical-statistical
technique to substitute for the "brute
force" method of utilizing a represen- The AFCRL balloon payload used to

measure water vapor in the strato-
tative sample of soundings. sphere is shown just after launch.

Other climatology studies, relating The cylinder, which contains an ultra-
to the design of proposed hypersonic sensitive hygrometur, is attached to a

reel so that it can be lowered farvehicles and supersonic aircraft, are enough below the balloon to prevent

also being conducted. One such study contamination by water vapor carried
is an attempt to obtain measurements aloft by the balloon itself.

of small-scale wind motions, both
random turbulence and systematic
waves, which might affect the flight of for various distances along air routes.
hypersonic vehicles designed to cruise The Laboratory is currently undertak-at altitudes between 100,000 and ing the development of mathematical-

statistical models to describe the hori-
200,000 feet. In another study, con- zontal extent of these anomalies.
sideration of the operation of super-
sonic jet transports at altitudes some- STRATOSPHERIC HUMIDITY, A new
what below 100,000 feet has aroused series of observations was undertaken
concern about temperature anomalies to determine stratospheric humidity up
which could greatly alter the range and to 100,000 feet. Knowledge of the
speed of such aircraft. Although very humidity in the earth's upper atmos-
complete data on temperature distribu- phere is needed to evaluate the design
tion at the climb and cruise altitudes of and performance of satellite infrared
a supersonic transport are available, detectors. To make humidity measure-
there have been no studies on the prob- ments, balloons are instrumented with
ability of large anomalies persisting extremely sensitive alpha radiation
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dewpoint hygrometers. During flight, JOURNAL ARTICLES/BOOKS

these sensors are reeled down 2,000 feet JULY 196. - JuN. ism6

below the balloon to prevent contamina- COLE, A. E.
tion by moisture carried aloft on the Comments on Density Variation and
surface of the balloon. However, Ieopycnic Layers
despite this precaution, contamination J. Appl. Meteorol. (December 1964).

by balloon moisture is still considered GRINGORTEN, I. I.

a possible source of error. As a further A Measure of Skill in Forecasting a
precaution against this error, measure- Continuous Variable
ments are made during the balloon's J. Appl. Meteorol. (December 1964).

descent rather than ascent. (During KANTOR, A. J. and COLE, A. E.

ascent, the instrumentation passes Zonal and Meridional Winds to 120 Km

through the balloon's wake, thus meas- J. Geophys. Res. (15 December 1964).
MonthZy Atmospheric Structure,

uring whatever moisture is picked up Surface to 80 Km
from the balloon by the surrounding J. Appl. Meteorol. (April 1964).
air.) LUND, I. A.

Two types of flights are being made. Experiments in Predicting Ser,.Level Pressure

The first consists of simple, direct Changes for Periods of Less than 12 Hours

ascent and descent, in which the bal- J. Appl. Meteorol. (August 1963).

loons remain aloft seven to eight hours. Indications of a Lunar Synodical Period in
United States Observations of ,qunshine

The second consists of long duration, J. Atm. Sci. (January 1965).
horizontal flights, during which the
balloons remain aloft for ten to twelve MCLE, G. S. and ENLICH, R. M.,
days at altitudes between 70,000 to Jet Stream Structure Over the

80,000 feet. Under this program, short Central United States Determined
duration, vertical flights to 87,000 feet from Aircraft Observations

J. Appl. Meteorol. (December 1964).
began in January 1965. Schedules call Empirical Relationships Between Gust
for two flights per month through Intensity in Clear Air Turbulence and

December 1965. As of 30 June 1965, Certain. Meteorological Quantities

about half these flights have been suc- J. App. Meteorol. (February 1965).

cessful, and have yielded some very NEE, P. F.
significant results. Five long duration Hourly Variability of Density

flights are scheduled, but none had been at Radiosonde Heights
J. Appl. Meteorol. (April 1964).

flown at the termination of the report Reprint AFCRL 64-788.
period. NEE, P., COLE, A. E., GRINGORTEN, I. I.

The vertical flights have uncovered and SISSENWINE, N.
layers of relatively high moisture con- Note on Density Variability at Constant
centrations in the stratosphere. This Altitude Versus Constant Pressure

was a completely unexpected result J. Appl. Mleteorol. (February 1965).

because it had been thought that the SALi , H. A. and CouRT, A.
amount of water vapor in the atmos- (Lockheed-Calif. Co., Burbank)
phere decreased linearly with altitude. Improbable Weather Extremes and Their
Moist layers in the stratosphere had not Measurement
been laeiosin obsved. r Tsprelim- hBull. Am. Meteorol. Soc. (September 1963).been previously observed. This prelim-

inary result has aroused much inter- SIssSNwINE, N.
Today's Meteorological Rocket Network and

est, and investigations of the water Atmospheric Problems of Aerospace Vehicles
vapor anomalies are being continued. Bull. Am. Meteorol. Soc. (November 1963).

* -. -'- - -t.
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PAPERS PRSU3NTED AT MErITIRDS GUENVINER, R. H.

JULY 10S, - JUNE 19OE The Use of a SPARSA Triangulation
Network as a Lightning Warning System

CATN, A. S., JR. AMS Soc. Local Chapt. Mtg. MIT,
The AFCRL Meteorological Equipment Cambridge, Mass. (20 February 1964).
Development Program
Ann. Mt. AMS, Los Angeles, Calif. HAPFORD, W. V.
(29-31 January 1964). A Meteorological Data Processor for

COLE, A. E. Automatic Preparation of Raw
Rawinsond" Data

Seasonal and Latit,.dinal Distribution AMS Conf. on Stratosphere-Mesosphere
of Atmospheric Density to 90 km Structure, El Paso, Tex.
6th Conf. on Appl. MeteoroL, (19-21 November 1963).
Atlantic City, N. J. (3-6 March 1964).
Atmospheric Structuro to 90 km HOULT, C. P.
5th internat'l COSPAR Space Science Preliminary Review of Sounding
Syrup., Florence, Italy (8-20 May 1964). Rocket Pitch-Roll Resonance Research

COWIE, R. J. CASI Ann. Gen. Mtg., Toronto, Ontario
Balloon Locating System (12 May 1964).
AFCRL Sci. Balloon Syrup., Some New Problems Encountered in the

Portsmouth, N. H. (18-22 October 1964). Flight Testing of the Nike-Iroquois
Canadian Aeronautics and Space Inst.

COWNE, R.W. Ann. Gen. Mtg., Vancouver, B. C.
Atmospheric Temperature Measurements (17-18 May 1965).
from Aircraft
ISA Ann. Conf., Joint AMS-ISA KELLY, T. W.
Sos. Atm. Temp. Measurements, N. Y., N. Y. Balloon Capabilities and Futures
(12-15 October 1964). AFCRL Sci. Balloon Symp., Boston, Mass.

(25-27 September 1963).
DoERTy, F. X. Quality Engineering of Scrim
A New High Altitude Plastic Reinforced Balloons
Balloon Launch Method AFCRL Sci. Balloon Syrup., Portsmouth, N. H.
AFCRL Sci. Balloon Syrup., (18-22 October 1964).
Portsmouth, N. H.
(18-22 October 1964). KRETOW, M. S.

FAUGIER, G. S. Application of a Tethering System to
Upper Atmoaphere Density Obtained a Specific Requirement
From Measurements of Drag on AFCRL Sci. Balloon Syrup.
Falling Sphere (18-22 October 1964).
10th Ann. AF Sci. and Eng. Syrup.,
Denver, Colo. (8-10 October 1963), LEvIoN, R.

GIBSON, F. W. Status of Meteorological Sounding Balloons
On the Possibility of Detecting Clear-Air AFCRL Sci. Balloon Symp., Boston, Mass.
Turbulence with a Laser Radar (25-27 September 1963).
DOD Lasei Conf., Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio (1748 November 1964). LENIhARD, R. W.

GRINGORTEN, I. I. Further Aralysis of the
A Statistical Model of Duration of Variation of Hourly Winds Between
SWeather Conditions 30 and 65 km During 24 Hours Over
Nat'l Mtg. Amer. Statistical Asso., Eglin Air Force Base, Florida
Chicago, Ill. (27-30 December 1964). 45th Ann. Mtg. of the Pacific Div., AAAS,
Verification to Determine and Measure Vancouver, British Columbia
Forecasting Skill (22-26 June 1964).
Ann. Mtg. AMS, Los Angeles, Calif.
(29-31 January 1964). LINDENFELsER, K. H.
Measurement of Skill in Forecasting Heat Transfer Considerations of Instru-
A Continuous Variable mentation Packages at High Altitudes
45th Ann. Mtg. AMIS, N. Y., N. Y. AFCRL Sci. Balloon Syrup., Portsmouth, N. H.
(25-28 January 1965). (18-22 October 1964).
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LUND, I. A. COLE, A. 3. and KANTOR, A. J.
Indications of a Lunar Synodical Horizontal and Vertical Distributions
Period in Sunshine Observations of Atmospheric Density Up to 90 Km
46th Ann. Mtg. of the Pacific Div., AAAS, AFCRL 64-483 (June 1964).
Vancouver, British Columbia Air Force Interim Supplemental
(22-26 June 1964). Atmospheres to 90 Kilometers
Estimating the Probability of AFCRL 63-936 (December 1963).
Clear-Lines-of-Sight from
Sunshine Observations
46th Ann. Mtg. of the Pacific Div., AAAS, COLE, A. E. and NEE, P. F.
Riverside, Calif. (21-26 June 1965). Correlations of Temperature,

Pressure, and Density to s0 Kr
NOLAN, G. F. APCRL 65-43 (January 1965).
A Preliminary Investigation of High
Altitude Minimum Wind Fields
AFCRL Sci. Balloon Symp., Portsmouth, N. H. HESS, J.
(18-22 October 1964). Determination of Parachute
REID, D. F. Descent Times and Impact Locations

for High Altitude Balloon Payloads
The ROSE Wind Sensor AFCRL 63-885 (August 1963).
5th Conf. on Appl. MeteoroL,
Atlantic City, N. J. (3-6 March 1964).
Instability of Spherical Wind KANTOR, A. J.
Sensing Balloons Tropopause Definition and
AFCRL Sci. Balloon Symp., Portsmouth, N. . Hourly Fluctuations
(18-22 October 1964). AFCRL 64-60 (August 1964).

SISSENWiNE, N.
A Review-Tropospheric Wind LENHARD, R. W., JR. and DOODY, M. P.
Profiles in Aerospace Vehicle Design Lccura, of Meeoolgan D O btai.eP
AIAA 1st Ann. Mtg. and Techn. Display, Accuracy of Meteorological Data Obtained
Wash., D. C. (29 June -2 July 1964). by Tracking the ROBIN with MPS-19 Radar

AFCRL Stratospheric Humidity AFCRL 63-938 (December 1963).

Program
AFCRL Sci. Balloon Syrup., Portsmouth, N. H. LENHAPD, R. W., JR. and KANTOR, A. J.
(18-22 October 1964). A Catalogue of ARCAS-ROBIN Soundings

WAGNER, W. C. AFCRL 65-449 (June 1965).
Temperature Measurements from
Floating Balloons LENHARD, R. W., JR. and WEISS, B. D.
Ann. Conf., Instrument Soc. of Amer.,
N. Y., N. Y. Error Analysis of the Modified Humidity-
(12-15 October 1964). Temperature Measuring Set, AN/TMQ-11
Temperature Measurements from AFCRL 63-845 (August 1963).
Floating Balloons
AFCRL Sci. Balloon Symp., Portsmouth, N. H. LENHARD, R. W. and WRIGHT, J. B.
(18-22 October 1964). Mesospheric Winds from Twenty-Three

WRIGHT, J. B. Successive Hourly Soundings

The ROSE and ROBIN Spheres AFCRL 63-836 (July 1963).

44th Ann. Mtg. of the AMS,
Los Angeles, Calif. (29-31 January 1964). LUNd, I. A.Indications of a Lunar Synodical

Period in the Sunshine Observations for
Boston, Massachusetts and Columbia, Missouri

TECHNICAL RNPORTS AFCRL 64-150 (March 1964).

JULY 1963- JUNE 1965 McLEAN, G. S.

BERTONI, E. A. and LUND, I. A. An Investigation Into the Use of
Winter Space Correlations of Pressure, Temperature Gradients as an In-Flfght
Temperature, and Density to 16 Km Warning of Impending Clear-Air Turbulence
AFCRL 64-1020 (December 1964). AFCRL 65-117 (February 1965).
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NoLAN, G. F. and SMITH, R. A.

High-Altitude Minimura Wind Fields

and Balloon Applications
AFCgL 64-843 (October 1964).

Pocs, K.
Evaluation of a Varactor Diode

Parametric Amplifier for Rawin
Set AN/GMD-2
AFCRL 63-761 (September 1963).
A Preliminary Evaluation of the

C -icketsonde Rocket System
AFCRL 64-469 (June 1964).

SISSENWINE, N.
Today's Meteorological Rocket
Network and Atmospheric Problems
of Aerospace Vehicles
AFCRL 64-417 (May 1964).
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Staff and Service Elements

CR0 CRN
COMMAND6ER CHIEF SCIENTIST

BRIG GEN L. A. KILEY J. N. HOWARD
TECHNICAL ADVISOR

VICE COMMANDER FOR ELECTRONICS
COL 1. L.' DICK L. PA. HOLLINGSWORTH

CRT DEPUTY FOR TECHNICAL PLANS & OPERATIONS CRM DEPUTY FOR LOGISTICS

DeuyA. M. Gerlch Deputy V. S. Dempsey
DeptyAssistant For Logistics S. E. Toy*

Director of Plant W. H. Vance Assistant For Technical Services J. T. Cooney_

CRTE EVALUATIONS DIVISION CRMM MATERIEL DIVISION
Chief M. B. 'Gfi6ert Chief W. F. Brooks

CRTE Appicaions S. . VoleyCRMMM Materiel Management F. G. Murphy
CRTA Apliatins . L ValeyCRMMP Material Procedures G. Sinkevich

CRTES STINFO Cupt W, A. Boucher CRMMR Materiel Requirements E. J. Gullage

CRT PRGRAS DVISONCRMP LOGISTICS PLANS DIVISION

Chief S. J. Falkowski he . .Mrh
- CRTPM Program Management W. Boginsky I CRMPC Special Contrortural Services R. Pcrocchi

CRYT Tchica Dcumntaio G.D.LiokeCRMPF Technical Facilities J. L. Burns
CRYT Tchica Dcumntaio 0.D.LiekeCRMPR Field Requirements J. F. Murphy

CR71R RESOURCES DIVISION CRMX TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION
thlif W. P Raleigh Chief J. T. Cooney

- CRTRR R. & D Funds A. F. Marr CRMXA Data Analysis E. C. Cronin
CRTRA Analysis J. E. Pierson CRMXD Computer Processing R. G. Gosselin
CRTRS Support Funds F. X. McWilliams CRMXE Engineering and

Instrumentation R. Ebacher
C001 ieseaieci library 0. Groos

IMAPOER OGAIZAIO DIISONCRMXP Technical Photography C. Rodberg
CRTM I APWR&OGNZTO IIINCRMXR Publications J. Marple

Chief E..Cris CRMXS Experimental Support A. Cate*

CRS DEPUTY FOR PERSONMEL AND ADMINISTRATION R REACHIFMTON FIE

beputy Lt Cal B. E. Allron _________L.____E.____ Woods_____

Assistant Deputy J. J. Brady______________________

CRIE INFORMATION DIVISION
___________________________________Chie

CRSA ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT DIVISION lfHNoa

Chief J. M. Linda
CRSAMA Mail Distribution R. R. Wogner CRIH HISTORICAL RECORDS DIVISION
CRSAR Records Management J. E. Cavonugis Chief L .Woi
CRSAS Security G. J. Cody
CRSAT -Travel B. Borron

'ACTING
CRSP PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT DIVISION
Chief J. P. Cushman

CRSPC Management Services F. Marelli
CRSPM Military Personnel M/Sgt S. Greencre
CRSPP Procedures J. V. lerordi
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AF:CRL Laboratories

COMMANDER
MG GEN L. A. KILEY
VICE COMMANDER

COL J. L. DICK

CRB DrATA SCIENCES LABORATORY
Chief R. M. Alexander CRH METEOROLOGY LABORATORY
Senior Scientist - Compuer Sciences H. Zschirnt Chief M. L. Barad

CRBA Applied Mathematics R. H. Urbane Senior 'clentist - Heat Transfer C. N. Touart
CRBD Logic lechnology M. E. Brooking CR:IA Weather Radar D. Atlas
CR8G Synthetic Coding J. C. Mott-Smilth CRHB Boundary layer D. A. Haugen
CRBI Dynamic Processes C. M. Walter CRHC Cloud Physics R. M. Cunningham
CRBK Information Theory C. F. Hobbs CRHD Dynamics R. Shapiro
CRBR Biophysics i. A. Kaln CRHO Satellite Meteorology T. J. Keegan
CRBS Digital Speech Compression C. P. Smith CRHU Upi er Atmosphere W. S. Hering
CRBS Speech Research W. Wothen.Dunn

CRD AICROWAV" PHYSICS LABORATORY CRJ TERRESTRIAL SCIENCES LABORATORY
Chief C. J. Sletten Chief 0. W. Williams

CRDA Microwave Interactions Senior Scientist - Wave Propagation N. A. Haskell
& Analysis W. W. Gerbes CIG Geodesy 0. W. Williams'

CRDG Radiation & Reflection P. Blacksmith
CRDM Plasma Electromagnetics W. Rotman CRJL Gravity B. Szabo
CRDT Transmission E. Altshuler CRJT Geotechnics Capt D. W. Kick
CRDW Waves & Circuits F. J. Zucker CRJW Wove Propagation Mat R. A. Gray

CRE AEROSPACE INSTRUMENTATION LABORATORY CRO 07TICAL PHYSICS LABORATORY
Chief R. M. Slavin Chief J. S. Gring
Senior Engineer C. S. Tilton Senior Scientist - In' "d Physics H. Fischer
Senior Scientist _ Design Climatology N. Sissenwine CROA Atmos - r Optics, R. B. Toolln
Senior Engineer - Meteorological CROI Infrorcd Pnysics R. G. Walker

Equipment A. S. Carten CROL Laser Physics P. E. Schweitzer
CREA Balloon Flight Requirements CROO Radiometry L. Block

Analysis T. J. Danaher CROR Radiation Effects H. P. Gauvin
CREB Balloon Research T. W. Kelly
CREC Balloon Instrumentation C. S. Tilton
CREF Experimental Balloon

Activities F. X. Doherty
CREH Balloor Research &

Development Test Lt Cal M. S. Kretow CRU UPPER ATMOSPHERE PHYSICS LABORATORY
CREI Research Probe Chief C. G. Stergls

Instrumentation C. H. Reynolds Senior Scientist - Solar Ultraviolet H. Hinteregger
CREK Research Probe Flight P. Gustafson Senior Scientist - EM Propagation P. Newman
CREM Weather Station Equipment R. Guenthner Senior Scientist - Ionospheric Phcslcs W. PfIste,.
CREP Indirect Probing Techniques W. Poulsen Senior Scientist - Spectroscopy Y. Toroka
CRER Vertical Sounding Techniques R. Levifon CRUA Aurora & Airglow S. Silverman
CRES Direct Sensing Techniques J. F. Morrissey CRUB Atmospheric Structure K. S. W. Champion
CREU Equipment Engineering CRUE Electromagnetic Environment E.A. Lewis

and Evaluation A. S. Carten CRUI Ionospheric Perturbations N. W. Rosenberg
CREW Design Climatology N. Sissenwine CRUP Ionospheric Propeelies K. Toman

CRUQ Ionospheric Propagation M. S. Wong
CRUS Spectroscopic Studios A. Jurso
CRUU Solar Ultraviolet H. Hinteregger
CRUZ Composition R. S. Narcisl

CRF SPACE PHYSICS LABORATORY
Chief Mal. T. D. N. Douthit
Senior Sclenist - Astrophysics H. K. Sen
Senior Scientist - Auro.al Physics N.J. Oliver CRW SOLID STATE SCIENCES LABORATORY
Senior Scientist - Electrochemistry N. Rosenberg Chief
Senior Scientist - Radio Astronomy J. Aaron% Ceie .W. Samson

CRFA Plasma Astrophysics M. A. Levine Senior Scientist - Mathematical Physics E. W. SamsonCRFC Cosmic Radiation L. Kat: Senior Scientitt - Lattice Dynamics J. N. PlendI
CRFE Energetics N. nnondi CRWA Advanced Studies R. M. Barrett"
CRF Gnermgetism . Mcnay CRWB Purncatlon and Growth C. S. SahagianCRFG Geomagnetism J. McCly CRWD Properties and Analsit, J. P. Call -

CRFL Lunar.Pl netary Research J. W. Salisbury CRWD Propeties and Anaci E. . C ll
CRFM Meteor Physics R. K. Soberman CRWE Meticsnd Resoce E. R. CzErllnskyCRR Radio Astronomy J. Aarons CRWF Semiconductor Physics C.E8. Ryan
CRFR Racra no J. Oarvtr CRWG Device Physics R. F. Cornellesen

DSrecor J.W. Evans CRWH Radiation Effects C. D. Turner

CRFW Space Forecasting G.M. DeGlacomo 'Acting
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Appendix B

AFCRL PROJECT5 BY PROGRAM ELEMENT

Program Project Number and Title Lab

Element

61430014 IN-HOUSE LABORATOR. OAR*
INDEPENDENT RESEARCH

0000 Laboratory Director's Fund CRTP**

61445014 DEFENSE RESEARCH SCIENCES OAR
5620 Synthesis and Properties of Electromagnetic CRW

Materials
5621 Crystal Physics CRW
5628 Communications Processes CRB
5629 Radio Astronomy and Astrophysics CRF
5631 Ionospheric Radio Physics CRU
5632 Research in Electronic Information CRB
5633 Upper Atmospheric Dynamics CRU
5634 Research in Optical Physics CRO
5635 Electromagnetic Radiation CRD
8600 Research on Cosmic Radiation CRF
8601 Research in Geonagnetism CRF
8602 Lunar-Planetary Spectra CRF
8603 Research on IR and Optical Techniques CRO
8604 Meteorological Research CRH
8605 Upper Atmosphere Structure CRU
8607 Basic Research in Geodesy and Gravity CRJ
8608 Rsch on Plasma Dynamics for Application to CRF

Astrophysics
8617 Electrical Structure of Aerospace CRU
8620 Research on Cloud Physics CRH
8623 Geologic Properties: Minerals, Landforms and CRJ

Crust
8627 Spectroscopic Studies of UA Processes CRU
8635 Research on Physical Processes CRF
8647 Rsch on Magnetohydrodynamics and Space Physics CRF
8654 Aerospace Geodesy CRJ
8658 IR Non-Equilibrium Radiative Mechanisms CRO
8659 Energetics Processes Research CRF

61535015 ARPA
8668 Bilateral Communications Between Men and

Machines Through Conversation (Order #627) CRB
8672 Methods of Formal Reasoning by Machine

(Order #700) CRB
8673 Participation in and Development of Programming

Language for the M44 Time-Sharing System
(Order #696) CRB

62405274 ELECTROMAGNETICS -SPACE AFSC-ASD
4427 T-442702 Inst for High Altitude Probe to

Measure IR CRO

62405304 ELECTROMAGNETICS - OTHER AFSC-OAR
4600 Electromagnetic Radiation Techniques CRD
4610 Informatiun Processees for Communications CRB
4641 Advanced Data Processing Technology CRB
4642 Interactior of EAI Radiation with Ionized Flow

Fields CRD
4648 Methods for Processing Complex Information CRB

111
. . ....... . . .. . ., ,p ... . . _-" ' " ' U : _ . .. .
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62405314 ELECTRONIC DEVICES -OTHER AFSC-AFAL
4608 Solid State Device Physics CRW
4645 Advanced Device Physics CRO/B

62405394 ENVIRONMENT OAR
4603 Ionospheric Propagation CRU
4643 Radio and Radar Astronomy CRF
6020 Aircraft Meteorological Sensors and Techniques CRE
6670 Atmospheric Sensing Techniques CRE
6672 Weather Radar Techniques CRH
6687 Aerospace Composition CRU
6688 Aerospace Radiation CRU
6690 Aerospace Density CRU
6698 Satellite Meteorology CRH
7600 Geodesy for Naviguidance CRJ
7601 Electric and Magnetic Fields CRF
7605 Weather Modification CRH
7621 Atmospheric Optics CR0
7628 Terrestrial Geology CI
7635 Upper Atmosphere Chemical Physics CRU
7637 Air Pressure Pulse CRJ
7639 Elastic Wave Propagation Studies CRJ
7649 Solar Environmental Effects CRF
7655 Micrometeorolegy CRH
7659 Aerospace Research Instrumentation CRE
7661 Aurora and Airglow CRU
7663 Ionospheric Characteristics CRU
7667 Meteor Physics CRF
7670 Geophysical Effects on IR Radiation CRO
7698 Extraterrestrial Environment CRF
8624 Variability of Meteorological Elements CRE
8628 Free Air Circulations CRH
8631 Ozone Variability CRH
8666 Space Environment Observing and Forecasting

Techniques CRF

62405454 SURVEILLANCE AFSC-RADC
4649 Over-the-Horizon Detection CRU
4691 Upper Atmosphere Perturbation CRU

62503015 ARPA
4406 Ionization in Missile Trails (Order #234) CRU
4781 Ionospheric Radar Probe (Order #106) CRD
4783 Auroral Airglow Reaction Study (Order #111) CRO
4784 Rsch on Launch & Mid-Course Phenomena

(Order #116) CRO
4793 Electrostatic Phenomena (Order #202 - Task 1) CRF
4904 IR-Optic Range Research (Order #30) CRO
4984 Afterglow Blackout Phenomena (Order #42) CRU
6327 Re-entry Veh;cle Instrumentation (Order #254) CRO
8662 Optical Target Measurements (Order #363) CRO
8663 Optical Techniques (Order #450) CRO
8667 Missile Interactions (Order #55e) CRU

-t 8671 ECM Antenna Studies (Order #693) CRD

62506015 ARPA
3809 VELA HOTEL Radiometers (Order #213, Task 1) CRU
3809 Phnto-Electron Emission Measurements

(Order #213, Task 2) CRU
7901 VELA CJoud-Gap (Order #500) CRJ
8652 Seismic Rsch Project VELA UNIFORM

(Order #292) CRJ
8669 Magnetohydrodynamic Wave Propagation in the

Ionosphere (Order #635) CRU
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64415064 OTHER OPERATIONAL SUPPORT AFSC-RADC
4662 T-466205 ASTREC CRU

65402124 ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH SUPPORT OAR
6665 Plastic Balloon Components and Techniques CRE

65402154 TEST INSTRUMENTATION AFSC-ESD
5930 Range Trajectory/Orbital Measurements CRH
6682 Test Range Meteorological Support CRE

76006015 DASA
5710 NWET CRE/O

T/U
76008015 DASA

5710 NWER CRU/O
* Denotes Agency Having Management Responsibility for Prcgram Element

** See Organization Chart, Appendix A, for Laboratory Title

I
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